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HOME CARE SERVICES FOR OLDER
AMERICANS: PLANNING FOR THE FUTURE

MONDAY, MAY 7, 1979

U.S. SENATE,
SPECIAL COMMITFEE ON AGING,

Washington, D.C.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:10 a.m., in room

1318, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator Lawton Chiles (chair-
man) presiding.

Present: Senators Chiles, Pryor, Domenici, Heinz, and Cohen.
Also present: Kathleen M. Deignan and Deborah K. Kilmer,

professional staff members; David A. Rust, minority staff director;
Tony Arroyos, minority professional staff member; Marjorie J.
Finney, operations assistant; and Charlotte B. Lawrence, resource
assistant.

OPENING STATEMENT BY SENATOR LAWTON CHILES,
CHAIRMAN

Senator CHILES. We are having this hearing today because we
think we have a problem. In fact, I know we have a problem.

Nineteen months ago, Congress asked the Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare to provide us with recommendations for
future directions for home health care: As a matter of fact, it was
my colleague on this committee, Senator Cohen, who originated
this request as a Member of-the House of Representatives.

We have been struggling for some time now to find efficient ways
to make sure that our Nation's elderly will have a solid base of
both institutional and home health care services they can turn to
when support is needed. We still do not have our problems with
nursing homes solved, but the most frequently missing element is
home care. The intent of our request was to enlist the expertise of
the administration to help us set some directions and goals in
home health care.

The report which was delivered to us does not do that. We have
no recommendations. We have no discussion of optional policy
directions and goals. We have a $62,000 report which rephrases the
questions and concerns this committee and others have been
asking the Department since 1975, and before.

We are told that this is because of budgetary restraints and
insufficient information.

Congress is also concerned about budgetary restraints. Congress,
I feel, is the agency that has to make the decisions of how much of
the taxpayer's money we take from the taxpayer and how we
appropriate that money, whether we can afford to spend that
money or not, and what the tradeoffs are in regard to trying to
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bring inflation under control. Whatever steps we ultimately take to
insure comprehensive long-term care services is not going to
happen all at once, but we need a broader policy to work with as
we take these steps, and that is what we ask the Department to
help us with. Let's get the options out in the open, with the price
tags if we can, and then we can start making the decisions.

We have been told before that we don't have enough informa-
tion.. That is why we asked for demonstrations under medicare and
medicaid back in 1972. That is why we gave new demonstration
authority to the Administration on Aging last year. That is why I
pushed, in the Appropriations Committee, for more money for long-
term care demonstrations in the Health Care Financing Adminis-
tration. I said: "Tell us what you need and we will put it in." We
had some figures in mind, and the Health Care Financing Adminis-
tration staff came up and said: "We can't use it. Give us less."

Is insufficient information really the problem? I think we had
better come to some agreement on that, and I hope we can in this
hearing.

I find it hard to believe that if there was a real concern for the
problems we face in long-term care, and any real expertise and
organization in the Department, this process could have fallen
hostage to these excuses.

We don't have any policy. We don't have any focus. We don't
have any responsibility. The report on home care services tells us a
lot about that.

I have tried to make these points before. We have had hearings
before. Secretary Califano and the Administrator of the Health
Care Financing Administration agreed that it was "essential that
the Department adopt a coordinated focus on these issues." That is
his quote. We were told that was being done. We were told that
policy development in long-term care services was of the highest
priority. It looks like we have to start over again.

We don't have that kind of time. There are 5,500 people who
reach their 60th birthday every day, right now, and that number
will increase rapidly. We are already considering health insurance
proposals which don't address long-term care needs. The report
itself points out that we are probably wasting money and harming
some home care recipients because of inadequate attention to
issues of standards and coordination of services. States are having
a difficult time meeting their long-term care responsibilities in the
absence of any Federal policy.

We will be hearing about some of these State problems this
morning from Dick Batchelor, who is chairman of the Florida
House of Representatives Committee on Health and Rehabilitative
Services.

Florida has 27,000 elderly persons in nursing homes now. We are
told the State will need to have 100,000 nursing home beds by 1990.
Right now, there are about 120,000 noninstitutionalized elderly
persons in Florida who have an unmet need for some form of long-
term care, a large part of it home care services.

Before we hear from Representative Batchelor, I know there are
members of the committee who have other opening statements.

Senator Domenici, we will start with you.
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STATEMENT BY SENATOR PETE V. DOMENICI
Senator DOMENICI. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I will try to be brief. However, I want to open by commending

you.
Senator CHILES. Well, I want to point out the work that you have

done in this area. You have been in on some of these hearings that
we have been holding in the past and trying to get some answers in
this area.

Senator DOMENICI. I want to open by saying it is almost impossi-
ble for me to understand the administration's philosophy toward
health care. On the one hand the President wants to minimize
increasing hospital costs. That is an admirable goal-everyone real-
izes that these expenditures are rising all the time. However, the
H.R. 3 report, which has been submitted to us, is proof that the
present administration refuses to support even the most basic
kinds of commonly accepted notions of change.

The requirement under current medicare law that infirm elderly
must be hospitalized for 3 days prior to becoming eligible for home
health care services is one reason for rising hospital costs. The
administration is essentially "burying its head in the sand" by
refusing to support the elimination of the 3-day prior hospitaliza-
tion requirement.

There is a very fundamental question that needs to be asked
here. Should we, or should we not, as a Nation, eliminate the trend
toward institutionalization? The report refuses to take a position
on this basic question, and the administration, in testimony before
the Senate Finance Committee, Mr. Chairman, does not even want
to address that issue. The reason given for nonsupport-budgetary
constraints-is an admirable one. However, I believe that unless
and until we as a Nation decide to eliminate this institutional bias,
continued talk about spiraling health care costs is a futile exercise.
The traditional policies of our Nation, which emphasize nursing
home and other types of institutionalized care for our elderly,
contribute to rising health care costs. We must come to the realiza-
tion that, even if we need to have a few more years of nursing
home and institutional costs running parallel to home health care
costs, eventually we will be. saving resources, and doing a better job
in providing cost-effective, adequate, and more humane health care
services to our elderly citizens.

Getting to the bottom of this problem, and then advocating and
insisting upon, some reasonable changes to eliminate the trend
toward institutionalization which pervades our present health care
delivery system is exactly the function which our committee can
and must perform.

Senator CHILES. Thank you.
Senator Cohen, you started all this.
Senator COHEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator CHILES. I am sure. you have some opening remarks. We

are delighted to have you as a member of our committee and still
pursuing your interest in this area.

STATEMENT BY SENATOR WILLIAM S. COHEN
Senator COHEN. I want to congratulate you, Mr. Chairman, for

calling this hearing, because I have no doubt that it hastened the
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release of the section 18 report which is required by Public Law
95-142.

As you pointed out, as the author of the original legislation that
prompted this report that forms the basis for this hearing, I have a
few things to say to the administration witnesses who will be
coming before the committee this morning. The best assessment I
can give this report is that it is a complete disregard of congres-
sional intent. A simple reading of the law tells me that the report
should develop methods to assure the quality of services provided,
improve efficiency of program administration, curb fraud and
abuse, and provide for coordination between Federal in-home serv-
ice programs particularly with regard to reimbursement and pro-
vider qualifications. Outside of some action on fraud and abuse
issues-of which compliance is already required by other laws and
sections of Public Law 95-142-fail to see that any of these issues
have been addressed after exceeding, as you pointed out, Mr. Chair-
man, the statutory deadline by 6 months and spending some
$62,000.
I Instead, HEW has applied its own unilateral criteria-that of

cost. While cost is, of course, important in assessing and assigning
our national priorities, Congress has the constitutional prerogative
to set those priorities. This agency was required to submit policy
options and recommendations. While those recommendations could
have included cost considerations, I think that Congress is the one
that is responsible for deciding when those constraints warrant no
action be taken.

Furthermore, I would point out, Mr. Chairman, that the asser-
tion that HEW lacks information necessary to even suggest policy
options, I think is indefensible, because the appendix which has
been submitted and indeed earlier drafts of the report, which I
have had the opportunity to review, suggest that there is substan-
tive and substantial data available. I have a copy of an earlier
draft I which I would like to have entered as part of the record, Mr.
Chairman, which is a January draft signed off, I believe, by Admin-
istrator Leonard Schaeffer. The red ink which we have drawn
through portions of this draft report indicates where the adminis-
tration stripped information from the bill that it did not feel was
convenient to discuss. I would like to know, first of all, as we get
into these hearings, who was responsible for cutting the original
draft prepared by the Administrator.

Also, I would like to say for the record that the history about
this legislation which has led to the requirement of this report
involved the situation where I sought initially to set up an inde-
pendent commission to establish standards of quality care for home
health services. The Carter administration objected because this
was a new administration and it should be given the opportunity to
prove itself by having responsibility for the report. Moreover, Presi-
dent Carter had a policy to cut back the number of governmental
commissions and advisory groups. The President may have succeed-
ed in the latter objective, but he has, in my opinion, wasted an
opportunity to contribute to the formation of a national policy on
home health care.

I See appendix 3, page 147.
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Despite the statements to the contrary, it seems clear to me that
the administration does not have a long-term health care policy.
The fact that the earlier drafts, including the January version, had
sections dealing with future directions in-home health care which
failed to appear in the final report, I think vividly shows that the
HEW is not developing a long-term care policy. If it did, I believe
the whole tone of this report would have been quite different.

So, after a year and a half, I hope that the witnesses who are
going to come before this committee can demonstrate how this
report makes any difference at all to the individuals who are in
need or to providers of in-home care. Unless they can satisfy on
those points, Mr. Chairman, I am going to propose that the com-
mittee introduce a resolution directing the Senate Committee on
Finance and the House Ways and Means Committee to reject this
report.

I hope during the hearing we can focus on the broader aspects of
the hearing. I do want to welcome the other witnesses and look
forward to their comments on the future direction in home care
services. I think we have seen the demographic handwriting on the
wall, as the chairman has pointed out. In order to deal with the
realities of the future, we must acquire some vision about the
issues before us today.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator CHILES. Thank you, Senator Cohen. Our first witness is

*the Honorable Dick J. Batchelor, Chairman of the Committee on
Health and Rehabilitative Services in the Florida House of Repre-
sentatives and Chairman of the Ad Hoc Subcommittee on Aging of
that house.

Dick; I am delighted to have you come before our committee. It is
of great interest to me to see how your career has progressed.

When I was walking through Florida, I met this young man who
was working his way through junior college at the time, and he
was an officer in the student government at the junior college. He
gathered together some of his fellow students that were interested
in government and provided one of the largest audiences I had had
up to that time in my campaign for the U.S. Senate.

I am delighted to see that you pursued your education and also
your interest in government and are now a member of the Florida
House. We are delighted to see the work that you have done in this
area on aging and to have you come before our committee.

STATEMENT OF HON. DICK J. BATCHELOR, CHAIRMAN, COM-
MITTEE ON HEALTH AND REHABILITATIVE SERVICES, AND
CHAIRMAN, AD HOC SUBCOMMITTEE ON AGING, FLORIDA
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Mr. BATCHELOR. Thank you very much, Senator. I appreciate

those comments. I remember I knew the Senator when he used to
walk every place, including across the State of Florida, and I think
he can recall me when I had hair.

Let me, if I might, Mr. Chairman and members of the committee,
make a statement and then respond to any particular questions
because we all recognize that the State of Florida, because of its
aging population, could be severely impacted if a comprehensive
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plan on long-term care is not established by the Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare.

The Senator and I are certainly from the State that is graying
faster than any other State in the Union. Almost one-quarter of its
population is over the age of 60, and with between 8,000 and 15,000
additional elderly people making it their home every month it is
approaching an era in which we must think creatively about long-
term care. I believe that Florida is an indicator as to what lies
ahead for the rest of the Nation, and as former chairman of the
Florida House Subcommittee on Aging and present chairman of
the Committee on-Health and Rehabilitative Services it is all too
apparent to me that Florida and the Nation cannot afford, either
financially or morally, not to start formulating a policy on long-
term care.

The current methods of coping with our frail elderly are simply
too expensive. In Florida, we have 28,000 people in nursing homes.
By the year 2000, this figure is predicted to increase four times
over, to approximately 100,000 people in nursing homes in our
State. Nursing home care is expensive.

As an aside at this point, we recognize the importance of the
administration's efforts to do something about hospital cost con-
tainment because 75 percent of all medicaid dollars in Florida are
being expended in institutional care. Unfortunately, this exceeds
the national expenditure of 70 percent. In addition, Florida has
approximately 1,700 elderly patients in State mental hospitals. The
vast majority of these people, some 1,400, are there for primary
reasons other than mental health. I was recently told that these
people could be discharged if there were appropriate community
care available. A staggering amount of money is spent in the kind
of care that most elderly people don't want and quite frankly don't
need. Again, I might interject that in the State of Florida, in our
four mental institutions, we have over 850 clients that have been
diagnosed as having no sign of mental illness but yet they were put
into mental institutions prior to the time that there were alternate
placement facilities.

INSTITUTIONAL CARE ONLY OPTION

There are alternatives that should be encompassed in a long-
range plan for long-term care, but I do not feel that the adminis-
tration, at this point, has developed such a plan. I think it should
be on the conscience of HEW that if we are going to harbor people
in our State mental institutions it is because there are no plans for
alternative placement and the only option in many of these States
happen to be institutionalization, be it a nursing home or a State
mental institution.

Besides being expensive, institutional care is too often a heartless
solution to a delicate social problem. I say a delicate social problem
because I believe that our lack of policy for alternatives in long-
term care reflects the cultural lag in which our elderly are caught.
In our modern transient society, in which families are sometimes
spread across the continent, the family is often not around to care
for, and much less revere, 'its elderly members. Nothing in our
society has emerged to fill the void frequently left by the family,
except institutional care, which I submit is unacceptable in its
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current form. A different type of care, a less stigmatizing care,
would be a very important part of the continuum of long-term care;
thus, institutionalization would be more acceptable to our society.

But until a Federal policy for long-term care is established so as
to place institutional care in its proper perspective, America will
have shirked her responsibility to her frail elderly. As leaders in
this country, we have the responsibility to establish policies that
guard our constituents' inalienable right to life with more and
lasting dignity. If the only option we leave open to our frail elderly
is unnecessary institutionalization, then surely we have done little
to assure this liberty.

In an era in which our pouplation is aging rapidly, we must look
for alternatives in long-term care. Warehousing our elderly is ex-
pensive; it is a sad replacement for the family. We must enter an
era of creativity with regard to long-term care, and we must enter
this era with a plan in mind, with a policy set forth, or we will
soon be forced to establish an ad hoc policy for a problem that has
engulfed us. You at the Federal level must establish a policy to
cope with the problem of caring for our frail elderly. I am afraid
that if you don't, the magnitude of the problem will dictate the
establishment of a patchwork undeveloped policy.

When I talk about policy, I am talking about developing a strat-
egy for a continuum of care for the elderly. It is a continuum of
dare that addresses the problem of an elderly person with an eye
toward the specific kind of care that particular person needs. Right
now, our financing mechanisms dictate our policy. Largely in re-
sponse to the funding available under medicare and medicaid, the
nursing home industry has expanded with gigantic strides, but I
believe that caring for our frail elderly in institutions is short-
sighted when home delivered services might keep many of these
people from entering a nursing home and do so at a greatly re-
duced cost.

In Florida, we have developed seven demonstration projects to
experiment with various kinds of community based services. These
projects are funded under the State's Community Care for the
Elderly Act. A recent evaluation of these community services indi-
cated that even the most expensive kind of community based care
is less expensive than nursing home care.

It should also be noted that community care was most often
provided to people who were "at risk"-in danger of being placed
in an institution. The State legislature is now in session and both
the House and Senate budgets contain money to begin expanding
these programs statewide. This increased funding, I might add, is
largely the result of a ground swell of support from individuals
around the State.

In Florida it is hoped that community care for the elderly will
soon be part of a well-established continuum of care. Ideally, this
continuum will include senior centers, home delivered services-
such as meals, homemaker and chore services-day care, respite
care, family placement, transportation, nursing homes, hospitals
and hospices. As a side note I am happy to report that last week
my committee approved legislation to license hospices, a concept
whose time has arrived. Since Florida has a higher percent of
elderly than any other State, as well as the highest incidence of
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cancer, innovations in caring for the terminally ill should be pio-
neered in the State.

I also mentioned family placement. This is a program Florida
began 2 years ago, in which a family is paid to keep an elderly
person at home. It was our feeling that if the State could pay to
place a person in a nursing home, that we should also pay to allow
a person to stay with a loved one. This can be viewed as a commit-
ment to the family. It also expresses the legislature's realization
that a person's mental health is probably better preserved if they
are allowed to remain in familiar surroundings. In developing a
continuum of care for the elderly, we have come to realize that a
person's mental, as well as physical, health is an essential consider-
ation.

In summary, glaring statistics mandate immediate action. Be-
tween fiscal years 1950 and 1977, personal health care expenditures
increased from $10 billion to $143 billion. Figures also indicate that
personal health care expenditures increase with age, and that the
85-plus population is the fastest growing segment of our society.
Since community based services are usually a more appropriate
and less costly approach to dealing with the needs of our elderly,
we must be creative in developing a policy for long-term care, and
we must do it now.

In closing, if I might, Senator, I had the opportunity to review
two reports. One is the report that I have submitted to your com-
mittee staff that my Committee on Aging developed in the State
after holding extensive hearings. The unique part about our report
is that we not only have a compilation of the problems that we
have and can substantiate those problems, but we made specific
recommendations about what to do as far as coordinating delivery
systems to address the whole person and not just categorical fund-
ing to some isolated problem that some people don't have. This
report is now being implemented through the legislative process.
There are particular problems that call for action by HEW or in
fact the U.S. Congress.

The second report that I had an opportunity to review is the one
that the U.S. Congress mandated HEW to complete. It is late, as
has been indicated, and since that time, based on the number of
people who have moved to the State of Florida, we have probably
denied services to at least a portion of some quarter of a million
people who have moved to Florida because we have such an ever
increasing rate of people coming to our state every day.

I think if you just look at the summary of the report or the
introductory comments you won't want to read the rest of the
report because they have an automatic disclaimer that we know
what the total is to do, we know what needs to be done, but we
don't have that here-we have a recitation of the problem. I think
it is presumptuous on the part of HEW to assume that they would
be making the budget agreements anyway. What we are saying is
that it is not necessarily appropriate to try to find more funds, but
if you increase the cost of effectiveness of an integrated service
delivery system then you can in fact hold the cost down to serve
more people in a more realistic approach.

This reminds me of a syndrome that I have seen time and time
again throughout so that I have dubbed this "Analysis Paralysis."
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Because of the public report we say we don't have the answers here
but we will do another 2-year report. I submit another 10,000
people will not have been served in that time.

I will close with those comments, Senator, and I will be glad to
respond to any questions.

Senator CHILES. Thank you very much for your statement.
Let me first say that it sounds to me that the family placement

program is an innovative program and one in which we really need
to see what experience States will have with that program. Is it
going to be an answer? On the surface it appears that it will, but
how are you going to control it? How are you going to see that it is
used properly? How are you going to see that it is not something
that someone could try to use to milk funds or to take funds?
Certainly that is in the area I think States ought to be experiment-
ing under our Federal system and ought to be trying that program.
We can learn by seeing what kinds of experience that Florida has
in that program.

Why did you need to get a waiver? Explain that to me.
Mr. BATCHELOR. Senator, let me try to explain it to the best of

my knowledge. First of all, family placement, I think, is probably
the best approach to allow somebody to stay with the family intact.
So many of our categories such as medicaid and medicare seem to
lend themselves to forces that put a person into institutional care
so that they can at least benefit for his money but the family
placement would allow somebody to stay in the home.

We really needed an SSI waiver because when you receive sup-
plemental security income and you count any other income in that
household towards the recipient's income you would disqualify
them from SSI so we simply needed to allow an SSI waiver demon-
stration project to see if this family placement would work. We
have had it in the State of Florida now for 2 years and it has been
extremely successful where people are still wed to the family
concept.

Senator CHILES. You said that 75 percent of the State's medicaid
program goes to pay for institutional care now. What are you going
to do to meet the need for that 100,000 beds; that is, additional beds
that are going to be necessary in 10 years' time?

Mr. BATCHELOR. Well, the only obvious choice we have now is to
try to be as creative as possible. We would like to establish some
alternative to institutionalization. We have tried to do that again
with the community care for the elderly concept; the whole concept
of community based services is to try to avoid institutionalization.
If you have homemaker or chore services, home health care, meals
on wheels, some transportation for the nonambulatory clients, I
think you have an opportunity to allow people to remain in their
own homes and communities. They will not be forced into the
institution.

We would like to have an innovative approach to the funding
mechanisms available to both medicaid and medicare. With some
of the waivers I think we can demonstrate further that when you
integrate the plethora of services that you can keep people out of
the nursing homes. I am not sold on the idea that we have to have
100,000 nursing home beds.
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Senator. CHILES. I think that survey is based on present pro-
grams which are pressed by the financial end rather than by the
actual physical need.

Mr. BATCHELOR. Yes, sir. I think it can be reduced substantially
if there is a continuum of home care to prevent
institutionalization.

Senator CHILES. Are there any other questions?,
Senator DOMENICI. I want to continue with one point, Mr. Chair-

man. In my opening remarks, I failed to make the cover letter
which accompanied the H.R. 3 report a part of the record, and ask
now that this letter be included in the record,' dated April 16, 1979.
It is directed to the Honorable Frank Church, as chairman of the
committee. He is no longer chairman of the committee. The letter
also indicates that he is in the House of Representatives, even
though he is a Senator. That is the mailing address, and is signed
by the Secretary. These inaccuracies probably indicate how
important this report was in the eyes of HEW.

Senator COHEN. Would the gentleman yield?
Senator DOMENICI. Yes.
Senator COHEN. I am sure this is not an isolated example. The

Air Force has proposed the reduction of an air base in Maine. They
prepared an environmental impact study on the proposal, but they
had the base located in the wrong part of the State.
- Senator DOMENICI. Let me ask this. Do you generally agree,

based upon your in-depth studies to this point, that we need to
expand home health care services in order to have an appropriate
response to the needs of our elderly for health care?

Mr. BATCHELOR. I think the answer is yes, and I think it is very
clear because of the increasing costs of hospital care. I think when
a doctor has no choice and he is not allowed to offer any type of
care other than hospitalization and then you tell the doctor, well,
you can take the patient out and they can survive 3 days and enlist
them in another home health care program, I think you have just
produced the options to that position to have alternative care. I
think hospice is a very good example. We have the three demon-
stration projects there for the terminally ill patients.

I think the answer is yes because we all know what is happening
in hospital care in our State. If I might just for a second digress,
our population has increased 38 percent since 1965. The number of
hospital beds in our State increased by 90 percent. The number of
dollars spent for hospital care increased 695 percent. So you can
see the proliferation forced institutional care, the first choice being
hospitals. I think the economics alone dictate that we have to
establish a different type of long-term care.

Senator DoMENICI. Just one last question. Many of us are push-
ing very hard for an expanded home health care program for this
country, including the elimination of some of the arbitrary condi-
tions-such as 3-day prior hospitalization for the seniors-which
impedes the development of home care services. We have two pro-
grams, medicare and medicaid, running side by side. Seniors have
to go to the hospital first before they receive home health care
services, but the poor of America don't, they can get home health
care without this and other impediments.

'See appendix 2, page 60.
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How would you explain that, in the long run, this may not cost
more -money? Most of us think that, to continue on as the adminis-
tration is doing, will cost us many millions of additional dollars
without improving the quality of health care delivery. This ap-
proach does not answer the resource allocation question. We must
develop a home health care system side by side with the other
aspects of our health care system or else everyone is going to be
taken care of in either nursing homes or hospitals. At a point in
time-2 years, 5 years, 10 years out, we will find that it will be far
more expensive to operate a system without a strong home health
component than one with it.

Do you basically agree with that premise? If so, have you found
any way of putting that into actual dollar figures or not?

Mr. BATCHELOR. Well, let me respond this way. I think it is that
commentary that is to increase our medicare deductibles and it
would be arbitrary for me to give you a number or deny hospital-
ization because they cannot generate the $160 deductible which in
fact, without that type of deductible on home health care, they
would be able to have an option to take care of their medical needs.

Second, is the demonstration project under our community care?
We did an evaluation project of all the seven demonstration pro-
jects and we can identify very clearly the number of people that
either, No. 1, would have been denied the service or, No. 2, would
have been forced into institutional care if those services were not
available. The whole continuum of things, people need a different
type of service, but sometimes the costs of our being involved with
categorical funding, and that they don't specifically fit this identity
factor, they then are denied the service.

Senator DOMENICI. How would you be able to identify senior
citizens who would benefit from home health care but were
institutionalized instead? Do you get that information from the
professionals?

Mr. BATCHELOR. Well, we have again the community care con-
cept for services such as home health care, the meals-on-wheels,
day care for the aging, some nonemergency medical transportation.
Probably the most popular one is the homemaker-chore service.

Senator DOMENICI. The what?
Mr. BATCHELOR. The homemaker-chore service, a service that you

provide. You identify an old person that is not any longer inde-
pendent, but if you go into his home and you cook two or three
meals a week and tidy up for him, take him to the pharmacy, take
him to the doctor, take him shopping, or call him once a day or
whatever, that service might be what allows that person to stay in
the home. They might be aging. Seventeen percent of those over 70
suffer from progressive atrophy, which is a deterioration of the
brain. We seem to forget things. People cannot be maintained
independently, but if someone is there to provide those types of
support services, you can keep them in the home.

If those services are not provided, the record will clearly reflect
that the only option is the nursing home. We have gone back to
look at all these services and interview the clients that were
served, and at least 50 percent say clearly: If I did not have the
support service in the community, the only option I would have
would be to have my children put me in a nursing home, because
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they did not have the day care facilities to drop me off during the
day, or the home-delivered meal was not available to me, or those
types of things.

Senator, if I might interject one thing that is of growing impor-
tance to the aging demographic, it is in the area of mental health.
On medicare, you can only have up to $250 a year for outpatient
psychiatric services. Now you can be institutionalized and that will
cover the cost for some 190 days if you can pay the medicare
deductible.

It is my concern that as the population gets older there are those
people that have progressive atrophy that are being denied mental
health services. Again, the cost of the guidelines is on the medi-
care, when in fact you should be able to go to some of your
community mental health programs and have access to that
system, which is certainly less costly than being forced into a State
hospital for short-term crisis intervention or being forced into a
State mental institution simply because you have a problem which
might be a very, very mild problem.

Senator CHILES. The administration has proposed in their budget
request raising that figure, I think, to about $750. The legislation is
not here yet to go along with that, but that budget request has
been made which would be of some help.

Mr. BATCHELOR. I see that as an embarrassing crisis, and we are
trying to address it in our State, but in this continuum of long-
term care one has to keep in mind that it not only precludes people
from being put in an institution but if you have the mechanism
available you can get some of the people out of those mental
institutions that need not be there, and I think that is just as
important.

Senator DOMENICI. The reason I asked the question, how did you
prove it, was because it is obvious that the principal prescriber
for institutionalization is the doctor. He or she is the one who
basically prescribes hospitalization. Likewise, they are the princi-
pal prescribers of home health care.

Now, as to seniors, it would be very difficult to get an array of
medical doctors to say, we didn't need to put him in the hospital.
That is often very hard for them to say. They may, in private, say,
if we could have prescribed home health care, we would not have
put him or her in an institution, but you cannot have a survey and
get doctors to admit that, because someone will immediately say
your motives were to utilize the hospital, to make your own life
easier. We all know doctors who are confronted almost daily with
this all or nothing situation. That is the reason I asked if you had
the evidence and I appreciate your observations.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator CHILES. Senator Cohen.
Senator COHEN. A couple of points, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Batchelor, I would take a little bit of issue with you when

you suggest that our mental capacity or intellect deteriorates with
age. The Jackson Laboratory, located in Maine, had an extensive
study which showed that mental and intellectual capacity does not
diminish with age; it depends a great deal upon the diet, upon
neglect, upon indifference, upon love and upon activity-that all of
this is involved with one's mental capacities.
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What we do is set up sort of an institutional mind set which
becomes a self-fulfilling prophecy and we assume that because a
person reaches a certain age that that person's mental capacities
will diminish as well as his physical capacities. So I don't,think we
should make that assumption. We are trying to reverse that, as a
matter of fact, with legislation which was enacted during the last
Congress that wipes out mandatory retirement for people who
reach the arbitrary age of 65.

Mr. BATCHELOR. Senator Cohen, if I may interject, I said that
some of the people over 70 suffer from irreversible atrophy and
irreversible brain damage. I apologize if I did not state that accu-
rately. As you get older, you have the diminution of-in fact, my
one intern is 91 years old and finishing courses for his Ph. D. in
history at Florida State University.

Senator COHEN. Perhaps I misunderstood you. I think you have
covered this.

We tend to talk about home health care as an alternative to
institutionalization and really we should not propose it as an alter-
native but rather as part of the continuum health care in this
country. One of the bills that I sponsored last year with Congress-
man Pepper of Florida, which in part has been incorporated into
the Older Americans Act, is to have a single entry form into our
health care system. For example, if a person 65 or older were to
come to a member of this committee and say, Mr. Cohen, or Mr.
Chiles, or Mr. Domenici, I have a problem, can you help me with it
in terms of which agency I might qualify with for home health
care? Whether it is title XVIII, title XIX, or title XX. I would
venture to say that neither I nor any member of this committee
could tell that person what to do. I suspect you have the same
problem in your own State with the overlap of programs.

I am looking at a chart here prepared to show the different types
of qualifications for reimbursement under titles XVIII, XIX, and
XX. You have to be a Ph. D. to figure it out in terms of where you
go.

The one thing that I proposed several years ago was to have a
single entry point at the community level, some are already in
place, where a person could go to have an evaluation done as to
what type of medical care is appropriate for that individual-home
health care with periodic visits with some homemaker service
would be sufficient for that person. As the needs change the treat-
ment would change.

As a Federal program, this type of service is only in a demon-
stration stage. In fact, as you pointed out, we don't have the policy
right now. We have a series of overlapping statutory regulations
which are confusing to the average person, and I suggest even to
the professionals, and what makes this particular report so frus-
trating is it has done nothing to alleviate that confusion.

One final point. I understand that Florida has a regular problem
of private and nonprofit providers. I wonder how we can deal with
this situation?

Mr. BATCHELOR. Well, can you be more specific?
Senator COHEN. Have you had any situations in which private,

nonprofit providers have been abusing the reimbursement policies?
Do you have that in Florida?

50-227 0 - 79 - 2
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Mr. BATCHELOR. I think we have had a history of that. We have
had some problem with it because we did not think the guidelines
were clear enough, but we have now moved to put into our office
the certification which I think is more in proportion with it.

There has been abuse throughout this Nation where the investi-
gation was precipitated by that type of abuse, but we think our
guidelines are very, very clear, and I think they are very conscious
about them. As an example, we were trying to expand our limited
medicaid program this year to pay for hearing aids. In my proposed
bill, we also had the prior approval, and so we are very conscious of
that, but we have had some problems in the past.

Senator COHEN. Is that the principal reason that you have not
made greater use of in-home provider services in the State of
Florida?

Mr. BATCHELOR. We have moved toward it with our care concept
which interestingly enough was introduced by then Senator
Graham, who is now the Governor, back in 1975. I think 1975 was
the advent and we are now fully funding the whole community
care concept. We have just about reached the $14 million figure
this year, and will perhaps increase the funding. So we take all the
demonstration projects that we employed in 1975 and provide.all of
them in a continuum of care in our districts throughout the State.
Some, of them, as you suggest, there is a designated place where
the person can go to try to access one or more of those services.

Senator COHEN. I think that too often some of us on the commit-
tee point to the HEW studies which show that between 14 and 25
percent of the people who are currently in nursing homes don't
have to be there, don't need that level of care, thereby concluding
that perhaps we are wasting a great deal of money.. There are
people that do need that care and those beds, so it is not saving 14
to 25 percent of the nursing beds, we are still going to have those
nursing beds filled.

Mr. BATCHELOR. Yes.
Senator COHEN. Thank you.
Senator CHILES. Senator Pryor.
Senator PRYOR. I don't have any questions at this point, Mr.

Chairman. Thank you.
Senator CHILES. Thank you, Mr. Batchelor. We thank you very

much.
Mr. BATCHELOR. Thank you very much. I appreciate it.
Senator CHILES. Our next witnesses making up a panel are the

Honorable Fred Bohen, Assistant Secretary for Management and
Budget, Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, and Robert
C. Benedict, who is the Commissioner on Aging. We also have some
people from the Health Care Financing Administration. I don't
know who those other members are. Please introduce them for us:
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STATEMENT OF HON. FRED M. BOHEN, ASSISTANT SECRETARY
FOR MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET, DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH,
EDUCATION, AND WELFARE, ACCOMPANIED BY ROBERT C.
BENEDICT, COMMISSIONER, ADMINISTRATION ON AGING,
AND CLIFFORD GAUS, ASSISTANT ADMINISTRATOR FOR
POLICY, HEALTH CARE FINANCING ADMINISTRATION
Mr. BOHEN. I will; Mr. Chairman and members of the committee,

Lam pleased to be here this morning as the Secretary's representa-
tive to review and answer such questions as you may have on the
Department's report on home health services under medicare, med-
icaid and title XX. Since I did not personally participate in the
decisions concerning this report, or its development, I am accompa-
nied by Robert Benedict, who leads the Administration on Aging in
HEW, and Dr. Clifford Gaus, Assistant Administrator for Policy of
the Health Care Financing Administration, both of whom did work
on the report, and both of whom represent agencies in this area.

Let me at the outset express my personal chagrin and the Secre-
tary's deep regret, to you and to the other members of the commit-
tee for the indefensible errors and sloppiness in the transmittal of
the report to you. While we may have differences with respect to
this report, I can assure you that the Secretary does not
countenance the mistakes that we made, and we are all embar-
rassed by that sloppiness.

Senator CHILES. Mr. Secretary, that really does not concern me,
that is something that is kind of amusing maybe as far as a cover
letter. What really does concern me is what you have just told me
and that is that you did not personally participate in the drafting
of this report or in the makeup of this report.

Mr. Benedict, did you participate in this personally-as the Com-
missioner of Aging?

Mr. BENEDICT. The Commissioner of Aging was not responsible
for the drafting of the report. During its evolution, we had an
opportunity to comment on that while it was being prepared.

Senator CHILES. Who did it?
Dr. GAUS. Mr. Chairman, my office in the Health Care Financing

Administration was responsible for preparing the various drafts of
the report, and this last draft we did participate in, but were not
involved in the final changes.

Senator COHEN. Would the Chairman yield?
Senator CHILES. I yield.
Senator COHEN. Was it your office that prepared this initial draft

signed by Mr. Schaeffer?
Dr. GAUS. Yes, it was.
Senator COHEN. You say once it came from Mr. Schaeffer it went

up to the HEW administration itself. You shipped it over to the
OMB and that is where all the changes and revisions were made, is
that correct?

Mr. BOHEN. Senator Cohen, some of the changes in that report
resulted from review in the Office of the Secretary and decisions
made by the Under Secretary. Some represented decisions made in
the administration after specific proposals or recommendations
were made in the Department.

Senator COHEN. Do you recognize this original report from what
was submitted to this committee?
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Dr. GAUS. I recognize parts of it.
Senator COHEN. What parts?
Dr. GAUS. There were substantial changes made.
Senator CHILES. Well, who made the decision to do that?
Dr. GAUS. The changes?
Senator CHILES. Absolutely.
Mr. BOHEN. Mr.-Chairman, I am prepared to go forward with the

testimony indicating why changes were made.
Senator CHILES. Well, I understand that you are ready to go

ahead with the statement, Mr. Secretary, and we will put your
statement in full in the record.,

My concern is I don't know how this panel can ask questions and
get responsive answers if you were not a participant in the actual
decisions that were made. If you are sent up here now with the
statement, once you get out of the four corners of your statement,
how are we going to get responsive answers? We know that HCFA
sent up a report and then changes were made after that. Was
Under Secretary Champion the one that made some of these deci-
sions?

Mr. BOHEN. In the long-term care area of the Department the
Secretary relied very heavily on the Under Secretary during the
process. This report was reviewed by-the Under Secretary; it was
commented on by all the staff offices, it came to the departmental
level for review after the Department submitted its legislative
program and budget to OMB for this year, and it was, in some
respects, inconsistent in the sense that it was advancing recommen-
dations and suggestions that were not in our legislative program
and not in the budget. It was on the basis of those inconsistencies
that the proposals were, in effect, not endorsed but carried over for
further study.

Senator CHILES. Well, then are you telling us it was OMB and
the budget decisions were what drove the report and made the
changes?

Mr. BOHEN. Budget factors were very significant. The report
came forward after the budget had been put to bed. As you know,
from service on the Appropriations Committee, in preparing its
budget for 1980, and then in responding successively to tighter
planning ceilings, the Department had difficult choices to make
with respect to the budget, and some of these recommendations
were a part of that decisionmaking-in HEW and OMB as well.

Senator DOMENICI. Mr. Chairman.
Senator CHILES. First I want to insert in the record at this time a

copy of the report as it originally came out of the Health Care
Financing Administration.2

I also want to insert in the record at this time, without objection,
a copy of "Home Health Line," issue 4,3 which I think is valuable
because it points out, in chronological order, all of the hearings and
actions that took place prior to the issuance of the report, really
going back to 1965, and I think provides a very important chronolo-
gy of events that took place.

I See appendix 1, item 1, page 49.
2 See appendix 3, page 147.
' See appendix 5, page 227.
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Then, again, I really want to express the concern of the Chair
that we are still dealing with a report without having parties
before us now who I think can answer our questions as to why
certain decisions were made and why certain decisions were not
made, other than on a secondhand basis, these being budget deci-
sions you have told us. I would think maybe some of those deci-
sions would have come out of your office, but you were not an
actual participant, you say.

Mr. BOHEN. I began my duty as Assistant Secretary for Manage-
ment and Budget in November 1978, after the initial budget sub-
mission had b'een made to OMB. I am familiar with certain aspects
of the budget decision that came after that.

Senator DoMENICI. Mr. Chairman.
Senator CHILES. Please.
Senator DOMENICI. Mr. Chairman, I also want to state that I

intended nothing personal by introducing this' letter into the
record. I introduced the letter to illustrate the general attitude, as
I saw it, toward this congressional mandate on home health care.

Mr. Chairman, the committee wrote and asked that either the
Secretary or Mr. Champion, the man who obviously made many or
most of these decisions, come before us and explain this report, and
they did not choose to do so. It appears to me we are never going to
make any sense out of these disparities unless one or both of them
comes before us. Either Mr. Champion or Mr. Califano ought to be
asked again in a more urgent manner, Mr. Chairman, to come
before this committee and explain why they failed to live up to the
minimum legislative mandate. I would also like them to explain
what was behind the changes made between the January draft
report and this document. Even though we are all busy, I think we
have to insist that either Secretary Califano or Under Secretary
Champion come here and defend this report, and I would hope that
you, Mr. Chairman, would join in telling them that you think it is
imperative that they do so.

Senator CHILES. I really think that the committee is entitled to
be able to ask people questions and they can respond to those
questions on the part of the decisions that have been made. To tell
you the truth, Mr. Bohen, I don't think it is fair for them to send
you up here.

Senator DOMENICI. I don't either.
Mr. BOHEN. Mr. Chairman--
Senator CHILES. You are the new man in the barrel, and on that

basis, they may have felt that they could send you up here, but
that is not adequate and, as I say, I don't think it is fair to you. It
is not fair to this committee, 'and it is not responsive to the legisla-
tive mandate that asks for this report. If it was not that we have
some further witnesses, I would recess the hearing right now, but
we have some GAO people and I think we ought to hear from
them.

Mr. BOHEN. Mr. Chairman, I think that both the Secretary and
Under Secretary read -your letter as indicating you wanted a policy
level representative of the Secretary here. I believe I have recon-
structed, as best I could, the sequence of events, and they are set
forth in my testimony, which the whole Department stands behind.
I think in this situation both the Department and the administra-
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tion were faced with the problem of having a requirement to the
Congress that was moving in ways difficult to reconcile with the
Department's commitments under the budget and the administra-
tion's program. It gave us some difficulties, and that is certainly
part of the explanation for the delay, as well as some major part of
the explanation for the changes that were made. We cannot send a
report to the Congress without clearing it through the Department
and reconciling it as best we can with other obligations we have,
and indeed getting the administration's support through the OMB.
Each of the elements in the chain are affected by that.

Senator CHILES. I understand that, but those changes and the
tradeoffs that are made are something that we would become vital-
ly interested in in trying to determine what drove those decisions,
and in order for us to be able to explore that I think we have to
have people who actually participated in those decisions. them-
selves. I think, really, because the other witnesses from the GAO
are going to be also concerned with responding on some of the
issues that we had here. I really want to apologize to the other
members of the committee, but I think that we really ought to
recess now and reschedule this when we can have Mr. Champion or
the Secretary come before us.

Senator HEINZ. Mr. Chairman.
Senator CHILES. Yes, sir.
Senator HEINZ. I agree with the Chairman. I remember, on far

too many occasions, when I served in the House of Representatives
the Nixon administration would get hold of something the Con-
gress would ask for and it would never see the light of day again. It
concerns me, as it does the Chairman, that we are once again being
put in a box where Congress cannot have the information it needs
to legislate. The Department of HEW is created by statutory man-
date from the Congress-it is not created by the Office of Manage-
ment and Budget. Therefore, since the Secretary, Under Secretary,
and others are confirmed by the Congress, the Senate being the
body confirming on behalf of the Congress, there is a legislative
requirement in the law that you report to us, not to OMB.

I think, Mr. Chairman, that the administration has done itself
harm, second only to the harm they are doing to our senior citi-
zens. We will have lost, as a result of this absolutely indefensible
meddling by OMB, the better part of 2 years. We all know the
demographics of how more and more senior citizens are going into
the above 80 years of age category.and of the groups which need
home health care. Thanks to OMB, they are going to .be without
the benefit of anything that we in the Congress wish to consider.
So it seems to me that the Carter administration has shortchanged
not just the Congress, but also our senior citizens, and I hope that
is what you well recognize.

I would like to join you, Mr. Chairman, and Senator Domenici, in
getting some answers from Mr. Champion and Secretary Califano
as to why they want to shortchange the senior citizens.

Senator CHILES. I think it might be appropriate if we do submit a
full list of the questions we would like to see answered, and I would
ask all of you to submit, through your staff or through the full
committee staff, questions so we can send them to the Secretary.
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Then maybe we can have a good hearing and try to get some of the
answers to these questions.

Mr. BOHEN. Mr. Chairman, I just would like to be sure that
nothing I said left Senator Heinz with the impression that the
primary responsibility for review and decisionmaking on this
report took place in OMB. There were certain aspects of the report
that indeed were reviewed by OMB because they raised issues of
both policy and budget, and the Department and agency is under
the obligation to clear those, but the final responsibility for both
the development of the report and then the handling of it rests in
the Department, and I am sure either the Secretary or the Under
Secretary would agree that we, not OMB, bear this responsibility.

Senator CHILES. Mr. Secretary, I think you performed coura-
geously under fire and charged into the cannon, and we thank you
very much for your appearance.

We will recess our hearing now.
[Whereupon, at 11:15 a.m., the hearing was recessed.]
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Present: Senators Chiles, Glenn, Pryor, Heinz, and Cohen.
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Deignan, professional staff member; David A. Rust, minority staff
director; Tony Arroyos, minority professional staff member; There-
sa M. Forster, financial assistant; and Eugene R. Cummings, print-
ing assistant.

OPENING STATEMENT BY SENATOR LAWTON CHILES,
CHAIRMAN

Senator CHILES. We are reconvening today to continue this hear-
ing which I recessed on May 7. It was the sense of the committee at
that time that we should have either Secretary Califano or Under
Secretary Champion appear before us to explain why this home
health care report makes no substantive recommendations, sets
forth no options as to policy directions and goals, and certainly
does not indicate a coordinated focus within HEW on the issue of
long-term care.

It seems to me that the Congress in requesting this report could
be likened to a group developing a subdivision. They would go to an
architectural firm and ask for a plan or blueprint laying out the
options and costs associated with the proposed development. In-
stead of getting our plan, we are now being told that the 50 States,
like 50 builders, are putting into place programs which, by analogy,
range from vacant lots to mansions-all of this without policy,
guidance, or long-range goals which would assure any overall co-
herence.

We are told with this report, and we have been told -before, that
we don't have the knowledge and experience to lay out a policy or
plan. Congress has asked for and funded demonstrations under
medicare and medicaid since 1972. Congress has given demonstra-
tion authority and funding to the Administration on Aging. I
pushed in the Appropriations Committee for more money for long-
term care demonstrations in the Health Care Financing Adminis-
tration. I am not sure what it will finally take, or how long it will
take, to get policy or focus or responsibility for this vital area.

(21)
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Since one of the main problems, we are told, is a lack of informa-
tion, we will take testimony first from the General Accounting
Office on a new and promising information system they have devel-
oped and then we will hear from Under Secretary Champion.

Mr. Ahart, if you would introduce your colleagues to us.

STATEMENT OF GREGORY AHART, DIRECTOR, HUMAN RE-
SOURCES DIVISION, GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE, ACCOM-
PANIED BY WILBERT AMMANN, SYSTEMS ANALYST, AND
WILLIAM LAURIE AND THOMAS WALSH, SUPERVISORY AUDI-
TORS
Mr. AHART. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
On my left is Mr. Ammann who has had a heavy hand in the

development of the study. On my right are Tom Walsh and Wil-
liam Laurie.

We are pleased to be here this morning. I understand that you
are a little bit pressed for time, so I will try to be as brief as I can
and offer my full statement for the record.,

We are pleased to be here today as your deliberations focus on
planning for the future of home care services for older Americans.
My comments, as I have indicated, are based on our proposed
report to the Congress on the conditions of older people and the
need for a national information system for long-term planning for
the delivery of services to older people.

To design and plan for the delivery of services to older persons,
society, the Congress and the executive branch need information
on: (1) Their well-being, (2) what factors make a difference in their
lives, and (3) the impact of services on the well-being of older
people. Currently, this information, to the extent it is available, is
spread piecemeal throughout Federal, State, local, and private
agencies. As a consequence, Federal agencies have not evaluated
the combined effect of these services; and, in the absence of such
information, it is difficult to assess the impact of various programs
on the lives of older people.

Based on our study of the well-being of older people in Cleveland,
Ohio, we believe it is possible to collect, measure, and evaluate
information on the personal conditions of, and services to, older
people.

Our study shows that information from such a system can be
used in multiprogram evaluations which can: Measure the current
conditions of older people; identify the current cost of helping older
people; demonstrate the effects of help on improving the problems
and conditions of older people; and estimate future costs of helping
all older people in need and costs of alternative kinds of help.

We used an interview instrument that was developed with Feder-
al funding. We interviewed older people at one point in time and
reinterviewed them a year later.

In the process, we measured the change in our measurement of
their well-being in five areas-social, economic, mental, physical,
and the activities of daily living.

We also developed -specific definitions of 28 services being pro-
vided to older people and the techniques for quantifying those
services. We identified the providers of services, including family

I See appendix 1, item 3, page 53.
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and friends and over 100 social service agencies. We obtained infor-
mation about the services provided to each person in our sample
and the source and intensity of these services. We also developed
an average unit cost for these services based on the cost experience
of Federal, State, local, and private agencies.

Each piece of data was collected so that it could be related to an
individual in our sample. By relating these data to the individual,
we were able to make comparative analyses of sampled older
people for over 500 different variables. We believe that these kinds
of measurements are important to an information system.

We measured the personal conditions-health, security, loneli-
ness, and outlook on life-and I have included in appendix I 1 to
my prepared statement definitions of these four conditions. We also
combined these conditions into an overall condition for each
person. About a third of the sample were in the best overall condi-
tion. At the other end of the spectrum, more than one-fifth were in
the worst condition.

An information system should contain data on illnesses and the
degree these illnesses lead to many older people having trouble
doing routine daily tasks. As older people become more and more
impaired in their ability to do daily tasks, their probability of being
institutionalized increases.

Nearly all of the people in our sample had one or more illnesses.
However, for many the illnesses did not greatly interfere with their
activities. The most common illnesses that greatly interfered with
activities were mental impairments,, arthritis, circulation trouble,
heart trouble and high blood pressure, as you would expect. These
illnesses, along with the wearing out process of aging, lead to many
older people, some 39 percent, having trouble doing routine daily
tasks.

We think an information system should also have the capability
for measuring change in conditions over time. One year after our
first interview, we reinterviewed most of our original sample. The
overall personal condition of older people improved for 18 percent
and declined for 18 percent. The most change was in the outlook on
life condition followed by security. The least change was in loneli-
ness and health.

Helps provided by family and friends are significant. The ability
to identify the kinds and costs of these helps is crucial and, conse-
quently, another important element of an information system.

We found that older people could receive six kinds of help: (1)
Treatment for illnesses; (2) compensatory help to compensate for
an older person's inability to do daily tasks; (3) financial help, of
course; (4) social and recreational help; (5) care-giving help when
the older person feels there is no one to provide care if he or she
becomes sick or disabled; and (6) developmental help-for example,
educational and employment services-to enrich the life of the
older person.

In Cleveland, the annual cost of providing these kinds of help
averaged about $6,600 a person. Various agencies provided about
$4,600 worth of help, and family and friends provided the remain-
ing $2,000. The greatest portion of help is financial, the next great-
est is compensatory help with daily tasks and then medical.

'See page 58.
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The results of our work are not statistically projectible to the
entire country because we cannot demonstrate that Cleveland is
typical. However, to illustrate the information that could be ob-
tained from a national information system, we have made national
estimates for the 21 million noninstitutionalized older people 65
years old and older in the Nation. I want to make it very clear that
the estimates I will be presenting were not made on a statistical
basis but were done for illustrative purposes only.

Mr. Chairman, based on our work-which was based in turn on
work that had been done by HEW in the past-we recommended
that HEW build the kind of a national information system which
would tell the Congress and the executive branch the conditions of
people, what their characteristics are, what kinds of help they
need, where the gaps are in Federal, State, and local programs, and
so on. Such a system is needed to get the kind of information that
we believe the Congress needs when it takes up consideration of
such things as home health services and the other kinds of services
that older people need. With this system, we would have a better
feel for just what it is that is needed out in the country and to
better structure our program-or several programs-to meet those
needs.

We have presented these recommendations to HEW. We believe
that the methodology that we have built is sound. We ran this by a
lot of experts around the country and they agree that it is sound
and that the HEW ought to take up the ball at this point and build
the kind of a national information system which would be very
helpful for policymaking purposes.

We have received an informal response from HEW. We are dis-
appointed, quite frankly. It recognizes the merit of the research
that we have done and of the methodology that we have developed,
but it stopped short of agreeing to go ahead with building the kind
of an information system that we believe is necessary. HEW has
taken almost a wait-and-see attitude-saying they want to work
with other systems, get more information, and see what they can
put together before they try to put together a comprehensive na-
tional information system which we believe is important in this
area.

That briefly summarizes my statement, Mr. Chairman, and we
will be pleased to answer any questions that you might have.

Senator CHILES. Why do you think such a system has not been
developed within HEW today?

Mr. AHART. I think part of the problem, Mr. Chairman, is the
fragmentation that we have. As I mentioned in my statement, we
have a lot of pieces of information that are housed at State, and
local, and private agencies, and various parts of HEW. A lot of
different information systems working, but none of them go to
measure the overall well-being of the older population. I think it is
not just a difficulty in HEW, and I think the Government as a
whole should try to put these things together, in terms of an
overall well-being of people as opposed to one specific need, another
specific need, another specific need at the State, local, or Federal
level.

Senator CHILES. Is it possible to compare the present systems
that they have, or the information that they have, coming from
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some of their present systems? Can HEW correlate and prepare the
information that they now are receiving from all these different
programs?

Mr. AHART. That can be very difficult because all the informa-
tion systems are built on different bases and deal with different
aspects of individuals. I would like to ask Mr. Ammann here, who
is an expert in information systems, to comment further on the
difficulties of putting that kind of information together.

Mr. AMMANN. Yes, I would like to comment on that. The infor-
mation picked up by questionnaire varies for every contract and
grant and can't be aggregated, particularly when it is based on
different concepts. You can find correlations between the different.
variables, but that won't allow you then to say that there is this
percent of people out there that had this percent of characteristics
and that percent that had that kind of help. Nor will it allow you
to generate data on change over time. A lot of the data is cross-
sectional rather than longitudinal, which does not allow you to see
a person change or why that person changes.

Senator CHILES. You have recommended that HEW adopt a
system and you said that you are disappointed in their response.
Did their response indicate that they feel that their present sys-
tems are sufficient?

Mr. AHART. Well, it seemed to me their informal response, Mr.
Chairman, indicated they want to wait to see what could be done
by putting together the various studies that are ongoing with infor-
mation from the various data systems which are now in place, as
opposed to taking the initiative to put together a more comprehen-
sive and, in our view, a more usable system for policymaking
purposes.

Senator CHILES. How often do you think this information should
be gathered, and how much would it cost to come up with a system
capable of making national measurements and projections?

Mr. AHART. Well, we think the kind of a system we are talking
about ought to be in 5-year waves; in other words, collect the data
each 5 years, perhaps in conjunction with a census-taking oper-
ation. As far as cost is concerned, based on estimates of the type of
work by the Census Bureau, to gather the data on the individual
sample. and their well-being would cost in the neighborhood of
three-quarters of a million dollars.

Senator CHILES. Three-quarters of a million dollars. That would
be a one-time basis, it would not be costing that every 5 years after
that?

Mr. AHART. Well, it would be costing that every 5 years for that
data gathering part. Another part would be gathering information
on the services that are delivered to the people during that same
time frame, and we really don't have an estimate on that. At the
same time, although three-quarters of a million dollars sounds like
a lot of money, it strikes us that we have an awful lot of systems
out there that you cannot aggregate since both State and local area
agencies on aging have to make a needs assessment. Further, the
needs assessment that is now going on is not in a form which could
be aggregated for national policymaking purposes.

Senator CHILES. Could this system be used for analysis of other
issues? Could it be used, for example, to determine how and when
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older people are more likely to enter an institution or whether it
would be necessary for certain groups to enter into institutional
care?

Mr. AHART. Yes, we think it could, Mr. Chairman. Our sample
was not large enough to make it a good measurement of how many
people would be expected to enter institutions and what conditions
they would be in. But at the same time, we feel that if you properly
structured a national data system you could get some good mea-
surements of the need for long-term institutional care and of the
conditions of people that need that kind of care.

Senator CHILES. You use the term compensatory and care-giving
-help. Are you talking about home care services and transportation
when you are using those terms?

Mr. AHART. Yes, that is part of it. I will ask Mr. Ammann to
expand on what we mean by those two terms.

Senator CHILES. All right.
Mr. AMMANN. That means help that you give to someone to

enable them to do something without removing their capability to
do it themselves. In other words, if you go shopping for them when
they cannot go shopping, you are just compensating for their in-
ability to go shopping. That is compensatory help.

The care-giving help is that kind of help that we use to let older
people know someone will help them if they need it, like outreach
and information and referral. It is designed to help older people
who don't know someone that will care for them, to at least feel
somebody out there knows about them and will provide help if
needed.

Senator CHILES. You say 76 percent of this kind of compensatory
help is now being provided by family and friends and the rest by
government. Do you have any projections of how many people who
need this kind of help are not receiving it from any source?

Mr. AHART. I think we have that data. Mr. Walsh can respond, I
believe, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. WALSH. Yes, sir, Mr. Chairman. In our sample about 16
percent of the older people were in need of more compensatory
help and about 9 percent were in need of more care-giving help. If
you look at that on the national basis, that would be about 3.4
million people in need of compensatory and 1.9 million in heed of
care-giving help.

Senator CHILES. Then about 84 percent of the people are receiv-
ing compensatory help either from family or friends or the govern-
ment, but there are some 16 percent that are not, and then about
91 percent of the people are receiving some care-giving help.

Mr. WALSH. Yes. A portion of those are not in need. Roughly,
nearly all of the 91 percent would not be in further need of
care-giving help.

Senator CHILES. Sixteen percent are in need of compensatory
help.

Mr. WALSH. Yes.
Senator CHILES. Does your analysis identify incentives to encour-

age family members and friends to provide more help to older
people?

Mr. AHART. Let me ask Mr. Laurie to respond.
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Mr. LAURIE. Our analysis does not get into that. Unfortunately,
it does not get into the alternatives, or incentives or what impact
they would have. Given a longer period of time, however, you can
design the information systems to provide that information because
you can watch for changes after the implementation of tax incen-
tives and see what happens as far as the level of help from family
and friends is concerned.

Senator CHILES. So it could predict changes in factors that would
provide either encouragement or discouragement to the family to
care for older persons or changes in the use of public services as
well?

Mr. LAURIE. Yes, sir.
Senator CHILES. Senator Cohen.
Senator COHEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Gentlemen, the reason you are here today is that the Congress,

by law, mandated that the HEW come back and comply with a
request for a report of established guidelines for a national pro-
gram for home health care. In fact, we got a report that was 6
months late at the expense of $62,000, as I recall, that did nothing
more than simply to state the confusion or fragmentation that
currently exists in the departments and agencies in the programs
we are currently running. We will have a witness from HEW
following your presence here this morning, but it is my under-
standing that you did present your information to HEW, is that
correct?

Mr. AHART. A draft of our study is with the HEW for comment.
We have received informal comments.

Senator COHEN. It is clear that HEW did not make use of the
information and principally because of, No. 1, budget constraints
according to the report; and No. 2, a lack of information-which
certainly does not seem to be the case if they had in fact accepted
your report and included it in some fashion in the report that they
were to submit to the Congress-and third, the statement just
given to Senator Chiles, what the impact will be on the family. It
seems to me, in listening to your testimony, you have done some
studies to find out what the impact would be.

I have a question which has caused some confusion in my mind. I
noticed from the report that has been filed by HEW that they list
medicare expenditures for fiscal 1979 as $724 million and in your
report you have $786 million. The GAO report just released is
dated May 15, 1979. Do you have any explanation for that discrep-
ancy?

Mr. AHART. I am not familiar with the figures you have, Mr.
Cohen.

Senator COHEN. Well, I can pass over that for the time being and
later you can submit that for the record so we can find out why
there is this discrepancy.

[Subsequent to the hearing, Mr. Ahart supplied the following
information:]

The difference between the two figures is that one includes estimates for home
health services for the disabled and the other does not. The 1979 budget shows the
following breakdown of estimates for home health services for fiscal year 1979:
Aged, $724 million; disabled, $62 million.

Senator COHEN. On page 9 of your statement, you indicate:
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Our illustrative projections nationwide for the 65 to 69 age group over the next 20
years show that if medical treatment were expanded to all in need, total medical
costs over the 20 years would be slightly decreased from $4.5 billion to $4.3 billion.

Is that for the total 20-year period or on an annual basis?
Mr. AHART. That would be an annual figure, Senator Cohen.
Senator COHEN. That is on an annual basis. You say:

Also, the cost of compensatory help would be reduced significantly due to the
effects of expanded medical treatment from $12.6 billion to $11.4 billion. In total, a
reduction of about $1.4 billion results-$1.2 billion in compensatory help and $.2
billion in medical treatment.

Again, that is on an annual basis?
Mr. AHART. That would be an annual figure also.
Senator COHEN. I think that is important to take into account

the kind of savings we are talking about, particularly in view of
the fact that the President's cost containment program is estimated
to have a first-year savings of about $403 million. That is a signifi-
cant amount less than the kind of cost you project, as far as having
home health care and the range of treatment that we would like to
see develop.

I don't believe I have any more questions other than have you
seen the HEW report that has been filed with this committee?

Mr. AHART. Yes, we have had an opportunity to look at that
report.

Senator COHEN. Did you also have the opportunity to compare it
with prior draft reports submitted?

Mr. AHART. No, I don't think we had that opportunity, sir.
Senator COHEN. All right. I would like to have you also take a

look at the earlier draft reports, in that there has been significant
changes from the submitted report, with the simple statement that
information is not available. I think that that is what we are
trying to explore this morning.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman,
Senator CHILES. Senator Glenn.
Senator GLENN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Walsh, in your review of the Cleveland situation, was this

done in Cleveland proper, within the city limits, or within the
whole county area?

Mr. WALSH. It was within the city limits.
Senator GLENN. What kind. of opinion do you have as to the

applicability of this to other areas, or how well this would repre-
sent the general population across the country? Do you have any
feel for that?
- Let me give you a little background. In Cleveland proper there is
a very high ethnic community, as you are aware, and they tend to
have a cohesiveness and a loyalty to family members. There are
probably more family members taking care of family members
than might be applicable in the population at large across the
country. That is the reason I asked the question. Do you think that
the figures in the studies developed out of Cleveland are generally
applicable to the general population?

Mr. AHART. As I pointed out in my statement, Senator Glenn, we
cannot make a projection from the Cleveland sample because we
cannot stipulate that Cleveland is typical. There are a lot of differ-
ent factors that go into that. What we did was make some national
projection to illustrate to you and to the public the kinds of infor-
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mation that you could get from a nationally based information
system which we think would be quite useful. The numbers that I
was talking about with Senator Cohen are not firm statistically
sound numbers but they do show the kind of information that we
could get from the national information system built on this model
with whatever improvement can be made to it as it is developed
further. Such a system could give a national projection, and if it
was designed properly, it could also give numbers for Cleveland,
Chicago, New York, and other cities or area agencies, depending on
how refined you wanted to make your statistical sample.

Senator GLENN. I think you found that 8 out of 10 people sam-
pled received service from family or friends in Cleveland. I con-
ducted a hearing for the committee in Cleveland in July 1977. I
think that Cleveland is an excellent test tube to look into what is
working and what is not working in certain areas. They had, I
believe, 134 different organizations or agencies that-were working
with the elderly, and it was a matter of coordinating many of their
activities, some of which has been done within Cleveland itself, to a
fairly sophisticated degree. That is the reason I was wondering
whether this would really be typical of all places across the coun-
try, as far as setting up a national program.

Mr. AHART. I might just mention, Senator, that we were very
much impressed with the degree of cooperation we got from the
agencies in Cleveland when we were making our study. In particu-
lar, the Cleveland Foundation gave us a lot of help in the early
part of our study, and I think they have been very supportive of
the objectives we had in mind. Mr. Walsh can comment on the
degree of cooperation we got. I think we can say almost universal-
ly, 100 percent, from everybody out there.

Mr. WALSH. Yes, sir. All the agencies, with the exception of one,
agreed to give us data which involved sometimes up to a week of
going through their records to find the services that are being
provided. I might also add that as a result of having this data
available to the people in Cleveland, we were able to use it as a
tool to further that coordination which you are talking about. We
have had several meetings with the people from the agencies in
Cleveland and find them using the data that we have got. They are
using the same terms. They are communicating much better be-
cause they are using the terms and services that we talk about and
they are designing their information systems so they can use ours
and compare the people they serve to the city as a whole. For
example, the Benjamin Rose Institute used the same methodology
on everybody who is served through their service centers.

Senator GLENN. How much of the information that you were
gathering concentrated on government programs or established
community programs as opposed to family care? What we would
like to be driving toward is families taking care of families. Some-
times that is not possible. Families are spread all over the country.
A daughter may be in New York, a son in San Diego, and a father
and mother in Oklahoma City; it is a difficult situation. We would
all like to go back to a time when families took care of families,
and it did not become a big Federal responsibility. I

What I am asking is how much did your study delve into why
and how families do take care of families, or friends take care of

50-227 0 - 79 - 3
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friends? This would be the ideal situation. I would like to see any
Federal program which would encourage people taking care of
people, at their own level, rather than having some new big feder-
ally mandated program come out from Washington, valuable
though it may be. Did your questioning, and did your information,
develop any facts or patterns that would help us do something that
could encourage activities at the local level that would encourage
and assist families to take care of families?

Mr. WALSH. We did not get into the whys or the incentive that
could be provided to get family members to provide more help.
What we did do is capture what is going on. For example, 30
percent of the total help that was provided to the older people in
our sample did come from the family members and friends and
most of that was compensatory help. We made some further analy-
sis which would support what you are saying in terms of the dollar
savings.

For example, we estimated that to provide compensatory help to
everyone who needed it would cost an estimated $10 billion. Howev-
er, if the family and friends of older people could be encouraged in
some way to provide expanded help, in the same proportions that
they are now helping that would amount to about $8 billion. This'
would mean about $8 billion savings in terms of what the public
sector would have to provide. So it certainly does support the value
of that type of an approach.

Senator GLENN. The sampling showed $6,617, I believe it was,
expended per elderly person, of which $2,001 came from family and
friends, and the remainder of $4,616 came from government
sources. Do you have any breakdown of figures as to what percent
of that was Federal funding?

Mr. WALSH. Most of it, about 90 or 95 percent, was federally
funded.

Senator CHILES. Do you have further questions, Senator Glenn?
Senator GLENN. No. Thank you.
Senator CHILES. Thank you. Senator Heinz.
Senator HEINZ. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I was not here in

time to hear the testimony of Mr. Ahart of the GAO, but I do think
in looking it over relatively quickly, it is a very helpful starting
point and could easily have been a starting point for HEW in
meeting the mandate of the Cohen amendment. I will have a brief
statement when Mr. Champion is introduced, but I would like to
request that my prepared statement be put in the record at this
point.

Senator CHILES. Without objection, Senator Heinz' statement will
be entered into the record at this time.

[The statement of Senator Heinz follows:]

STATEMENT OF SENATOR JOHN HEINZ

Mr. Chairman, I am extremely disappointed with the final report on home health
care which HEW has sent to the Congress.

For some time, the Congress and the Nation have recognized our all too easy
acceptance and overreliance on institutionalization as the principal means of provid-
ing care for the frail elderly. All too often an elderly person is forced to enter a
nursing home, even though they could, with the appropriate support services, con-
tinue to live in their own homes. We have relied on institutionalization because it
was readily available and made so available through medicare and medicaid, where
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at least seven-eighths of each Federal dollar goes for institutionalized care of the
elderly.

In many situations, home health care services are preferable and desirable to
institutionalization. Clearly, such services should be made available to more older
Americans, and evidence has been accumulating to suggest that it could be made
available to larger numbers of people at less cost than comparable nursing home
care.

While sensing the urgent need to completely make home health services an
integral part of our health delivery system for the elderly, Congress in 1977 also
recognized the need for additional information regarding home health care services
under titles XVIII, XIX, and XX of the Social Security Act. We need to know (1) the
most effective combination of home health services and institutionalized care, (2)
ways to coordinate home health services between the three programs, (3) ways to
assure the quality of services provided, (4) ways to make the administration of the
program more efficient, and (5) ways to curb fraud and abuse. With extensive
information being gathered by then Department of Health, Education, and Welfare,
the Secretary was viewed as being in the best position to provide such information,
and thus help Congress set some direction for home health care.

My colleague on this committee, Senator Cohen, expressed the will of the Con-
gress in 1977 with his amendment to H.R. 3, the Medicare and Medicaid Fraud and
Abuse Amendments, which required the Secretary of HEW to report to Congress on
the home health and other in-home services authorized under titles XVIII, XIX, and
XX of the Social Security Act.

This legislation specifically mandated that the report be submitted "no later than
1 year after the date of enactment of this act," which made the deadline October 25,
1978.

Further, this legislation specifically mandated that the report include recommen-
dations for changes in regulations and legislation so that Congress would have
information on policy options before making statutory changes necessary to improve
the program.

The Cohen amendment specifically mandated that the report include "an analysis
of the impact of implementing such recommendations of the cost of such services
and the demand for such services, and the methods of financing any recommended
increased provision of such services." This would have provided Congress with the
information on financial implications of any statutory changes.

This legislation specifically directed the Secretary of Health, Education, and
Welfare to prepare and submit the report to Congress, since HEW administers the
programs and had conducted field hearings on home health services.

This is what we asked for in October 1977. Instead, we have been sent the report
on home health and other in-home services of the Office of Management Budget, 6
months late, completely devoid of any recommendations for statutory change and
devoid of recommendations for any legislative policy options, "because of budget
constraints."

The intent of the Congress was not for OMB to decide which recommendations
might fall within the President's fiscal year 1980 budget, but to obtain information
on the options for statutory changes with their funding implications. The Congress
will then decide which recommendations to pursue.

Let me remind HEW that the expenditure of any funds and the authority for
spending lies entirely with Congress. We are fully cognizant of our budgetary
restraints and realize that some recomendations may require additional funds to
implement. Let us know what these legislative recommendations are, with their
program costs, and the Congress will take the responsibility for evaluating them.

Two weeks ago, the statement of the HEW witness indicated that legislative
recommendations were contained in earlier agency drafts, but none "gained the
support of the Secretary nor the administration." I for one would be interested in
knowing about these recommendations and why they did not gain the support of the
Secretary nor the administration.

Mr. Chairman, this report is once again evidence of the Department's inability to
develop, agree on, and enunciate a position on home health care services. It is
indicative of the fragmentation within the department and contributes to the de-
partment's inability to formulate a comprehensive long-term care policy. One of the
most repeated frustrations-I heard voiced last year during hearings I held on the
Federal nursing home standards was the lack of a comprehensive long-term care
policy. This even though we have had repeated assurances from HEW that a long-
term care policy was being developed.

This report, I believe, is also indicative of the flagrant disregard the Department
of HEW has for Congress.
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I think it is also indicative of the Department's general level of awareness that
the report should be sent to this committee addressed to the Honorable Frank
Church, Chairman of the Senate Special Committee on Aging, House of Representa-
tives.

Mr. Chairman, this report does not meet the requirements for the report as
mandated in section 18 of Public Law 142. The statute requiring legislative recom-
mendations is a mandatory directive-nothing discretionary about it. This report is
inadequate and unacceptable to the Congress, and I doubt that today's witness will
provide us with the requisite legislative recommendations.

Mr. Chairman, I suggest that we join our colleague Senator Cohen in sponsoring
the resolution to reject this report and return it to the Secretary to be completed as
stipulated in the statute.

Mr. AHART. I might make a clarifying comment.
Senator CHILES. Yes, sir.
Mr. AHART. I think the type of approach we have used is certain-

ly a starting point for the policymaking information that this
committee is searching for. I don't think it would be fair, in con-
junction with the study that has been supplied to this committee,
to say that HEW should have used this as a starting point because
it was not available at that point in time. This is something that
would take time to put into effect nationally. I think it would
eventually provide, however, the kind of information necessary to
do a better job than is now possible in measuring the need for
home health services and other kinds of services for the elderly.

Senator CHILES. Senator Pryor.
Senator PRYOR. The system of accounting, or the projection

method that you used in GAO, is that system today capable of
projecting and comparing costs between home health care services
per individual versus the cost that we are expending per patient in
a nursing home? Do you have that capability of comparison?

Mr. AHART. It is a little bit difficult. I think what you can do is
determine, over time, what kinds of people need insti-
tutionalization and what kinds of characteristics they have. The
sample we used in Cleveland did not include people that were
already institutionalized. But we did do a study which measured
the cost of helping those people with a chronic condition, and we
found that it becomes more economic to treat them at an institu-
tionalized setting as opposed to treating them in the community
through health services and other kinds of caregiving and compen-
satory care. I think, over time, yes, this could be measured. As I
mentioned in response to an earlier question, I believe our sample
was not large enough and not over a long enough period of time to
capture very many people that moved from a home setting into an
institution. So our data base is not rich enough to address that, but
with the national sample and over a longer period of time, we feel
that this would be possible and would be very useful.

Senator PRYOR. I also think that there must be some difference
in cost between the rural area of America, vis-a-vis, that of an
urban area such as Cleveland, and I don't know whether that has
been or will be taken into consideration or not.

Mr. AHART. Well, this could certainly be taken into consideration
in a national sense. Certainly, with just a study of Cleveland, you
cannot measure those kinds of regional or geographic areas.
* Bill Laurie may want to comment.

Mr. LAURIE. We are currently doing work on comparing rural
population to Cleveland. We have two similar data bases that have
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been developed in Oregon and Kentucky. Your committee has re-
quested that we look into the data bases to see the differences
between the well-being of the rural population versus Cleveland
and also to get at, if we can, the support coming from the family,
from friends, and from the agencies that are in that area. That
currently is ongoing and we don't have the results yet. We are now
feeding the data into the computer and we will be supplying that
information to you.

Senator PRYOR. That is all I have at this time.
Senator CHILES. We thank you very much for your testimony.
Senator GLENN. Mr. Chairman, may I ask one more question?
Senator CHILES. Yes, sir.
Senator GLENN. How much more study do you think is neces-

sary? Some of the programs are good. We should start right now,
as opposed to waiting for a study on into the future, while people
languish in their inability to take care of themselves. We should
move ahead with some of this without waiting for a 1-year, 2-year,
3-year study, or whatever it is.

Mr. AHART. Our interest here this morning is to try to get the
data base in being that will help over a period of time. I don't
think we would have anything to say about whether there is or is
not a particular program that should go ahead.

Senator GLENN. I understand that, but you have all looked into
this and you have looked at the problems and you have looked at it
through the other members of the committee. Do you think there
are parts of this that we can move ahead on now?

Mr. AHART. We were supportive of proposed amendments to the
home health portion of medicare which would expand home health
services. Our support was based in part on the study we did in
Cleveland, because we found these services would not cost that
much more, and we feel would be supportive and very helpful to
the older population. We gave testimony about a year ago on that,
and we could provide more details on that.

Senator GLENN. We have to have information on which to move,
I realize that, but sometimes our Washington solution is that we
recreate another study, and I just would not want to see that
happen. I know we have to have information.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator CHILES. Senator Heinz.
Senator HEINZ. Mr. Chairman, my understanding is that GAO

did this study on their own initiative. Is that correct?
Mr. AHART. That is correct, Senator Heinz.
Senator HEINZ. I appreciate your statement earlier that this was

not available to HEW or to any of the agencies in HEW, AOA,
Health Care Financing, Public Health, or any of the other agencies
that are charged with being generally concerned about the condi-
tions of people, including senior citizens. I might say, Mr. Chair-
man, I think it is remarkable that the largest bureaucracy in
Washington, D.C.-namely, HEW-apparently has done nothing on
their own initiative in this area. GAO has done many things that
we required of them. They operate day after day trying to meet a
variety of requests of committees of Congress and Members of
Congress. I think we should commend GAO for their initiative
because frankly, gentlemen, if you had not done this we, I suppose,
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would still be waiting for HEW to do something, and we might just
as well wait until the cows come home. So we sincerely thank you.

Now I do have one specific question. If this has been asked
previously I apologize, Mr. Chairman, and please indicate if it has.

In that relatively large collection of agencies and bureaus and
offices at HEW, why isn't there anyone down there who might
have thought, some time between our last committee meeting and
some future point or some past point, that some basic information
might be a good thing to have? Who should we look to, if anybody,
at HEW for some sense of responsibility and initiative in this area?

Mr. AHART. Well, I would have to comment that during the
course of our study we received a high degree of cooperation from
the Administration on Aging, which is the focal point for informa-
tion gathering on older people in the Federal Government-I think
that cooperation has been quite good. They have had an awful lot
of interests in the study that we have done. They have asked for a
transfer of our data base to their archives, as well as the method-
ology which we developed, which I think is a kind of a break-
through. We would expect them to build on the work that we have
done, as we built on the work that they had done at Duke Univer-
sity and elsewhere, in upgrading methodology on the analysis and
collection of data. We would expect them to go forward with a
national information system building on our work.

I think, as far as looking for information on the elderly popula-
tion, the focal point should be the Administration on Aging within
the Office of Human Development Services and I would expect
them to go forward. I say we are a little bit disappointed with their
response to our study because it does not indicate that they will go
forward very swiftly.

Senator HEINZ. Mr. Chairman, if I may just continue.
It troubles me that a very large Department such as HEW,

which should have the capacity to assemble information, analyze it,
and evaluate it, and develop planning options based on it, is appar-
ently unable to do so. Again, we commend you for your initiative,
but frankly, in many respects the mandate of GAO is to make sure
that when we do something we do it right. When the agencies
downtown do something they can learn from the oversight of GAO,
either on their initiative or on our request. But we are talking, it
seems to me, and maybe I am underestimating your study, but I
don't think we are, about an incredible breakthrough when we ask
HEW to give us information and evaluate that information and
draw conclusions from it. They may not have hit upon your partic-
ular method of doing this study. Is that a valid criticism of HEW or
not?

Mr. AHART. Well, it is to some degree, Senator. I think we have
an awful lot of program fragmentation. When we did our study, we
looked at a lot of different Federal, State, and local programs. Each
one of those depends for data generally on that which is gathered
for program operations. As Mr. Ammann pointed out in response
to a previous question, unless you have the same conceptual frame-
work for your data gathering, it is very difficult to aggregate across
program lines and come up with something that is very easy to
work with in the national policymaking framework, It is much
more useful if you are talking about a particular program at a
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particular location than it is to try to gather it all up and analyze
it across program lines.

Yes, I think HEW should have a leadership role in building the
kind of information system which is useful for policymaking, but at
the same time they had a fairly short time frame. I think it is not
surprising that they could not pull together all the information
across program lines and get the answers to the kinds of questions
that we are searching for in the national information system. So it
is a yes or no kind of an answer.

Senator HEINZ. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator CHILES. Thank you very much for your testimony.
Mr. AHART. Thank you very much.
Senator CHILES. The ranking minority member of our committee,

Senator Pete V. Domenici, is unable to be with us today. He has
submitted a statement for the record, and without objection, it will
be inserted at this time.

[The statement of Senator Domenici follows:]

STATEMENT OF SENATOR PETE V. DOMENICI

Mr. Chairman, I am pleased to join with you in resuming the Special Committee
on Aging's hearing on the H.R. 3 report and the future of long-term care in this
country.

I am delighted that Under Secretary Hale Champion will be appearing before our
committee this morning. Unlike the HEW witnesses who were sent to testify on
May 7, Mr. Champion is clearly one of the top policymakers in the Department and
the individual who is reported to have been responsible for overseeing the handling
of this report. I believe that Secretary Champion can provide us with direct and
explicit answers to our questions on this report. I look forward to receiving his
testimony.

Mr. Chairman, regardless of how well Mr. Champion explains the policy consider-
ations before us today, his testimony cannot, in itself, correct the deficiencies and
incompleteness of the report which was transmitted to the Congress on April 16. I
remain firmly convinced that the Congress should return this inadequate report to
the Department with instructions that they carry out the legal mandate required
them in Public Law 95-142. I firmly support the resolution proposed by the Senator
from Maine (Mr. Cohen), which would achieve this objective.

Senator CHILES. We will now hear from Under Secretary Cham-
pion. If you have a statement, we will be happy to have you submit
it and we will put it in the record and allow you to go on from
there. Whichever way you would like to proceed.

STATEMENT OF HON. HALE CHAMPION, UNDER SECRETARY,
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE

Mr. CHAMPION. If I may, Mr. Chairman, I would like to read the
statement. I will try to get through it as quickly as possible. It is
not a long and comprehensive statement, it just tries to set out
some position.

Senator CHILES. All right.
Mr. CHAMPION. I am pleased to have this opportunity to answer

questions you may have on the Department's report on home
health services.

The Department's report, mandated by section 18 of Public Law
95-142, better known as H.R. 3, documents the growth and the cost
of home health care under medicare, medicaid, and title XX.

Medicare expenditures for home health care rose from $100 mil-
lion in fiscal year 1974 to a projected $724 million in fiscal year
1979.
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In answer to that earlier question regarding the difference be-
tween this and the figure offered by GAO, it may be that they are
using an estimate at a different point in time. We keep updating
the estimates and we are still within the fiscal year. We will look
into that and find out what problem, if any; there is.

Some 393,000 medicare beneficiaries received home health bene-
fits in 1974, compared to over 530,000 today.

Medicaid expenditures for home health care increased from $24
million in 1972 to $179 million in 1977.
- In the same period, the number of medicaid recipients who, used
home health services more than doubled, from 113,000 to over
260,000-medicaid in-home benefits still amount to only 1 percent
of total medicaid expenditures.

Most States spend a substantial portion-at least 10 percent-of
their title XX budgets on home health services. California actually
spent 62 percent of their title XX money for this area.

The Department's report examines a full range of issues relating
to problems in the delivery of in-home services and assesses cur-
rent problems that must be resolved in order to improve the qual-
ity of these services. Candidly, I think that one of the problems
here is that we don't know as much as we should about some of
those problems-that we should know about-and we can deal with
that later.

You are well aware that preliminary drafts of the report, pre-
pared by the Health Care Financing Administration, contained
legislative and budget proposals addressing some of these issues,
and you are aware that these recommendations were not approved
by the Department. Let me just tell you quickly the process we go
through and why this would happen.

The Health Care Financing Administration did that report on its
own without participation of the other major interested depart-
ments and agencies in HEW-some of those were referred to by
Mr. Ahart. When that report came forward, it was then examined,
as is our regular practice, by all of the other line and staff agencies
that had an interest in this subject-and there are a lot of them.
There were many disagreements in this case-not only disagree-
ments as to what ought to be done, but as to the advocacy of the
reporting recommendations and so on. After some discussions back
and forth failed to resolve those disagreements, the report came to
my office for a series of decisions.

That accounts for the differences in the report that you have and
the draft report that was originally prepared by HCFA. Since it
became clear there was a kind of deficiency involved in this proc-
ess, we have put together a departmental task force to make sure-
that all of the people who should be are involved in the basic
working out of a report to avoid a repetition of that problem.

The administration is not recommending any service or eligibil-
ity expansion of home health care at this time under titles XVIII,
XIX, or XX, and therefore none were submitted to the Congress.
Quite simply, as you have heard before, we do not currently have
enough knowledge to make bold changes in how home health care
services are delivered. Even small policy shifts can often mean
major increases in expenditures.
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Probably the most difficult program we administer in HEW is
medicaid. Ali of you have heard the original estimates on which
medicaid was based and the estimates that were made at various
times as the program was expanded. All of them were wrong, and
all of them were wrong on the low side. The fact is we have
frequently gone ahead in these areas without knowing what we
were doing, what the parameters were. We have had this very
large growth in these programs, which I outlined to you earlier,
without any changes or recommendations and the conclusion was
that before moving ahead we should put any recommendations in
the context of how they might fit into a coordinated system.

We believe the report. does make important administrative rec-
ommendations which are key to our ability to eliminate fraud,
abuse, and waste, therefore insuring quality within the home
health system.

Briefly, in the area of fraud and abuse, the Department plans to:
First, prohibit medicare-only providers by requiring a certain

percentage of patients to have sources of payment other than medi-
care. This is necessary because, in our view, a home health
agency-or any other health care provider which only serves one
segment of the population-poses the special risks of the lack of
observation by and comparison with other clients and systems.

Second, designate a series of intermediaries to serve home health
agencies on a geographically determined basis.

Third, increase field audits of cost reports by the intermediary.
Fourth, increase departmental auditing activities in order to im-

prove detection of fraud and abuse where they occur. This has been
undertaken.

To improve the reimbursement system and controls over deter-
mining allowable costs for home health care services the Health
Care Financing Administration will:

Revise the regulations governing allowable costs for the expenses
of related organizations.

Publish additional instructions to fiscal intermediaries advising
them on how to deal with home health agencies which inappropri-
ately solicit patients.

Aid intermediaries in determining and identifying costs which
are substantially out of line with those of other providers by sup-
plying them with national data and guidelines.

Develop criteria for a policy of postpayment claims review on a
sample basis.

These are the improvements we are prepared to recommend,
based on our current knowledge. They clearly won't solve all the
problems, but we need to know more before we do more. To that
end, we have contracted for a number of demonstrations which
have been going on. In addition, we have requested $30 million in
our fiscal year 1980 budget to begin a further demonstration pro-
gram designed to evaluate alternative approaches to the organiza-
tion and delivery of a long-term social and health care services at
the community level.

It has been the view expressed, I think, by most of the involved
agencies in our Department that this is a problem that is best
solved, as Senator Glenn said, on a community basis, on a neigh-
borhood basis, on a State basis, and that what the Federal Govern-
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ment needs to do is to devise a program that will serve the pur-
poses of such agencies, and we need to know which kinds of agen-
cies at that level work and which kinds we ought to support.

We will test different models of channeling and monitoring agen-
cies at the community level to serve as single entry and case
management points for clients. Some models to be tested include:
HMO-like organizations providing long-term care services; congre-
gate living facilities that also deliver long-term care services, and
hospital based agencies.

To insure that these actions are coordinated on a departmental
level, we have given the responsibility for coordination, in both the
information and program planning areas, to the Assistant Secre-
tary for Planning and Evaluation, and he is working with a steer-
ing committee composed of representatives from the Public Health
Service, the Social Security Administration, the Health Care Fi-
nancing Administration, and Human Development Services.

I will be pleased to answer any questions you may have.
Senator CHILES. Secretary Champion, I want to say at the outset

that I think the Congress and the American people will long be in
your debt for the work that you did in civil service reform. I
consider that to be probably one of the most outstanding pieces of
reform legislation that I have seen since the period I have been in
the Congress. I think it gives us a great opportunity to turn around
some of the directions that the bureaucracy is going. in, and some
of the directions that most frustrate the American people.

I also want to say that I view with much regret the statement
that I saw recently in the paper that you are thinking about
leaving the Government service for the greener fields of private
life.

I wanted to give you both of those statements because we are
getting ready to give you a little unshirted hell here.

Mr. CHAMPION. I appreciate the introduction.
Senator CHILES. I want to preface my remarks--
Mr. CHAMPION. Maybe I should speed my departure.
Senator CHILES [continuing]. Oh, no-and say again when I first

found that you were leaving, then I scratched my head for awhile
and said:

Oh, my goodness. We recessed the last hearing because we thought we had
somebody before us that was not going to be able to testify about anything in the
report, and now we are going to have Under Secretary Champion and he is getting
ready to leave.

Maybe we should tell Joe he better come up here. But then I
thought maybe it would be very valuable to have you come, be-
cause maybe you can speak from the other side of the pail, so to
speak, in that you are getting ready to leave.

We are tremendously frustrated on this committee, those of us
that have been involved in this area for any length of time. We are
tremendously frustrated. You have told us today that this report
was out of the Health Care Financing Administration and that
they prepared the report and that is what constituted the first
draft. And when the other Departments began to look at this draft
and comment on it, then they saw some changes should be made,
and they sent it up to your office, and then you had to resolve some
of those disputes, and based on that we end up with a second
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report. Then you go on to tell us that now we have a departmental
task force that is going to really coordinate all of those.

You know, my mind is like I am hearing a broken record. Two
years ago, in front of this very table, I was asking these same
things, and at that time we were assured by the Health Care
Financing Administration, by the Public Health Service, and by no
less than the Secretary of HEW himself, that we were going to
have a coordinated head of this and it was going to the Health
Care Financing Administration. It was going to be where we were
going to coordinate this and no longer would we have fragmenta-
tion. So we sat back and felt: "Oh, goodness, something is going to
happen, we are going to see some coordination," and now, 2 years
later, we are hearing exactly the same thing.

We found out that HCFA was to service this, supposedly, and
their authority was what they were given by the Secretary himself.
They in fact had no authority. They in fact were one Department
that had a report.

Let me say the first draft I consider to be very weak. We keep
talking about the first draft like it got its legs cut out from under
it. I don't think it had any legislation to start with.

I didn't find any recommendations in the first draft. I found
some legislative options and they were weak, but I didn't find any
recommendations. We were told that this is something that is very
important, we don't want to step off half cocked. We don't know
where we are going. We are talking about tremendous sums of
money. We are talking about $8 billion that is being spent in
nursing home care and home health care until the present bill that
we now have.

Many of the members of this committee are pushing and saying
in the bill form we are not going to require the 3 days prior
hospitalization that you have to have to go into home heath care.
You have to send somebody to the hospital before he can avail
himself, under medicare, for home health care. How much money
has that cost us to have to put somebody in? I don't think we have
any way of knowing, but I think we now know that that is some-
thing that we should have addressed years ago.

I find that this talk now about having to study again is just very,
very hard to ascertain. Congress has been willing to give demon-
stration money and a lot of that has been forthcoming. Try to put
that in the appropriations bill. I have been one of the ones putting
in the money to require demonstrations. We have had demonstra-
tions and studies. With the funding of demonstrations such as the
home health care programs, we feel that they should carry with
them the responsibility on the part of HEW to continually monitor
the programs and collect information on them. How is it working?
I don't feel that we are really getting the monitoring results of
those demonstration programs.

Mr. CHAMPION. Mr. Chairman, we have done a lot. The early
monitoring that was done in home health, as you may be aware,
was because of the substantial amount of fraud and abuse activity

* which had been turned up. We have difficulty. This is something
we have tried to get changed with -recommendations to Congress.

As you know, providers nominate their own intermediaries. Fre-
quently, when we would turn up information, we got in fact the
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intermediaries. We got very slow reaction from them in terms of
pursuing the people who nominated them in the first place as
intermediaries. That was one of the early problems, but I don't
mean to give you the whole litany of difficulties in monitoring this
program.

I think you are right, that we have not given it the kind of
attention that it deserves. I think, however, that the problem be-
tween the last study and the ones we are now conducting is the
change in emphasis and the change in view on the part of the
Department, and it goes in two ways. One is that we cannot have a
huge Federal program that will successfully carry this out.

Like many of the other problems in medicaid, this does not lend
itself to a large entitlement program. The present view in many of
the demonstrations that are being put together are in. terms of
State and local, and indeed neighborhood, solutions which are quite
different, as you noted earlier, between city and rural situations
and otherwise, and finding some way to fund those.

A lot of the money that is being spent most effectively in this
area now is title XX money that we made available to the States
and in which they make basic choices. We are looking to a heavier
involvement of social services in this, not looking at it solely as a
health problem, and we are looking at it as a State and a neighbor-
hood set of concerns rather than a Federal and State entitlement
program, and that is a change in emphasis from the way HCFA
addressed this problem from the start. So it is not as if we have not
observed something or drawn some conclusions and designed some
demonstrations that are different than the ones. that went before.
We have done that thing of changing our mind.

Senator CHILES. Mr. Secretary, I think probably the most graphic
demonstration of our feeling that no one is in charge of home care
in the Department is what you have given us this morning when
you tell us that you had not seen the GAO report. Did the GAO
report call for a national information system for a long-term plan-
ning for the delivery of services to older people? GAO tells us that
HEW has turned down the fact that they have a need for that. You
have not seen the GAO report?

Mr. CHAMPION. Mr. Chairman, I heard Mr. Ahart's testimony.
That is not the situation. They have discussed the report with the
Administration on Aging, which talks to them about it, then pre-
sents its views, its conclusions, which then come forward to me
along with those of others in the Department. The report has not
yet reached me, but it will inevitably, and before my departure I
might add, and there will be a departmental position and a depart-
mental response. I am quite interested in what Mr. Ahart had to
suggest.

Senator CHILES. Well, GAO tells us that the Inspector General of
HEW, Tom Morris, has told them they don't agree with their
recommendations.

Mr. CHAMPION. Well, I will have a chance to make the judgment
for the Department, subject to concurrence by the Secretary, when
Mr. Morris' opinion and GAO's come to me, but he does not speak
for the Department.
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Senator CHILES. Well, I want to try to use the 10-minute rule this
time because I know all of the members present have some ques-
tions. I will pass now to Senator Cohen.

Senator COHEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I would say that I share your sense of frustration in dealing with

this particular problem, Mr. Champion. I am sorry to see John
Glenn had to leave. He and I also serve on the Armed Services
Committee, and we are now trying to cope with MPS system to
determine where our ICBM's are going to be located. That is the
same sort of feeling I get dealing with the issue that a year or so
ago we had dramatic televised hearings over in the House about
how HEW was going to make this investigation and recommend to
the Congress how it was going forward. HCFA was going to be the
centralized focal point to carry out this intensive study. Now you
come before the committee today to suggest that that was the
wrong approach, it is much too narrow a focal point.

What we have to do is take that into account and expand it,
within the HEW bureaucracy, so now we have to have a task force
to answer the same questions. It is a very difficult situation to tell
who is on first and what is on second or I don't know who is
heading for home. At best, we are a year or two behind where we
started.

Now you indicate you think that this report has made some
recommendations for legislative and regulatory changes. I went
through the report and it gives the appearance of making
changes-but most of them have already been implemented by
other sections of the law. The administrative recommendations
that I have seen are "possible" on page 20, "potential" on page 25,
"exploring" on page 26, "will pursue" on page 33, "actions under
consideration" on page 55, "should be encouraged" on page 65,
"will begin" on page 34, "will review" on page 34, "planning,"
"work toward," and "'then be suggested." The question, exactly, is
what have we done?

Mr. CHAMPION. I don't know what objects surround that lan-
guage.

Senator COHEN. Do you think this report honestly can be used as
a basis for a national home health care program?

Mr. CHAMPION. No.
Senator Cohen, One that is--
Mr. CHAMPION. Basically, the report says it cannot. There is not

adequate information, there are problems that are not solved, there
are things that we don't know, there are techniques that have not
yet been developed, and that is what the report basically says.

I apologize. I should say that after the report came through that
long initial process with the recommendations, that the report does
not make a very coherent statement of that kind and should have
been much better, given the time delay involved in reworking that
report. We thought it would be better to get it to you than to redo
it.

Senator COHEN. Would it not be better if HEW simply took the
report back, took the new task force and updated or substantially
revised its recommendations, rather than submit that report to this
committee as a means of compliance with the mandated law?
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Really, we cannot do anything with this report of any significance,
can we?

Mr. CHAMPION. No, I don't think that it advanced your state of
knowledge any more than it advanced our knowledge, which is why
I refused to make any recommendations.

Senator COHEN. We have spent some odd $60,000 and we are no
further down the line than we were those 18 months ago, other
than we have a lack of information and complications.

I guess what is frustrating, is that there were certain policy
positions made back in a July draft dealing.with proprietary par-
ticipation, certificate of need, home health demonstration grants,
deemed status. The report, for example, points out a whole host of
problems with deemed status. I think there is an inherent conflict
of interest in that position, yet after listening to all of the objec-
tions of deemed status, the report concluded that HEW is consider-
ing that possibility in the future. I don't understand that, after you
list all of the objections, that you suggest that we consider that as a
possibility, and that is what makes this. report so inadequate, and it
really ought to be rejected.

I think it ought to voluntarily be taken by HEW, saying we have
not complied with the letter or the spirit of the law, and that you
are asking for time to file a new report as organized and re-
searched by this task force and then present it to the committee as
compliance with the law. This report really does not tell us any-
thing and it is not in compliance with the law. In fact, and I still
may do it unless you are willing to take the report back, I am
going to offer a resolution, tomorrow that the Finance Committee
return it as not being in compliance with what is mandated by
Congress.

Mr. CHAMPION. May I consider your suggestion, Senator?
Senator COHEN. I certainly hope you will.
Let me turn to this notion of health aides. This notion of training

health aides has been kicking around I think certainly since 1975,
and yet HEW is not prepared to make any recommendations in the
matter at aIl-not any. I would like to know how you account, for
example, for the discrepancy for estimates by HEW actuaries of
$28 million for the additional costs of occupational therapy as
opposed to $4.6 million by the Congressional Budget Office. There
is no explanation for the difference in the report itself. Can you
help me out on that at all?

Mr. CHAMPION. I would be glad to have the actuaries make
somewhat conservative assumptions, but I don't see that account-
ing for that kind of difference. I would be glad to do that.

Senator COHEN. You say that you don't have sufficient informa-
tion to make recommendations with respect to proprietary agen-
cies. I would assume that HEW does collect some information from
the 23 States, as I recall, where proprietary agencies are directly
reimbursed. Has there not been any experience gained in your
recordkeeping?

Mr. CHAMPION. Experience of what kind, Senator?
Senator COHEN. To make a judgment as to whether the agencies

should be treated the same as nonprofits under the law. In other
words, there was a recommendation, as I recall, in the original

I See appendix 4, item 1, page 224.
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draft report that said the proprietary should be treated just as a
nonprofit and that was stricken in the final report, saying insuffi-
cient information. The question I have, is that we have 23 States
now that allow it. Isn't that some kind of basis on which to make a
judgment?

Mr. CHAMPION. Yes. As we were trying to monitor some of the
home health care, we did find more proprietaries than nonprofits.

Senator COHEN. You did find those?
Mr. CHAMPION. Yes, and if I were called upon to make an imme-

diate judgment based just on what I know today, which is entirely
inadequate, I might add this again is another question that I felt
needed a lot more attention, but I would not want to include
proprietaries without some further study.

Senator COHEN. Then why on page 46 of the report do you say
there is no evidence to indicate that they provide services of the
best quality?

Mr. CHAMPION. Of what, less quality?
Senator COHEN. Less quality.
Mr. CHAMPION. That was not the issue. The issue was a question

that we had more complaints in the fraud and abuse area about
the private areas than we did about profits, but once again I want
to make it very clear I did not think that the evidence was compel-
ling. I say that only on the basis of what little information there
was at that time. It was part of the problem that ran through that
whole session, how much did we really know? In that case there
was not an adequate base.

Senator COHEN. Well, Mr. Chairman, I have manyr more ques-
tions that I would like to explore, but I know you are very pressed
for time. I hope Mr. Champion will take my suggestion apart,
because I do intend to file the resolution tomorrow, and I believe a
similar one will be filed in the House. I think it would be best all
the way around not to-it is an extraordinary procedure-but I
think under the circumstances where HEW now says that it needs
another year to study this matter to come up with those kinds of
recommendations that we need. Perhaps the best thing is just to
take it back. and admit that you failed to comply with the law as
mandated.

Senator CHILES. I say, Mr. Secretary, I just withheld making, any
statement until we had a chance to really hear testimony from
someone at HEW about the report, so there was some conversation
about this during the last week. My understanding is that Con-
gressman Pepper is going to file such a resolution on the House
side. I think that under the circumstances that it probably would
be the best procedure. I don't think the report is adequate. I don't
think it does respond, and I think now that is in effect what HEW
says, and it seems that the best thing would be to pull the report
back and give us a period of time in which we can have--

Mr. CHAMPION. Mr. Chairman, I will certainly agree that it is not
adequate to the purpose of future policy in this area. I would like
to examine the question of whether or not this is as responsive as
we could be, before we decide what is our view of that. The commit-
tee, of course, can take its own view.

Senator CHILES. Yes, sir, and the committee will take its own
view. Also, if you could examine the legislation, it set forth the
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need for the report and each of the steps that it asked be specifical-
ly addressed.

Senator Heinz.
Senator HEINZ. Mr. Chairman, I would like to support Senator

Cohen's and your remarks. The report is inadequate. I would also
like, in view of the fact that what we are dealing with is based on
the Cohen amendment, to yield my time to Senator Cohen to
continue his questions.

Senator COHEN. I have questions but I am not sure Mr. Champi-
on is prepared to answer all of them. Senator Heinz, I could go
through the draft report in which just page upon page have simply
been deleted.

I was going to go through almost page by page and ask you
"why?" since I assumed that you had principal responsibility for
many of the deletions.

Mr. CHAMPION. I made basic decisions, Senator. I simply said
what kinds of things we were prepared to deal with now.

Senator COHEN. But every time it came to a policy type of
recommendation that this Congress might take and implement, you
simply said budgetary constraints. You don't allow us to make this
kind of recommendation. I recall going through transcripts during
impeachment proceedings in 1974, where it said matters were de-
leted as not being relevant to Congress needs. This is the same sort
of thing, almost, that the whole section just wiped out saying
budgetary restraints. I guess the problem I have is that this Con-
gress has responsibility to make those determinations.

It was your obligation to lay out the options for us that we might
pursue on a legislative basis, alerting us to potential costs involved,
but it is really Congress that has the responsibility to appropriate'
the budget for this country. What we are looking for is a guidepost
and guidelines. All we got was simply a rehash of what we already
know, and we spent some odd $60,000 and wasted 18 months of our
time.

I could go down through, the list, Mr. Chairman, but I don't
think it would serve any useful purpose to question Mr. Champion.
I guess I am a little bit disheartened, too, to find the man who
carries considerable expertise and experience in the field is about
to take his departure and then 3 months from now, or 6 months
from now, or a year from now, we will have a new face coming
here and saying: "You know, I am new at this particular position
and I cannot be responsible for what went on before, but we need
another 6 months more to sort of organize this report."

That has been the story of government. I guess that the longer it
goes on the more dragged out it becomes, the more fragmentation,
the different guidelines. The task force has so many different inter-
ests involved they may not reach a consensus. We have to find a
focal point that finds out all of these conflicting interests in the
Department and come back with a single source recommendation.

Mr. CHAMPION. I would be prepared to make a recommendation.
Senator COHEN. Who does make the long-term recommendations?
Mr. CHAMPION. The Secretary, and to the extent that he dele-

gates that responsibility, we have the responsibility. Nobody else in
the Department has the responsibility for making policy recom-
mendations except the people who are appointed to those positions.
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Senator COHEN. And you saw none of these -recommendations
prior to getting the report?

Mr. CHAMPION. No. Generally, in reports of this kind, when there
is more than one agency, one agency is given lead responsibility.
Now, under our system, we assign a coordinated responsibility. We
have a panel to decide who should be involved and what are the
subjects. I get a copy of that decision document. That is as of this
last year, so I know what is going on out in the Department earlier
than when the time is these things come to me. That was not in
place at the time this report started.

Senator COHEN. Who is running this task force now?
Mr. CHAMPION. The Assistant Secretary for Planning and Evalu-

ation, Ben Heinemann. His deputy, John Palmer, is the chairman
of the long term--

Senator CHILES. What are Mr. Heinemann's qualifications and
credentials in regard to health care, and is there anyone in his
Department that has any experience?

Mr. CHAMPION. Mr. Palmer has had substantial long-term care
experience. He is an expert in the same kinds of things the GAO
are expert in-that is, building information systems, getting the
system of data and trying with the agency expert to design pro-
grams that respond to that data. On the task force is Mr. Benedict,
who I think is the best informed person in the Department on the
problems of the aging, in terms of health, and representatives of
the Health Care Financing Administration, who have had some
experience with the financing problems. He is in fact the chairman
and coordinator of this effort and these special responsibilities.

Senator CHILES. How long do you think it is going to take for the
task force to commence this?

Mr. CHAMPION. I would prefer to give you a carefully supported
answer to that because, clearly, there are some things that can be
done relatively quickly and there are others that are going to take
a long time. I also would like to look at the GAO system.

Senator CHILES. Senator Pryor.
Senator PRYOR. Mr. Champion, your decision to leave HEW at

this time reminds me of a man who wants to keep his sanity, and
that may have prompted your decision to do so, but I for one would
like to echo the frustrations of my colleagues on the committee and
would like to add a story that is a true story, that happened in the
State of Arkansas last year. I simply point this out because I think
it demonstrates once again, Mr. Chairman, the inconsistency
within HEW, as we approach these very complicated problems.

Last year, the Administration on Aging awarded our State
$750,000 for a model project. This was a grant to demonstrate the
feasibility of our State's approach to home health care for the
elderly, especially in rural areas. As you probably know, and cer-
tainly Senator Chiles knows, the State of Arkansas' percentage of
elderly people is second only to the State of Florida, so we have
expressed a great interest in this field.

The State had asked for a waiver of income eligibility for medic-
aid in order that we could serve more people in this project and get
a clearer indication of the results being achieved. Subsequent to
that, the Administration on Aging said they could not support this
request for a waiver. This kind of inconsistency that we find

50-227 0 - 79 - 4
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throughout these programs makes me really wonder what kind of
home care policy is being developed in HEW, if any.

I don't know if that statement deserves a comment but I would
say that it certainly is one which demonstrates the depth of frus-
tration of the people who are really committed to trying to do
something and trying to find some answers in this problem area.

Second, on page 2 of your statement, Mr. Champion, you stated:
The administration is not recommending any service or eligibility expansion of

home health care at this time under titles XVIII, XIX, or XX, and therefore none
were submitted to the Congress. Quite simply, we do not currently have enough
knowledge at this time to make bold changes in how home health care services are
delivered.

Well, Mr. Champion, sometimes I feel that if members of the
task force that you referred to earlier were people who were possi-
bly a year or two away from being placed in a nursing home, they
might hurry up with some of these plans, and some of these stud-
ies, and they might try to find some facts and figures in quicker
order. I spoke to a group of elderly citizens back home in our State,
and I sensed there was a lot of frustration, very honestly, about the
bureaucracy and about our inability to really come in touch with
the reality of their problems.

I am just one member of this committee, and I would like to echo
the frustrations of my colleagues and to just say, let's please get on
with this program and let's do what we should be doing. I would
dare say that 5 years ago we were talking about the same thing
and trying to accomplish these same goals, and still we are doing
studies, and we say we don't have the information, and we have a
task force doing this and that. Frankly, it is just a tremendous
amount of bureaucracy that seems to be suffocating these programs
today.

If you want to comment on that, fine. That is my speech, and I
am going to stay within my time.

Mr. CHAMPION. I would like an opportunity to comment if I
could, Senator. I don't know the facts of the grant of which you
spoke, but I think one of the reasons we are struggling with this
effort-and you can see it in many other aspects of the medicaid
program which we are struggling with, things like the dialysis
program-is that we have not worked out a Federal-State relation-
ship in areas where some of the programs are primarily Federal in
character and others are primarily State in character, and where
you have combinations of these two things making up the essential
services involved, it causes a lot of problems.

We have good management information system programs in only
about 20 States. As a matter of fact, to say 20 is stretching the
facts. We have lots of other problems and there is no effective
sanctioning. HEW attempts, in some ways, but the fact is that
.when it involves problems for the populations affected by Federal
programs, it is very difficult to apply any leverage through those
programs.

We have got the States involved in Federal directions. There are
different attitudes and different methods that deal with some of
these problems or some of these services in different States, and we
are going to have to come to some fundamental conclusion about
the way in which federally funded entitlement services, or even
grant services, are integrated with State programs.
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This is perhaps the classic case. I share this committee's frustra-
tion. This is one of the most important problems of the last order of
this century. The population is growing very, very rapidly. If we
have not solved the problem in the next 5 or 10 years, we are going
to have far too many people in nursing homes.

We, by the way, went far too fast in setting up the nursing home
reimbursement, and that is one of the problems that came from
moving before we had a good program. Your sense of urgency is
warranted and so is your sense of frustration. We have not found a
good answer, but the fact is that until we get good answers from
some of these demonstrations, in terms of what I am convinced is
going to have to be fundamentally a State and local solution with
some Federal financial aid, we are not going to be able to do this. A
lot of the problems we are talking about right now are problems
that could be solved within States by effective use of the present
medicaid program, and they have not chosen to do so.

Senator CHILES. I have some other questions as do other mem-
berg of the committee. Senator Domenici could not be here today. I
think we will submit those questions for the record and we will
await eagerly your reply to our letter.

Mr. CHAMPION. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Senator CHILES. The hearing is adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 11:10 a.m., the hearing was adjourned.]
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PREPARED STATEMENTS OF WITNESSES
ITEM 1. FRED M. BOHEN, MAY 7,1979

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I am pleased to be here this
morning as the Secretary's representative to review and answer such questions as
you may have on the Department's report on home health services under medicare,
medicaid, and title XX. I am accompanied by Mr. Robert Benedict, who leads the
Administration on Aging in HEW, and Dr. Clifford Gaus, Assistant Administrator
for Policy of the Health Care Financing Administration.

The report on home health services was, as you know, mandated by section 18 of
Public Law 95-142 (H.R. 3), the Medicare/Medicaid Anti-Fraud and Abuse Amend-
ments. In making this assignment, Congress recognized that there is a great need
for improvement in the delivery of home health care if we are to ensure that
beneficiaries of federally supported home health programs receive high quality
services at cost this Nation can afford. The Congress also recognized that home
health programs are today susceptible to fraud and abuse.

The Department's report documents clearly the growth of the home health care
delivery system, and the increasing role it is playing in contrast to other, more
restrictive, types of care:

Medicare expenditures for home health care rose from $100 million in fiscal year
1974 to a projected $724 million in fiscal year 1979.

393,000 medicare beneficiaries received home health benefits in 1974, compared to
over 530,000 today.

Medicaid expenditures for home health care increased from $24 million in 1972 to
$179 million in 1977.

In the same period, the number of medicaid recipients who used home health
services more than doubled, from 113,000 to over 260,000. (Medicaid in-home bene-
fits still amount to only 1 percent of total medicaid expenditures.)

Most States spend a substantial portion-at least 10 percent-of their title XX
budgets on home health services; California spends 62 percent.

The Department's report on home health care also examines a full range of issues
relating to problems in the delivery of in-home services. Specifically, it analyzes the
different legislative mandates, scope and definition of services, eligibility criteria,
standards for certification, licensure and accreditation, and reimbursement methods
under titles XVIII, XIX and XX. Some of the more'interesting problems pointed to
in the report concern lack of coordination of in-home services and the clear need for
effective program management. For example:

Titles XVIII, XIX, and XX maintain vastly different relationships to Federal,
State, and local authorities. As a result, it is in some instances difficult to coordi-
nate effectively the delivery of in-home services.

The range of financing arrangements and of statutory requirements for reim-
bursement results in an inability to compare the costs of home health agencies. This
makes it difficult to measure whether home health services are being provided in an
efficient and effective manner.

Still another problem identified in the report is that the different Federal match-
ing ratios and service standards between titles XIX and XX encourage States to
make decisions about services based on the nature of the two programs, rather than
by assessing a beneficiary's needs.

We believe the Department's report on home health care candidly assesses cur-
rent problems in the delivery of in-home services-problems that must be resolved
in order to improve the quality of these services.

While agency drafts of the report contained legislative and budget proposals
addressing some of these issues, these recommendations did not gain the support of
the Secretary or the administration and were not submitted to the Congress. Most
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significantly, the administration is not recommending any expansion of services or
eligibility for home health care at this time under titles XVIII, XIX, or XX. We
have not made such recommendations for the following reasons:

First, we do not currently have enough knowledge at this time to make bold
changes in how home-health care services are delivered. For example, we need to
learn more about the best way to ensure that key beneficiaries-the poor, the aged,
and the disabled-achieve adequate access to in-home services. We also need to
know how we can design a program for in-home services that does not encourage a
large shift in financing and initiative from the private to the public sector.
-Secondly, in preparing our budget for fiscal year 1980, we faced exceedingly tight

budget limitations. We had to make hard choices with respect to established pro-
grams and new policy initiatives. We have only proposed new starts in areas where
we had very high confidence in the general direction and specific proposals we had
ready to go.

Finally, although it is clear that some problems result from home health services
being provided under three distinct legislative mandates-title XVIII (medicare),
title XIX (medicaid), and title XX (social services)-we want to avoid making piece-
meal changes in what are clearly independently conceived programs. Before moving
ahead, we intend to have a clearer understanding of what the overall system should
look like and of how each program can contribute to its effectiveness. To further
this objective, the Department has requested $30 million in new demonstration
funds in our fiscal year 1980 budget to define how we can best provide long-term
care services to those who most need them.

We believe the report does make some important administrative recommenda-
tions. These recommendations are essential to cutting down of fraud, abuse, and
waste and ensuring quality within the home health system.

To deter fraud and abuse, the Department plans to:
Designate a series of intermediaries to serve home health agencies on a geo-

graphically determined basis. This will mean that providers will no longer nominate
their own intermediaries. It is anticipated that supplying expert review and audit
capacity in a limited number of locations will remove incentives to defraud, and
will, in fact, act as a deterrent.

Increase field audits of cost reports by the intermediary.
Increase departmental auditing activities in order to improve detection of fraud

and abuse where they occur. This is currently being done in selected areas.
Prohibit medicare-only providers by requiring a certain percentage of patients to

have sources of payment other than medicare. This is necessary because, in our
view, a home health agency-or any other health care provider which only serves
one segment of the population, is acting in defiance of the intent of the program
and not in the best interests of our beneficiaries.

To improve the reimbursement system and controls over determining allowable
costs for home health care services the Health Care Financing Administration will:

Revise the regulations governing allowable costs for the expenses of related orga-
nizations.

Publish additional instructions to fiscal intermediaries advising them on how to
deal with long-term contracts between medicare providers and organizations provid-
ing management and related services. The instructions will also advise intermediar-
ies about how to deal with home health agencies which inappropriately solicit
patients.

Aid intermediaries in determining and identifying costs which are "substantially
out-of-line" with those of other providers by supplying them with national data and
guidelines.

Develop criteria for a policy of postpayment claims review on a sample basis.
In sum, we believe the report before the committee sets forth the many complex

issues that we must resolve in order to develop a rational and effective system of
home health care. If we have emphasized the definition of the problem more than a
clear sense of direction for the future in this report, it is because of the need to
move cautiously. We need more knowledge about what types of changes will im-
prove quality in.the delivery of home health care at a cost we can afford. In a time
of hard choices, we need to achieve a higher standard of confidence in our recom-
mendations for change. The Department is not complacent about this vital area of
policy, but we do not think we are now ready, conceptually or financially, to chart a
major new direction.

As I indicated earlier, we have requested $30 million in our fiscal year 1980
budget to begin a demonstration program designed to evaluate alternative ap-
proaches to the organization and delivery of long-term care services at the commu-
nity level. Home health services will be an important element in this demonstration
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program. There are two major parts of long-term care initiative, both of which will
contribute to our ability to take responsible action in the home health field.

We will gather baseline data for improved policies including information on the
degree of disability in the institutionalized and noninstitutionalized population and
on amounts, sources, and objectives of current expenditures.

We will test different models of "channeling agencies at the community level
which will serve as a single entry point for clients. Some models to be tested
include: HMO-like organizations providing long term care services; congregate living
facilities that also deliver long-term care services; and hospital-based agencies.

To ensure that these actions are coordinated on a departmental level, oversight
responsibility for this initiative is designated to the Assistant Secretary for Plan-
ning and Evaluation, in conjunction with a steering committee composed of repre-
sentatives from PHS, SSA, HCFA and HDS. The Secretary believes that under this
leadership our long-term care demonstration projects will have the coherence and
oversight needed to inform future judgments about how those in need of such care-
including home health services-can best be served.

My colleagues and I are pleased to try to answer such questions as the Committee
may have on the home health report.

ITEM 2. ROBERT C. BENEDICT, MAY 7, 1979

I appreciate this opportunity to discuss the Administration on Aging's in-home
services.

With concern for your time, I intend to just touch briefly on the activities which
are currently underway and which support growth in the scope and quality of in-
home services. I will submit, under separate cover for the record, a description of
the impact of Administration on Aging (AoA) program efforts in home care services
and also provide you with a listing of activities in the research, development,
education, and training areas which support improvements in home services pro-
gram design and delivery.

The history and development of the Older Americans Act reflects the concern of
this Nation to insure a full range of opportunities and community supports for the
aging population. The availability of services in the home is, in my view, the key to
family or care-giver decisionma in regard to an older or disabled adult. To
institutionalize or not to institutionalize is the question. The answer is clearly
dependent upon the support available.

As you well know, the OAA amendments of 1975 established a list of priority
areas in which the expenditures of OAA funds were to provide for the development
or expansion of some critical service programs. Services in the home, along with
transportation services and le al services, were given this extra impetus and guid-
ance from the Federal and State level. These priority requirements have been
helpful. The expenditure of OAA funds for in-home services, through the State and
area agencies, significantly increased the availability of in-home supports.

The following figures will give you an idea of the remarkable growth of these
services in the past 3 years under the Older Americans Act alone.

In 1976, approximately $700,000 was invested under title III in one component of
home care-homemaker service-serving approximately 26,000 persons. That invest-

*ment grew steadily and in 1978 our figures indicate that 150,000 persons were
served. Home delivered meals, home health aid services, shopping, chore service,
and residential repair showed similar growth.

The growing interest in home-based services is closely tied to the growing aging
population. I think it is again important to briefly mention some of the demographic
data relating to chronic impairment.

In 1900, persons 65 and over constituted only 4 percent of the population. Today
they are 11 percent or 23.5 million persons and by the year 2030 it is estimated they
will constitute 18 percent of the, population or 55 million persons. The over 75 age
group is increasing even faster, -and persons in the over 75 age group are three
times more likely to need personal care assistance as those between the ages of 65
and 74. Currently, 38 percent of older persons are over 75 years and by the year
2000 it is estimated they will represent 45 percent of the over 65 population.

Despite a wide variation in estimates of the functionally disabled from several
national studies, the relatively high rate of functional disability among the elderly
is clear. While 1.2 to 3.9 percent of the 18- to 64-year-old population are estimated to
be functionally disabled, 8 to 10 times as many elderly (11.8 to 16.6 percent) are
given this incidence of disability, the total potential demand for long-term care is
estimated to increase significantly in 1985.

These figures indicate the importance of our support network and services expan-
sion. How best to improve home-based care as a critical component in a system of
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care for the chronically impaired is an ongoing concern for the Administration on
Aging.

As you know, we are in the process of implementing the 1978 amendments to the
Older Americans Act. The regulations, which will be published as proposed rule-
making in the FEDERAL REGISTER in late May or early June, will provide a basis for
targeting OAA programs at the State and community level toward services for the
most needy, and those confined to home.

The following inclusions in the act set that direction:
The socially or economically needy will be the priority recipients of service under

the new regulations.
The new rule requiring that 50 percent of the social service funds be targeted at

access, in-home, and legal services by the area agency on aging will serve to
strengthen the provision of in-home services.

The new authorization for home delivered meals activities will permit States to
establish new home delivered meals projects.

In my judgment, the network is doing an outstanding job in this area. I have no
delusions about the scope of the task yet to be done. I do believe that as the system
grows, and as we learn more about service delivery and management improvements
we will be able to make the dollars appropriated under the Older Americans Act go
further to serve more clients.

Important new knowledge is developed and tested under the AoA discretionary
grant program. We have funded a number of projects; some of which I am very
excited about, and whose potential for broad system adaptation are significant. A
listing of the research, development, evaluation, education, and training invest-
ments which support in-home services delivery will be available in the subsequent
submittal. I would like to give you some highlights of those activities.

MODEL PROJECTS PROGRAM

The National Council for Homemaker Home Health Aide Services has received a
grant to help build the capacity of States and area agencies to provide quality in-
home services. On-site assistance is underway in six States, and a report has been
prepared which, will give guidance to the department relative to standards for
homemaker and home health aid services. I am studing the information and will
use this as a basis to consider, together with States, the issues of quality improve-
ment.

The Philadelphia Corporation on Aging has received a grant to further test a
service coordination design which I find very exciting. This project starts out with
three principles: First, before any formal funding sources are used for in-home
support, every effort is made to maximize informal support from families, neighbors
and friends. Without this basic approach, the system would not be able to effectively
maximize the in-home service dollar investments. The second principle maintains
that the provision of in-home services should be coordinated out of network of
neighborhood senior centers by staff who are thoroughly trained in medicare, medic-
aid eligibility, and client assessment. The third principal is that medicaid and
medicare are the major sources of funds for in-home services and that OAA funds
should only be used as a supplement. With these three principles in operation, the
Philadelphia Corporation on Aging has been able to increase the number of clients
served from 300 per month to 1,300 per month, with no increase in funds.

In this system, OAA dollars are used only when the client is ineligible for
medicaid or medicare. The careful client assessment, informal supports. and coordi-
nation with a range of service providers through the senior center, help maintain a
link for case finding and-as much as possible-reinvolvment of the older person in
senior center and community activities.

The five hospital homebound elderly program in Chicago has a grant to test out a
-hospital linked home care program which includes elient assessment, service mobili-
zation, and the involvement in the individual care plan of other older adults
whether relatives, friends or volunteers.

The New Ydrk Community Service Society is involved in a demonstration of how
natural support systems that sustain impaired older persons in their own homes,
may be reinforced through formal efforts, such as training, education regarding the
aging process, and peer group counseling.

RESEARCH

I think you will also be interested in a few examples of the research investment
we are making.
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Georgetown University recieved a grant to test the hypothesis that the health
needs of the chronically ill elderly (in urban areas) can be met through the inter-
vention of nurse practitioners.

The University of Michigan is studying home health care among the black elderly
to determine whether formal intervention can belp to maintain the older person at
home.

EDUCATION AND TRAINING

In the area of education and training, AoA is making a number of investments
which over the long run, should have an enormous impact on dealing with the
problems of chronic impairment and the demand for in-home services.

A title IV-E developmental grant announcement will be published shortly which
will call for the establishment of 10 multidisciplinary centers for long-term care.
These centers will focus on the area of chronic impairment by bringing relevant
professional schools together with a social service organization to fill the gap in
training professionals who serve the chronically impaired.

Similarly, AoA will soon announce awards for geriatric fellowships which will
provide additional training for teaching physicians. These investments will, when
the multiplier takes effect, begin to address the problems of misdiagnosis and
misunderstanding of the aging process by those who provide the greatest share of
direct service.

It is important that I also highlight the activities underway by the Health Care
Financing Administration (HCFA) and AoA, to assist States to develop programs
which are community-based and which focus on the chronically impaired. Each of
these projects is based on a set of very important principles. The first provides that
communities should have more authority and responsibility to manage a range of
services that impact on the care of the chronically impaired. Second, individual
older people and their families should have the benefit of individual assessment of
need and some choice in the kind of care they receive. And, third, that various sets
of resources should be required to permit the community to provide a full contin-
uum of services. These efforts include: assisting the State of California to implement
State legislation, act 998, which is a multiple site demonstration project in the
planning stages; a community project known as On-Lok Community Services, which
operates out of a community center in San Francisco; a model services access
system in Monroe County, N.Y.; a statewide access program in Arkansas; and the
Triage project in the State of Connecticut.

In-home services hold enormous promise for a solution to many of the difficult
long-term care issues. The department is making investments to test patterns and
explore organizational options which will establish a solid experience and policy
base in long-term care to guide our decisions over the next decade. It is the
experience of the projects I just mentioned which led the department and the
administration to request $30 million in fiscal year 1980 for demonstrations in
HCFA and AoA to build on these innovative developments. We plan to implement a
number of demonstrations in comprehensive care. These demonstrations will bring
together multiple sets of resources, targeted toward a wholistic, comprehensive
system of services for the chronically impaired, and include the key in-home serv-
ices. I look forward to a continuing close working relationship with the health care
financing administration (HCFA) in this effort.

In closing, I want to briefly mention the White House Conference on Aging which
will convene in 1981. Care of the chronically impaired is one of the fundamental
issues to be addressed. It is my intention to assure that all of our investments,
particularly over the next 3 years-in research, model projects, training and in
States and area agencies-set a foundation now, for a strategy to finally overcome
the barriers to effective management of services for the chronically impaired. This
strategy, and the impetus of the White House Conference on Aging can be expected
to have an enormous effect on service, and our communities in the future.

I want to thank you for this opportunity to talk about the Administration on
Aging's efforts in home care and services for the chronically impaired. I would be
happy to answer any questions you may have.

ITEM 3. GREGORY J. AHART, MAY 21, 1979

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I am pleased to be here today as
your deliberations focus on planning for the future of home care services for older
Americans. My comments are based on our proposed report to the Congress on the
conditions of older people and the need for a national information system for long-
term planning for the delivery of services to older people.
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To design and plan for the delivery of services to older persons, society, the
Congress, and the executive branch need information on (1) their well-being, (2)

what factors make a difference in their lives, and (3) the impact of services on the

well-being of older people. Currently, this information is spread piecemeal through-

out Federal, State, local, and private agencies. As a consequence, Federal agencies

have not evaluated the combined effect of these services; and, in the absence of such

information, it is difficult to assess the impact of various programs on the lives of

older people.
Based on our study of the well-being of older people in Cleveland, Ohio, we believe

it is possible to collect, measure, and evaluate information on the personal condi-
tions of and services to older people.

We also believe that a national information system should be established for older
people. Our study shows that information from such a system can be used in

multiprogram evaluations which can:
Measure the current conditions-of older people.
Identify the current cost of helping older people.
Demonstrate the effects of help on improving the problems and conditions of older

people, and
Estimate future'costs of helping all older people in need and costs of alternative

kinds of help.
Before covering each of these points, I will give you some background information

on our Cleveland study.

WELL-BEING STATUS AND SERVICES DATA BASES

We sampled people from over 80,000 older people in Cleveland, Ohio, who were 65
years old and older and were not in institutions, such as nursing homes. We assured
ourselves that our sample was demographically representative by comparing the
characteristics of our sample to the population in Cleveland.

In our study, 1,609 older people were interviewed by Case Western Reserve
University personnel from June through November 1975. A year later, they reinter-
viewed 1,325 of these older people.

In interviewing, we used a questionnaire containing 101 questions developed by a
multidisciplinary team at the Duke University Center on Aging and Human Devel-
opment in collaboration with the Administration on Aging, the former Social and
Rehabilitation Service, and the Health Resources Administration of HEW. The
questionnaire contains questions about an older person's well-being status in five
areas of functioning-social, economic, mental, physical, and activities of daily
living.

To identify those factors that could affect the well-being of older people, we:
Developed specific definitions of 28 services being provided to older people and

dimensions for quantifying the services.
Identified the providers of the services-families and friends, health care provid-

ers, and over 100 social service agencies; and
Obtained information about the services provided to each person in our sample

and the source and intensity of these services.
We also developed an average unit cost for each service based on the cost experi-

enced of 27 Federal, State, local, and private agencies in Cleveland between October
1976 and March 1977. We compared these costs to similar costs in Chicago, Ill., and
Durham, N.C. We assigned the same cost to family and friend services that we
found for agencies.

Each piece of data was collected so that it could be related to an individual in our
sample. This included the questionnaire data, the data on the 28 services provided
by social service agencies, and the services provided by health care providers. By
relating these data to the individual, we were able to make comparative analyses of
sampled older people for over 500 different variables.

CURRENT CONDITIONS OF OLDER PEOPLE

Measurements of conditions of older people are important in an information
system. Our study shows these conditions can be measured. Further, the condition
of older people do change and they can improve.

In 1975, we measured the personal conditions-health, security, loneliness, out-
look on life-of older people in Cleveland. Over half of the sample were in the best
health, security, and loneliness conditions. The definitions of these conditions are
shown in appendix I., However, only 24 percent of the sample were in the best

condition in outlook on life.

See page 58.
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We also combined these conditions into an overall condition. About a third of the
sample were in the best.6verall condition. At the other end of the spectrum, more
than one-fifth (21 percent) were in the worst condition.

In determining the conditions of older people, an information system should
contain data on illness and the degree these illnesses lead to many older people
having trouble doing daily tasks. As older people become more and more impaired
in their ability to do daily tasks, their probability of being institutionalized in-
creases.

Nearly all of the people in our sample had one or more illness. However, for
many the illnesses did not greatly interfere with their activities. For our analyses,
we focused on those illnesses which interfered a great deal with a person's activities.
One of every three older people in our sample had such illnesses in 1975.

The most common illnesses that greatly interfered with activities were mental
impairment, arthritis, circulation trouble, heart trouble, and high blood pressure.
Mental impairments and arthritis each interfered a great deal with the activities of
14 percent of our sample; circulation trouble did so for 8 percent; heart trouble did
for 6 percent; and high blood pressure for 5 percent.

These illnesses, along with the "wearing out" process of aging, lead to many older
people-39 percent-having trouble doing routine daily tasks. In addition, 27 per-
cent needed help in performing one or more tasks and 12 percent could not do any
tasks even if helped. They had the most trouble doing housework (29 percent),
getting to places not within walking distance (22 percent), and going shopping (21
percent).

An information system should also have the capability of measuring change in
conditions over time. In 1976, 1 year after our first interview, we reinterviewed most
of our original sample. The overall personal condition of older people improved for
18 percent and declined for 18 percent. The most change was in the outlook on life
condition followed by security. The least change was in loneliness and health.

CURRENT COSTS OF HELPING OLDER PEOPLE

Helps provided by family and friends and Federal, State, local, and private
agencies are significant. The ability to identify the kinds and costs of these helps is
crucial and, consequently, another important element of an information system.

The helps provided are intended to either remedy a specific problem or to help
the older person cope with it. Many such problems afflict older people and more
than one kind of help may be appropriate for each problem. Further, it is not
unusual for persons to have numerous problems which must be addressed simulta-
neously. To illustrate, appendix II I contains a diagram which depicts the whole
person-conditions, related problems, and kinds of help currently being provided. It
shows that older people could receive six kinds of help:

(1) Treatment for illnesses.
(2) Compensatory help to compensate for an older person's inability to do daily

tasks (e.g., meal preparation, homemaker, etc.).
(3) Financial help for money problems.
(4) Social-recreational help for older people with little or no social contact.
(5) Care-giving help when the older person feels there is no one to provide care if

he becomes sick or disabled, and
(6) Developmental help (e.g., educational and employment services) for those

people with'little interests which leads to a negative outlook on life.
In Cleveland, the annual cost of providing these kinds of help averaged $6,617 a

person. Various agencies provided $4,616 worth of help, and family and friends
provided the remaining $2,001. The greatest portion (47 percent) of help is financial.
The next greatest is compensatory help with daily tasks (36 percent) and then
medical (15 percent). Social-recreational help accounts for only 2 percent and care-
giving and developmental help accounts for less than 1 percent.

Comparing sources of help, the families and friends of older people provide 76
percent ($1,821 of $2,399) of the compensatory help by performing daily tasks for
them, and only about 6 percent of the financial help ($172 of $3,118). The other
kinds are provided mostly by public and private agencies funded under Federal
programs. From the agency standpoint, 64 percent of their cost was in financial help
($2,946 of $4,616) and 21 percent in treatment of illnesses ($954 of $4,616).

The results of our work are not statistically projectible to the entire country.
However, to illustrate the information that could be obtained from a national
information system, we have made national estimates for the 21 million
noninstitutionalized older people 65 years old and older in 1975 in the Nation. I

'See page 59.
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want to make it very clear that the estimates I will be presenting were not made on
a statistical basis but were done for illustrative purposes only.

Thus, using the results of our Cleveland work, the magnitude of the national
picture could look like this-$139 billion in help is provided annually to the 21
million people who are 65 years old and older and live outside institutions. Seventy
percent of the $139 billion would be provided through Federal, State, local, and
private agencies. Most of this amount is federally funded.

EFFECTS OF HELP ON CONDITIONS OF OLDER PEOPLE

The ability to determine from an information system the effects of expanded help
on conditions of older people would aid considerably in formulating and reviewing
proposed legislation. We measured the changes in the conditions and problems of
older people between 1975 and 1976 and related services to these changes. Using
this analysis, we determined that the effects of services on older people can be
measured.

To again illustrate what a national information system could show if it were
designed similar to our study, we projected the results found in Cleveland to the 21
million noninstitutionalized older people 65 years old and older. These projections
demonstrate the role that a national information system on older people can play in
major policy decisions.

A sizeable portion of the older population would benefit from expanded help. The
most benefit would be realized in their illness situation-about 9.2 percent of our
sample (1.9 million people nationwide) would have been in a better situation in 1976
if they had been treated for all their illnesses that interfered a great deal with their
activities. The second most benefit would be realized in dealing with the security
problems, with 5.6 percent of the sample (1.2 million people nationwide) being in a
better situation. Also, about 4.9 pecent of the sample (1 million people nationwide)
would have a better outlook on life with developmental help.

FUTURE COSTS OF HELPING OLDER PEOPLE

Better decisions can be made if costs of services can be projected. An information
system should have this potential.

Projections of future costs of expanded help to benefit older people are possible.
To demonstrate the effects of help over 20 years, we projected the conditions and
problems of the 65- to 69-year-old age group for the next 20 years. For example, our
projections show 11 percent more of the 65 to 69 age group would be experiencing a
better illness situation in 1980 if they had received expanded help. Fourteen percent
more would be experiencing a better condition in 1985, 14 percent more in 1990, and
12 percent more in 1995.

Our projected costs to provide expanded help would be reduced considerably in
the long run because expanded help leads to better conditions and less need for help
in the future. Our illustrative projections nationwide for the 65 to 69 age group over
the next 20 years show that if medical treatment were expanded to all in need, total
medical costs over the 20 years would be slightly decreased from $4.5 billion to $4.3
billion. Also, the cost of compensatory help would be reduced significantly due to
the effects of expanded medical treatment from $12.6 billion to $11.4 billion. In
total, a reduction of about $1.4 billion results-$1.2 billion in compensatory help and
$.2 billion in medical treatment-from the impact of preventive medical treatment
earlier in life.

The Congress needs alternatives to choose from. A national information system
could provide projections of the number of older people benefiting from various
kinds of help out of the total number of people receiving these helps. Additionally,
estimates could be made of the costs of alternative kinds of help.

For example, older people have a better chance of benefiting from some kinds of
help than others. One of every two people receiving expanded medical treatment
would be in a better illness situation and 1 of every 12 who received expanded
financial help would have better feelings about the adequacy of their money.

A cost to have one person benefit can be derived from comparing the number of
older people who would be in a measurably better condition or situation because of
help to the number receiving expanded help. The average cost per person receiving
help is $574 for medical treatment and $1,442 for financial help. For one person to
be in a better illness situation because of expanded medical help, however, about
two people have to receive this help or a cost of $1,191 per person benefiting.

RELEASE OF OUR DATA BASE

Considerable interest exists in our study. We discussed our methodology, with
numerous experts in the field of mathematics, systems analysis, operations re-
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search, and gerontology. We condicted several seminars and a national symposium
with a variety of researchers, methodologists, statisticians, and HEW officials in the
field of aging. Our own consultants in the areas of statistics, operations research,
and gerontology advised us and reviewed our methodology in minute detail. The
consensus of all involved was that we developed a sound methodology.

In addition, the staff of the Subcommittee on Human Services, House Select
Committee on Aging, has expressed interest in using data from our study for their
human service model which is under development. Further, at the request of the
Administration on Aging, we plan to provide it with the details of our methodology
along with our data base, for distribution to researchers, planners, and administra-
tors in the field of aging.

We believe that the information contained in our data base will be useful to
researchers, planners, service providers, and policymakers. However, this data base
will have to be expanded and updated to be useful in the future for long-term
planning. Therefore, we are recommending to the Administration on Aging that a
national information system be developed based on our methodology and data base.
Information for this system should be gathered periodically on a national sample of
older people stratified to permit estimates for planning at the State and area agency
on aging level.

Our draft report on our Cleveland study is in final processing and we expect to
issue our report in June 1979.

Mr. Chairman, that concludes our statement. We will be happy to answer any
questions that you or the other committee members may have.



APPENDIX 1.-CONDITIONS

Health
overall

Level of Ability to do Outlook personal
condition Illness daily tasks Overall Security Loneliness on life condition

Best . . No illness that interferes Can do all 13 daily tasks In best category for both Worries hardly ever . Feels lonely almost Does not feel useless and 'In best category for all
a great deal with without help. illness condition and never. finds life exciting. 4 conditions or
activities. ability to do daily tasks. 2Best for 3 and marginal

for the other.
Marginal . . One illness that interferes Can do all 13 daily tasks 'In best category for Worries fairly often . Feels lonely some- 'Finds life exciting but 1In marginal category for

a great deal with but only with help in one illness condition or ability times. feels useless or 2 or more conditions and
activities. or more. to do daily tasks and mar- 2Does not feel useless best for other(s) or

ginal in other or but finds life dull 2 In worst category for
2 In marginal category or routine. only one condition.

for both.
Worst . Two or more illnesses Can't do at least one task In worst category for Worries very often . Feels lonely quite Feels useless and finds 'In worst category for 2

that interfere a great even with help. either illness condition often. life routine or dull. or more conditions.
deal with activities. or ability to do daily

tasks.

'Oaily tasks indude preparing meals, bathing, walking, shopping, eating, etc. Details on these daily tasks are described in our prior report on pages 57-60 of appendix IV.
'To be more descriptive in chapter 3, we showed separately the effects of expanded help on illnesses and ability to do daily tasks.
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Appendix 2

LETTER AND ENCLOSURE FROM JOSEPH A. CALIFANO, JR.,
SECRETARY, DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND
WELFARE, DATED APRIL 16, 1979

HON. FRANK CHURCH,
Chairman, Senate Special Committee on Aging, House of Representatives,
Washington, D.C

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: Enclosed is HEW's final report on home health and other
in-home services under titles XVIII (medicare), XIX (Medicaid), and XX (social
services) of the Social Security Act. This study was requested by section 18 of Public
Law 95-142, the Medicare and Medicaid Anti-Fraud and Abuse Act of 1977. This
provision requested that the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare submit a
report "analyzing, evaluating, and making recommendations with respect to all
aspects . . . of the delivery of home health and other in-home services authorized to
be provided under titles XVIII,-XIX, and XX of the Social Security Act." The cost of
the report was $62,630.50.

Specific aspects of the programs and their administration that HEW was asked to
examine were:

Scope and definition of services.
Eligibility criteria.
Standards for certification, licensure, and accreditation.
Utilization Control.
Quality Assurance.
Reimbursement methods.
Prevention of fraud and abuse; and
Coordination among programs.
The report addresses these issues and makes some recommendations to improve

the administration of home health services and to protect such services against
fraud and abuse. No legislative recommendations are made at this time because of
budgetary restraints and the need for more knowledge and experience before pro-
posing programmatic changes.

Sincerely,
JOSEPH A. CALIFANO, Jr.

Enclosure.
(60)
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.HCeE HEALTH SERVICES UNDER TITLES XVIII, XIX, AND XX

Report to the Congress Pursuant to P.L. 95-142

Department of Health, Education, and Welfare

April 1979

SUMMRY

In the Medicare-Medicaid Anti-Fraud and Abuse Amendments of 1977, the Congress
required the Department of Health, Education and Welfare to prepare this report
analyzing, evaluating and making reccmmendations with respect to the delivery of
home health and other in-home services provided under Tit'es XVIII (Medicare),
XIX (Medicaid), and XX (Social Services) of the Social Security Act. Home
health services under each of the three programs have been provided in accor-
dance with the overall legislative purpose of each program. Under Medicare,
those services may be provided as part of the overall hea-th insurance program
for the elderly and disabled; Medicaid may cover such services as canponents of
health care services for low income persons; Title XX may support home care as a
social service for low income persons and other eligibles. The report provides
an analysis of the different legislative mandates, scope and definition of
services, eligibility criteria, standards for certification, licensure and
accreditation, and reimbursement methods under Titles XVIII, XIX, and XX.

The Department makes no legislative recommendations in this report primarily
because of budget constraints. In addition serious questions, which are raised
in this report, must be resolved before final recommendations can be made in
this area, including:

o What is the- best way to ensure types of beneficiaries, e.g., the aged, .ow
income, the disabled, have adequate access to in-home services?

o How can we design a program for in-home services that does not encourage a
large shift in financing and initiative from the private to the public
sector?

In order to analyze these and other questions, the Department plans to
undertake, in FY 1980, a major research effort in the in-home services.

50-227 0 - 79 - 5
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INTRODUCTION

Congress included as part of Public Law 95-142, the Medicare and Medicaid Anti
Fraud and Abuse Amendments of 1977, the requirement that the Department review
its programs for home health services, assess current status and problems of
home-delivered services, and propose changes in directions and programs. This
mandate is a broad one, covering nearly all aspects of home health and other
in-home services:

* Coordination among programs
* Scope and definition of services
* Eligibility criteria
* Standards for certification, licensure and accreditation
* Utilization control
* Reimbursement methods and controls
* Prevention of fraud and abuse
a Controls over supply.

The Department welcomes the opportunity to review its programs of home
health services. Given the opposing goals of controlling expenditures while
increasing availability of services, we have chosen a middle-ground solution:
to improve service quality and to increase efficiency and economy in our
methods of providing and paying for these services. Current budget constraints,
in addition to our other concerns, prevent us from recommending statutory
changes at this time.

Rome health and other in-home services are part of a larger picture:
they form part of the health care system; they form part of a syste=
of long term care services; they form part of a social support system.
Many issues in home care are broader than the boundaries of specific
programs. Hospice programs, an important type of home care, is not
covered in this report because it involves unique services and concerns.
The legislative mandate to which this report responds clearly spella
out the specific areas to be addressed in existing programs and
issues specific to home care. This report limits its scope to these
matters and does not address the broader issues of long-term care and
health care in general.

The mandate for this report instnicted the Department to assess -home health
and.other in-home services under the three programs. In the absence of
specific delineation of those terms, they are-fairly loosely construed for
the purpose of this report. We have defined 'home health services- to mean
roughly those types of services described in Medicare and Medicaid law and
regulation. They include an arrav of services, such as orafessional nursiag
care, physical, occupational or speech therapy, medical social services,

2
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home health aide services, and medical supplies ard equipment. These services
are delivered singly or in combination to aid in recovery from an acute
episode, or to maintain or improve health status. These services are of such
a nature that they must be provided by an agency organized primarily to provide
health care in accordance with certain standards.

We believe that the term -other in-home services- was included in Section 18
to encompass the broad variety of health-related and social/environmental
services that can be rendered in the home under the Title XX social services
program. These services would include home health services that may be
reimbursed provided they are integral but subordinate to the package
of social services, as well as the home-maker, chore, and other similar
services, which are defined differently by the various states.

3
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PART I. IN-HOME SERVICES UNDER MEDICARE, MEDICAID, AND THE
SOCIAL SERVICES PROGRAMS

Home health and other in-home services benefits are provided through Title
XVIII (Medicare), Title XIX (Medicaid) and Title XX (Social Services) of the
Social Security Act. Such services are provided within the context of each
program -- as health benefits for the elderly and disabled under Medicare; health
services for low-income persons under Medicaid; and social services for low-
income persons and other eligibles under Title XX. In FY 1977, these programs
spent a combined total of $1 billion ($458 million for Medicare, $179 million
in federal and state funds for Medicaid, and $445 million for Title XX) for in-
home care. In FY 1977, in-home services were used by 530,000 Medicare benefi-
ciaries, 208,000 Medicaid beneficiaries, and 1,634,000 Title XX beneficiaries.
In addition, a large but undetermined amount of home care is paid for privately
by individuals, private insurers, and philanthropic programs.

Each of the three Social Security Act programs described below presents different
kinds of restrictions on the availability and utilization of in-home services.

A. Medicare (Title XVIII of the Social Security Act)

Medicare is a nationwide health insurance plan for people aged 65 and over,
for persons eligible for social security disability payments for over two years,
and for certain workers and their dependents who need kidney transplantation
or dialysis. Health insurance protection is available to insured parsons without
regard to income. The program was enacted July 30, 1965, as Title XVIII--Health
Insurance for the Aged-of the Social Security Act and became effective on
July 1, 1966.

The Medicare program consists of two separate, but coordinated parts: hospital
insurance (Part A) and supplementary medical insurance (Part B). Part A pays,
after various cost sharing requirements are met, for hospital and skilled
nursing facility care and services by home health agencies following a period of
hospitalization. Parke B covers physician services, home health care (up to
100 visits), medical and other health services, outpatient hospital services,
and laboratory, pathology and radiologic services. Participation in Part B
of Medicare is voluntary and any individual over 65 may elect to enroll. About
95 percent of those eligible for Part A elect to enroll in Part B.

1. Eligibility for Medicare Home Health Services
In order to receive home health care under Medicare, a Medicare beneficiary
must be confined to his or her residence (homebound), have the services pre-
scribed by a physician and be under the care of a physician, and need part-
time or intermittent skilled nursing service and/or physical or speech therapy.

In addition, eligibility for Part A home health benefits requires that the
beneficiary must have been in a hospital for at least three consecutive days
prior to entry into home care. The care to be provided must be for an ill-
ness for which the person received services as a bed patient in the hospital
and a plan of care must be established within 14 days after discharge from
the hospital or skilled nursing facility.
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Under Part A, a person's coverage is limited to 100 home care visits a year
aftet the start of one spell of illness and before the beginning of a new
spell of illness in the year following the last discharge from hospitaliza-:
tion.

Under Part B, the Medicare beneficiary dust be homebound and require skilled
nursing services, but there is no prior hospitalization requirement. For Part
B, a beneficiary is limited to -100 home care visits in any one calendar year.

2. Home Health Benefits Under Medicare
The Medicare home health care benefits are, by law, oriented toward the need
for skilled-care. They were not desigped to provide coverage for care related
to helping with activities of daily living unless the patient required skilled
nursing care or physical or speech therapy. Home health services, as defined
by Title XVIII of the Social Security Act, include:

* Part-time or intermittent nursing care provided by or under the
supervision of a registered professional nurse;

* Physical, occupational, or speech therapy;

* Medical social services under the direction of a physician;

* Part-time or intermittent services of a home health aide to the
extent permitted in regulations;

* Medical supplies (other than drugs and medications including serums
and vaccines) and the use of durable medical equipment; And

* Medical services provided by an intern or resident-in-training under
the teaching program of a hospital which is affiliated or under
common control with a home health agency.

The statute specifies that these services can be covered if furnished by a
home health agency to individuals under the care of a physician, or bv others
under arrangements with them made by such agency under a plan established
and periodically reviewed by a physician. These services are to be provided
generally on a visiting basis in the individual's home. Under certain cir-
cumstances these services can be provided also on an outpatient basis at a
hospital, skilled nursing facility, or a rehabilitation center.

3. Medicare Home Health Providers
Medicare limits the provision of home health services to organizations certi-
fied as Home Health Agencies (HILAs). Participating HHAs must provide skilled
nursing and at least one other home health service. Hone Health Agencies rust
meet all federal, state and local licensure and certification requirements.
Proprietary agencies may participate only if they are licensed by the state.
At present, twenty states have licensure laws for home health agencies, 16 ofwhich allow proprietary agencies. Only 126 of 2,612 HHAs participating in
lMedicare are proprietary agencies; the majority are visiting nurse associtc:ins
or public health departments. However, the limitation on the participation of
proprietary agencies has sometimes been circumvented through the formatlon of
private not-for-profit corporations and through subcontracting arrangements.

5
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Medicare pays for services provided by an NRA on the basis of the lesser of
its reasonable costs or charges. Reasonable costCis defined as 'the cost
actually incurred, excluding therefore any... cost found to be unnecessary
in the efficient delivery of needed health services...'

4. Utilization of Home Health Services Under Medicare
In FY 1977, 530,000 Medicare beneficiaries used in-home services resulting
in expenditures of $458 million. Home health expenditures under Medicare
have been consistently increasing. In FY 1974, $100 million was spent on
home health compared to $298 million in FY 1976 and $724 million projected
for FY 1979. In 1974, only 393,000 Medicare beneficiaries used home health
benefits compared to over 530,000 today. (See also Appendix 1.)

Of the beneficiaries utilizing home health benefits in 1975, 10.4 percent
received visits under both parts A and B while 61.7 percent used Part A
benefits only and 27.9 percent used Part B visits only. Beneficiaries
using both Part A and B benefits used an average of 55.5 visits per year
compared to 17.8 visits annually for Part A only beneficiaries and 17.2
visits annually for Part B only beneficiaries. These data suggest that
those persons using both Parts A and B benefits are the most in need of
such services because although this group represents only 10 percent of
the beneficiaries, they receive about 25 percent of the total number of
visits.

Use of home health services under Medicare related to age shows a fairly
even distribution among home health beneficiaries. In FY 1975, the 65-70
age group had 101,700 home health beneficiaries receiving 2137 visits
compared to 109,700 beneficiaries in the 70-79 age group using 2,356 visits
and 97,200 beneficiaries in the 80-84 age group using 2,076 visits. All
age groups average about 21 visits per home health beneficiary.

Utilization of home health services varies geographically. Over one third
of all beneficiaries using home health services reside in the northeast.
However, the beneficiaries in the South received the most visits annually
and had the highest total charges per person.

B. Medicaid (Title XIX of the Social Security Act)

Medicaid, Title XIX of the Social Security Act, is the major vehicle for
financing health care services for low-income people. It was enacted in 1965
for the purpose of enabling states to furnish the aged, blind, and disabled
and families with dependent children whose income and resources were insuf-
ficient to meet the costs of necessary medical services with medical assistance
and rehabilitation. Medicaid programs have been implemented in 49 states, the
District of Columbia, Guam, Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, and the Mariana
Islands. Only the State of Arizona has not implemented a program.

Medicaid is state administered under federal regulations. Program costs are
shared by the states and federal government with the federal share ranging from
50 percent in states with high per capita incomes to 78 percent in Mississippi,
the state with the lowest per capita income. Subject to federal legislation and

6
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regulations, states have broad discretion in establishing eligibility criteria.
benefit packages, and reimbursement rates.

States must provide Medicaid coverage to all people receiving AFDC and, with
certain exceptions, to beneficiaries of Supplemental Security Income (SSI), the
federalized blind, disabled, and aged welfare program. Income-related eligibil-
ity criteria are determined by the states. States may, at their option, extend
coverage to the medically needy. These are persons or families who meet the SSI
or AFDC eligibility criteria (e.g., aged, disabled, etc.) but whose incomes are
slightly above welfare levels. States establish the income eligibility standards
for the medically needy, which may not exceed 133-1/3 percent of the state AFDC
payment standard. States also have the option of covering other categories,
including: families headed by an unemployed male; children who are financially
eligible, but not in a federal welfare category; spouses who are -essential- to
the well-being of an SSI recipient; and persons eligible for, but who voluntarily
elect to decline, AFDC or SSI cash payments.

Medicaid plays a significant role in assisting its sister program, Medicare, in
providing health insurance for the aged poor. Approximately 3.9 million aged,
16.9 percent of Medicare beneficiaries, are also covered by Medicaid. For these
people, in most cases, Medicaid both pays the Medicare Part B premiums, coinsur-
ance and deductibles and provides more extensive benefits than are available
under Medicare. Most notably Medicaid provides the aged poor with drugs and
long term care services, especially institutional care.

In their Medicaid benefit packages, states must cover hospital, physician, skilled
nursing facility, family planning, home health, laboratory, and x-ray services.
They must alsocover early and periodic screening, diagnosis, and treatment (EPSDT)
of children.under 21, and rural clinic services. They have the option of covering
other services such as outpatient prescription drugs, dental services, eyeglasses,
intermediate care facilities, prosthetic devices and care for patients over 65 in
tuberculosis or mental institutions. If a state's program includes the medically
needy, it must provide that group with either the basic required services or seven
of the seventeen optional services authorized for matching funds under Medicaid.

1. Eligibility for Medicaid Home Health Services
States are required to provide home health coverage to any Medicaid beneficiary
who is covered for skilled nursing facility care under MIedicaid. By statute,
states must provide skilled nursing facility benefits to adult Medicaid benefi-
ciaires (any individual over 21 years of age). Coverage of skilled nursing
facility benefits for individuals under 21 is at state option. Since eligibil-
ity for home health services is tied to eligibility for SNF services, Medicaid
beneficiaries under 21 are covered for home health benefits only if their
state has opted to cover them for SNF care. All categorically needy Medicaid
beneficiaries over 21 are covered for both home health and SNF benefits.

Unlike Medicare, Medicaid does not require a patient to be home bound or in
need of skilled care to be eligible for home health services. However, a
physician must certify that the patient. needs home health services.

7
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2. Home Health Benefits Under Medicaid
Medicaid, from its enactnent in 1965 to 1970, specified 'home health ser-
vices' in its list of services to be provided at state option. However,
definitions, criteria, and requirements were not included. The 1967 amend-
ments to the Social Security Act mandated home health services effective
July 1, 1970. New regulations clarifying the Medicaid benefits and eligi-
billty were published on November 18, 1976 to clear up the confusion over
eligibility and benefits by requiring the states to meet certain basic
criteria. Under these regulations, states must:

* Provide coverage of.nursing, medical supplies, equipment and
appliances, and home health aide services to Medicaid home health
beneficiaries.

* Allow an RN to provide covered services where no organized home
health agency exists (LPNs are now excluded).

* Permit medical rehabilitation centers to provide therapy services
(if they meet the standards as written in the regulations).

* Require all agencies to meet Medicare standards of certification or
be eligible to meet them.

* Define nursing according to each state's Nurse Practice Act.

* Provide home health services for:

- all categorically needy individuals over 21 years of age,
- individuals under 21 years of age if the state plan covers

such individuals for SNF services, and
- all corresponding groups of medically needy individuals to

whom SNF services are available. Eligibility shall not
depend upon need for or discharge from institutional care.

* Permit coverage of home health services in an ICF if the ICF is not
required to provide such services (such as RN services during a short,
acute illness to avoid the need to transfer patients).

In addition to the required nursing, medical supply, equipment and home
health services, a scate has the option of providing coverage for physical,
occupational, and speech therapies, medical social services, and personal
care services. All services must be authorized by a physician and supervised
by a professional nurse.

However, although home health benefits are mandatory, states have the discre-
tion to place limits on the amount, duration, and scope of home health
benefits. Thus, several states place limits on the number of covered hone
health visits. Some of the variations resulting from state discretion include:

* Number of allowable visits;
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* Comprebensiveness of services
- wbether therapy is included and which therapies are provided;

* Whether bowr health side services are available locally;

* Restrictions on provision of supplies, equipment and appliances;

* Restrictions imposed by states contrary to the intent of Medicaid
regalations

- 'skilled' care requirement
- 'hosebound- requirement
- different scope of services for. Hedicare 'buy-in' patients

from those services available to others;

* Prior authorization of services
- restrictive criteria; and

* Reimbursement-deviations in amount of payment from Medicare
- agencies refusing Medicaid payments or patients
- agencies having quotas for Medicaid patients.

3. Personal Care Services Under Medicaid
Personal care services are an optional benefit under Medicaid. Nine states
cover personal care services: District of Columbia, Massachusatts, Minnesota,
Montana, Nebraska, Nevada, New York, Oklahoma, and Wisconsin. Personal care

services include health related supportive services, such as assistance with
household maintenance and activities of daily living. Personal care services
are provided in a beneficiary's home by an individual who is qualified to
provide such services, but is not a member of the family. The services are
to be prescribed by a physician in accordance with a plan of treatment and

.supervised by a registered nurse. Many of the disabled receive attendant
care services under the personal care benefit in the nine states that have
elected such coverage.

9
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4. Medicaid Home Health Providers
Medicaid requirements for participating HRAs are the same as for Medicare.
However, Medicaid also permits states to provide personal care services
from individuals not employed by an HHA.

Payment rates for home health services under Medicaid in some states are
inadequate to attract sufficient provider participation. Reimbursement
methods and rates for home health services, as for physician services,
are left to the state's discretion. In contrast, SNFa and ICFs
must be reimbursed on a cost-related basis which HEW must first approve.
Some states attempt to contain program costs by keeping these rates low.

5. Medicaid Utili:ation of In-home Services
In the last ten years, total Medicaid expenditures, and total Medicaid pay-
ments for LTC services (primarily consisting of nursing home and home
health care) have risen roughly five fold. During this same time span,
Medicaid expenditures for home health have increased 25 fold. Even with
this huge increase, however, Medicaid in-home benefits still only amount
to about one percent of total Medicaid expenditures.

In 1977, Medicaid spent over $179 million on home health for its 261,331
beneficiaries. Approximately 80 percent of all expenditures and 70 percent
of all recipients are accounted for by the aged and disabled beneficiary
groups.

On a state-by-state basis, Medicaid home healtS benefits constitute about .1
to .5 percent of total state Medicaid expenditures for most states. The
greatest deviation is New York, which spends 4.4 percent of its total on
home health. New York is also responsible for 63 percent of all home health
recipients and 80 percent of all national Medicaid home health payments.

Appendix 1 of this report summarizes current data concerning the utilization
of home health services under Medicaid.

C. Federal-State Social Service Programs (title XX of the Social Security Act)

In January, 1974, the U.S. Congress passed Title XX, 'Grant to States for
Services,- with implementation scheduled for October 1, 1975. The legislative
goal of Title XX was to enable states to make available services for:

10
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* Self support;

* Self-sufficiency;

* Protection of children and vulnerable adults from abuse, neglect, or
or exploitation, and strengthening family life;

* Prevention or reduction of inappropriate institutional care by providing
for community-based care, bome-based care, or other forms of less inten-
sive care; or

* Appropriate institutional placement and services when in a peison's best
interest.

Title XX is a grant-in-aid program that allows the states a large degree of
discretion in providing a range of social services to their populations. A
permanent ceiling of $2.5 billion annually is currently imposed (although
this was raised to $2.9 billion for FY 1979 only); these funds are distributed
to the states on the basis of their populations. The states are required to
provide 25 percent matching and required to publish, in an annual plan, a
description of the services they will provide, to whom, and by what methods.

1. Eligibility for Title XX Home Health Services

Individuals are eligible for Title XX services if they are eligible
for cash assistance, have a low income, or are members of certain
designated groups. Fees for Title XX services are mandatory for
families whose monthly gross income exceeds 80 percent of the state's
median income for a family of four adjusted for family size. Fees are
at state option for tamiiles witn incomes below tne S0 percent level.

2. In-home Benefits Under Title XX
Services vary widely from state to state with eligibility and emphasis depen-
dent primarily on decisions made within the state under an open planning
process. This needs assessment and planning process gives concerned individ-
uals and organizations a chance to help identify needs, establish priorities,
suggest service providers, and assist to coordinate resources to build a
systematic services delivery network that responds to the social services
needs of local communities.

Local government representatives, interested organizations and concerned
citizens can help to. decide what services should be offered. At least
three services must be made available for SSI recipients and at least one
must be directed toward eath of the five Title XX goals. Information and
referral, family planning, and services directed toward the goal of protec-
tion may be offered without regard to income.

A variety of home-based services-including homemaker, choreworker,
home management, personal care, consumer education, and financial
counselling services-can be provided under a state's Title LX
program. Covered services vary from state to state. It is
difficult to present a concise description of in-home services
delivered under Title MX. However, certain generalities may be
noted and patterns observed from one state to another.

11
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The following four services are particularly relevant to helping maintain
individuals in their own homes:

* Home Health Aide Services - are medically related home care activi-
ties similar to those provided by nursing aides in hospitals. Such
activities include maintaining an individual's health by assisting
him or her in carrying out physicians' instructions. These
services may be provided under Title XX only if they are an essential
but subordinate service provided as part of a social service.

* Homemaker Services - are described as general household activities
(meal preparation, child care, and routine household care) provided
by a trained homemaker when the individual who usually performs
activities is temporarily absent or unable to adequately manage the
home and care for the personal needs of others.

* Chore Services - are most often described as home maintenance activi-
ties (repairs, yard work, shopping, house cleaning) performed by an
untrained person for individuals unable to do such chores themselves.
Personal care activities are often included.

* Home Management Services - are described as formal or informal
instruction and training in home maintenance, meal preparation,
budget management, child care, and consumer education.

3. Rome Health Providers Under Title XX
There are no federal standards for participation as home health providers
under Title XX and, in fact, states may contract with private individuals
to provide in-home services.

States provide in-home services in the following ways:

* Direct provision- individuals employed by state or local
Title XX agency.

* Purchase-of-service through contractual arrangement with public
or private (voluntary, non-profit, or proprietary) agencies.
(States vary between state-adninistered and state-supervised
programs. In some cases the local Title XX agency contracts
directly with the provider agency.)

* Independent provider-service provided by individual who is not
affiliated with an agency-may be self-employed or considered
under employment to the service recipient.

Since states have wide latitude within federal regulations in defining
services and establishing regulations for the program, those regulations
vary substantially from state to state. Only 12 states responding to a
recent HEW survey reported having a licensing requirement for providers
under Title XX.

12
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4. In-home Services Utilization Under Title XX
In 1976, over I million individuals received in-home services under Title XX
programs. Over 90 percqnt of all Title XX beneficiaries are adults who
gain access to these services as an SSI or AFDC recipient or by being
income eligible. Chore, homemaker, and protective services represent 70
percent of both total recipients and expenditures. Approximately 56 percent
of these Title XX services are made available through direct provision; 11
percent are purchased from public sources and 33 percent from private
providers.

Most states spend a substantial portion of their total Title XX budgets on
these services. For example, California spends 62 percent of its Title XX
monies for this purpose. Many other states spend between 40 and 60 percent,
and most all states spend at least 10 percent of their total. Thus, Title XX
now plays an important role in the provision of in-home services.

13
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PARMT II. LEGISLATIVE AND ADMINISTRATIVE PROBLEMS
IN COORDINATING HOME CARE PROGRAMS

This section briefly discusses some of the reasons for the lack of

consistency and coordination among the home care programs, and some
of the problems involved in attempting to modify the programs.

A. LeRislative Mandates

The reasons for service fragmentation are usually laid at the door of the
bureaucracy in charge of operating the programs but the difficulty begins
earlier. Our public programs of health care, social services, and income
maintenance have developed as separate categorical programs, directed toward
many disparate constituencies by legislative and interest groups with different
approaches and objectives.

The major programs being considered in this report-Medicare, Medicaid, and
Social Services--emanate from what is technically one piece of legislation,
the Social Security Act. However, each major part of it has been enacted at
different times, for different basic purposes. Medicare is a medical insurance
program for the aged; Medicaid is a health program for the poor; the Title XX
Social Service programs served AFDC and SSI recipients and other low-income
persons at the discretion of the states. In addition, physicians provide or
prescribe services under Medicare and Medicaid while social services professionals
provide services under Title XX.

B. Programmatic Differences

The programs were enacted for different purposes, and, prior to last
year's reorganization which joined Medicare and Medicaid under HCFA,
each of the three programs was administered by a different agency:
Medicare in the Social Security Administration; Medicaid by the Social
and Rehabilitation Service, and Social Services (Title XX) by another

arm of the Social and Rehabilitation Service. The result has established
the following program characteristics:

* The programs have overlapping constituencies;

- Service definitions and the range and duration of services covered

vary substantially from program to program;

* Distinctions have been made between "health" service and "social"
service programs which may reinforce fragmentation of services to
population groups needing a range of service;

* Regulations governing providers vary from program to program;

14



TAhTE 1: IN-HOME SERVICES PROVIDED UNDER MEDICARE. MEDICAID. AND TITLE 301

T17LFY
Xvlll XI X

Restrictions on In-llome Care . need skilled care -eligible for skilled nursing - as specified in an approved
- restorative, not iaintenanrice facility Title XX social service plan
- homebound - under physician's care - health care only to be
- under physician's care providid a& an essential
- 3-day prior hospital (Part A) but subordinate element of
- 100-visits each (Part A S B) social services

Services Available - skilled nursins as datermined by state plans: as determined by state plans:
- therapy (physical, speech. - hona norsing - homemaker services

occupational) -oenrighmmkrsrie
home health aide -therapy * chore servicos
-meIealth soaldservices - home health aides - housekeeping services

- medical social servites -medical supplies, equipment - personal care
- medical supplies and appliances and appliances - home ranagea.ent

-personal care a attendant care
* home health aids

Providers * certified homs health -certified home health - public aid departments
ncles eg.: agencies (same as Title - voluntary agencies

hosp 1t& based agenci as XVIIi) - proprietary agencies
public health departments - individual providers - private Individuals
voluntary agencies (physicians, nurses,
private not-for-profit therapists, attndants)
agencila

proprietary agencies

Eligibility Requireinosts - age 65 or older, disabled, -all Title XIX categorically - Incore maintenance status
- End Stage Renal Distase noedy: Aged, blind, din- . Income eligibles

patients abled, AFOC in all gstes group eligiblee
- all individuals under 21 In

states that Include this
group in SnF program

Administration Federal with Fiscal Agents - Stateor Fiscal Agents -State

Total Program Costs:
(In millions) FYI76 $16,600 $14,200 $2,500 ($2,900 in FY '79

FY 77 200B00 (1001 Federal) 16,300 (50-786 Federal) (752 Federal)

In-llune Costs:
In millions) FY'76 5287 5132 (11.Y. State; $107) $284 (California: S 81)

FY 77 457 179 (|iY. State: 146) 360 (California: 112)

Percent of Total Dollaro
Sii rt on iCTele health Care 2S 1 106

1500 0.00 (7.001). Stt_ - 65lOf
Esti-ated iluxbier of Clients

1530.nno I 6an Onnn205.000 178.000 NIY. State)
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e Reimbursement methods are different for each program; and

• Federal, state, and local relationships are different for each program.

1. Changing Payment Sources

When consumers need services over a relatively long period, they sometimes
must shift from one provider and funding source to another, with possible
interruptions of service that are unrelated to need. Such shifts, even if only
one provider is involved, may constitute considerable hazard to the client and
administrative expense for verification of eligibility, recertification of
eligibility, billing procedures, etc. One agency with a substantial long term
caseload reports 28 shifts in payment sources for one individual.

Such shifts among payment sources highlight an interesting problem that, though
not well-documented, occurs with some frequency. It happens not only because
the status and conditions of people change, for there is considerable evidence
that the various programs do indeed serve the sane population groups. It happens
also because state and local governments shift services and populations among
pots' of money in ways that seem most advantageous to them-either their

matching is higher from the federal government, or they can purchase the service
more cheaply due to less strict standards, or there is more money in one pot
than in another.

The case of one home health agency is illustrative. In one particular year,
the amount of reimbursement it received from Medicaid funds dropped from
nearly three-quarters of a million dollars to a few thousand dollars while
at the same time its payments from Title XX and local social service funds
rose by a similar magnitude.

2. Service Definitions

Varying perceptions of home health services, of the components which should
or should not be included in the range within the collective title, differ-
ences in the definitions of those components and their applicacion--nd
efforts to define and divide the services by assigning them in
accordance with a presumed health" relatedness or 'social' relatedness--
have affected both their development and their appropriate use. The ;
and variations among definitions have impeded efforts to develnp and ceordina.ct
services within communities which might effectively provide the coaprchensiv-
ness and continuity so frequently stressed as the desired objective ina
service system.

16
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a. "Medical" Definitions
The influence of Medicare on the provision of home health services has
been considerable. Because Medicare is a health insurance program, the
dichotomy has been reinforced between services perceived as medical and
those perceived as social, in the public sector's funding of-programs.
The private sector, which is not bound by these narrow definitions, has
continued to provide a wide range of services to those who purchase
their own care.

The conditioning of providers with respect to Medicare contributed to
the growth of providers of short term, acute care rather than encouraging
development of providers organized to serve clients with diverse service
needs.

Medicaid has followed essentially the same pattern in providing home
health services, although there is more chance to provide "social"
services should the states desire to do so; there is provision for
"personal care service in the home," which nine states use, though
the primary users are New York and Oklahoma. However, instead of
encouraging provision of comprehensive and coordinated services,
these two aspects of Medicaid are used totally separately, or else
they substitute for one another. For example, Oklahoma has a large
personal care program with no home health program.

This program, which seemed at first to bridge the gap, also fails to
mesh with the "social" services provided under Title XX. Instead of
being complementary, they are used generally on an either/or basis
by those states which use the personal care service.

b.' "Social" Definitions
Although Title XX supports several in-home services to its clients,
it does not define any of them. States are free to use their allotted
funds and define in-home services as they wish. Medical or health
services are not included in the range of care financed by the Title
XX program unless they are a minor and subsidiary aspect of the "social"
service.

Definitions, particularly of paraprofessional workers and functions,
can be particularly troublesome. For example, the definitions of
homemakers and chore workers under Title XX vary among states, and
include performance of functions ranging from "attendant" or "sitter"
care to household maintenance, and even to such questionable activities
(for untrained personnel) as personal care including bowel and bladder
care.

17
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3. Caps and Duplication

Because of the different basic purposes of Medicare, Medicaid, and Title XX,

there may be overlap in the provision of home health services. For the consumer

with multiple problems and multiple needs, there may be duplication -- with
two or even three paraprofessionals going into the same home; several different

providers could be serving the same client, causing both congestion and

complex computation in rates of pay.

A recent case history found four different providers or agencies serving a

single individual at home (homemaker, chore worker, meals on wheels, and visiting

nurse service). In the small living units so common to most of the users of

these services, some of the functions of the paraprofessionals could be performed

by the same individual, and all services could either be rendered or-supervised
by one provider.

The European "home help" service, to which all of the functions described
above are assigned, with special purpose emphasis in training for services

to special groups, is a key element in all European community home care

services and is probably central to their success. They are available and

accessible and required in all communities; their use is encouraged, and

substantial government interest is evidenced in training requirements and

in funding of the services. The system for home care is not as simple or
as'clearly identifiable in the United States,. because home health services are

a part of several programs with different overall purposes.

4. Different Jurisdictions

The fact that different levels of government have responsibilities for the

various home care programs means that in-home services are not standardized.

a. Medicare is a federally financed program with federal standards and

reimbursement principles. Its standards are enforced at the state level

by state employees paid by the federal government. Reimbursement is

handled through fiscal intermediaries which are under contract to the

federal government.

b. Medicaid is a shared federal-state program; legislation and basic regula-

tions are federal, while administration and enforcement of standards are

carried out by the states. Reimbursement may be done by the state or

contracted to a fiscal agent. Reimbursement for home health service is
set by the states by whatever method they choose -- cost, maximum allowances,

flat rate, or other means. Basic services are prescribed in federal

18
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regulations but states can and do vary both services and eligibility
requirements. Financing is on a basic matching formula ranging from 50 to
78 percent federal funding depending on state per capita income.

C. Social Services (Title XX) are financed on the basis of a closed-ended
grant-in-aid to the stares, which must contribute 25 percent. Other than
basic federal enabling legislation, there are few standards or requirements
for carrying out the program or providing services, except that the states
must use an open planning method. Thus, states can provide whatever
services they determine are most important. Many states in turn allow
county and other local jurisdictions to acutally operate the programs;
in many cases, localities must contribute a matching share. The Social
Services program is rarely operated by the same staff that operates
Medicaid.

5. Different Criteria for Providers

Under Medicare, and by adoption Medicaid, home health agencies must meet a set
of specific conditions of participation. Personal care services under Medicaid,
however, can use different types of providers or they can be provided by indi-
viduals who are not employed by an agency.

Title XX provides in-home services under a variety of arrangements:

* Self-employed providers
* County employees
* Negotiated rate contracts with homemaker-only providers
* Negotiated rate contracts with agencies that are also Medicare-

certified.
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PART III: ELIGIBILITY ANED COVERAGE ISSUES

Many Medicare and Medicaid beneficiaries are potential users of home health

services. However, restrictions on services covered and eligibility require-
ments for coverage of services may prevent some Medicare beneficiaries from using

home health services. For Medicaid beneficiaries, restrictive state imple-
mentation of and reimbursement for the home health benefit may retard greater use

of home health services. It should be noted that this discussion of benefits

and eligibility criteria excludes in-home services of Title XX. the Social

Services program. Title XX does not spell out a particular benefit package

or eligibility criteria for benefits, other than to exclude health services

that are not subordinate to or an integral part of the social services being

delivered. This restriction is not viewed as a problem in that the mission

of Title XX is to provide social services.

A. Medicare

1. Possible Administrative Changes

The Department is examining what it can do admi.nistratively to improve

coverage and eligibility of home health care under Med_'care. Two

examples of possible improvements are:

a. Coerage of evaluation visits as allowable visits rather than as
administrative costs

Evaluation visits, which are required for each patient upon initiation
of services by a home health agency, would be allowed as separate visits.

Administrative costs would thus be limited and confusion reduced in the

reporting of costs for reimbursement.

b. Revision of the definition of "part time - intermittent" services.

The intent of this definition was to prohibit provision of full-time

care in the home, but it also meant a prohibition against one-time
visits or visits that were not needed on a medically predictable basis.

The definition will be revised to allow one-time visits for evaluation,
education, or service purposes, and to allow visits even though they

are not of a predictable frequency.

By means of our demonstration and research programs, we will examine
the effects of allowing around the clock care for a short period on

the individual, family provision of care, costs, and patterns of
individual use.
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2. Consideration of Other Medicare Issues
Other changes thac were considered, but about which there was concern
regarding lack of information, potential costs, or other factors, include
these:

a. Inclusion of nutrition service visits as a soecific benefit
Visits for the purpose of providing nutrition advice or assistance
can now be covered as an administrative cost. Although some individ-
uals and groups felt that these services should be a discrete benefit,
we believe that there is a need to further examine how such a benefit
would be structured, what type of person should be allowed to provide
the service, and under what conditions and requirements. The need
for adequate nutrition and nutritional advice is indeed substantial
among the Medicare population, but for the time being, these needs
can be handled in the existing Medicare benefit structure.

b. Inclusion of occupational therapy services as one of the primary
services
The primary services which must be needed by the home health client
are skilled nursing, physical therapy or speech pathology. It is
contended by some that occupational therapy is frequently the only
service needed by stroke, arthritis, or other patients, yet Medicare
will not allow occupational therapy unless other services are also
provided.

The American Occupational Therapy Association places the cor-t of this
change at $1.4 million, while HEW actuaries placed it at $28 million a
year. The Association believes that the available manpower pool is
sufficiently limited to preclude a large expansion in use of the
service. The Department has in the past opposed this change, in part
because, in the absence of the need for any other home health services,
defining the need for occupational therapy would be difficult.

c. Proposals for change in the skilled care requirement
The requirement that a beneficiary needs skilled care, whether it be
nursing or physical or speech therapy, has been especially criticized.
The major national organizations representing home health providers
have in the past proposed changing the skilled care definition as a
prerequisite for service. However, removing the requirement for
skilled care would represent a substantial change in the nature and
purpose of the Medicare program, would create a large new eligible
group of beneficiaries, and would substantially increase program costs.
As a result, most of the organizations representing home health providers
have conceded that the skilled care requirement represents a valid
control mechanism within the context of the current Medicare program.
This is also the positioE of the Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare.
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The guidelines implementing the Medicare program define skilled care
to mean services which are performed by or under the direct supervision
of a licensed nurse, ordered by a physician, intermittent, and reason-
able and necesary to the treatment of an illness or injury. Examples of
skilled nursing are given to augment the definition, for it is stated
that simply having a service performed by a skilled individual does not
make it skilled.

3. Other Issues

a. Coverage of home health services to terminally ill patients
Individuals with terminal illness have at times been denied home health
coverage by fiscal intermediaries. In the past, care of the terminally
ill has been denied by some Medicare intermediaries on the grounds that
there are no therapeutic services involved, and there is no restorative
potential. However, guidelines have been revised in the past year to
clarify this issue, and it is now clearly stated in the guidelines that,
if the individual meets the skilled care and other requirements, the
fact that he is terminally ill or without restorative potential is
irrelevant for reimbursement purposes:

Assuming that all of the conditions and all the other require-
ments for home health benefits are met, reimbursement car be
made under the program for tee skilled nursing care required
by a beneficiary without regard to whether he has a terminal,
chronic, or acute illness, his condition is stabilized or
unstabilized, or the need for skilled nursing service may
extend over a long period of tine.

b. The homebound requirement
Concern over this provision has been raised repeatedly by individuals
who believe they have lost coverage because they left their homes
briefly for home health hearings and other purposes. Interpretations
of the homebound requirement appear to have varied a great deal among
fiscal intermediaries.

The Medicare law states that in order for the beneficiary to be eli-
gible for hone health services he must be confined to his home. This
provision was intended to emphasize that if the individual is able to
leave home to carry out general daily activities, then he should obtain
needed health services in an ambulatory care setting. Only if this is
not possible are home health services to be provided.

The guideline interpreting the "homebound" requirement states that the
'condition of these patients should be such that there exists a normal
inability to leave home and, consequently, leaving their homes would
require a considerable and taxing effort.' If the patient in fact
leaves the home, the patient may nevertheless be considered homebound
if the absences from the home are infrequent or for periods of relatively
short duration. Although the guidelines say that most absences fro:
the home are expected to be for purposes of receiving medical treatment,
they also say that occasional walks, drives, trips to the barber, and
the like would not constitute a breach of the definition. The guidelines
further state that the individual is expected to be unable to leave hone
without the assistance of a device or an individual; this is essentially
a definition of disability.
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B. MEDICAID

1. State Home Health Benefits

In addition to placing limits on use of home health services, many states
have not made efforts to meet the mandate to provide home health services
as part of the Medicaid program. Many states have, in effect, no home
health services at all. The reasons for state failure to fully implement
home health services include:

* Some fear the cost impact of an 'added' benefit;

* Some find it easier just to refer patients to nursing homes;

* Some states have shifted to Medicaid -personal care- services (New
York, Oklahoma);

* Some states have shifted to Title XX 'homemaker' service (California);

* Some states have caused a constriction in supply of Medicaid service
through low reimbursement rates; and

* Some states place restrictions on eligibility and coverage (e.g.,
skilled care, limited visits - sometimes as few as 12 a year).

In Pennsylvania, the reimbursement rate is so low ($5.00 to a hospital-based
home health agency and $10.00 to a VNA) that agencies are unable to accept
Medicaid patients, since the average agency charge is $22.98 for a nursing
visit. These rates have been in effect since 1971. The local health depart-
ments are providing services so that one can say that the state is meeting
emergency' needs, but most Medicaid recipients do not receive home health
services to which they might be entitled.

Wyoming's Medicaid agency expended only $444 for home health while Medicare's
total cost in that state for the same year was $242,000. Only in New York
is the Medicaid expenditure as large as Medicare's, exceeding M1odic.r'
expenditures by $31 million. In Nevada, which also provides for Pcrsonlu
Care Services costing about $84,000, Medicaid home health expenditures amounted
to $19,000, Medicare's to $439,000.
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2. Personal Care Services
Some states have also met the home health service requirement by

substituting narrower personal care services. This is done through a
Medicaid regulation, CFR 449.10b)(17)(vi), which allows payment for the
provision of personal care services -in a recipient's home rendered by an
individual not a member of the family, who is qualified to provide such
services where the services are prescribed by a physician in accordance
with a plan of treatment and are supervised by a registered nurse. The
impetus for this provision, promulgated by Medicaid in the 1967 regulation,
was Oklahoma, which now has no home health program. Nine states, including
New York, currently use this mechanism. Some of its advantages to states
are these:

* It is cheaper than supervised and professional service by agencies
meeting established standards;

* Plans of care and other criteria are not required to be met;

* Payment rates tend to be lower because the state decides the amount
to be paid to each individual worker; and

* Little training and supervision are provided, thus lowering the per
unit cost.

* More flexibility is available in the services offered.

The nine states providing this personal care benefit are:

* District of Columbia * Nevada
* Massachusetts * New York
* Minnesota * Oklahoma
* Montana a Wisconsin

* Nebra~sa

The states provide little information, and apparently have little, on the
nature of the services rendered, the skill levels and supervision of the
individual providers, or the actual needs of the clients. Personal care
services by individual providers are often cheaper to provide than are
organized home health services, and this makes them attractive to some
states. State data indicate that payments to individual providers range
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from $2 to $3 per hour, and that the type and amount of fringe benefits
paid vary; indeed, self-employed providers generally receive none.

The District of Columbia pays a maximum of $200.00 per month to any one
provider. Most states pay the minimum wage. Several states have policies
that limit the case expenditure to a percentage of nursing home costs.
Nurses who supervise the aides may be employees of the state, of a home
health agency or have a special arrangement with the state for this purpose.
In Nevada, the nurses are paid $5.35 per hour and in Montana, $7.50 under
a provider agreement with the state.

It is apparent that some states have used the personal care benefit to
replace home health services by an organized program with uniform standards.
While this method is cheaper for the state, and may be more appropriate forsome beneficiaries, there are some indications that standards are not
applied to the personal care services, that little or no training or
supervision are provided, and that some of the tasks performed have
been of a more complex and technical nature than an untrained or unskilled
person should perform.

3. Potential Medicaid Eligibility Changes
Medicaid eligibility rules are, in practice, tied to the use of institu-
tional long-term care. Although Medicaid is the major public financer of
long-term care services, it spends relatively little (2.3 percent) of its
LTC funds on home health care. The principal explanation lies in the
process by which many elderly become eligible for Medicaid - the spend-down
provision. Many persons become eligible for Medicaid only after incurring
large medical expenses--almost always as a result of some form of institu-
tional care. Only the continued high costs of nursing home care can
maintain an individual's eligibility. The costs of home health services
under most circumstances would not be great enough to establish eligibility
for Medicaid.

Medicaid eligibility for home health services could be expanded by
revising the general Medicaid eligibility structure. For example,
Medicaid spend-down provisions could be revised to allow less spend-down,
and thus expand eligibility for and incentives to substitute home health
services. However, such changes are beyond the scope of this study and
would have broad impact on eligibility for and use of all Medicaid services.
Thus, they are not considered in this report.
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PART IV . PROGRAM MANAGEMENT ISSUES

This section examines the reimbursement methods and practices of the Medicare,
Medicaid and Title XX programs; administrative issues for Medicare such as
the selection of fiscal intermediaries and the process of claims review; and
policies which would inhibit fraudulent and abusive practices.

A. Reimbursement

The specificity of federal requirements for reimbursement of home health
services is greatest for Medicare, more limited for Medicaid, and non-existent
for Title XX, since the program content is determined by the States. Home health
agencies are "providers" under Medicare, as are hospitals and skilled nursing
facilities, and thus are reimbursed on a reasonable cost basis. Medicare pays
for home health services on the basis of the lesser of an agency's charges or
costs incurred which are reasonable and allowable in the provision of services
to Medicare beneficiaries.

The federal Medicaid statute does not require specific payment methods or rates
for home health services except that, for any given home health provider, the
Medicaid rate may not exceed the Medicare payment rate.. Twenty-four states
including New York, New Jersey and Massachusetts, use the Medicare.method of
reimbursing home health agencies, and another three use some kind of cost-
related method. Seven states pay for services on the basis of usual and custo-
mary charges, and fourteen base payments on fee schedules, maximum allowances,
contracts, or negotiated rates.

The Title XX program is a closed-end block grant to the states. States provide
and pay for in-home social services in a variety of ways, which include con-
tracts, hourly rates, per visit fees, and cash grants to the individual eligible
for services to purchase care. Title XX reimbursement rates frequently are
below Medicaid rates for similar services.

This range of financing arrangements and of statutory requirements for reimburse-
ment has resulted in different circumstances and problems for the provision of
home health services under each program. Some inefficient and extravagant
providers have received excessive payments under Medicare. Under Medicaid, on
the other hand, restrictive payment practices and benefit limitations in some
states have impeded beneficiaries' access to home health services. The S2.5
billion cap on federal Title XX expenditures, as opposed to the open-ended
unlimited financing available under Medicare and Medicaid, has forced tradeoffs
between the nature of in-home services and the rates of payment for these
services, often resulting in the provision of services in the least costly
manner with little or no assurance of their quality. Because federal authority
over the management of state Title XX programs is extremely limited, policies
regarding this program will not be treated further in this section.
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Although Medicare reimburses home health agencies as providers, like skilled
nursing facilities and hospitals, the services provided by HHAs resemble those
of individual practitioners such as physicians in some respects. There is no
room and board component to home health services as there is to institutional
care, and the services of UHAs are provided on a one-to-one basis by individual
health professionals. Although there is widespread dissatisfaction with reason-
able cost reimbursement of home health agencies, there is very little analysis,
either theoretical or empirical, which would permit a recommendation at this
time for a substantially different reimbursement policy.

1. Medicare
There are several problems with Medicare home health reimbursement which
HEW has just recently begun to address. Some are common co providers of
services reimbursed on a reasonable-cost basis, whereas others are peculiar
to home health providers. Because home health services have accounted for
such a small proportion (between one and two percent) of total Medicare
expenditures, the application of reimbursement policies and controls for
providers of these services was given a lower priority than the development
of such policies for hospital or physician services. The result has been
significant growth in the cost of home health services and opportunities
for providers to abuse the program.

Another result of the relatively low priority given to management of :he
home health benefit by HEW in the past is the absence of comparable cost
information for HHAs. As discussed below, this problem too is now being
addressed. The third major problem, unique to home health services under
Medicare is the existence of providers which choose to serve only Medicare
beneficiaries because of the attractiveness of Medicare reimbursement.

a. Cost control

Section 223 of the 1972 Social Security Amendments authorized
"the establishment of limits on the direct or indirect overall
incurred costs or incurred costs of specific items or services
or groups of items or services to be recognized as reasonable
based on estimates of the costs necessary in the efficient
delivery of needed health services to individuals..." Such
limits on the costs recognized as reasonable by Medicare for
routine hospital services were established in FY 1975. HEW
has recently issued a notice of proposed limits under Section 223
for home health services. In addition, HEW is currently developing
guidelines for the allowability and reasonableness of specific itezs
of cost. A major problem in setting overall limits is whether to
differentiate, and if so how, between "free standing' providers and
higher cost hospital-based home health agencies. The cost difference
may be due to hospital overhead costs being added to the home health
activity.
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Fiscal intermediaries are responsible for establishing guidelines
on treatment of reasonable costs, though few have done so for home
health agencies. The Division of Direct Reimbursement, HCFA, acting
as intermediary for 300 home health agencies, has done so in an
attempt to control the amounts of reimbursement. Its guidelines
are based on a formula which stratifies agencies by size, type of
geographical area, and discipline. This effort is acknowledged to be
a partial solution while more complete data for comparative purposes
are sought.

In efforts to establish better controls over allowable costs, SEW
is taking the following actions:

* Revision of regulations governing allowable costs for the
expenses of related organizations.

* Publication of additional instructions to fiscal intermedi-
aries advising them on how to deal with long-term contracts
between Medicare providers and organizations providing
management and related services and with inappropriate
practices of patient solicitation by home health agencies.

* Aid to intermediaries, in the form of national data and
guidelines, in determining and identifying costs which are
substantially out-of-line- with those of other providers.

* Issuance of rules and guidelines to intermediaries as to
the treatment of specific expenses, such as travel.

* Publication of a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking concerning
Section 223 limits on overall home health costs by the end
of 1978.

b. Lack of comnarabilitv of costs
The lack of uniformity of costs among home health providers and
their consequent incomparability has impeded Medicare in making
changes in the reimbursement system. Comparisons among home health
agencies regarding costs are impossible at the present time due to
the fact that home health agencies are not required to use the
same methods either of apportioning costs to various elements or
of reporting costs. For example, such costs as overhead, adminis-
tration. consultant services, and supervisory costs are allocated
differently by different providers so that it is impossible to
separate out cost centers or distinguish direct service costs
from indirect costs in order to apply tests of .reasonableness.

Cost reporting and allocation forms for home health agencies have
not been changed since the inception of Medicare in spite of numerous
changes in the nature of services, providers, and costs. Section 19
of P.L. 95-142 now clearly establishes authority for HEW to require
uniform reporting of costs for health care providers. Further,
the Secretary may establish uniform definitions, principles,
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and reporting of statistics. This uniform reporting requirement
was designed to permit "measuring and comparing the efficiency
of and effective use of services in... home health agencies..."
and other health care oroviders.

Work is already underway to replace the current four cost reporting
methods for home health agencies with a single one, with explicit
instructions for defining and allocating the various cost elements.
The uniform forms and reporting methods, in addition to permitting
valid comparisons among providers, will facilitate audits and reim-
bursement determinations. Section 19 of P.L. 95-142 requires the
uniform cost reporting system for home health agencies to be in
place not later than October 1979. Since the effort for home health
agency reporting has already been initiated, however, it is expected
that a single cost reporting/cost finding system will be published
in draft in the near future.

c. Medicare-onlv providers
Reasonable cost reimbursement for hone health services as adminis-
tered over the past ten years, coupled with other policies such as
waiver of liability (which permits payment for a service which the
beneficiary and agency in good faith believed would be covered but
in fact was not), has given home health agencies the opportunity
to receive high levels of reimbursement from the Medicare program.
Some of these issues are discussed further in subsequent sections
on fiscal intermediaries and fraud and abuse.

The extreme case of providers which have taken advantage of generous
Medicare reimbursement is that of the provider which accepts as clients
only Medicare beneficiaries and provides only those services which are
program benefits. This provider prefers to allocate all of the costs
of its operation to services provided to Medicare beneficiaries rather
than accept other sources of payment, including client self payment,
at sometimes lower rates than those of Medicare.

HEW is opposed to the existence of Medicare-only providers. First,
this practice discriminates against other HEW program beneficiaries,
most notably those on Medicaid. Second, Medicare beneficiaries are
not well served by providers that terminate them as clients if and
when program benefits are exhausted. Finally, other elements of the
community are excluded from access to services.

More stringent review of provider costs and upper limits on Medicare
reimbursement should diminish the attractiveness of Medicare as a
payor relative to other sources of payment. However, more direct
steps addressing this situation should be taken; the Department is
exploring a variety of ways of eliminating Medicare-only providers.
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2. Medicaid
Medicaid services are administered by the states within federal guide-
lines; the states must provide home health services as one of the seven
basic services provided to cash assistance recipients. They retain
discretion as to whether to provide services to the medically needy, and
to certain other individuals. In addition, since the states decide what
reimbursement methods to use and at what levels to reimburse, there is
considerable variation. Although 24 states have adopted the Medicare
principles of reimbursement, the rest have established their own rates
and methods. These methods are cost-based or consist of fixed fees,
negotiated rates, or a schedule of maximum allowances (see Table 2).
Most states which do not pay for home health services on a cost basis
pay less for home health than does Medicare. The level of Medicaid
reimbursement may be lower than the cost of providing the services; for
example, in some states the Medicaid rate is less than 50 percent of the
level of Medicare reimbursment for the same services. Under such circum-
stances providers often either refuse to particpate in Medicaid or,
instead of refusing all Medicaid clients, place limits on numbers of
clients or services received, up to a specified amount of available
charitable or other funds. A'second Medicaid reimbursement problem, one
not limited to home health services, is that of lags in payment following
the submission of claims for payment. This has resulted in cash flow
problems for participating home health agencies. However, Section 2 of
P.L. 95-142 now requires that states meet specific standards for claims
payment time.

These reimbursement policies have frequently resulted in:

* A limited number of providers serving Medicaid clients;

* A quota system whereby only a small percentage qf Medicaid
patients are accepted by agencies without assurance of other
sources of funding; and

* Unavailability of home health services to Medicaid recipients
in many geographic areas.

Several states have indicated their awareness of the problems caused by
the low rates but are fearful of expenditure increases inherent in reim-
bursing full costs. Some states have shown an interest in expanded home
health services provided they can predict and control expenditures, and
provided they can expect this service to reduce institutional care costs.

HCFA's major emphasis since its inception has been to improve the rela-
tionships between Medicare and Medicaid and to promote as much uniformity
as possible between the two programs. Uniform policies-in certain areas
would clarify and facilitate operations by providers, and understanding

of the programs by their beneficiaries. Before we develop a sincle reimbursement
policy for Medicare and Medicaid, we need to collect sufficient information

on the costs of producing or the potential demand for home health services.
We also need to understand better the behavior of home health providers in
response to reimbursement incentives before we can establish a single

reimbursement policy for both programs.
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TABLE 2
MEDICAID PROGRAM DATA

HOME HEALTH SERVICES 1976-1977

Reinbursenent Methods

Schedule of Contract or Usual or Lower of*
Maximum Negotiated Customary Cost or Fee

Allowance Rate Charges Charses Schedule Cost Based

Alabama D.C. Arkansas Colorado Alaska Connecticut
California Montana (with ceil- Georgia Oregon Indiana
Florida Oklahoma ing of 75th Iowa Pennsylvania Maryland*
Kansas Utah percentile) Louisiana Rhode Island Massachusetts*
Minnesota Connecticut Delaware** New Hampshire Michigan*
Ohio (for pro- Idaho Tennessee Minnesota*

prietary Illinois Virginia Mississippi*
agencies Kentucky Wyoming Montana*
only) Maine Nebraska*

Wisconsin New Jersey*
New Mexico*
New York*
North Carolina*
North Dakota*
South Carolina*
South Dakota*
Texas*
Vermont*

Hawaii and West Virginia have not reported.

* Same payment as Medicare
** Delaware pays 98 percent of charge.

Definitions

Maximun Allowance - maximum amount established by the state for a given product
or service; state pays lower of actual charge or naximum
allowance.

Fee Schedule - state pays a specified amount included in a schedule of
charges for specific goods or services.

Contract - state purchases goods or services through a contract
mechanism and pays the amounts specified.

Usual and Customary an amount based on a provider's charge experience for sore
period of tine; please indicate year or period during which
amount was established, e.g., 1974.

Cost Based - state pays for services based on allowable provider costs,
e.g., annual operating costs.
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B. Fiscal Intermediary Issues in Medicare

The Medicare statute requires administration of benefits primarily through
private fiscal agents of two kinds-fiscal intermediaries generally administer
Part A benefits and carriers administer Part B benefits. Both agents are
responsible for reviewing claims for coverage and reimbursing claims for ser-
vices rendered to individuals. In general, for purposes of reimbursement,
fiscal intermediaries must determine the reasonable costs of Medicare providers,
whereas carriers must determine the reasonable charges of the individual prac-
titioners providing services to Medicare beneficiaries. A third fiscal agent
within the Medicare Bureau--the Division of Direct Reimbursement (DDR)--deter-
mines the costs and reviews and pays the claims of organizations such as H'MOs
and federally funded health centers, as well as serving as intermediary for
about 15 percent of the home health agencies participating in Medicare. All
Medicare home health benefits are administered by intermediaries rather than
carriers, even though the benefit is split between Parts A and B. Intermediaries
were chosen to administer this split benefit because reimbursement for services
provided under both Parts A and B is based on an agency's reasonable costs.

The provisions of Medicare, Part A, have permitted each provider to nominate
its own fiscal intermediary. Section 14 of P.L. 95-142, however, has given
the Secretary authority to designate intermediaries with respect to a provider
or a class of providers, but only after first developing and then applying
-standards, criteria, and procedures to evaluate such agency's or organization's
(1) overall performance of claims processing and other related functions.. .and,
(2) performance of such functions with respect to specific providers of services,-
and -...standards and criteria with respect to the efficient and effective
administration of this part.'

1. Problems
With respect to the home health service benefit, the fiscal intermediary
system has presented a number of problems. These problems have been
exacerbated by the lack of adequate national guidelines defining and
interpreting benefits, and of criteria for coverage and cost reimburse-
ment. The result of the current system has been widespread differences in
interpretation of benefits, in reimbursement practices, and in. the deter-
mination of the legitimacy of claims.
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Although efforts have been made in recent years to narrow these differences

among intermediaries. they have persisted, at least in part, for the fol-
lowing reasons:

* Home health service claims represent a low-volume item for most

fiscal intermediaries; thus they frequently do not take the time
to develop careful screening or claims review and sampling guide-
lines. Similarly, the staff in charge of these activities often
spend only a small portion of their work time on home health and
thus do not develop the expertise to review claims in a consistent
fashion.

* The fact that home health services represent a low-volume activity
means that efficiency in this area is not well-developed, resulting
in a high processing cost per claim reviewed.

* Fiscal intermediaries exercise considerable freedom in their inter-
pretations of Medicare guidelines about what services are covered
under what conditions. Differences in interpretation result from
several factors including differing corporate philosophies about
home health, differing procedures for reviewing level of care,
differing staffing patterns for claims review, and differing
requirements for documentation of claims.

* Interpretations of what represents allowable costs have varied
widely without apparent reason.

A 1976 study carried out by the Bureau of Health Insurance (BHI), now
HCFA's Medicare Bureau, examined the extent and types of variations among

fiscal intermediaries regarding claims screening guidelines and interpre-

tation of coverage rules. Its conclusion was that considerable differences

continued to exist in both of these areas but that home health services had
not been unduly restricted by these differences.

2. Administrative Improvements

Improvements in the reimbursement system could be accomplished both
through better federal policy direction and designation of a limited

number of regional intermediaries. We will pursue both courses of action.

a. Federal Direction
two areas ot program administration which could benefit from increased

guidance from HCFA are claims screening and review activities and the
determination of reasonable and allowable costs. HCFA has, over the

past six months, issued several intermediary letters concerned with

the latter issue; work has not yet begun for the former.
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The current payment practice results in delays in payment to the provider
and represents a high administrative cost.- This is due largely to the
practice of prepayment review of all home health service claims
that intermediaries make. A sample review which is well designed and
to which intermediaries direct sufficient staff resources could be
as effective as and less costly than the complete prepayment review.
On the basis of sample review the intermediaries could identify
and try to change improper provider practices. A case-by-case review
of an individual provider's claims could be used as a last report if
many denials are made. HCFA will begin to develop criteria for a
policy of postpayment claims review on a sample basis.

Currently each intermediary establishes its own standards for utilization
reviews. Variability among intermediaries in their determinations of
the appropriateness of amount and duration of home health services
could be reduced by the issuance of federal screening guidelines regarding
appropriate utilization of services. HCFA will review the feasibility
of issuing such guidelines.

Intermediaries are currently receiving increased guidance from HCYA as
to the determination of reasonable and allowable costs. These activi-
ties are detailed in the previous section on reimbursement practices.
These increasingly detailed instructions should lend authority to
intermediaries' review and determination of allowable costs as well as
promote uniformity in reimbursement practices among intermediaries.

b. Fiscal intermediary assignment
There is a strong belief that the current system of provider nomination
of an intermediary and the resulring dispersal of home health claims
processing and cost finding among many intermediaries diminish the
efficiency and effectiveness of administration of this benefit. In
addition to greater federal guidance regarding reimbursement and
coverage policies, this administrative problem could be addressed by
reducing the number of intermediaries handling home health claims.

Designation by HCFA of a limited number of intermediaries for home
health agencies would result in greater uniformity, and hence equity,
in the coverage and reimbursement of Medicare benefits. Furthermore,
greater consistency and rigor in the determination of reimbursable
costs could be achieved. Comparisons of performance among providers
would be facilitated by such a consolidation. Finally, efficiency
would be improved due to the ability to develop expertise in reviewing
a larger number of claims.
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We have considered a variety of options with respect to selection of
intermediaries for home health agencies. These options include:

* Designation of a single, national fiscal intermediary for all
home health agencies. This intermediary could be either DDR
or a private sector fiscal agent.

* Designation of a series of intermediaries which serve home
health agencies on a geographically determined basis.

We have decided to pursue the latter approach-selection by HEW of a
limited number of regional or areawide intermediaries competent in
reviewing home health claims and agency costs. Providers would no
longer nominate their own intermediaries. DDR could be one of the
intermediaries selected under such a plan. While several interme-
diaries may not be able to achieve the degree of uniformity in
implementing coverage and reimbursement policies which could be
aci-2ev-d by a single agent, this course permits continued geographic
dispe:z.s of resources and funds and greater opportunity for provider-
intermediary ccc::at. Furthermore, home health services under Medicare
have been growing and continue to grow at such a rapid rate that the
work load of all participating agencies is likely to be too great
for a single intermediary. Policies regarding selection of fiscal
intermediaries for home health services are being developed further
in conjunction with a comprehensive analysis of intermediary contracting
policies being conducted by HCFA.

C. Fraud and Abuse in Home Health Care - Medicare and Medicaid

Over the past few years, surveys, investigations, and hearings into the status
of hone health services have highlighted the existence of major fraud and abuse
problems in this area. Anong the major investigative activities were hearings
on Medicare and Medicaid fraud and abuse in 1977; hearings on proprietary home
health agencies in 1975; an investigation by Senator Lawron Chiles' Subcommit-
tee on Federal Spending Practices; and various HEW audit reports, particularly
of agencies in California. A substantial record has been built of the patterns
of program abuse and fraudulent practices by providers.

The historical reasons for laxness in managing the Medicare home healLh bene-
fit are documented in the previous section on reimbursement practices. Renewed
efforts by HCFA to standardize and assure rigorous review of allowable provider
costs, in addition to the initiatives authoriozed by P.L. 95-142, address many
of the opportunities to defraud and -abuse the Medicare program which have
existed to date. Some of these efforts are reiterated in this section; how-
ever, many courses of action which are recommended primarily for other reasons
such as promulgating more stringent conditions of participation in order to
improve the quality of services-would also improve control of fraud and abu<se
in Medicare and Medicaid.

Before the advent of Medicare, the linited home health services available were
provided prirurily by Visiting Nurses Associations (VNAs), ocher charitable
organizations, and state and local public health services. As a ro'ult of
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the Social Security legislation which instituted federal financing for ser-
vices provided by these programs, several new providers entered the home
health services program. Providers can now be grouped into three general
categories:

* -Public agencies - includes all agencies operated by state or
local governmental units.

* Nonprofit agencies - includes nongovernmental organizations exempt
from federal income taxation undere Section 501 of the Internal
Revenue Code, such as Visiting Nurses Associations or agencies
located in hospitals, SNFs, or rehabilitation facilities.. This
designation also includes a new breed of provider known as the
private-nonprofit agency which is organized and operated by an
individual, but has achieved and maintains tax exempt status under
the Internal Revenue Code.

* Proprietarv agencies - includes all privately owned, profitmaking
agencies.

Most of the problems uncovered in the delivery of home health services have
been e countered in proprietary and individually operated nonprofit agencies.

In 1974 a total of 329,700 persons received Medicare home health services
and about $137,406,000 were reimbursed for such services. The large majority
(about 85 percent) of those persons were served by Visiting Nurses Associa-
tions, governmental agencies, and voluntary agencies. The other 15 percent
were served by proprietary, individually operated nonprofit, and institu-
tionally based agencies. However, this latter group of providers received
21 percent of Medicare reimbursement for home health services. On the average,
this same group of providers made about 30 percent more visits per person
served and had an average visit charge 30 percent higher than those of all
other agencies. Proprietary and individually operated nonprofit home health
agencies are expanding in certain parts of the country; many of these agencies
provide services to Nedicare beneficiaries exclusively. Because these agencies
have no other sources of revenue, collection of anv overpavnent by Medicare
becomes extremely difficult since it could result in the agency's financial
failure and consequently the loss of services to beneficiaries.

The records of the Office of Program Integrity in HCFA reveal that the types
of complaints on home health agencies received and the fraudulent or abusive
situations detected and substantiated include:

* Billing for services not rendered
* Misrepresentation of services
* Altering bills and receipts
* Duplicate billings
* Falsifying records or documents
* Certification fraud
* Payroll padding
* Improper allocation of costs
* Interim payment rate violation
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1. Occurrence of Fraud and Abuse
Since 1969 (when HEW started to keep records on this type of activity) HEW
has received over 200 complaints on home health agencies. One-hundred
twenty of the complaints have been closed. i.e., they have been found to
be unsubstantiated or they have been substantiated and referred to the U.S.
Attorney who either prosecuted the case (or declined to do so) while 80
(61 fraud, 19 abuse) complaints are still in the preliminary investigation
process. By far the most common complaints are allegations of billing for
services not rendered. To date, seven cases have been referred to U.S.
Attorneys for prosecution. Of these seven, one is still pending. In
two cases the defendants were found guilty, while the remaining cases
either have been declined by the U.S. Attorneys or have been closed
because out-of-court settlements were reached. With the creation
of HCFA with its Office of Program Integrity, and the earlier creation of
the Office of Investigations and with the enactment of P.L. 95-142, it is
expected that ultimately there will be nore effective investigative prose-
cutions of H1L's and a reduction in fraudulent and abusive practices.

2. Contributing Factors in Fraud and Abuse
Several factors have played a role in the occurrence of fraud and abuse;
these will be discussed only briefly here, since most of them are dealt
with in greater detail in other sections of this report.

M ledicare reimbursement guidelines have been unspecific and in
certain cases intermediaries have reimbursed excessive costs for
such items as salaries, pensions, and fringe benefits. Guidelines
for administrative and other costs do not currently exist to
control these practices.

* Non-arms-length practices between home health agencies and hospital
discharge planning units have been reported to be a problem. The
most questionable situation of this kind involves the placement of
home health agency personnel in a hospital's discharge planning
unit to facilitate the placement of patients with the HRA. These
arrangements should be prohibited. However, it is necessary for
hospitals and home health agencies to work together in planning
for patient care. Prohibition of all communication would not be
in the best interests of the patient, for the lack of such joint
planning for patients being discharged from hospitals has long been
identified as a problem. Thus the methods and rates of patient
referral from hospitals to HHAs must be monitored.

Problems have been encountered with the authorization of home
health services by physicians having a financial interest in the
home health agency providing the service.
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3. Solving Problems of Fraud and Abuse
The Medicare-Medicaid Anti-Fraud and Abuse Act has provided HEW with a
number of tools for combating fraud and abuse in its programs:

* HEW may assign providers to fiscal intermediaries for the sake of
efficiency and effective administration (Section 14).

* Uniform cost reporting is now required for all groups of providers
(Section 19).

* Fraud against any part of the program is now a felony carrying
penalties of fines and imprisonment (Section 4).

* All providers must make full disclosure of the identity of each
person with an ownership interest and of subcontractors whose
business transaction with the entity amounts to more than S35,000
(Section 3).

* The federal government has access to all Medicaid providers'
records as it has always had for Medicare providers (Section 9).

The Department is planning to take the following actions to deter
fraudulent and abusive activities:

(1) Assign regional or areawide fiscal intermediaries. It is
anticipated that building expert review and audit capacity in a
limited number of locations will remove incentives to defraud,
and will, in fact, act as a deterrent. Grouping home health
agencies and comparing costs will improve the intermediaries'
ability to identify out-of-line providers.

(2). Explore the feasibility of screening guidelines for use in auditing
samples of claims.

(3) Increase field audits of patient records and cost reports by
the intermediary.

(4) Increase departmental auditing activities in order to improve
detection of fraud and abuse where they occur (this is currently
being done in selected areas).

(5) Prohibit Medicare-only providers by requiring a certain percen-
tage of patients to have sources of payment other than Medicare.

(6) Test the effectiveness of requiring home health agencies to
submit a duplicate bill to the client, listing services provided
and amounts charged. Clients would be instructed to contact the
intermediary in the event of a discrepancy.
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PART V. QUALITY STANDARDS AND PROVIDER ISSUES

The legislative history 9 f Section 13 of 'P.L. 95-142, and subsequent statements
by members of Congress and their staffs, have stressed that a major reason for
the mandated study is a concern for standards in home health services. There
is wide agreement that there should be standards or that standards should be
improved under HEW in-hone services programs. There was much less agreement,
however, on what was meant by standards, either in the Congress or among the
agencies and organizations that had supported the legislation. Standards were
variously defined as meaning that benefits and eligibility for services should
be expanded, that proprietary agencies be allowed in, and that Medicare's con-
ditions of participation be improved. The issues of benefits and eligibility
have been discussed elsewhere in this report; this section addresses conditions
of participation, including the special conditions for proprietary agencies,
accreditation and deemed status, and provider issues under Medicare. Finally,
quality assurance for Title XX in-home services is discussed.

A. Medicare Conditions of Participation

Home health agencies participating in the Medicare and Medicaid programs are
required to neet certain standards of capacity and performance, the conditions
of participation. The framework for these conditions is established by law,
in Section 1861(C) of the Social Security Act. A home health agency is defined
as being primarily engaged in providing skilled nursing services, providing at
least two specific services, having certain professional policies, maintaining
clinical records, having overall plans and budgets, and neeting "such other
conditions of participation as the Secretary may find necessary..." Regulations
establishing the conditions of participation cover the following areas:

(1) Definitions

(2) Compliance with federal, state, and local laws

(3) Organization, services, and administration

(4) Procedures for governing and monitoring patient care

(5) Acceptance of patients, plan of- treatment and medical supervision

(6) Services - skilled nursing, therapy, medical social, home health
aide

(7) Personnel - training requirements, professional practices

(8) Establishment and naintenance of clinical records

(9) Evaluation of the agency's total progran and behavior.

Because of the concern expressed about the Medicare conditions of part-c:pat'cn.
HEW staff-have consulted with interested groups and individuals regarding these
conditions. On 'Lay 1, 1973 a meeting was held with representatives of national
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organizations of home health agencies and other organizations to review specific
aspects of the conditions of participation. Based on these discussions, as well
as on documents submitted and an internal review, the Department is proposing a
number of revisions.

There appears to be general satisfaction with the existing conditions as a
basic document upon which to build additional assurances of agency capacity
to provide services. The consensus of opinion is that the conditions do not
adequately address the activities which agencies must engage in to assure the
quality and appropriateness of care provided. It should be noted that, although
it is always possible to set standards which are higher than the present ones,
the consequences must he weighed. Setting stringent standards would constrict
the supply of qualified providers. Also, the costs of extremely high standards
may outweigh the benefits; a middle ground is therefore necessary, one that
protects the beneficiary while creating a realistic environment for service
provision.

In this vein, a number of changes are being proposed, and decisions made with
respect to enforcement and monitoring of the conditions of participation.

It is recognized that the changes being proposed here concern structure (the
agency characteristic deemed necessary to provision of service) and "process"
(such things as staff qualifications, utilization review, etc.) in contrast
with 'outcome' or client-orienced standards. The last is the most desirable,
but our current capacity to measure outcome prohibits us from replacing struc-
tural and process standards at this tine. Our ultimate goal is co develop a
system of continuing assessment of the quality of care provided and the impact
of that care on the recipient. Efforts to develop such a system will continue
through the re-evaluation of standards, capability for assessment of quality,
and the search for improved methods of determining desired client outcome.

1. Areas of Pronosed Change--Agency Comoosition

a. Services under arrangements
Supervision has been a problem when agencies contract for services. It
should be made clear that services provided in such a manner are to be
supervised, coordinated, controlled, and evaluated by the primary agency
(See 4

05
.120(m)). There must be a written arrangement between the primary

agency and the secondary agency regarding personnel and supervisory policies.

The intent of the current proposal is to assure that the agency is com-
pletely responsible for and in control of the performance of homemaker/
home health aides working under its auspices. Further, the certified
home health agency is responsible for the overall case, its management
supervision, and development and implementation of the plan of care.
Accountability clearly rests with the certified agency.

The Department considered requiring all home health agencies providing
home health aide services to directly employ the aides, rather than
subcontracting for then through another agency, as is now permitted.
While such a requirement might reduce problems of supervision and
fragmentation of service and aid in assurance of quality, it would
require a radical restructuring of the home health care system, and
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would put a large number of providers of all auspices out of business.

In view of the fact that we wish to promote the availability of home

health services we have concluded that this is not the first area on
which to place such stringent controls. We hope that by requiring a

close and official relationship between the primary agency and the

subcontracting agency we can assure quality and adequacy of the service.

Finally, we considered requiring all certified home health agencies to

provide a comprehensive range of services rather than just the present

two services as a further means of achieving continuity of care. This

would also have the effect in current circumstances of severely con-

stricting the availability of the home health benefit. Therefore,

although we recognize comprehensive service to be the desirable goal

of all providers, we cannot begin to require it at this time.

b. Utilization review in home health

Appropriateness of service is currently determined through three methods

which generally function independently of one another: the physician

certifying need for care, agency staff, and claims reviewers on a post

facto basis. Further controls on use of service under Medicare are the

limits on number of visits per benefit period and per year for Parts A

and B respectively, the requirement for skilled care, and the require-

ment of prior hospitalization for the Part A benefit. These controls

are crude, at best, and provide little control once a person has begun

receiving services. A utilization review function, in addition to

monitoring the continued need for services, would focus professional

attention on the quality and efficacy of services rendered to the

patient.
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Either as part of a UR function or as a general utilization gauge, HEU
will work toward the development of utilization norms and patterns which
could be used as guidelines for judging use. Cases falling outside
established norms could be selected for further analysis.

A sample of cases would be periodically reviewed to determine that:

(1) Services are being provided in accordance with the patient's
plan of care;

(2) The patient's needs are periodically assessed and appropriate
revisions made in the plan of care;

(3) Services are being used appropriately;

(4) Professional policies are followed in providing services;

(5) Needs of patients served by the agency are being met both
quantitatively and qualitatively taking account of utilization
of other community resources; and

(6) Unnet needs of patients are identified and documented and
made available to the patients, their families, physicians
and responsible social and health serviceseagencies.

Findings and recos=endations should be written and discussed
with the agency's director and appropriate staff. The agency's
records should indicate action taken in response to the utilization
review committee's findings and recommendations.
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C. Plan of treatment
Some agencies have separate plans of care for the services provided by
contract therapists. These plans should be integrated into one coor-
dinated plan of care, to be reviewed and updated periodically. All
services to be provided to the patient must be included in this plan.
Each service should be identified, its frequency and duration given,
and the professional person who will provide the care or supervise its
provision identified by name. It has been suggested that the plan be
reviewed monthly to identify need for revision. Currently the requirement
is that the plan of care be updated every 60 days. This requires reassement of
the patient's status and recognizes the fact that the patients' condition
and needs will change sufficiently to require revision in such areas
as treatment goals, and frequency or type of service provided, or a
cessation of service.

The plan of care and its maintenance requirements should be kept as
simple as possible in order to minimize paperwork and maximize time
spent on patient care.

d. Definition of "skilled" nursing
Considerable provider and intermediary dissatisfaction with the current
terminology of Medicare has been expressed. In particular, the term
"skilled" in front of nursing has created problems for home health care
providers, many of whom advocate using the term "professional" instead.

They contend that, with such a change, the definition of nursing would be
simplified. Nursing would not be defined according to the relatively
complicated and specific set of tasks which define the current term
"skilled nursing" and which they say are inappropriate to home care.

On the other hand, such a change (which requires legislation) could
result in expanding benefits under Medicare, since a more flexible
definition could extend coverage to persons who do not need skilled
care. This issue requires much greater analysis of costs and impact
before any recommendation can be made for such a change.,

2. The Licensure Requirement for Proprietarv HHAs
A special condition on for-profit home health agencies in the Social
Security Act (Medicare) stipulates that they be licensed by the state
in which they operate. Since only 21 states have licensure laws (one
New York, prohibits for-profit agencies) this requirement has precluded
these agencies from serving Medicare and Medicaid clients in the remaining
states except as subcontractors to certified agencies. (Table 3 on the
following page shows this information.)

a. Provider experience
Since 11LW collects data only for the services for which it pays, little
is known about how non-Medicare certified for-profit home health agencies
operate, how much of the private paying clientele they serve and what kinds
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TABLE 3: STATES WITH LICENSURE LAWS FOR HOME HEALTH AGENCIES

Year Certificate
State of Regulations of Need

Law Recuirement

Arizona 1971 1971 Yes

California 1966 Being Revised No

Connecticut 1977 Being Developed No

Florida 1975 Revised 1976 Yes

Hawaii 1969 1969 Yes

Idaho 1975 1976 No

Illinois 1977 Being Developed Yes

Indiana 1973 1974 No

Louiiiana 1967 1967 No

Kentucky 1972 1972 Yes

Maryland 1976 Being Developed Yes

Montana 1977 Same as Medicare Yes

Nevada 1973 1973 No

New Jersey 1973 Revised 1976 Yes

New York (does not license 1973 1973 Yes
proprietaries)

North Carolina 1971 1971 No

Oregon 1977 Same as Medicare Yes

Tennessee 1975 Revised 1976 No

Wisconsin 1967 1967 Yes
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of services they provide, and how they are organized. It is known
that many providers are simply employee pools and central switchboard-
referral operations, with no provisions for supervision or assessment
and monitoring of client needs. Since we lack sufficient information
about the operating characteristics, services, staff, and costs of
proprietary agencies now outside of the Medicare and Medicaid programs,we
will not make recommendations with respect to proprietary agencies at this time.

b. Arguments about proprietary agencies in Medicare
It should be noted that in 20 of the 21 states which have licensure laws,
proprietary agencies are already allowed to participate in Medicaid
and Medicare. These licensure requirements are not generally higher
than Medicare standards and so do not assure higher quality. The debate
about whether to admit proprietary home health agencies to full Medicare
and Medicaid participation by removing the licensure requirement from
the law has centered on the following points:

(1) Supply issues

* Inclusion of proprietary agencies in Medicare and Medicaid
would fill the need for expanded service capacity, which is
generally considered to be necessary.

* This need could be filled in other ways, not just through
proprietaries. Service capacity of public health agencies
and voluntary (charitable) agencies could be expanded through
increased third party reimbursement or through capacity-
building grants. The definition of Medicare home health
provider could include comprehensive health service providers
such as HMOs, community health centers, etc. Proprietary agen-
cies tend to locate in areas which promise the most lucrative
business, such as suburban and some urban areas. Inner city
and rural areas are generally left to the public and voluntary
agencies, or continue with no service at all.

(2) Equity

The current licensure requirement for proprietary agencies is
discriminatory. Proprietaries already participate as subcon-
tractors for Medicare and as providers under Title XX. The
-private not-for-profit agencies, which are allowed to participate
in Medicare and Medicaid without meeting additional requirements,
are subject to even less scrutiny than proprietary agencies, whose

.business practices must be-acceptable to the IRS.
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(3) Competition and service

* Some feel that competition introduced by proprietaries would
have a beneficial impact on price and services. However,
competition in such areas as Florida has not reduced price or
increased efficiency. Further, the voluntary agencies feel
they should be protected from such competition.

* Proprietary agencies can fill a need for 24-hours-a-day, seven-
days-a-week service which public and voluntary agencies have
not filled in the past. (This does not necessarily refer to
round-the-clock service provided to a patient, but to the agency
remaining open at all times to provide services when needed-at
night or on a weekend.)

(4) Quality

* It is argued by some that quality of proprietary services is a
problem. However, there appears to be little evidence to either
support or refute this argument. There is no evidence available
to indicate services are of lower quality.

c. Further Requirements for Pronrietarv Providers
The Medicare law, in addition to requiring licensure of proprietary agen-
cies, states that the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare may
prescribe by regulations, additional standards for these agencies. In
the past this has permitted the Department to issue regulations requiring
certified proprietary agencies to provide all their services directly,
rather than by contracting for them.

3. Proposals for Monitoring Performance - Accreditation and Deemed Status
The acknowledged federal role in setting standards for home health care
under Medicare and Medicaid stems from the principle that the public body
purchasing services is obliged to insure a reasonable quality of service
at a reasonable cost. In the instances of Medicare and Medicaid, the Federal
government has assumed the responsibility for setting standards and moni-
toring (as well as paying for) their enforcement. Actual enforcement is
done under contract with the states.
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Criticisms of the federal (Medicare/Medicaid) conditions of participation,
and of enforcement at the state level and monitoring at the federal level,
can be addressed in two ways. The federal government may continue to work
with the states to strengthen enforcement and closely monitor state perfor-
mance, and at the same time work to improve the-conditions of participation
themselves (as specified elsewhere in this report). Alternatively, a
national accrediting organization or organizations could be determined to
apply standards which are equal to or better than those of the federal
government. In this case, the accreditation of home health agencies by
the national organization could be -deemed- to meet the standards for
Medicare and Medicaid. The "deemed" approach is attractive to some within
the industry and has the advantage of offering a nark of excellence to
some providers. However, there is concern that in an area where fragmenta-
tion and abuse have been detected, the granting of -deemed status" would
decrease accountability. Monitoring by the federal government would be
difficult, particularly in the event that "deemed status" was sought by,
and granted to, several organizations.

Further, difficulties are presented by the "deeming" approach:

* First is the one, already mentioned, that if the Department adopted
high, "ideal" standards, it would probably exclude all but a small,
elite group of providers.

* Second, home health service providers are not a unified entity on
the national scene; there is no single national organization that
provides leadership. At least five or six organizations represent
various segments of providers. Some have their ow-n standards and
accreditation procedures, but none accredits more than ten percent
of the total Medicare-certified providers. If one organization were
granted deemed status, several others would request it.

* Third, there is a multiplicity of professional and paraprofessional
services involved in home health care, and the groups representing
them could request their own accreditation; if their standards were
comparable to Medicare it would be difficult to refuse to grant
the request, and fragmentation would result.

There is no single national organization with the strength and membership
necessary to become a truly national and universal accreditation program.
Although there are several problems in permitting "deemed status,"
(accreditation by an organization which satisfies Medicare/Hedicaid
certification requirements) to one organization entity, the Department
is exploring this possibility.
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Group Agencies Accredited

Medicare (HCFA) - Certified Agencies 2,400

National League for Nursing/APHA 84

Joint Commission on Accreditation Accreditation proposal
of Hospitals (JCAH) in draft

National Council of Homemaker/Home 129
Health Aides

National Association of Home Health Accreditation p'-rpsal
Agencies in draft

B. Quality Assurance for Title XX In-Home Services

Under Title XX, homemaker and other in-home care services may be provided by a
variety of methods including the private not-for-profit agencies, proprietary
agencies, and single service agencies, often through low-bid contracts, as
well as by the indiviJual provider who often receives no supervision or assur-
ancc of wage v r benefits. There are no federal qluaLi ty controlls built into
Lhis p rogralnm. This ralises tWlj qu:;tiilln of whether quality and azppropri a Lness
of Se rvice arte ade'jllt- . Otthel' itli s I u101 On wi ltte autIority tol Set
such st.ndldt:; :;I .l... id be pro[vied unle, it le XX alld whether. in the absence
of a specil ic wanudate, thlt programn COuIld Sot Stallldatrds.
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1. Problems of Quality Assurance in Title XX

a. Contrnctine for serrvices throtigh low unit--cost bids
This competitive bidding process for purchase of service contracts has
often resulted in attention to cost factors alone, without consideration
of quality, accountability, needs assessment, or service practices. No
basic criteria have been established for service and appropriateness
evaluation or for fiscal and management practices. Host states have not
established criteria for judging the "lowest.bidder," based on total
costs, or the relationship of these costs to the eficts of services on
on patients.

b. The lack of standards
Per-case expenditures that appear to be very high have been charged to
the federal and state governments in the absence of standards of what
constitutes appropriate care and appropriate cost. The different
federal matching ratios and service standards between Titles XIX and
XX encourage states to provide services under one or the other authority
depending on the relation constraints of the two programs, rather than
on individual client needs. For example, some clients have been judged
on Monday to be in need of home health services as provided under Title
XIX, and on Tuesday, to be in need instead of "homemaker/chor services."
The two sets of services are theoretically of a different nature from
one program to another, yet the client is switched from one to the other
depending on the estimated cost and funding limits. The typical question
a state might ask itself in this situation is what is the tradeoff
between (a) Medicaid home health service with higher reimhursement and
lower federal matching rate and more stringent (thus costly) standards
and (b) Titil XX, with a funding ceiling, but higher federal match and
no fetera L sLtaidards?

Audits conducted under the auspices of CAG, and recent HEW audits have
added to the documentation of abuse brought out in Senator Chiles'
hearings in Florida and in joint hearings of the House Ways and
Means aid SenaLt Aging Cosunittees. State agencies have sometimes
not established standards, monitored providers, entorced present laws
and regulations, prosecuted violators, or developed mechanisms to
secure, encourlzge and retain honest providers of quality services.

The lack of training and supervision of home health agency personnel
has resulted in both misnanagement of provider agencies, and inap'ro-
priate or ineffective care given to in-home service recipients.

".9
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c. Sl = ltiycd provider , t siSei
Thei i:rowiiig triind for I itt; to ast the Ind!ivihihial siI f-,wp.loyed
pu-ovider to perform Jni-h ..i-ii,; Scvic:-; iind, r itle XX hai:; :;omutimes
Id to proMblem: s;icii a.s: t nllr- o lo. Iill Soe. icil ,tri ity
aid other l,,-nfLit:; for the provider; i)ti :;llierv : ioln, trau in ing dr

'IC""till t:.1 ii Lv of lie II -IluVi-; 1;Ik of mi ilt II :;tauidari ii:; of care and
piii-ct Li oll hr' v,,hiitiibiib ci tilt :; II;IPI Iiritt ii:..ili-iit iii respilnsi-

IlIIALy for monitloriln wiilt ell ht.

Under Title XX, a state can opt to have individual provider contracts,
with little or no monitoring, where the consumer-client makes the
selection. The result has been a lack of accountability, and a residual
legal question of who is actually the employer: the local or state
government, the Title XX agency, or the recipient? Legal disputes are
in process, and in some areas it appears that the local government
has been determined to be the actual employer, responsible for recruit-
ment, hiring, salary and fringe benefits, training, and monitoring.

d.. Definitions of in-home services under Title XX
in-home services under Title XX have a wide range of definitions which
often overlap and are confusing. These services offered under the other
Social Security titles also have different meanings. This situation can
lead t4 duplication of services, ilnlappropriit, use of the service, inade-
quate or misrepresented reporting, and difficulties in making state-ro-
state comparisons. There is wide disparity among the states regarding
not only the mix of services provided under Title XX, but also in defini-
tions and key components of each service. For example, one state defines
its chore service as a "hands off," heavy task-oriented service including
activities such as wood-chopping; another, one of light housekeeping
duties; and a third specifies such personal care components as feeding
and dressitO.

A recent Taxonomy of Title XX Social Service:; i. ic Si discrete
- n' As have been written into 37 entries for chore services in

the Comprehensive Annual Services Plans (CASPs) for Fiscal Year 1976.
Thus it is difficult to paint a single picture of service delivery
under Title XX; however, certain broad generalities may be noted and
patterns observed from one state to another.

Title XX precludes the federal government from telling states what
services to provide. Further the statute is silent about permitting
states to define functionally those services that are provided. Recently
published Proposed Regulations covering disclosure of ownership begin to
define health related and in-home services.

2. Ilirovcinents in O zilitv A:;urince umnder Title \X
Efficiency and euifctiverilss m;.aue so improved by the development of
professional health and social service supervision to assess individual
needs, order and readjust services, and monitor continued service needs.
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It may be most desirable if states developed their own criteria with
guidance on model criteria provided by the federal government. Without
such standards, the use of self-employed providers, at least for the
agied and other vulnerable populations such as the mentally disabled,
may not be desirable.

Standardized definitions for in-home service might also improve the
quality of Title XX in-home services. HEW could develop such definitions
but they would have to be voluntarily adopted by each state.
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PART VI. HOME HEALTH SERVICES - DEVELOPINC AND CONTROLLING SUPPLY

It may seem contradictory to propose methods of expanding the availability of
home health services while voicing concern that the development of capacity be
controlled. However, these two concerns are valid with respect to home health
services in the United States. As a result both of reimbursement restrictions
in public programs and of the nature of home care providers, expansion of
service has not occurred rapidly over the past decade in the nation as a whole.
On the other hand, in certain geographic areas where favorable conditions
existed there has been a rapid expansion of services, to the point of over-
saturation.

Thus many believe that both controls and stimuli are needed: controls in areas
of rapid growth in availability of providers, and stimuli in rural areas, low-
income areas, and other areas determined to be in need of services. A further
reason to encourage expanded capacity is to attain the goal of comprehensive
health services at the community level by aiding small and single-service
providers, and by developing new providers of services.

A. Certificate of Need

State certificate of need programs mandated under P.L. 93-641, the National
Health Planning and Resources Development Act of 1974, must ensure that covered
health services, equipment, and facilities must be determined by the states to
be needed, as must expenditures for these purposes. The predecessor to this
program, Section 1122 of the Public Health Service Act, had covered home health
services in its reviews. However, interpretations of Congressional intent in
the planning law led the Department to determine that non-institutional services
were not meant for inclusion, and on March 19, 1976, it published a regulation
deleting home health agencies from coverage under the Section 1122 program and
from certificate of need requirements. Among the other reasons cited for the
exclusion was the belief that the health planning system should concentrate
its efforts on high-cost areas, and that adequate crit6ria for determining home
health need did not exist.

1. The Purposes and Functions of Certificate of Need
The purposes of the certificate of need (CON) process are to exert control
over supply, availability, accessibility, and adequacy of service, and
control over costs through determination of the impact on the amount of
expenditures for health services as a result of increases or decreases in
the supply of services.

The CON process should be viewed in relation to the other major requirements
of P.L. 93-641: consideration of national priorities in health plans and
review processes, recommended consistency of plans with national guidelines,
and the statutory and regulatory interface of national priorities and health
plans through procedures and criteria for reviews.

In summary, the certificate of need process is a tool to be used in developing
a rational system of health services at the local level by assuring a balance
of types and amounts of services available. However, the very nature of the
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certificate of need process--a prospective review of the need for additional
service capacity--dictates that it be more of a limiter of supply than a gen-
erator of it. The health planning and technical assistance functions are
designed to do the latter.

As a prospective review instrument the CON process opts in many cases to
maintain the status quo (i.e., no more hospital beds), or to encourage
more even geographic distribution (no beds in one part of a county, but
need for some in another). A third function of the CON combined with the
planning process is to encourage better distribution of levels of care
(i.e., the HSA might deny an application for a skilled nursing facility
but state that it would accept a domiciliary care facility 'as a substitute,
in line with established local needs). It is in these areas--improved
distribution and levels of care-that the CON process has the most rele-
vance for home health services.

The following reasons are given for including home health services in the
certificate of need process:

* Proliferation of home health agencies in certain areas would be stopped.

* Development of home health service capacity would become more rational.

* The CON process would encourage providers to go into currently under-
served areas.

* The HSA should exercise control over all aspects of health care, not
just institutional care.

* Hone health would be given priority and visibility in the planning
process and as part of the health system. HSAs would be stimulated
to develop data and criteria for determining community need for home
health services.

* Existing providers, particularly visiting nursing associations,
believe that they would be protected from an influx of profit-
oriented businesses."

* The CON process might be a means of forcing agencies to pledge to
serve the community, including Medicaid recipients, rather than only
Medicare beneficiaries.

Available information shows that 14 states now include home health agencies
under required coverage of their certificate of need programs and others are
expected to do so. These 14 states are:

(1) Alabama (8) New York
(2) Arkansas (stated in Regs) (9) Texas
(3) Connecticut (10) West Virginia
(4) Jawaii (11) Wisconsin
(5) Kansas (12) Wyoming
(6) Kentucky (13) Maryland
(7) New.Jersev (14) Virginia
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2. What CON Is Not Intended To Do
Much ot the debate over whether home health service providers should be
subject to certificate of need has been based on misunderstandings about
the nature and purpose of CON; much has also been based on a very real
concern that proliferation and overlap of, providers in certain localized
areas will have a detrimental impact on clients, quality, and costs.

Kany of the proponents of CON for home health services expect it to have a
kind of impact that it was not designed to have. However, most of the
problems CON is believed to be capable of solving must be solved by other

means.

The CON process will not:

* Assure quality of services delivered
* Control fraud and abuse.

Quality assurance and the determination of home health agency capacity to
provide services are the function of survey, certification, and licensure.
If there are weaknesses in these systems they cannot be solved by the CON
process; the systems themselves must be strengthened. This confusion of
purposes has probably been a major stimulus to the debate over CON.

In the same vein, fraud and abuse.will not he dealt with through this
process but rather by the enforcement of existing certification standards,
service review, reimbursement process and the development of additional
necessary safeguards against such practices. Effective administration of
checks on reimbursable costs, effective service audit capacity, and special
screening for fraud and abuse are the appropriate means of dealing with
these problems.

Reasons against inclusion of home health providers in the certificate of

need process include:

* HSAs should direct their efforts at reviewing high cost and high
volume facilities in order to most effectively target cost controls.

* States with special problems of oversupply or maldistribution are
free to establish CON requirements; states without these problems
would be forced to adopt a cumbersome procedure.

* There is a general undersupply of home health services rather than
an oversupply. Efforts to expand services should not be dampened
until a balance is achieved.

* CON will not solve problems of underserved areas; they cannot make
the unattractive attractive.

* Keeping new providers out in favor of the status quo of traditional
providers might lessen innovation, efficiency and improvements in
availability of service.
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* Applying CON might not encourage efforts to develop need criteria,
since most states with CON requirements for home health have not
actively sought to develop them.

* The existence of CON will not aid in the development of capacity.

3. HEW Position
The Department intends to continue to exclude home health services from
the certificate of need process as a required activity of local health
planning and systems agencies. However, consideration will be given to
phasing in CON for home health as criteria for determining need are
developed.

Despite the basic decision not to require home health agencies to be within
the CON process, the following actions are under consideration:

(1) Improvement of methodologies for determining need/demand for home
health services through grants, contracts or in-house resources.
Present estimates are that the need for home health care services
is large; however, greater specification of the need by types of
illnesses, by population, by medical care prognosis, and by cost
are needed for more efficient and effective planning.

(2) Development of additional technical assistance documents for plan-
ing agencies in regard to home health services, e.g., expansion
of Planning Guidelines in relation to home health or development
of guidelines on the'review criteria considerations.

(3) Grants or contracts to evaluate the various types of home health
agencies and their impact on quality of care, costs, utilization
of health personnel to assist HSAs and SHPDAs with priority setting.

(4) Establishment of a system (possibly coordinated with a home health
trade or professional association, a health planning association,
and NPHIC) to alert planning agencies of studies or reports done
by the government or the private sector. This would assist them
in keeping abreast of pertinent factors in home health delivery.

(5) Consideration of methods to interface the development of home health
services with the development of HMOs (on the basis of section 1502(7)
priority with HMOs a priority of section 1502(3)).
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B. Availability and Distribution of Services

1. Supply Issues
In 1963, not more than 250 agencies met the definition of a home health

agency as later defined by Medicare. At that time, 1,163 agencies offered

a program of nursing care of the sick at home but only 141 of these nursing

,agenc.ies could have met the requirement that at least one other therapeutic
-service must also be provided. In addition, less than 100 qualifying

hospital-based programs could be counted. Ninety percent of the agencies

offering in-home services were operated by official health agencies and

visiting nurse associations (VNAs). The official agencies provided educa-

tional and referral services in the home but, in contrast to the services

provided by visiting nurse associations, no direct care. The Medicare

home health benefit became effective on July 1, 1966 and considerable
progress had by then been realized. As of October 1966, 1,275 home health

agencies were certified for participation in the Medicare program.

Data presented in Table 4 reveal that, between 1966 and 1976, the number of

health agencies participating in the Medicare program increased from 1,275 to

2,165. Although the number of agencies certified varied from year to year,

there was a net increase of approximately 910 agencies participating in

the Medicare program by the end of the first decade, a 71 percent increase in

agencies. VNAs, which in 1966 operated 506, or 40 percent, of participating

home health agencies, operated slightly less than one quarter of the agencies

certified by Medicare in 1976. In 1966, visiting nurse agencies represented
45 percent of participating home health agencies, but operated slightly less

than one quarter of the agencies certified by Medicare in 1976. In 1966,

official agencies represented 45 percent of participating home health agencies

and in 1976 were 53 percent of the total.

Hospitals and other organizations - except combined government and voluntary

agencies - almost quadrupled their participation during the first ten years

of the Medicare program and together operated fully 20 percent of the agencies
certified in 1976. The combination agencies declined by 46 percent.

2. Geographic Distribution
In 1966, slightly over one third of the nation's home health agencies partici-

pating in Medicare were located in the Northeast. Another third were in the

South, and the remaining third was divided between the North Central and

Western regions. By 1975, increases in the number of certified agencies,

particularly in the North Central region and the South, reduced the proportion

of certified home health agencies located in the Northeast to approximately

27 percent of the total. In 1975, 32 percent of the home health agencies
participating in the Medicare program were in the South as compared to 38
percent in 1966 despite an increase of 232 agencies.
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TABLE 4
*%zler of persons served, number of viitt, arJ sount,*of ohargec, by region, calendar year 1971

(Zh a ers and amunts La thousands)

terooac served Visits Total ehirgae Visit charges Total ralaturezeat

X:=er Per 1,000 Uumber Vor person Amount per person Acount par vsit Amount flit "4o
anrollees served served served

Total ...................... 499.6 20.2 0O.0Oj 21.6 $227,00L

70rthoee ....................... 175.9 29.2 3,653 20.1 71.25t
Fotth Central r 101.5 15.t2 1,959 19.5 37.315
South . 139.0 17.7 3,519 25.3 81,CsO
Vet .. 78.3 19.9 1,495 19.1 32,9Ct

Outly:rg &rtJ '1/ ....... 4.9 18.1 177 36.0 4,459

4454 *211.944

405 67.818
368 36,012
593 72.830
420 31,523

935 3,732

J/ -1aludea 1rcto 2tco. Virgin stscds, Cuan, other outlying areas, and rasidanca urkrk n.

$20 $215.497

1i 63.221
It 35,186
21 76,175
21 31.656

21 4,I:,S

SOL

385

401

86£
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Table 5 reveals variations in the distribution of certified home health
agencies and the distribution of Medicare beneficiaries by census region
and divisions. In the South and the Northeast, the percent distribution
of certified agencies is higher than these regions' share of the Medicare
population, whereas it is lower than the present Medicare enrollment in

the North Central region and the West. These variations reflect differences
among the census divisions which comprise the regions; for example, except
for the South Atlantic division, the percent distribution of certified
agencies is greater than the percent distribution of the service population.

The uneven geographic development of home health agencies is reflected in

service utilization by Medicare beneficiaries. Regional utilization data
indicate that 175,900 beneficiaries in the Northeast region received home
health visits in 1975 (29.3 per 1,000 enrollees), while in the North Central
region visits were received by 101,500 enrollees (15.2 per 1,000 enrollees).

The data presented in Table 6 on the distribution of certified home health
agencies and the distribution of Medicare beneficiaries suggest that the

availability of services of home health agencies is related directly to the

percentage of the Medicare enrollment which resides in metropolitan counties.

The rankings of census regions in terms of non-metrogolitan coverage is the

same as for metropolitan coverage, but the differences in the percent popula-

tion to whon services are available vary markedly.

In the Northeast, where the greatest percentage of Medicare beneficiaries

live in metropolitan counties, the availability of home health agencies is

nearly universal; services are available to the entire enrollment residing

in metropolitan counties and to 89 percent of those who live in non-metro-

politan areas. In contrast, the operation of home health agencies relative

to beneficiaries' residence is lowest in the North Central region, which

has the smallest proportion of metropolitan enrollment to total Medicare

enrollment.

Except for the Northeast, home health services are available to less than
70 percent of the Medicare beneficiaries who reside in non-metropolitan
counties. For example, services of home health agencies are available to

slightly more than the North Central region's beneficiaries: 93 percent

of its metropolitan enrollment is covered, compared to 55 percent of the

beneficiaries who live in non-metropolitan counties.

3. Service Availabilitv
Table 7 presents data on the number of services offered by agencies parti-

cipating in the Medicare program in 1975 and 1976. The service offered

most frequently after skilled nursing care is-physical therapy, followed

in order by the services of home health aides, speech therapists, medical

social workegs, and occupational therapists.
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TABLE 5 Number and Percnnc of Medicare Beneficiaries and Certified
Rome Healh. Agencies by Census Region' and Division. United
States. 1974.

Medicare Enrollmenc
Number* Percent**
(millIons)

Certified Agencies
Number Percent

United States

Region

Northeast
Nortb Central
South
West

Northeast

New England
Middle Atlantic

Xor-: Central

East North Central
IWest North Central

21.9

5.5
6.1
6.8
3.5

1.4
4.1

100 2,329

25
28
31
16

6
19

4.0 18
2.0 9

625
579
890
235

100

27
25
38
10

343 1.5
282 L2.

335 14.
244 10

South

South Atlantic
East South Central
West South Central

West

Uountain
Paci±ic

3.4 16
1.4_ 6
2.0 9

0.8 4
2.7 12

Sources: Medicare: Realth Insurance for the Aged, 1972-1974. Section 3:
Participating Providers. Table 3.14: Number of Eona Health
Agencies, Persons, Enrolled, etc. Washington: SocLal Security
Administration. 1976.

*Number does not add because of rounding.

**Percentage does not add to 100 because of rounding.

59

338
298
254

15
13
L1

91
144

4
6
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TABLE 6 Nu-ber of Medicare Beneficiaries and Percent of Enrollment in
Counties with Home HEcalch Agencies by Census Region and Division
and Matropol tan/Nonmecropolican Location. United Szates, 1974.

Number of Persons
Enro u ed tiJos

Percent of Enrollment in
Counties with Home Health Agencie

To tal Metro Noonetro Al. Metro Nonnetro

United States

Regions

Northeast
North Cantral
South
West

Northeast

21.9 14.9 7.0

5;5
6.0
6.8
3.5

4.5
3.6
3.9
2.7

0.9
2.4
2.9
0.8

84 95 61

98
77
78
86

100
92
98
98

89
55
58
56

"dw England
wEddle Atlantic

North Cantral

East North Central
West North Cantral

South

South Atlantic
East South Central
West South Central

1.4 1.1 0.3 97 100 88
4.1 3.5 0.6 98 100 90

4.0 2.8 1.2 86 95 66
2.0 0.8 1.2 61 85 4;

3.4
1.4
2. 0

2.2
0.6
1.1

1.2
0.8
0.9

77
86
71

91
95
88

52
79
49

West

0.8 0.4 0.4
2.7 2.3 0.4

75 97 49
92 98 62

Source: Adapted from Table 3.14: Number of Home Health Agencies, Persons
Enrolled, etc. Medicare: Health Insurance for the Aged, 1972-1974.
Section 3: Part'cipating ProvIders. Washington: Social Security
Administration. 1976.
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TABLE 7 Number and Percant of Participating Hlome Iealeth
Seloatedl Scrvicc:; !iarclh 1967 and Janutiry 1975

Agencies Offering
nud 1976

_ 1%07 1975 1976
rurc-nc ccercent o

Sarvica Nu:mber of Total N:ab e r of Total ,;unbur of Tot-l

Tordl 1 753 100.0 2 54 100.0 2,I5 I (10.0

Vursln7, Cnre 1,753 100.0 t2,254 100. 0 2,185 100.0

Pliyntcal. Theripy 1,201 68.5 1,678 74.4 1,656 75A

Occupational Therapy 244 13.9 533 23.6 590 27.0

Speech Therapy 361 20.6 799 35.4 85S 39.3

lcdical Social.
ServIce 0on 22.8 558 24.8 599 '27.4

Rome 11ealth Aides
Service 601 34.3 1,600 71. 0 1 609 73.6

Source: Social Security Administration, Office of Rasearch and Statistics.

1. Unpublishled data for 1976.
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In contrast, comparative figures for 1977 indicate a growth of almost 82,000
paraprofessionals employed by 3,732 service agencies. Fifty percent of the
agencies employed five or fewer aides; 31 percent, 6 to 24 aides; 15 percent,
24 to 99 aides; and 4 percent, 100 or more aides.

4. Service Conficurations In European Svstems
Trained paraprofessionals have for many years provided one of the major com-
ponents of comunity health-social agencies in many European countries. The
services are almost entirely funded or subsidized by the government, quality
is sought through government sponsored training, and the services are
usually offered as a part of coamunity-based service networks. Eighty-eight
percent of services are provided to the 65+ group, and the remainder to
families in which there are persons who are handicapped, chronically ill
or in which there are multiple problems. England, which offers the services
to households rather than to individuals, funds the services of nearly
6,000 whole-time and 124,000 part-time 'Home Helps" (Homemaker/Home Health
Aides). This means that for a population of 56 million people, England
employs as nany paraprofessionals as are employed in the United States
with a population four times as large. The Netherlands employs 68,000
part-time and 17,000 full-time paraprofessionals, the former providing
in-home services exclusively to the aged.

In the ratio of 'hone helps' to population, the United States ranks midway--
sixth among twelve countries providing these services. Denmark, excluded
from the ranking because comparative data were not available, would proba-
bly rank with Sweden at the top of the list. These services, considered
essential in countries with aging population percentages similar to those
in the U.S., are primarily home-centered and by far the largest percentage
of the personnel is utilized in services to the populations in the older
age range and to the handicapped.

The difference between the United States and Western European countries
with respect to the development of community based services may be attri-
buted to a variety of factors. The age of the social security system is
an important factor. Countries which established the concept of general
entitlement to insurance against essential risk (unemployment, old age,
sickness) have tended to enlarge or expand the range of services. The
concept of general entitlement discouraged approaches which separated the
poor from the non-poor and encouraged development of services which, while
they were universally accessible, did not involve the development of the
most costly resources.

European cultures also retained a family centered ideology with the home and
community as the central focus of services. The family centered ideology
in the United States placed greater stress upon personal responsibility than
than upon the concept of general entitlement. Culturally, the United States
has emphasized efficiency, and the use of institutions has seemed to offer
more efficient approaches to care compared with dependence upon approaches
utilizing the hone and the resources of the community. The presence of a
substantial institutional complex already in place in the United States
tended to discourage the development of community services that are consi-
dered -add-on costs.
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Past and Present Efforts To ExCpand Home Irealth; Care

Grant Programs for Home Health

In the past, home health services have not been viewed as offering the
potential for methods of care which might appropriately buffer against
institutional use and provide for populations whose need is parallel in
magnitude. Home health care involves service development rather than
construction. It has been assumed that federal provision for reimbursement
of selected services for selected populations would provide adequate
financial support for capacity development.

In 1961 the Community Health Services and Facilities Act authorized the
Surgeon General "to make project grants to public or non-profit private
agencies or organizations for the development of outside-the-hospital health
aepviges, particularly for the chronically ill and aged." "Ouc-of-hospital"
services were defined as services "which prevent, detect, and treat disease
and disability and improve care for persons - particularly the chronically
il~l and aged who are not patients in a hospital." Among the examples of
such services were "Home Care, including nursing care, homemaker services,
physiotherapy, occupational therapy, nutritional services, social services,
etc. for the sick at home."

The Community Health Services and Facilities Act provided assistance in the
form of time-limited grants which were intended to support studies, experi-
ments, and demonstrations which would -lead to new or improved community
health services outside the hospital.... and such demonstrations were to
include those directed to coordination to 'ensure comprehensive care of
patients," In its 1968 report, the review committee reported that -the pro-
ject grant program as originally conceived was not oriented to any specific
chronic illness and had a broad base of eligibility in terms of the type of
applicant and the type of project." The authority lasted for six years from
fiscal year 1962 to fiscal year 1967. Total funding amounted to $42,319,000.

Of the 295 projects funded, 17 percent were for home care, homemaker services
and nursing care and related in-home care (about 15 percent of the funds).
All but four of the home care and related services grants were for three
years. More than twothirds were for the initiation of new Programs.
development. More than twothirds were for the initiation of new programs,
for coordinated multipurpose programs, for the development of homemaker
services, or for the development and incorporation of homemaker services
into existing home care programs or visiting nurse services. Seven involved
the coordination of fragmented services or extension of urban services to
rural areas. A small number were for the addition of specialized services
to existing programs.
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When Congress endorsed the concept of home health service in the 1965 Social
Security Amendments creating the Health Insurance Program for the Aged
(Medicare), there was widespread anxiety concerning the availability of home
health services to meet the needs of beneficiaries eligible for benefits
under both Parts A and B. All but a few states developed plans utilizing
federal and/or state, ahd local funds to expand the services. In September
1965, a supplemental appropriation of S9 million was made available to streng-
then existing home care agencies by adding services and to help establish
new programs that could meet the Medicare conditions of participation.
Another supplemental appropriation of $6.7 million became available for
fiscal year 1967. Within the nine months between September 1965, when the
funds became available, and July 1, 1966, when Medicare became effective,

the number of programs increased as did the range of services offered.

Between 1968 and 1975 little significant federal investment in hone health
services development occurred with the exception of a short term OEO-PHS
paraprofessional training grant program geared to older women on public
assistance, and some 'add-on home health components to existing community
agencies funded under Title III of the Older Americans Act.

2. Current Activities
In 1975 with the passage of the Health Revenue Sharing and Health Services
Act (P.L. 94-63) the sum of $3 million was appropriated for one-year grants
to existing agencies and 17-month grants to new agencies to "demonstrate the
development and expansion of home health services.- Grants are authorized
for the purposes of (1) meeting the initial costs of establishing home
health agencies, (2) expanding the services available through existing agen-
cies, and (3) compensating personnel during the period of initial operation
or agency operation.' In extending the grant authorization Senate and House
conferees reported their belief that the future of home health services is
dependent in large measure on a consistent federal approach to the establish-
ment of and payment for these services. Fifty-six grants were awarded to
non-profit home health agencies certified for or meeting conditions of
Medicare-Medicaid participation for home health agencies. Forty grants were
awarded for expansion of existing agencies and sixteen were awarded for the
development of new agencies in areas/ in which there is a high percentage of

individuals who are elderly, indigent or both. The appropriation was increased
to $6 million in the following year, with similar requirements.

It is the view of the Administration that since h6me health agencies do
not require large initial capital investments and since the growth in
supply of home health services was established without any special
federal grants, the grant programs should be eliminated. Accordingly,
the FY 1980 budget provides for phasing out these grants.

D. tHanDower Issues

Estimates of manpower needs in home health depend to some extent upon how the
service package is defined. The Medicare program has identified skilled nursing
and physical and speech therapy as the primary services but also reimburses for

occupational therapy, medical social services, home health aides, and supplies

and equipment.
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A method of estimating manpower need in hone health is one which examines the
services being utilized in current home health programs along with consideration
of geographic problems (urban-rural) and personnel currently available to meet
what have been demonstrated as being the most urgent needs. The two services
which have been most used in existing home health agencies have been nursing
and home health aide services, with physical therapy following.

In 1974 approximately 23,000 persons were employed by agencies participating
in the Medicare program. All home health agencies certified by Medicare provide
nursing services. In 1974 over 90 percent of all home health employees were
nursing personnel, 70 percent were registered nurses, 7 percent practical nurses,
and 19 percent home health aides. Four percent of home health agency person-
nel were physical therapists. Occupational therapy, speech therapy and medical
social services have been offered by fewer agencies. They are relatively less
available in rural and outlying areas. Some agencies also have included through
administrative costs the services of nutritionists and psychologists.

Whether.full-time or part-time, nursing personnel are generally permanent members
of a home health agency staff. In contrast, the principal place of employment
for therapists and medical social workers is another community health service
organization, e.g., hospitals, clinics, rehabilitation centers. They provide
services to patients of the home health agencies under contractual arrangements
with the employing institution or on a fee-for-service basis.

The incremental capacity building approach of adding the services of a therapist
or a medical social worker on a part-time basis -has been successful in many
urban areas; it has a number of advantages. One is that the services of another
professional discipline can be utilized on a pilot basis to meet the needs of
one or more patients and at the same time acquaint the nursing personnel with
the contribution another discipline can make to the assessment, plan of care, and
treatment of certain patients. A second advantage is that it has permitted the
home health agency to obtain access to other community resources, including in-
service training opportunities, professional meetings, invitations to serve on
utilization review committees, and technical assistance to improve administration
management capabilities.

The development and expansion of home health services in rural areas is parti-
cularly critical. In contrast to agencies located in major population centers,
rural hone health agencies frequently experience difficulty in identifying and
hiring personnel qualified to provide the number and type of services appro-
priate. A partial answer has been the ability of certain well established hone
health agencies to extend services into suburban and/or adjacent rural areas.

Health Departments which are the primary source of home health services in
rural counties should be encouraged to explore the possibilities of sharing
a therapist(s) and medical social worker with the nearest community hospital
or skilled nursing facility. Interesting job possibilities such as the op-
portunity to provide services to patients in the hospital, nursing hone and
in their own homes aight attract a well qualified person to a rural area.
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APPENDIX 1: PROGRAM STATISTICS

This appendix examines the expenditures for and utilization of public
programs providing home health services, primarily the Medicare, Medicaid
and Title YX programs. Data on the aspects of each programs' home health
component are dispLayed in the tables below. An overview of total home
health exoenditures under Medicare, Medicaid, or Title Xfl is provided as
Table 1.

Table 1
TOTAL HOME HEALTH EXPLErtI~fRES FOR 1976 0? 1977

Title IX: Title XLX Title XX
Title XV"l F . XU lT 1977

Me~ber. Ho.- Poreo aHe
Realth Get. srie

S 1.410 415
560.105

1. 594, 437
688. 651

136,360.000

3 547.560
1.564. 14

041.691
8 976,361 2.231 .00

No Iro.D Svb

4,866,477

983 :",!
14 .025

9,953.600

365, 332
2,340 1S
1.198 S40
5,895.610
2,324.508

1 999,697
4*875.068

Not available 16,074,246
27 400 000

1,500 7,700,000

1391.816
1 649,546

aot avallable 94,708
93.309 2,:72.100
d93.704 5:2.321

1,677.S61
Not oCaible
3.09 2, 000

126,435.023 H.212.,o7
17,310.091

2, 2S07.::6
17 149 685

8,606.446 7,670,000
:,457,057
15.9534St1

d00,000
1,3 17,000

730,7)39
693.4 2S

2.632 ,73

4.710 .23
l:, CO

253. JO0
Not (c-ded
0,725,326

13,007.t04

3No t -50S
lot avatlahle 1:.32t s

.1 03 l

a 1977 Data

A-1

Alaba
Al-.k.
Uok ..Avizoet
Aokaeaae
Ca lforeil-

Colo-do
Colaectfl eut
Delaware
Diet, of Col.
Florida

Georgia
CG.u

Idaho
IlieLia

IodioneIowalo-!

Uotcucky

Uaryl.and

Michitan
Mieaeeata

Micelsaippi
Maccourt

Oehral.h
Rhoeda

Yaw Hapehire

doe. Tori
North C-rolit

North Dokota
OhIo
Okiahoca

FetenylY-tiA

Scarto lice
-hode talatd

Loath Caro1llo
Soath Dakota

Teoce
Utah

Vareote

Virhw1in :s-nd

Joehitetot
wJa Virgiet
WI .... te.

S 5.392.009
40,000

1, 668, 000
674.000

22.305,000

2,1S7.000
4.904.000

549.000
825tOO

2:.110.000

1,29.000

479.000
765.000

8.565.000

1, 551.000
855,000
701.3000

2, 315 .000
7.295 000

1.610.000
3,235SO0
8, 290 ,000
4,709.000
2.217,000

S 349,000
6,870,9000

304.000
3:1,000
439,000

879,000
12::55.000
1. 25~.3000

25.074,000
4.117,.000

70.,000
9, Od000

655,000
2,527.000
18.I S0. 000

*, 596,000
I .S6? JOO
4,084 .000
6.004.000
4,420.000

14, ,SS .Jno
.10.3!d0

19.0000
2.3-9.000

:. 263.000
1.138.000
3,007. '00

:; 2 ..';1-

$ 593.417
11.394

53 ,44
1.975, 609

:06,546
535.298
6U.909

1.307.599
183.334

261.576

00,664
1, 561 *402

1, 151.415
29 059
6,3, 6 58

1,8 99 ( 97C

:63. 137

533,660
442.022

5.11.4 56
S01.634

1. 134 502

169,513
94. Ito

115. 041

19 ,0 37a

389,J27
1.060 S.5

77. 359
106.82S, 324

4953 167

20.933
913.o:e

0
110. 300

1. 7 741 3

9 ,90 3
282, 795

2 53.579

3935, 6,306

021, :b6

1,1 ;5 .301

'73.323'35, 102
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I. Medicare Homc Health Services

Tables 2-7 provide Medicare actual and projected outlav data Eor 1967-1971
as well as beneficiary, reimnbursemnent, and visit data for 1974 and 1975.
These tables show the costs of Medicare home health services, utilization
patterns, and types of users.

Table 2

MEDICARE BENEFIT PAYMENTS FOR HOME HEALTH CARE,

FISCAL YEARS 1967-1983 (IN MILLIONS)
Hone Health EY c-dLtures

Toral Home

Healh as
Fiscal Year Total Part A Part S Percent of

Total Medicar
I -E-~~~~cendiures

1967 S 21 S 13 5 8_

1968 60 36 24 -

1969 77 48 29 1.24
1970 89 54 35 .91
1971 73 46 27 .76
1972 70 47 23 .81
1973 80 57 23 .97
19 74. 110 73 37 1.21
1975. 188 123 65 1.47

1976k 298 202 96 1.64
1977CC S25 287 138 -

1978 561 379 182 -

1979 724 485 239 -

1980 894 591 303 -

1981 1.062 686 376 -

1982 1.240 775 465 _
1983 1.436 863 573 -

* Figures for persons aged 65 and over only are partially estinoted.
e Figures for 1977-1983 are es:imated projections.

Source: Office of the Actuary, Medicare Benefit Estimtes: 1979
Budget Assumptions.

Table 3
1974-5 A24NUAL SEDICARE LEXDITURES PER REC

I
P1E2T

| :ean Nuomber | Total |Average
fear Nurber of N|bo r of of Vlsits per 7ledcare Cost per

Visits B-neficiaries 3Rnetlctarv Reisbhrse-ent c5envicar7

1974 8,100.000 393.000 :0.6 5143,600,000 S365

1975 lO,00.O00 s00,000 21.6 $215,500,000 $431

Source: U.S. Social Security Administration. Office of Research and

Statistics (SSA-ORS). Medioare: Health Insurance for the
Aged and Dlsabled. 1974 and 1975. Washington. D.C., 1977.
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Table 4

1975 MEDICARE BENEFICIARY IN-HOMSE
UTILIZATION BY TYPE OF COVERAGE

Persons Served
Type of Coverage Percentage Average Number

Distribution of Annual Visits

Parts A and/or B 100.00 21.6

Parts A and B 10.4 55.5

Part A only 61.7 17.8

Part B only 27.9 17.2

Source: SSA-ORS, Medicare: Health Insurance for the Ased and
Disabled, 1974 and 1975, Washington, D.C., 1977.

Table 5

NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF
PERSONS SERVED UNDER MEDICARE IN-HOME

HEALTH PROVISIONS (1975)

Number of Percent Served: Percent Served:
Visits 1974 1975

1-4 24.1

5-9 47.0 20.2

10-19 22.1

20-29 11.3
44.5

30-39 6.5

40-49 4.3

50-99 8.6

100+ 8.5 2.9

Source: SSA-ORS, Medicare: Health Insurance for the Aged
and Disabled, Ziashington, D.C., 1977.
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TABLE 6. |1975 MEDICARE HOME HEALTH VISITS BY AGE (IN THOUSANDS)

Number Number Total Visit Total
Age -Served Visits Charges* Charges** Reimburse ent**m

Under 65 31.4 797 $17,056 $15,787 $16,23A

65-66 30.6 623 13,517 12,554 12,827

67-68 33.6 705 15,170 14.196 14,487

69-70 37.5 809 17,351 16,249 16,532

71-72 40.2 851 18,017 16,919 ' 17,172

73-74 41.8 903 19,264 18,054 18,304

75-79 109.7 2,356 49,367 46,237 ;46,952

80-84 97.2 2,076 42,746 40,096 40,535

85+ 77.5 1,684 34.511 31,850 '32,452

* Total-dollars claimed for Medicare reimbursement by intermediaries and
carriers for services rendered.

** Total dollars claimed for Medicare reimbursement for the actual visit.
*** Total dollars paid out by Medicare for services rendered.

Source: SSA-ORS, Medicare: Health Insurance for the Aged and Disabled,
Washington, D.C. 1977.

Table 7

1975 COSTS OF MEDICARE IN-HOME SERVICES BY AGE GROUP

Age Average Number of Average Amount Average Annual
Visits per Client Reimbursed per Visit Cost,-per Client

Under 65 25.38 $20.37 $516.99

65-66 20.35 20.59 419,01

67-68 20.98 20.55 431.14

69-70 21.57 20.44 440.89

71-72 21.20 20.18 427.82

73-74 21.60 20.27 437.83

75-79 21.48 19.93 428.10

80-84 21.36 19.53 417.16

85+ 21.73 19.27 413.74

Source: Table 6 .
A-4
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It. Medicaid Homo Health Services

Tables 8-11 sunmarize expenditure and utilization patterns for home health
services under Medicaid for FY 1972-1977 and show state by state patterns
for FY 1977. It must he noted that New York, which accounts for a large
portion of the home health expenditures under Medicaid, did not report its
data by recipient group and is therefore missing from Table 10 (Home Health
Recipients by State, FY 1977). Hence, with New York absent, one must be
careful in drawing conclusions from Table 10.

Table 8

Medicaid Home Health Expenditures and Recipients for FY 1972-1977

Source HCFA/OPPR, Medicaid Stc
1977, Washington, D.C.

Ltistics: 1972; 1973; 1974; 1975; 1976;

A-5

Fiscal Total Total e of
Year Expenditures Recipients

1972 $ 24,250,390 113,372

1973 25,441,952 113,687

1974 31,104,350 150,264

1975 70,291,063 205,100

1976 134,287,520 261,331

1977 179,491,576 NA
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TABLE 9 MEDICAID HOME HEALTH RECIPIENTS AND
EXPENDITURES BY STATE, FY 1977

HEW REGION AND STATE

-eA R]P.-rN SEAR

NUMBER OF PRME HEALIT
PARTICIPANTS I PAYMENTS

261 311 At11 A-, S71

PERCENT OF TOTAL
MEDICAID PAYMENTS

I I

REGION 1 22,514 8.989,076 0.8
CONNECTICIT - 535,298 0.3
MAINE 1,426 599,099 0.7
MASSACHUSETTS 16,964 6.755,332 1.0
NEW HAMPSHIRE 1,687 427,945 1.0
RHODE ISLAND 1,096' 180,120 0.2
VERMONT' 1.341 491.282 1.2

REGION II 168,110 148,077,296 3.8
NEW JERSEY 2,861 2,357.466 0.5
NEW YORE 165,172 145,712,116 4.4
PUERrO RICO - - --
VIRGIN ISLANDS 77 7.714 0.3

REGION-E1I 75,569 4,659,154 0.3
DELAWARE 219 105,242 0.4
DIST. OF COL. 1,835 1,354,954 1.1
MARYLAND 2,088 555,202 0.2
PENNSYLVANIAY 9,913 1,822,404 0.2
VIRGINIA 1,337 821,292 0.3
WEST VIRGINIA 177 -

REGION IV 13,286 5,464,565 0.3
ALABAMA 1.913 1,109,057 0.6
FLORIDA 846 235,139 0.1
GEORGIA 1,010 487,881 0.2
KENTUCKY 3,147 1,809,096 1.0
MISSISSIPPI 1.098 260,318 0.2
NORT CAROLINA 1,688 688,536 0.3
SOUIH CAROLINA 2,086 520,796 0.4
TENNESSEE 1.498 353.742 0.2

REGION V 19,340 6,401,250 0.2
ILLINOIS 4,141 1,410,182 0.2
INDiANA 1,586 1,202.818 0.5
MICHIGAN 3,031 910,171 0.1
MINNESOTA 3,.20 1,323,297 0.4
OHIO 3,985 909,702 -0.2
WISCONSIN 3.477 645,080 0.1

REGION VI 3.000 1,357,312 0.1
-ARKANSAS 258 73,900 0.1
'LOUISIANA 1.146 434,031 0.2
NEW MEXICO 330 173,033 0.4
OKLAHOMA - - _
TEXAS 1.266 676.348 0.1

-ECION vrr 2,059 749,773 0.1
IOWA 265 96.628 0.1
KLNSAS 344 137,220 0.1
MISSOURI 1,044 210,654 0.1
_ EPASKA 406 -05.271 0.4

REGION VIII 2,146 568,344 0.2
COLORADO 1,333 253,595 0.2
MONTANA 358 164,766 0.4
NORTN DAKOTA 77 34,265 0.1
SOCLN DAKOTA 187 4,914 (Z)
UTAH 189 95,439 0.2
WYOWING 2 15.365 0.2

REGION SE 12,981 2,161,710 0.1
CALIEORSIA 12.255 1,848,414 0.1
HAWAII 587 229,186 0.3
NEVADA 139 84,110 0.4

REGION X 2,326 1,063,096 0.3
ALASKA . 38 13.586 0.1
IDAHO - 219 79,303 0.2
OREGON 542 137,312 0.1
WASHNINGON 1.527 832.895 0.4

3./ rsn1.stecipiets cam 1976 Weot be Validated. S-rce: NCFA/OPPR.
MedicAid Stetlstles 1975. 1976. Waah, 4 a D.C.I
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TABLE 10
HOME HEALTH RECIPIE.NTS SY CATEGORY AND

STATE. FISCAL YEAR 1976

DEI'OSDENT ADLTIS 417A
CHILDREI DEPEND24I OTHERS AGE

; :i:;:Is): .5.D iTATM OVER 65 BLI: 0 DISAB.E U7D1D 21 0CLDRE1 :1-o4

4L REPo2RTISC STATES 31.743 1.533 34.452 11,9:4 i.907 2,739

-0, I1 11.105 307 5.J.57 3.33, 1J.:9 9
:ul::F 523 S 589 3i 208
72.4 ACIIUSETTS 8.301 260 4.044 .i99 1,258 9
1: 2 4A.979SM1RE 752 28 351 348 :03 --

,,,,,,,_ 499 11 473 i98 16 --

ECION iI 559 30 1.131 690 451 40
0EW JERSEY 550 30 1.113 690 441 -

PUERTO RICO - - -- - --
VIRGIN1 ISLANDS 9 - IS 10 40

ECtON 110
DELAWARE
VDST. OF COL.

V 100 IN IAV-lgG;N' \

2,050
74

24l
494
705
474
62

55 7.805 1.517
10 94 2'
13 459 521
8 6875 73

- 5.475 705
23 61' 36
1 91 I

1, 747
19

586
277
705
1453

2 .395

264
2 .123

ECION IV 5 194 289 6.262 563 921 53
A4LAMA 1157 35 664 14 43 -
FLORIDA 46 24 612 86 7S -
GEORGIA 302 21 574 35 70
EiENTCY 1.500 50 1.1" 119 229
MISSISSIPPI 689 21 333 33 20
50075 CAROLINA 475 55 449 SS 148 --
SO'II CAROLINA 544 56 1,086 117 224 53
l'7E:SEE 421 27 053 101 9 6 -

£CIOC V 6,318 191 61314 4.:91 2,276
ILLINOIS 750 30 1.559 1.353 *49 --
IL"9A44 3 40 6*n 544 122 -
MlCI ICA9 309 29 1.554 558 5316 -
SIMIESOTA 1.724 36 820 252 177 __
011I10 1. 3Z 1S 630 761 744 --
WISCONSIN 1.354 38 1,065 7:3 248 --

£CION VI 1.486 47 1.:30 50 17S --
.S,0A'.SAS 64 7 134 21 25 -
LOUISLA2SA 666 12 415 7 46 -
75EJ :1XIC0 62 3 205 33 37 --

9N2AS 004 25 476 1 7 0 __

ESION VII 932 71 611 . 5 145 153
IOWA 92 9 62 34 13 -
NASSOS 87 5 119 34 7 61

7:IIS0SJR 537 52 294 -- 69 92
SEORA2.A 216 5 136 27 21 --

'ION VI2I 204 13 331 90 80 -
901NTXNA 141 6 147 43 21 -
50HT4 0DAETA 35 - 31 S 7 __
SOUTH DAKOTA 26 1 73 41 36
2227A'i 92 V 09 . 26 __

201o0 I* 4sm 557 5.113 1.291 l.:1t S9
C.AtI'Q0NIA 4. 10 543 A50 1.:50 1.::t -
4.401 221 4 4 11 ___3 69
_21V4J2A 7. I70 -

ECl1N S l05 '3 375 27 b4 _
ALSA 2 -- 24 7 3
12440 S5 6 10O 4 16 _
OREGON 21S I7 244 4- -- _

468: ICFAJOPPR. Mtd12-Sd S,.- Toblo.: 14', W.h4ngt-D D.C., 1977.

'-_ 7
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Tabie 11 ) 11 '

,XEDICAID BENEFIT PAYMENTS FOR LONG TERM CARE

1968-1977, PERSONS AGE 65 AND OVER 1/
(In Millions)

I 3 4
Percent Home

Total Medicaid Health is
Total Medicaid Dollars for Home of total LTC

Total Medicaid Dollars for LTC Health for Per- Expenditures
Expenditures of Persons 65+* sons 65+ (Col.3/Col.2)

1968(CY) $ 3,451 $ 950 ; 3.4 0.4
1969(CY) 4,351 1,023 6.2 0.6
1970(CY) 5,094 1,055 8.6 0.0
1971 6,345 NA NA 0
1972(FY) 7,346 1,177 14.1 1.2

1973(FY) 8,714 2,172 14.8 0.7
1974(FY) 9,737 2,521 17.4 - 0.7
1975(FY) 12,086 3,418 42.3 1.2
1976(FY) 13,977 3,887 73.0 1.9
1977(FY) 16,257 4,543 85.0 1.9

1/ These estimates include both State and Federal Medicaid expenditures.

* LTC=Long Term Care (Nursing home and home health benefits)

Source: Institute for Medicaid Management Data on the Medicaid Program,
Washington, D.C., 1978.

A-8
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III. TITLE 3M IN-HOI4E SERVICES UTILIZATION

Tables 12-14 contain the most up-to-date operating statistics for in-home
services provided by Title XX. The following Title DCY services are con-
sidered to be in-home services:

* Chore Services are most often described as home maintenance activities,
(repairs, yard work, shopping, house cleaning), performed for individ-
uals unable to do such chores themselves.

* Home Delivered/Congregate Meals are designed to provide well balanced
medically appropriate meals for clients who because of age or disabil-
ity are unable to do so themselves.

* Homemaker Services are general household services such as meal
preparation, child care and routine household care to individuals
unable to manage the home. Data on Title XX programs is very limited.
Table 9 of this appendix does however, display Title XX expenditures
for in-home services for each state.

A-9
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Table 12

YATIONAL SrT.An Of rMM SERV1CES ?IDVWW TO TrM! 2S UECIPILSTS

TOMoyf I !d41o. 1Q.L976

.A-I750L -OT.S 1
o. of s-1-i To-I! lln of | To-ol Coot P., RocIp.

0.11=etBS -!! I..ie- f S- E- E do4t-r^ AOqt

Cho- So.tc.o .5 19 .49 *541 ;Sd 232

8 OoII..inoos. 32 37. n 2.65.651 70
.- k-r S.-tc.. 49 1.52.,1 137.47.217 -3

To.W _-5354 584.944.626 5220

So-o-: Offl. ot bn 8.o. op-. S-otl. St1c- USA. IhbIog . D.C., 1977.

Table 13
To-l Ihrr ol In-lln oo1,1 . by So-I z: P -t

by Coooy Q--~k !odio Jo. 176

Sooo-o To-1I X I
boll yollfo *RDC I 2 X 2 : Too.1 2 Tocal 2

ElIgibi-. SSI Odt-.d In. _ Arnc-OO v Cd l Add1! Adolf. Chold-oo Clildr-o

horr Stn- 194.679 4 11 75 9 O 17 1391 92 16.281 B

* .oo..ooqo.I 37.894 3 60 33 3 1 0 35.984 95 1,910

Soool.., 152.781 20 21 52 4 2 1 . 135.4481 9 17.333 1

Soure: Ofl.. of 8n 8.oolop-. So-ltl S.-rl- USA., Oshbngto. D.C. 1977.

Table 14

1o-Oo E...od turf by So=t-l 70.- by C-"."
QOo.. Eo.Jbo 300.. P076

Souro- Oil. of IM-oo 8.oolog-nt. Soyol. So-oOr-. CSA. W..htng-o, D.C.. 1977.
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APPENDIX 2: FINDINCS FROM RECENT STUDIES ON IN-HOME HEALTH SERVICES UTILIZATION

Although in-home health services research has been limited, results from five
recent studies have shed some light on the current utilization.
These five studies are:

• The Visiting Nurse Service of New York (VNSNY) collected data on 420
individuals accepted for and discharged from in-home health care during
a 15-month (January, 1975 through March, 1976) demonstration project.
Medicare and Medicaid reimbursed the customary VNSNY services of:
physician visits, nursing care, physical and speech therapy, social
services, and home health aide visits. The VNSNY also financed ad-
ditional services to allow customers access to a fuller range of services
such as housekeeping, transportation, laboratory and diagnostic ser-
vices, and medical equipment and supplies.

* The Visiting Nurse Association of Los Anpeles (LAVNA) collected data
from 8,959 home health discharge forms from May, 1974 to May, 1975.
These discharge forms were submitted quarterly and represent an unknown
number of individuals who may have had multiple discharges during the
year. The LAVNA study was a data collection and analysis effort only;
no funds were available to provide services other than those typically
provided by Medicare. Thus, its services and utilization were more
closely aligned with Medicare patterns.

* The Triage Project of Connecticut began operation in February, 1974,
and reported some results in February, 1978. Triage is a model project
providing comprehensive services to the elderly through a single-entry
system. Project funds were available from the Connecticut Department
on Aging and HEW to supplement traditional services. These additional
services include: homemaker and chore workers, day care, meals-on-wheels,
transportation, dental, podiatry, laboratory and pharmaceutical services,
volunteer visiting and telephone reassurance. In December 1977, Triage
had 1,384 active clients.

* The Massachusetts Department of Public Health Study consists of a pre-
lininary analysis of data available for approximately 36,000 discharges
from Massachusetts home health agencies from 1974 through 1976. The
discharge records are for an unknown number of individuals who had
multiple discharges during the 3-year period. All services were re-
imbursed through traditional sources (Medicare, Medicaid, private in-
surance and personal funds).

* The San Francisco Home Health Service (SFIIIIS) study is a retrospective
analysis of 7,420 consumcers accepted for service over an 18 1/2 year
period (May, 1957 through December, 1975). This longitudinal data base
contains no duplication of consumers. SFIURS has continued its founding
philosophy of focusing on the impoverished chronically ill and disabled

A-ll
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although the Agency has served post-acute and short-term cases as well.
At present, only preliminary results are available. This study, sponsored
by IIW, is due to be completed in September 1978. (Note: the final
renllts will be incorporated in this study if available by the October
d,.-dliine) Although SFIIIIS has participated in some demonstration projects
over the years. the majority of the caseload was served using Department
of Social Services (DSS) reimbursement sources, with some services
reimbursed by Medicare and ltedicaid.

Even though data available from these sites are not always comparable, and some
of the studies are incomplete (Massachusetts and SFHHS), enough information is
present to obtain a general idea of utilization of in-home health services by
a broad population consisting of both short- and long-term care users, and of
the need for flexible service delivery systems.

1. Characteristics of In-Home Health Care Users
Four sites have reported consumer distributions by sex and age (see Table 15
and 17). In all four sites, females accounted for at least two-thirds of the
population served.

There was no appreciable difference in the sex distributions among the four
sites, although SFILIIS had a slightly lower proportion of males. As Table 17
shows, however, there was a major difference in the age distribution between
LAVNA and Triage and the other two sites. About 2/3 of the LAVNA group was
under age 65, while less than 1/4 of the VNSNY and SFUHS caseloads were under
65. Both VNSNY and SFIRIS concentrated predominantly on the elderly (79.2 and
75.2 percent, respectively), while Triage was concerned exclusively with the
elderly (all participants were over age 65).

Data by living arrangement are available from all five sites (see Table 18).
Almost 80 percent of the LAVNA population lived with family members or others,
followed by 73 percent of the Massachusetts group, 68 percent of the VNSNY
population and 64 percent of the Triage participants. In contrast, almost
60 percent of the SF111S population lived alone.

Three sites reported the abilities of their consumers in carrying out certain
activities of daily living as shown in Table 19. Most clients could eat
,without assistance, whereas ambulation, dressing and especially bathing were
significantly more difficult. This information, coupled with data on living
arrangements, tends to confirm the hypotheses that homemaker services to assist
with the activities of daily living is much needed by the Medicare population.

Table 20 shows that referrals from acute hospitals, private physicians and other
nonacute providers accounted for the majority of consumers at LAVNA (87 percent),
VNSNY (75 percent) and Massachusetts (81.5 percent). SFIDIIS, however, received
only 43.7 percent of its referrals from hospitals, private physicians and non-

*acute providers. In contrast to the other sites, 1/4 of SFIIS referrals were
from family, friends or other individuals.

A-12
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Table 15

Proportion of In-Home Health Consumers by Sex:
4 Sites Reporting

SEX LAVNA* VNSNY SFHHS Triage

Male 33.0 31.9 27.8 33.0

Female 65.0 68.1 72.2 67.0

Total 98.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

*Total does not equal 100.0 percent since unknowns were figured in
Computation.

Table 16

Proportion of Total Aged Population by Sex
1976

AGE SEX

TOTAL MALE FEMALE

65-74 14,188,000 6,153,000 8,034,000

75-54 6,725,000 2,547,000 4,178,000

85+ 1,862,000 1,264,000 598,000

A-13
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Table 17

Proportion of In-Home Health Consumers by Age:
4 Sites Reporting

(Age in uneven intervals)

Age LAVWNA VNSNY* SFIIHS Triage

2 18.0 _
24.9

2-18 6.0 -

19-44 22.0
20.7

45-64 17.0

65-74 32.1 33.1 37.0

75-84 37.0 33.8 32.4 54.0

85+ 13.3 9.7 9.0

Total 100.0 99.0 100.1 100.0

*No consumers under 20 years of age were reported.

Table 18

Proportion of In-Home Health Services Consumers by
5 Sites Reporting

Living Arrangement:

A-14

Living Arrangement LAVNA VNSNY SFHHS Massachusetts Triage

alone 16.0 31.9 59.4 27.0 36.0

w/imediate family 74.0 38.5

73.0 64.0
w/others 5.0 61.8 2.2

unreported 5.0 - - -

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0



Table 19

Proportion of In-llome Health Consumers by Ability to Perform Certain Activities of Daily Living:
3 Sites Reporting

Eating Bathing Dressing Ambulation/Transferral

VNSNY Mass. Triage VNSNY Mass. Triage VNSNY Mass. Triage VNSNY Mass. Triage

Independent 92.6 82.0 83.9 57.9 50.5 21.0 67.5 61.0 45.3 50.5 69.0 51.9

Mechanical
Assistance -- -- 2.1 -- 0.2 -- 29.5 --

10.4 46.0 32.1 33.9

Human
Assistance 3.8 14.0 20.7 42.3 16.7 32.0 9.7 22.0

Dependent 3.6 4.0 5.7 18.1 7.2 32.0 15.5 7.0 22.6 10.3 9.0 14.2

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 98.8 100.0 100.0 99.9 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Ie
U, A-.
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Table 20

Proportion of Inl-Home Health Services Consumers by Referral Sources:
4 Sites Reporting

A-16

50-227 0 - 79 - 10

Referral Sources LAVNA VNSNY SFHIS |Massachusetts

hospitals 73.0 46.0 30.4 58.0

private physicians 13.0 20.0 6.1 21.0

nonacute providers 1.0 9.0 7.2 2.5

community agencies -- 15.0 11.4 ?

welfare departments - 14.4 --

self, family,
friends 10.0 11.0 24.5 13.0

unspecified 3.0 - 5.9 (5.5?)

Total 100.0 101.0 99.9 100.0
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2. Consumers' Length of Use of In-Home Health Services
SFII1S took the above two classifications of data in Tables 26 and 28 and collected
information on length of use by referral source (Table 21) and by living
arrangement (Table 22).

The major difference appears in the cases of the American Cancer Society and
the Department of Social Services. The former's referrals were largely terminal
cancer patients, and thus mainly short-term users, whereas the latter's referrals
were long-term (see Table 24). Furthermore, patients discharged from hospitals
tended to be short-use recipients (recipients of a few nurse visits - see Table 22)
and VNA and self/family referrals showed more extended use. SF11S intends to
examine these aspects further to determine reasons for these utilization patterns.
Moreover, the "other" category is extremely high in regard to the referral of
short-term users. A definition of what is included in "other" may be of great
importance (SFIIIIS does not define this category in any of its preliminary papers).
In short, about 2/5 of all SF1H1S clients received services for 3-11 months, and
70% received them for less than one year. This finding suggests that the "turnover"
in receiving in-home services is rather high; only 30.2% continued their use for
one year or more.

The average lengths of use in Table 23 for the VNSNY, LAVNA, and SFHHS studies
even nore dramatically portray the distinction between agencies concentrating
on the chronically ill and agencies oriented toward medically-related, short-
term care. Clearly, SFEIHS's concern with providing homemaker/home health aide
services resulted in a utilization rate eight times that of the other two more
medically-oriented sites, implying that beneficiary utilization is also dependent
on the type of services available from the provider. Since per diem cost data
are only available from VNSNY ($14.71, however 1/10 of the clients accounted for
1/2 of the costs thereby greatly inflating the total population cost) and LAVNA
($4.45), there is no way to evaluate the cost difference of this greater utiliza-
tion until later this year when SF111S completes its work.

SF11HS has released further length of use data shown in Table 24. The top half
of the table shows that public assistance recipients' use of in-home services is
much greater than that of those not on public assistance. This finding is re-
inforced in the lower portion of the table. Medicare recipients and full pay
clients are mainly short-term users, whereas those receiving public assistance
from DSS are long-term users. Thus, the benefit structures of the various home
health programs affect the utilization of in-home health services. However,
it is this population group, being more disabled, with few supports and lower health
status, which is in the greatest need of long term care.

3. Staffing Patterns of the Agencies
Three sites reported the proportion of services provided by professionals and
paraprofessionals (see Table 25). There is a wide variation between SF11HS
and the other two sites. Both LAVNA and the agencies in Massachusetts concen-
trated on nursing services, with Massachusetts relying more on homemaker/home
health aides than LAVNA. In sharp contrast, SF1111S relied heavily on homemaker/
home health aides (almost 89 percent of all visits). SFHHS concentrates on the
chronically ill and disabled whose major need is for assistance with the ac-
tivities of daily living. Overall, since 1967 the average number of visits per
SF1111S consumer is 92.5. On the average, each consumer received 81.9 homemaker/
home health aide visits and 10.6 professional visits (nurse or social worker).

A-17
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Table 21

In-flome Service Length of Use by Referral
SFIIHS Site Only

Source (in percent):

Length of Use
_____________________ Total Number

of cases
Referral Source 1-2 mos. 3-11 mos. 12+ mos.

Self, family,
friends 28.9 38.7 32.5 1816

American Cancer
Society 60.6 30.3 9.2 109

Community Agencies 36.7 36.7 26.5 245

VNA 25.8 39.6 34.6 492

MEZ-K-UC hospitals 34.6 46.0 19.4 1175

SFG Gen. Hospital 37.5 36.8 25.7 448

All other
hospitals 36.5 40.7 22.8 587

Private physicians 33.8 35.8 30.3 452

Other non-acute
providers 26.7 45.1 28.2 532

Letterman, VA,
PHS hospitals 37.3 35.3 27.5 51

Dept. of Social
Services (DSS) 20.5 35.0 44.5 1072

Government
Agencies 33.0 33.6 33.3 342

Other 55.3 31.6 13.2 38

Total 30.8 39.2 30.2 7359

A-IS
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Table 22

In-Home Service Length of Use by Living Arrangement:
SFHHS Site Only

Table 23

Average Length of Case by Agency*

* Does not mean days of service rendered.

A-19

Length of Use
Living Total Number

Arrangement of Cases
1-2 mos. 3-11 mos. 12+ mos.

Alone 29.0 38.4 32.6 4321

W/Spouse 31.0 42.2 26.8 1587

W/ Minor
Children 44.3 38.7 17.0 287

W/Adult
Children 34.1 37.3 23.6 549

W/Other
Relatives 32.3 35.3 32.3 371

W/Non-
Relatives 32.5 41.3 36.2 160

Total 30.6 39.1 30.3 7261
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Table 24

Length of Use by Pay Plan (in percent):
* SFHHS Site Only

A-20

Length of Use

Pay Plan 1-3 maos. 3-11 mos. 12+ mos.

Public Assistance
Recipients 23.3 36.7 40.0

Non-Public
Assistance
Recipients 34.6 39.8 25.6

No fee 7.4 5.4 2.9

Part Pay 22.1 16.8 15.1

Full Pay 3.3 1.3 .6

Medicaid 1.7 2.4 2.4

Medicare A 11.1 10.1 5.0

Medicare B 4.9 8.0 7.1

Medicare 222 2.6 4.3 1.2

DSS 23.5 32.9 57.5
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Table 25

Proportion of Visits by Staff Categories:
3 Sites Reporting

A-21

Staff Category LAVNA Massachusetts SFHHS

registered nurse 75.0 57.1 7.7

licensed vocational
nurse 5.1

HXl/1H1A 10.0 28.0 88.7

physical

therapist 11.0 8.2 0.1

sncial worker _ _ 3.3

other 4.0 2.0 0.3

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0
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FROM SIMPLE IDEA TO COMPLEX EXECUTION: HOME HEALTH

SERVICES UNDER TITLES XVIII, XIX, AND XX
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INTRODUCTION

Over the at several yrar we have seea shift in pIubl xpectations of

health car from almost tal reliance onechnological dev opments to deal

with chroni illness and sability to a lea technical, simp r set of services

to help the ronically ill cope with these oblems. Those fabed with chronic

problems have creasingly t ned to the pursu t of aids to inde ndent living,

ormalization i environment, asic health care, and personal soci services.

A jor theme in his growing c nsensus of public pinion has been e promo-

ti of home healt services as ell as of a range f supportive in-h a services.

The 1 76 Public Hear ga and numero a staff papers an Congressional hes ngs

have e it clear tha the aged, di bled, their relat yes and friends,

well as ny other citi ns, want and elieve in home cab. They do not wa

to be hamted to the rela vely narrow, medically oriente benefit of Medics

but seek aomprehensive, iversally av lable set of home are services to

eet a rang of needs. These services enco pass the tradition health and

aical treat t services as eli as preve ive and maintenan care, personal
ca and us c n d oter services. Alth ugh people
want his servi , the subject owho pays, an from what source nds should
come rarely dicussed. Thus gveinent at al levels must strug a with
the per nial opposng desires for ore publicly nanced services a areduced
tax burde

The Department welcomes the opportunity to review its programs of home health
services, assess gaps and weaknesses, and propose changes as needed. Given
the opposing goals of controlling expenditures while increasing availability
of services, we have chosen a middle-ground solution: to improve service quality
and to increase efficiency and economy in our methods of providing and paying for
these services. Current budget constraints, in addition to our other concerns,
prevent us from recommending statutory changes at this time.

A. Scope of the Report

The concerns described above caused Congress to include as part of Public Law
95-142, the Medicare and Medicaid Anti Fraud and Abuse Amendments of 1977, the
requirement that the Department review its programs for home health services,
assess current status and problems of homerdelivered services, and propose
changes in directions and programs. This mandate is a broad one, covering
nearly all aspects of home health and other in-home services:

* Coordination among programs
* Scope and definition of services
* Eligibility criteria
* Standards for certification, licensure and accreditation
* Utilization control
* Reimbursement methods and controls
* Prevention of fraud and abuse
* Controls over supply.
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Home health and other in-home services are part of a larger picture: they
form part of the health care system; they form part of a system of long term
care services; they form part of a social support system. Many issues in
home care are broader than the boundaries of specific programs. However,
the legislative mandate to which this report responds clearly spells out the
specific areas to be addressed in existing programs and issues specific to
home care. This report limits its scope to these matters and does not
address the broader issues of long-term care and health care in general.

I ddition the legislative andate, the are other mpelling sons
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service (in the I age of the at ute). The or reason that, twe
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The mandate for this report instructed the Department to assess "home health
and other in-home services" under the three programs. In the absence of
specific delineation of those terms, they are fairly loosely construed for
the purpose of this report. We have defined "home health services" to mean
roughly those types of services described in Medicare and Medicaid law and
regulation. They include an array of services, such as-professional nursing
care, physical, occupational or speech therapy, medical social services,
home health aide services, and medical supplies and equipment. These services
are delivered singly or in combination to aid in recovery from an acute
episode, or to maintain or improve health status. These services are of such
a nature that they must be provided by an agency organized primarily to provide
health care in accordance with certain standards.

We believe that the term -other in-home services" was included in Section 18
to encompass the broad variety of health-related and social/environmental
services that can be rendered in the home under the Title XX social services
program. These services would include home health services that may be
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reimbursed provided they are integral but subordinate to the package of social

services, as well as the home-maker, chore, and other similar services, which

are defined differently by the various states.

B. MaKture Direction fo r a Eforms \
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1(R4 J. IN-HOME SERVICES UNDER MEDICARE, MEDICAID, AND THE
SOCIAL SERVICES PROGRAMS

Home health and other in-home services benefits are provided through Title
XVIII (Medicare), Title XIX (Medicaid) and Title XX (Social Services) of the
Social Security Act. U
61.ti±torG(44S5rsfmion-fdiY~esr§4Jit milioji in federal and state funds
fo-+rtar l7a- id'j 44 5F. l fW for ii n- 6mr~gr7)-m-FT -1977,
in-home services were used by 530,000 Medicare beneficiaries, 208,000 Medicaid
beneficiaries, and 1,634,000 Title XX beneficiaries. In addition, a large
but undetermined amount of home care is paid for privately by individuals,
private insurors, and philanthropic programs.

Many ersonss needs serves who Nsh to st>..a&t hou..r in othe-j non-
9stitutnal se'bt4%ngs Hse fewLf any, nefits cering Thtome set es /av able rassist them.1 Each of the three Social Security Act programs

described below presents different kinds of restrictions on the availability
and utilization on in-home services.

A. Medicare (Title XVIII of the Social Security Act)

Medicare is a nationwide health insurance plan for people aged 65 and over,
for persons eligible for social security disability payments for over two years,
and for certain workers and their dependents who need kidney transplantation
or dialysis. Health insurance protection is available to insured persons without
regard to income. The program was enacted July 30, 1965, as Title XVIII--Health
Insurance for the Aged--of the Social Security Act and became effective on
July 1, 1966.

The Medicare program consists of two separate, but coordinated parts: hospital
insurance (Part A) and supplementary medical insurance (Part B). Part A pays,
after various cost sharing requirements are met, for hospital and skilled
nursing facility care and services by home health agencies following a period of
hospitalization. Part B covers physician services, home health care (up to
100 visits), medical and other health services, outpatient hospital services,
and laboratory, pathology and radiologic services. Participation in Part B
of Medicare is voluntary and any individual over 65 may elect to enroll. About
95 percent of those eligible for Part A elect to enroll in Part B.

1. Eligibility for Medicare Home Health Services
In order to receive home health care under Medicare, a Medicare beneficiary
must be confined to his or her residence (homebound), have the services pre-
scribed by a physician and be under the care of a physician, and need part-
time or intermittent skilled nursing service and/or physical or speech therapy.
Unless these requirements are met, the Medicare beneficiary cannot receive
covered home health services under either Parts A or B of Medicare.

In addition, eligibility for Part A home health benefits requires that the
beneficiary must have been in a hospital for at least three consecutive days
prior to entry into home care. The care to be provided must be for an ill-
ness for which the person received services as a bed patient in the hospital
and a plan of care must be established within 14 days after discharge from
the hospital or skilled nursing facility.

4
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Under Part A, a person's coverageis limited to 100 home care visits a year
after the start of one spell of nss and before the beginning of a new
spell of illness in the year following the last discharge from hospitaliza-
tion.

Under Part B, the Medicare beneficiary must be homebound and require skilled
nursing services, but there is no prior hospitalization requirement. For Part
B, a beneficiary is limited to 100 home care visits in any one calendar year.

2. Home Health Benefits Under Medicare
The Medicare home health care benefits are, by law, oriented toward the need
for skilled-care. They were not designed to provide coverage for care related
to helping with activities of daily living unless the patient required skilled
nursing care or physical or speech therapy. Home health services, as defined
by Title XVIII of the Social Security Act, include:

* Part-time or intermittent nursing care provided by or under the
supervision of a registered professional nurse;

* Physical, occupational, or speech therapy;

* Medical social services under the direction of a physician;

* Part-time or intermittent services of a home health aide to the
extent permitted in regulations;

* Medical supplies (other than drugs and medications including serums
and vaccines) and the use of -durable medical equipment; and

* Medical services provided by an intern or resident-in-training under
the teaching program of a hospital which is affiliated or under
common control with a home health agency.

The statute specifies that these services can be covered if furnished by a
home health agency to individuals under the care of a physician, or by others
under arrangements with them made by such agency under a plan established
and periodically reviewed by a physician. These services are to be provided
generally on a visiting basis in the individual's home. Under certain cir-
cumstances these services can be provided also on an outpatient basis at a
hospital, skilled nursing facility, or a rehabilitation center.

3. Medicare Home Health Providers
Medicare limits the provision of home health services to organizations certi-
fied as Home Health Agencies (HHAs). Participating HHAs must provide skilled
nursing and at least one other home health service. Home Health Agencies must
meet all federal, state and local licensure and certification requirements.
Proprietary agencies may participate only if they are licensed by the state.

fl~af ps F ~ ~ s )iflyF'12E tff 2 1Ž11k $Whact mclhr*,-t

M-{ed~cs~ ref pro tsargy-e geaaie s ; th -'ajo ietyrerVTffIng nurseassocT
.. s.pubiic-healt4i.gepartmentsl However, the limitation on the participation of
proprietary agencies has sometises been circumvented through the formation of
private not-for-profit corporations and through subcontracting arrangements.

5
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Medicare pays for services provided by an HHA on tie kasis of the lesser of
its reasonable costs or charges. Reasonable cost &&.defined as the cost
actually incurred, excluding therefore any.. .cost found to be unnecessary
in the efficient delivery of needed health services..."

4. Utilization of Home Health Services Under Medicare

.L4 JA~ .2, se 1 3-,g cexare-onrErwfleatedsimqlraizth
1rfi(t _''79Latedn. (See also Appendix 1.)

Of the beneficiaries utilizing home health benefits in 1975, 10.4 percent
received visits under both parts A and B while 61.7 percent used Part A
benefits only and 27.9 percent used Part B visits only. Beneficiaries
using both Part A and B benefits used an average of 55.5 visits per year
compared to 17.8 visits annually for Part A only beneficiaries and 17.2
visits annually for Part B only beneficiaries. These data suggest that
those persons using both Parts A and B benefits are the most in need of
such services because although this group represents only 10 percent of
the beneficiaries, they receive about 25 percent of the total number of
visits.

Use of home health services under Medicare related to age shows a fairly
even distribution among home health beneficiaries. In FY 1975, the 65-70
age group had 101,700 home health beneficiaries receiving 2137 visits
compared to 109,700 beneficiaries in the 70-79 age group using 2,356 visits
and 97,200 beneficiaries in the 80-84 age group using 2,076 visits. All
age groups average about 21 visits per home health beneficiary.

Utilization of home health services varies geographically. Over one third
of all beneficiaries using home health services reside in the northeast.
However, the beneficiaries in the South received the most visits annually
and had the highest total charges per person.

B. Medicaid (Title XIX of the Social Security Act)

Medicaid, Title XIX of the Social Security Act, is the major vehicle for
financing health care services for low-income people. It was enacted in 1965
for the purpose of enabling states to furnish the aged, blind, and disabled
and families with dependent children whose income and resources were insuf-
ficient to meet the costs of necessary medical services with medical assistance
and rehabilitation. Medicaid programs have been implemented in 49 states, the
District of Columbia, Guam, Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, and the Mariana
Islands. Only the State of Arizona has not implemented a program.

Medicaid is state administered under federal regulations. Program costs are
shared by the states and federal government with the federal share ranging from
50 percent in states with high per capita incomes to 78 percent in Mississippi,
the state with the lowest per capita income. Subject to federal legislation and
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regulations, state hive broad discretion in establishing eligibility criteria,

benefit packages, .Jreinbursement rates.

States must provide Medicaid coverage' to all people receiving AFDC and, with

certain exceptions, to beneficiaries of Supplemental Security Income (SSI), the

federalized blind, disabled, and aged welfare program. Income-related eligibil-

ity criteria are determined by the states. States may, at their option, extend

coverage to the 'medically needy.- These are persons or families who meet the SSI

or AFDC eligibility criteria (e.g., aged, disabled, etc.) but whose incomes are

slightly above welfare levels. States establish the income eligibility standards

for the medically needy, which may not exceed 133-1/3 percent of the state AFDC

payment standard. States also have the option of covering other categories,

Including: families headed by an unemployed male; children who are financially

eligible, but not in a federal welfare category; spouses who are 'essential' to

the well-being of an SSI recipient; and persons eligible for, but who voluntarily

elect to decline, AFDC or SSI cash payments.

Medicaid plays a significant role in assisting its sister program, Medicare, in

providing health insurance for the aged poor.

providny moene anree

under Medicare. Most notably Medicaid provides the aged poor with drugs and

long term care services, especially institutional care.

In their Medicaid benefit packages, states must cover hospital, physician, skilled

nursing facility, family planning, home health, laboratory, and x-ray services.

They must also cover early and periodic screening, diagnosis, and treatment (EPSDT)

of children under 21, and rural clinic services. They have the option of covering

other services such as outpatient prescription drugs, dental services, eyeglasses,

intermediate care facilities, prosthetic devices and care for patients over 65 in

tuberculosis or mental institutions. If a state's program includes the medically

needy, it must provide that group with either the basic required services or seven

of the seventeen optional services authorized for matching funds under Medicaid.

1. Eligibility for Medicaid Home Health Services

States are required to provide home health coverage to any Medicaid beneficiary

who is covered for skilled nursing facility care under Medicaid. By statute,

states must provide skilled nursing facility benefits to adult Medicaid benefi-

ciaires (any individual over 21 years of age). Coverage of skilled nursing

facility benefits for individuals under 21 is at state option. Since eligibil-

ity for home health services is tied to eligibility for SNF services,4sdttaivd

state;{ras~opeedcxrrerUThi KPrFr-. All categorically needy Medicaid

beneficiaries over 21 are covered for both home health and SNF benefits.

Shed ALE, kii leda f E~f Rbe nag ib_ _ _Kg as a eeS f c es nd--
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2. Home Health Benefits Under Medicaid
Medicaid, from its enactment in 1965 to 1970, specified home health ser-
vices' in its list of services to be provided at state option. However,
definitions, criteria, and requirements were not included. The 1967 amend-
ments to the Social Security Act mandated home health services effective
July 1, 1970. New regulations clarifying the Medicaid benefits and eligi-
bility were published on November 18, 1976 to clear up the confusion over
eligibility and benefits by requiring the states to meet certain basic
criteria. Under these regulations, states must:

* Provide coverage of nursing, medical supplies, equipment and
appliances, and home health aide services to Medicaid home health
beneficiaries.

* Allow an RN to provide covered services where no organized home
health agency exists (LPNs are now excluded).

* Permit medical rehabilitation centers to provide therapy services
(if they meet the standards as written in the regulations).

* Require all agencies to meet Medicare standards of certification or
be eligible to meet them.

* Define nursing according to each state's Nurse Practice Act.

* Provide home health services for:

- all categorically needy individuals over 21 years of age,
- individuals under 21 years of age if the state plan covers

such individuals for SNF services, and
- all corresponding groups of medically needy individuals to

whom SNF services are available. Eligibility shall not
depend upon need for or discharge from institutional care.

* Permit coverage of home health services in an ICF if the ICF is not
required to provide such services (such as RN services during a short,
acute illness to avoid the need to transfer patients).

In addition to the required nursing, medical supply, equipment and home
health services, a state has the option of providing coverage for physical,
occupational, and speech therapies, medical social services, and personal
care services. All services must be authorized by a physician and supervised
by a professional nurse.

However, although home health benefits are mandatory, states have the discre-
tion to place limits on the amount, duration, and scope of home health
benefits. Thus, several states place limits on the number of covered home
health visits.

3. Personal Care Services Under Medicaid
Personal care services are an optional benefit under Medicaid. Nine states
cover personal care services: District of Columbia, Massachusetts, Minnesota,
Montana, Nebraska, Nevada, New York, Oklahoma, and Wisconsin. Personal care

8
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services include health related supportive services, such as assistance with

household maintenance and activities of daily living. Personal care services

are provided in a beneficiary's home by an individual who is qualified to

provide such services, but is not a member of the family. The services are
to be prescribed by a physician in accordance with a plan of treatment and

supervised by a registered nurse. Many of the disabled receive attendant
care services under the personal care benefit in the nine states that have
elected such coverage.

4. Medicaid Home Health Providers
Medicaid requirements for participating HRAs are the same as for Medicare.

However, Medicaid also permits states to provide personal care services
from individuals not employed by an HHA.

Payment rates for home health services under Medicaid in some states are
inadequate to attract sufficient provider participation. Reimbursement
methods and rates for home health services, as for physician services, are

left completely at the state's discretion. In contrast, SNFs and ICFs

must be reimbursed on a cost-related basis which HEW must first approve.

Some states attempt to contain program costs by keeping these rates low,
and in an undetermined number of states the rates are lower than the cost

of providing services.

5. Medicaid Utilization of In-home Services
In the last ten years, total Medicaid expenditures, and total Medicaid pay-
ments for LTC services (primarily consisting of nursing home and home

health care) have risen roughly five fold. During this same time span,
Medicaid expenditures for home health have increased 25 fold. Even with

this huge increase, however, Medicaid in-home benefits still only amount

to about one percent of total Medicaid expenditures.

_. ±~rII, Medicaid spent-over t179 u *u... on1.…tfo

h-fj_- Vjes Apprl_<tl 00Lmexct epnirs~ nd7 rent

of all rec ened for by _e

On a state-by-state basis, Medicaid home health benefits constitute about .1

to .5 percent of total state Medicaid expenditures for most states. The

greatest deviation is New York, which spends 4.4 percent of its total on

home health. New York is also responsible for 63 percent of all home health

recipients and 80 percent of all national Medicaid home health navme
' Betw n 1975 nd 1976, oth He 2York's beheiciaryooulation~d expendi-

<> xes~ibsethan dobled. ¶ience ,^ York al qis m ad 4 responsi for

the ge in asesr Medicasn-ho bevnefitsn the t three ars. N

Appendix 1 of this report summarizes current data concerning the utilization
of home health services under Medicaid.

C. Federal-State Social Service Programs (Title XX of the Social Security Act)

In January, 1974, the U.S. Congress passed Title XX, 'Grant to States for
Services," with implementation scheduled for October 1, 1975. The legislative

goal of Title XX was to enable states to make available services for: -

9
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* Self support;

* Self-sufficiency;

* Protection of children and vulnerable adults from abuse, neglect, or
or exploitation, and strengthening family life;

* Prevention or reduction of inappropriate institutional care by providing
for community-based care, home-based care, or other forms of less inten-
sive care; or

* Appropriate institutional placement and services when in a person's best
interest.

Title XX is a grant-in-aid program that allows the states a large degree of
discretion in providing a range of social services to their populations. A
ceiling of $2.5 billion annually is currently imposed; these funds are distri-
buted to the states on the basis of their populations. The states are required
to provide 25 percent matching and required to publish, in an annual plan, a
description of the services they will provide, to whom, and by what methods.

l.- Eligibility for Title XX Home Health Services
Individuals are eligible for Title XX services if they are eligible for cash
assistance, have a low income, need particular social services, or are mem-
bers of certain designated groups. Fees for Title XX services are mandatory
for families whose monthly gross income exceeds 80 percent of the state's
median income for a family of four adjusted for family size. Fees for other
individuals are at state option. At least 50 percent of the state's aggre-
gate federal allotment must be used for cash assistance recipients.

2. In-home Benefits Under Title XX
Services vary widely from state to state with eligibility and emphasis depen-
dent primarily on decisions made within the state under an open planning
process. This needs assessment and planning process gives concerned individ-

- uals and organizations a chance to help identify needs, establish priorities,
suggest service providers, and assist to coordinate resources to build a
systematic services delivery network that responds to the social services
needs of local communities.

Local government representatives, interested organizations and concerned
citizens can help to decide what services should be-offered. At least
three services must be made available for SSI recipients and at least one
must be directed toward each of the five Title XX goals. Information and
referral; family planning, and services directed toward the goal of protec-
tion may be offered without regard to income.

A variety of home-based services-including homemaker, home health aide,
choreworker, home management, personal care, consumer education, and
financial counselling services--can be provided under a state's Title XX
program. Covered services vary from state to state. It is difficult to
present a concise description of in-home services delivered under Title XX.
However, certain generalities nay be noted and patterns observed from one
state to another.

10
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The following four services are particularly relevant to helping maintain
individuals in their own homes:

* Home Health Aide Services - are medically related home care activi-
ties similar to those provided by nursing aides in hospitals. Such
activities include maintaining an individual's health by assisting
him or her in carrying out physicians' instructions.

* Homemaker Services - are described as general household activities
(meal preparation, child care, and routine household care) provided
by a trained homemaker when the individual who usually performs
activities is temporarily absent or unable to adequately manage the
home and care for the personal needs of dthers.

* Chore Services - are most often described as home maintenance activi-
ties (repairs, yard work, shopping, housecleaning) performed by an
untrained person for individuals unable to do such chores themselves.
Personal care activities are often included.

* Home Management Services - are described as formal or informal
instruction and training in home maintenance, meal preparation,
budget management, child care, and consumer education.

3. Home Health Providers Under Title XX
There are no federal standards for participation as home health providers
under Title XX and, in fact, states may contract with private individuals
to provide in-home services. Reimbursement policies are at the state's
discretion.

States provide in-home services in the following ways:

* Direct provision--providers employed by state or local
Title XX agency.

* Purchase-of-service through contractual arrangement with public
or private (voluntary, non-profit, or proprietary) agencies.
(States vary between state-administered and state-supervised
programs. In some cases the local Title XX agency contracts
directly with the provider agency.)

* Independent provider--service provided by individual who is not
affiliated with an agency--may be self-employed or considered
under employment to the service recipient.

Since states have wide latitude within federal regulations in defining
services and establishing regulations for the program, those regulations
vary substantially from state to state. Only 12 states responding to a
recent HEW survey reported having a licensing requirement for providers
under Title XX.

11
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4. In-home Services Utilization Under Title XX
In 1976, over 1 million individuals received in-hose services under Title XX
programs. Over 90 percent of all Title XX beneficiaries are adults who
gain access to these services as an SSI or AFDC recipient or by being
income eligible. Chore, homemaker, and protective services represent 70
percent of both total recipients and expenditures. Approximately 56 percent
of these Title XX services are made,available through direct provision; 11
percent are purchased from public sources and 33 percent from private
providers.

Most states spend a'substantial portion of their total Title XX budgets on
these services. For example, California spends 62 percent of its Title XX
monies for this purpose. Many other states spend between 40 pnd 60 percent,
and most all states spend at least 10 percent of their total. Thus, Title XX
now plays an important role in the provision of in-home services.

12
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- PART II. PROBLEMS OF CURRENT PROGRAMS

This section briefly discusses some of the reasons for the lack of consistency
and coordination among the home care programs, and some of the problems involved
in attempting to modify the programs.

A. Mandates and Frames Were Different

The reasons for service fragmentation are usually laid at the door of the
bureaucracy in charge of operating the programs but the difficulty begins
earlier. Our public programs of health care, social services, and income
maintenance have developed as separate categorical programs, directed toward
many disparate constituencies by legislative and interest groups with different
approaches and objectives.

The major programs being considered in this report-Medicare, Medicaid, and
Social Services--emanate from what is technically one piece of legislation,
the Social Security Act. However, each major part of it has been enacted at
different times, for different basic purposes. Medicare is a medical insurance
program for the aged; Medicaid is a health program for the poor; the Title XX
Social Service programs served AFDC and SSI recipients and other low-income
persons at the discretion of the states. The following table provides in capsule
form the three programs' structures and goals.

B. Problems Have Emerged

Since the programs were enacted for different purposes, it was not surprising
that they were sent to different parts of HEW for implementation. Prior to
last year's reorganization and the joining of Medicare and Medicaid under one
agency, HCFA, each of the three programs was administered by a different agency:
Medicare in the Social Security Administration; Medicaid by the Social and
Rehabilitation Service, and Social Services (Title XX) by another arm of the
Social and Rehabilitation Service. The result has been to perpetuate these
problems:

* The programs are directed at specified populations, thus creating
confusion'over who is eligible for which programs and leaving
some population groups without access to services;

* Service definitions and the range and duration of services covered
vary substantially from program to program;

* Distinctions have grown up between "health" service and "social"
service programs which reinforce fragmentation of services to
population groups needing a range of service;

* Regulations governing providers are inconsistent;

13



TAiLe 1; ItN-iilOE SERVICES Ob hvIDtD UhDrR C.du, r rsm. . AND TITLE XX

TITLE l XX

Restrictions on In-llome Care - necd skillcd care - cligilble for skilled nursing as sinecified in an approved
- resor Live. not maintenanco facility Title XX socil service plan
- locebound -under physician's care
- under physician's care
3-day prior hospital (Part A)
-100visits each (Part A 5 8)

Services Available - skilled nursing as ddtermined by state plans: as determined by state plans:
- therapy (physical, speech.

occupational) -ho nursing chomemaker services
home health aide therapy chore services

- aedical social services - home health aides - housekeeping services
- medical supplies and appliances - nedicai supplies, equipment. personal careand appIliances h one elenagecent

- personal care - attendant care
- home health aide

Providers - certified home health - certified home health public aid departments
agencies, e.g.,: agencies (same as Title voluntary agencies
hospital based agencies XViii) _ proprietary agencies
paiblic health departments individual providers - private Individuals
voluntary agencies (physicians, nurses,
private not-for-profit therapists, attendants)

agencies
proprietary agencies

Eligibility Requirements - age 65 or older, disabled, -al11 Title XIX categorically - income maintenance status
- End Stage Renal Disease needy: Aged, blind. dis- income eligibles

patients - abled. FOC In all states - eligibles without regard to
-all individuals under 21 in income (under certain

states that Include this circumstAnces)
group in SliF program group eligibles

Ad ninistration Federal with Fiscal Agents - State or Fiscal Agents -State

Total Program CostLs
(in millions) FAT7E (OO X i6OEO 68SZ SOO (75S Federal)

FYA77 20.00 (10021 Federal) 16.300 (50-78% Federal)

ln-llone Costs:
(in millions) FYP76 S287 S132 (NliP Stato; S1t7) SZO4 (California: S St

FY77 45 179 (N1Y. State; 141) 360 (California: 112)

Spent on Anna healutA Care

Estimated liunber of Clients |
(Notional figure) . 590.000

;'.~tT . Ii. tt :o.

I 205 O0O (78.0OO hM. State) i 1.68n0no0

l
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C Reldeursement dndf iffrent for each_pa ran and are eithor
ut S~nequsle ore ouage in~ien Kcs con ng Ltbboth '

Federal, state, and local relationships are different for each program.

The rfirs of se prob as have nethat s ies are o niaccessib)-e,
in, plote, adeqoat or absepe At the ervice deli y point, provi'ders

aiath a socials fvice wo fiems, and loonts nost ssfarch through e con-
pledf of ping ws and pdfymeet sou es to ideor and packag ervices.

C. Programnatic Shell Canes Are Played

When consumers need services over a relatively long period, they usually
must shift from one provider and funding source to another, with interruptions
of service that are unrelated to need. Slch shifts, even if only one provider
is involved, constitute considerable hazard to the client and administrative
espense for verification of eligibility, recertification of eligibility,
billing procedures, etc. One agency with a substantial long term caseload
reports 28 shifts in payment sources for one individual.

Such shifts among payment sources highlight an interesting problem that, though
not well-docu-eoted, occurs with some. frequency. It happens not only becruse
the status and conditions of people change, for there is considerable evidence
that the various programs do indeed serve the same population groups. It happens
also because state and local governments shift services and populations among
"pots' of money in ways that seem most advantageous to them--either their
matching is higher from the federal government, or they can purchase the service
nore cheaply due to less strict standards, or there is core money in one pot
than in another.

The case of one home health agency is illustrative. In one particular year,
the amount of reimbursement it received from Medicaid funds dropped from
nearly three-quarters of a million dollars to a few thousand dollars while
at the same tine its payments from Title YJX and local s.oil service funds
rose by a similar magnitudes ages ontionto so rots the

ace es eni hd lou not. dr bnheaz~; *to*s *1tia

D. Service Definitions Are a Major Problem

Varying perceptions of hone health services, of the components which should
or should not be included in the range within the collective title, differ-
ences in the definitions of those components and their application--nd
efforts to define and divide the services by assigning then arbitrarily in
accordance with a presumed health" relatedness or "social" relatedness--
have affected both their development and their appropriate use. The confusion
and variations among definitions have impeded efforts to develop and cuordi-are
services within co unities which night effectively provide the .- nprehnnsivc-
ness and continuity so frequently stressed as the desired objective in a
service system.

15
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1. 'Medical Definitions
The influence of Medicare on the provision of home health services
has been considerable; in particular it has reinforced the dichotomy
between services perceived as medical and those perceived as social,
in the public sector's funding of programs. The private sector,
which is not bound by these narrow definitions, has continued to
provide a wide range of services to those who purchase their own
care.

The conditioning of roviders with respect to Medicare c A

to the growth ob t co ee yve sr ce p ders icare
hwqui as ad~ngely to ov sk edn in o

set e providers of ahort term, acute care rather than encour-
ag ng evelopment of providers organized to serve clients with diverse
service needs.

Medicaid has followed essentially the same pattern in providing home
health services, although there id more chance to provide social
services should the states desire to do so; there is provision for
.personal care service in the home,- which nine states use, though
the primary users are New York and Oklahoma. However, instead of
encouraging provision of comprehensive and coordinated services,
these two aspects of Medicaid are used totally separately, or else
they subrt-itute for one-another. For example, Oklahoma has a large
personal care program with po home health program.

This program, which seemed at first to bridge the gap, also fails to
mesh with the -social' services provided under Title XX. Instead of
being complementary, they are used generally on an either/or basis
by those states which use the personal care service.

2. 'Social" Definitions
Although Title XX supports several in-home services to its clients,
it does not define any of them. States are free to use their allotted
funds and define in-home services as they wish. Medical or health
services are not included in the range of care financed by the Title
XX program unless they are a minor and subsidiary aspect of the -social'
service.

Definitions, particularly of paraprofessional workers and functions,
can be particularly troublesome. For example, the definitions of
homemakers and chore workers under Title XX vary among states, and
include performance of functions ranging from -attendant- or 'sitter
care to household maintenance, and even to such questionable activities
(for untrained personnel) as personal care including bowel and bladder
care.

16
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E. Gaps and Duplication Both Cause Problems

i;<he resirementsCr variod ederal pr s for pa pfession arvicesa
pe4iced'~..a~tuatiowhiche has b e e r
a~encs for r tively~ ost s~ces.1 For the consumer with mulitple
problems and multiple needs, taere may-be duplication-with two or even
three paraprofessionals going into the same home; several different providers
could be serving the same client, cauin both concation and com -
tation in rates of pay whil are at be marginal, inistrative c which

mawhen o e pt edur ecesaary he provis of this fragm
Rife hoe been taken nto tonaider on, involl a, combined rothead cost
whi^%..excX4p thcoa tf th ervices hesse lve s.

Even more important is the effect that all of this fragmentation and duplication
of function may have on the client. A recent case history found four different
providers or agencies serving a single individual at home (homemaker, chore
worker, meals on wheels, and visiting nurse service). In the small living units
so-evmmon to most of -the-"eers of these services, some of. the functions of
the paraprofessionals should, if possible, be performed by the same individual,
and all services should either be rendered or supervised by one provider.

The European 'home help' service, to which all of the functions described
above are assigned, with special purpose emphasis in training for services
to special groups,- i- a key- element in all European -community home care
services and is probably central to their success. They are available and
accessible and required in all communities; their use is encouraged, and
substantial government intergat is evidenced in training requirements and
in funding of the services_ the Unite aese, crco onnwT t ret et to

;<intiottc funding, vice pro ion and i ration o e servicesI
coo inated c nity non- titutio care syst has substa ly
oeduced he usefuI ss of a su pqrtive re urce essen 1 to the pro sion

oqgmordin ed home health care.

F. Different Jurisdictions Impede Coordination

The fact that different levels of government have responsibilities for the
various home care programs creates difficulty in coordinating or standard-
izing services.

1. Medicare is a federally financed program with federal standards and reim-
bursement principles. Its standards are enforced at the state level by
state employees paid by the federal government. Reimbursement is handled
through fiscal intermediaries which are under contract to the federal
government.

2. Medicaid is a shared federal-state program; legislation and basic regula-
tions are federal, while administration and enforcement of standards are
carried out by the states. Reimbursement may be done by the state or
contracted to a fiscal agent. Reimbursement for home health service is
set by the states by whatever method they choose-cost, maximum allowances,
flat rate, or other means. Basic services are prescribed in federal
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regulations but states can and do vary both services and eligibility
requirements. Financing is on a basic matching formula ranging from 50 to
78 percent federal funding depending on state. per capita income.

3. Social Services (Title XX) are financed on the basis of a closed-ended
grant-in-aid to the states, which must contribute 25 percent. Other than
basic federal enabling legislation, there are few standards or requirements
for carrying out the program or providing services, except that the states
must use an open planning method. Many states in turn allow county and
other local jurisdictions to actually operate the programs; in many cases,
localities must contribute a matching share. The Social Services program
is rarely operated by the same staff that operates Medicaid.

C. Different Criteria for Providers Impede Coordination

Under Medicare, and by adoption Medicaid, home health agencies must meet a set
of specific conditions of participation. Personal care services under Medicaid,
however, can use different types of providers or they can be-provided by -indi-
viduals who are not employed by an agency.

Tft&,a4tu at! furt hicati Title XX[ v in-home service
~Tusravariety ox arrangements:

* Self-employed providers
* County employees
* Negotiated rate contracts with homemaker-only providers
* Negotiated rate contracts with agencies that are also Medicare-

certified.

.. _

The ab a discussio points out inherent sy em problems an impediments
o achie ng coordina on of in-h services. V nally every afect of the

p grams p cludes davelopment of a r0 ional, organisd, cost-effec ye system
of me care. The probl are so basi that they can y be mitiga d by
impro ments i federal ( operations; wholesale res cturing of p grams,
or a c letely w one, woul be required o fully address a problems.
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PART III: BENEFITS AND ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA

Many Medicare and Medicaid beneficiaries are potential users of home health
services. However, restrictions on seryices covered and eligibility require-
ments for coverage of services prevent many Medicare beneficiaries from using
home health services. For Medicaid beneficiaries, restrictive state imple-
mentation of and reimbursement for the home health benefit retard greater use
of home health services. It should be noted that this discussion of benefits
and eligibility criteria excludes in-home services of Title XX, the Social
Services program. Title XX does not spell out a particular benefit package
or eligibility criteria for benefits, other than to exclude health services
that are not subordinate to or an integral part of the social services being
delivered. This restriction is not viewed as a problem in that the mission
of Title XX is to provide social services.

A. Medicare

revisin
Medi-

1_.,xei by some to be ,he mosoprite ve c

.elder Xo klic r nge.Aca eserXe-

>.Possi ~anges \\ \ \\
N ys intwhyb benefits Oud be expan ed ae beenasuszi every maj

d ent and timonyo oqme-health servins Pastn cu ht utiliza-
tiona terns h stimates problems anf ed of Po ate tioneed risk

chave pro o a r pet o pn ities for an onsidera on or pansion.
ihe ucst acequently a d t esirhave bs ft i i tanhm he e
pd heannthed so Remvin so for tion and eatbl bls ng d

5 1 other Xneable pob~ulaion H eercrrent budetr di f ic tes,\a
J| wel as unovd ase cofng thovrpose n q t of Mdcare\

s | Na~tiona h h nuabqqetqsfo xmle) dictae he nee yr

|~~~~~ Po ar are< a in c \

a.sdeinit-o home H r-ho amehe setaice t u penomemaK e ofese

t9f re andi here w dist
ma~hvbeween thwtwo fuction nd aot atities we ~arrie u

- by th~ae individal. Many >oviders otin to use bsaei-
| dividaoo bt uoses, but shrate eefun ~ns for tepurpose
| of Meiaoibremt. Their ai ing Xhealh care. perlgal

| Axe, nutriti~s andhou keping is b~al y )9ntica~ The con <uin,
Ax diseto sWiy felt be art ifil \

\ Medica ede ines < ah hmealth ait p>d emaker-
I eric es suc1a lght hsekep nand meal pparati bu ~nly

\ i~~~uch act vih do not > tantiax i ceas he ti khe Ode
| \ spendsn the hom Re oin ~is resction a ~stablixgh

.| \definitil8 home a~-oe heth aid ~uld permt use of Mnse
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services without cha the structure of the Medic nd Medicaid
programs. Removal of the restriction can be done ad nistratively;

y the change in definition omemaker-home health aide ld re-
qui egislation. This change Wa facilitate provision of heth
care in home. Many post-acute patS a or people with medical r-

scc needs e alone or in famiites which d not manage without
the upportive rvice of a homemaker while th tient is convalescing
or they servic are provided. Inclusion of th services would
enable hom health secaes to reduce or even replace ertain amount

\%~~~~~ ~ prlnedSil raa home stays.\

ication of the 'rm -home Ith aide' to -homemaker-home he
aide ould permit a what wide rray of service to be provided

ij) under Ma care; it would so increase ficiency by permitting one
individual perform both Ups of mer a inatead of creating a
situation in ich two people rom two fundi sources would perform
services one in vidual could d For example, rrently Medicare in-
home services mus ften be suppi nted (and are en duplicated)

a homemaker servi through the le XX social Se ices program.
E mates of the cost including home ker services as home health
ben it vary from about 00 million to o r $300 million, pending
upon trictions on eligib ity for the me ces and on util ation
contra l

As revised, e homemaker-home hath aide benefit uld still be aled
with the need r skilled care. Ho ker/home heal aide services

uld become one f the covered servic in the home h th benefit.
Medcare guideline would continue to us a four-hour vis as the anti-
cip d maximum, beye which few visits wedbe expecte 0.°

b. Combinin Parts A and B nie health benefits u er Part B with
e furemaei for prior inst tutionalization

This would both a benefi change and an eligibi ty change, and uld
have these 6ts:

* Those id iduals who hay Part A coverage but have not
elected coy age under Part would be excluded fr home health
coverage. Th a group include about three-quarters a million
individuals; athough we have 1 ttle sound information who
these people are it is assumed t many have obtained a ple-
mental coverage f m other sources. Few of them are though

o be public assist ce recipients, a most of those are covetad
tough state Thuy-inrograms.

* Comb ing home health se ices in Part B uld strengthen the
attrac iveness of obtainin coverage under his Part.

* Ambulato health services wold be placed in e part of Medi-
care iste of being split be en the two sect one, as is
now the case.

aThe three-day prr hospitalization equirement for ceipt of
ome health servic would be removed. This requiremen is almost

u versally acknowled to be an undes ble restrictio
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The restrictio hat borne health s vices be relate to the con-
dition for which spitalization was equired would b removed.

It should noted that whi this proposal wo d consolidate t cur-
\rent two 100 sit benefits in a single 200-viat one, we belie

necessary to etain the 200-vi t limitation. s is an import t
mea xs of exerting ome control bver ilization of be fits. This
\ limit a in our judg ant preferable tothers, which a likely to be A
more on cous . _

Evaluation visits, which are required for each patient upon initiation
of services by a home health agency, would be allowed as separate visits.
Administrative costs would thus be limited and confusion reduced in the
reporting of costs for reimbursement.

8. oi -_n== sc
The intent of this definition was to prohibit provision of full-time
care in the home, but it also meant a prohibition against one-time
visits or visits that were not needed on a medically predictable basis.
The definition will be revised to allow one-time visits for evaluation,
education, or service purposes, and to allow visits even though they
are not -of a predictable frequency.

By means of our demonstration and research programs, we will examine
the effects of allowing around the clock care for a short period on
the individual, family provision of care, costs, and patterns of
individual use.

2. Consideration of Other Medicare Issues
Other changes that were considered, but about which there was concern
regarding lack of information, potential costs, or other factors, include
these:

a. Inclusion of nutrition service visits as a specific benefit
Visits for the purpose of providing nutrition advice or assistance
can now be covered as an administrative cost. Although some individ-
uals and groups felt that these services should be a discrete benefit,
we believe that there is a need to further examine how such a benefit
would be structured, what type of person should be allowed to provide
the service, and under what conditions and requirements. The need
for adequate nutrition and nutritional advice is indeed substantial
among the Medicare population, but for the time being, these needs
should be handled in the existing Medicare benefit structure.

b. Inclusion of occupational therapy services as one of the primary

21

services
The primary services which must be needed by the home health client
are skilled nursing, physical therapy or speech pathology. It is
contended by some that occupational therapy is frequently the only
service needed by stroke, arthritis, or other patients, yet Medicare
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w %%O O+ ko,.w 0X. vAseSs ouA4Lr A.
p aces \qartificJ.barri before ilt...&rther, is argu6 that

0cc tionaon erapy lesi Illed than-%te other'1c4mary so4,ces.

The American Occupational Therapy Association places the cost of this
change at $1.4 million, while HEW actuaries placed it at $28 million a
year. The Association attributes the difference in the estimate to
its more indepth attention to the available manpower pool, which it
says is sufficiently limited to preclude a large expansion in use of
the service. The Department has in the vast opposed this chane. in

s!Sonlthec ntcipa bss ,d in N t bec n<L the j rv
y v "be irl~e Mei~ homealhhNftn Be e/IC..Vl. 1M A ~s~4inxeds.seo tiher se ~ces lie kAit ~ S \

c. Proposals for change in the skilled care requirement
The requirement that a beneficiary needs skilled care, whether it be tch
nursing or physical or speech therapy, has been especially criticized. .OT
The major national organizations representing home health providers
have in the past proposed changing the skilled care definition as a u (a b
prerequisite for service. However, removing the requirement for k.;4L;f'
skilled care would represent a substantial change in the nature and
purpose of the Medicare program, would create a large new eligible
group of beneficiaries, and would substantially increase program costs.
As a result, most of the organizations representing home health providers
have conceded that the skilled care requirement represents a valid
control mechanism within the context of the current Medicare program.
This is also the position of the Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare.

The guidelines implementing the Medicare program define skilled care
to mean services which are performed by or under the direct supervision
of a licensed nurse,-ordered by a physician, intermittent, and reason-
able and necesary to the treatment of an illness or injury. Examples of
skilled nursing are given to augment the definition, for it is stated
that simply having a service performed by a skilled individual does not
make it skilled.

3. Clarifiction of Policieg ,
onsiderab misunderstandin has surroun d definitionI nd intenions of

p ticular aspects of the Medi re home heal benefits. ere havebeen
com aints about oconsistent mttretations trictive po cies, a
the me ing of var s program requl ments. For a reason, presen
a brief scussion witthe hope of cl ifying some o these issues:

a. Coverage of home health services to terminally ill patients
Individuals with terminal illness have at times been denied home health
coverage by fiscal intermediaries. In the past, care of the terminally
ill has been denied by some Medicare intermediaries on the grounds that
there are no therapeutic services involved, and there is no restorative
potential. However, guidelines have been revised in the past year to
clarify this issue, and it is now clearly stated in the guidelines that,
if the individual meets the skilled care and other requirements, the
fact that he is terminally ill or without restorative potential is
irrelevant for reimbursement purposes:

22
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Assuming that all of the conditions and all the other require-
ments for home health benefits are met, reimbursement can be
made under the program for the skilled nursing care required
by a beneficiary without regard to whether he has a terminal,
chronic, or acute illness, his condition is stabilized or
unstabilized, or the need for skilled nursing service may
extend over a long period of time.

b. The homebound requirement
Concern over this provision has been raised repeatedly by individuals
who believe they have lost coverage because they left their homes
briefly for home health hearings and other purposes. Interpretations
of the homebound requirement appear to have varied a great deal among
fiscal intermediaries.

The Medicare law states that in order for the beneficiary to be eli-
gible for home health services he must be confined to his home. This
provision was intended to emphasize that if the individual is able to
leave home to carry out general daily activities, then he should obtain
needed health services in an ambulatory care setting. Only if this is
not possible are home health services to be provided.

The guideline interpreting the -homebound' requirement states that the
condition of these patients should be such that there exists a normal

inability to leave home and, consequently, leaving their homes would
require a considerable and taxing effort.' If the patient in fact
leaves the home, the patient may nevertheless be considered homebound
if the absences from the home are infrequent or for periods of relatively
short duration. Although the guidelines say that most absences from
the home are expected to-be for purposes of receiving medical treatment,
they also say that occasional walks, drives, trips to the barber, and
the like would not constitute a breach of the definition. The guidelines
further state that the individual is expected to be unable to leave home
without the assistance of a device or an individual: this is essentially
a definition of disabilit * Meaisre staff h been makf%* efforts

o assure c asi ent ;rerpretat n of e homeboun equiremen

/ In a rogras o ical caenefit uc Medicare, approp e
X6y criter for recei og health re in e ho is some reqiresent

> / of home-b ondness. lDterwise it uld be ore propriate fbenefi-
/ Pries to Xceive their are in ams atory are ttings, whic can

/ delis service sore econo tally. H heah Seices are expe sive
{ to delis, and a ob~ld be dire ed toward ose o c ot obtain the
a vces e ~ewhere.XX

B. Medicaid

Medic *d is a s Oce of fin cing for t aged and Oabled p0 n need -o home
/ health s vices, ever, bec se it is a igram for e poor, m non-po

eed and abled md duals ar not eligib . Moreover cause Me aid is
ad istered the stat and the ates have nsiderable scretion oar
rogr design d implemen tion, th vailabilitand use of e health

sevices aries w iely among Fates.
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1. Medi d Benefit Issu
States required t o vide hom:e healt aervices under Me caid, but are
alowed to lace limits o the amount, durat , and scope of rvices.

50\fthe Natons res Ing from state dsetion include:\

* umber of able visa \

L \ *Cm ehensive of service;
I - eather there ais include ad which therapie are provided;

>iS * Whe~ther h elhas srvices a va lable localy

Re iction n provisio supplies, pment and applia s;

*\Restricog i ced by state contrary to t intent of Medics
\ if gu~latiodf

\ \ -~~skild car Xqiremn \\

\ - d ferent cope of rvices for dicare "buy-in patients
\ fro ise sfices a ilable to ofrs;

*Pior authora t in oxse ricb
\\ \restrictirrite; an:

\ Reimbu seaent-dev tions amount f payment om Medicare
\ \- age<,ies~~f reuii dcd payet 0rptet

\ - agencies aving qubtasfn Medicsiptens

In addition to placing limits on use of home health services, many states
have not made efforts to meet the mandate to provide home health services
as part of the Medicaid program. Many states have, in effect, no home
health services at all. The reasons for state failure to fully implement
home health services include:

* Some fear the cost impact of an "added" benefit;

* Some find it easier just to refer patients to nursing homes;

* Some states have shifted to Medicaid "personal caret services (New
York, Oklahoma);

* Some states have shifted to Title XX "homemaker" service (California);

* Some states have caused a constriction in supply of Medicaid service
through low reimbursement rates; and

* Some states place restrictions on eligibility and coverage (e.g.,
skilled care, limited visits - sometimes as few as 12 a year).

XAn e~ample o tates allure to govide a hqd e heaIft care benef is
/ Qklahca which ~rom 19 sto 1975 r rted spepihing lesst an 5100, a

/ sul97%^as repleded no ^,ending at 1~ for thih..purpose.\

4 , r
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In Pennsylvania, the reimbursement rate is so low ($5.00 to a hospital-based
home health agency and $10.00 to a VNA) that agencies are unable to accept
Medicaid patients, since the average agency charge is $22.98 for a nursing
visit. These rates have been in effect since 1971. The local health depart-
ments are providing services so that' one can say that the state is meeting

emergency" needs, but most Medicaid recipients do not receive home health
services to which they might be entitled.

Wyoming's Medicaid agency expended only $444 for home health while Medicare's
total cost in that state for the same year was $242,000. Only in New York
is the Medicaid expenditure substantial, exceeding Medicare expenditures by
$31 million. In Nevada, which also provides for for Personal Care Services
costing about $84,000, Medicaid home health expenditures amounted to $19,000,
Medicare's to $439,000.

2. Personal Care Services
Some states have also circumvented the home health service requirement by
substituting narrower personal care services. This is done through a
Medicaid regulation, CFR 449.10(b)(17)(vi), which allows payment for the
provision of personal care services "in a recipient's home rendered by an
individual not a member of the family, who is qualified to provide such
services where the services are prescribed by a physician in accordance
with a plan of treatment and are supervised by a registered nurse." The
impetus for this provision, promulgated by Medicaid in the 1967 regulation,
was Oklahoma, which now has no home health program. Nine states, including
New York, currently use this mechanism. Some of its advantages to states
are these:

* It is cheaper than supervised and professional service by agencies
meeting established standards;

* Plans of care and other criteria are not required to be met;

* Payment rates tend to be lower because the state decides the amount
to be paid to each individual worker; and

* Little training and supervision are provided, thus lowering the per
unit cost.

The nine states providing this personal care benefit are:

* District of Columbia * Nevada
* Massachusetts * New York
* Minnesota * Oklahoma
* Montana * Wisconsin
* Nebraska

The states provide little information, and apparently have little, on the
nature of the services rendered, the skill levels and supervision of the
individual providers, or the actual needs of the clients. Personal care
services by individual providers are often cheaper to provide than are
organized home health services, and this makes them attractive to some
states. State data indicate that payments to individual providers range
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from $2 to $3 per hour, and that the type and amount of fringe benefits
paid vary; indeed, self-employed providers generally receive none.

The District of Columbia pays a maximum of $200.00 per month to any one
provider. Most states pay the minimum wage. Several states have policies
that limit the case expenditure to a percentage of nursing home costs.
Nurses who supervise the aides may be employees of the state, of a home
health agency or have a special arrangement with the state for this purpose.
In Nevada, the nurses are paid $5.35 per hour and in Montana, $7.50 under
a provider agreement with the state.

It is apparent that some states have used the personal care benefit to
replace home health services by an organized program with uniform standards.
While this method is cheaper for the state, it both circumvents the provi-
sion for certain mandated services under Medicaid and reduces or eliminates
any quality assurance mechanism. There are some indications that standards
are not applied to the personal care services, that little or no training
or supervision are provided, and that some of the tasks performed have
been of a more complex and technical nature than an untrained or unskilled
person should perform.

/ 3. Cqverage Changes hJibe Considered

Budgeh nstraints E us from ofmii o 0tinct propos s s at this time;
however,> are studyin Gnges in thseaas

\; Ma ndat n inimums on amo , durain a~cope of homeh lth services
Mndir Medid b ef
P~ form ats woxdaprdsent shoud ese from unduly e icting home
beneits ndrMdci or eslple, curren11tly Sestate of ea

\ limis Ome elhbnf to 50 vsits a year undl Medicai.s ~ de
a \ this prfso HE ~dst a minimz of 100 visits pr yeara

¢ Me~dicaid it\- \\\

t \ Performancesadr hole set for imp lmntation ofe ciehm
hea program un r Medicaid. States' perfo ance should b monitored
and po performanc penalized. e possible m na of imposin penal-
ties, wh h we will bexamining, w ld be to pro de for a pens ty

of, say, o half of on percent of f eral financi participati on
tates found t of compl ce with the aw. \

Estlishing mnm a on the ount, duratin and scope home health
servi is consist t with the ealth Care Fi ncing Admin tration's
proposa for improvi the contin ty of the Me caid progra in general.
Similar ums-are be proposed r hospital a physician ervices.

ince this repesents a sig icant chan in the fede role in he
M icaid progr the Departme t intends t ask for legi ative aut rity
to complish it.

Reviewin the impact the regulat (CFR 449. 0(b)(17)(vi) which permits
edicaid ents for ftrsonal care seLvices in to home

Pbgrsonal car' services may now be providd by the hoe health aiA as
par of the c prehensiVe SOme health benA0 it under dicaid. It would
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t appear thatn the exis g program strure of Medi d and the

TitXX programs m 0h of what ± act sakes up se persona are

< '\. service (homemaking, ttendant car is already pe itted and b g

ovided most states ader Title X Possibly, the nine state

XI no utilizin the persona are regulati should more a ropriately

Kfold he servic into theiredicaid home Iaith benefit o their

, itle Social Se cs progra

Pu her rev Dw of this iue will bndertaken to seas the finsal

\ impac on sta as well as uslity con ol mechanism

4. Potential Medicaid Eligibility Changes
Medicaid eligibility rules are, in practice, tied to the use of institu-

tional long-term care. Although Medicaid is the major public financer of

long-term care services, it spends relatively little (2.3 percent) of its

LTC funds on home health care. The principal explanation lies in the

process by which many elderly become eligible for Medicaid - the spend-down

provision. Many persons become eligible for Medicaid only after incurring

large 7-ediral-xpenses--almost always as a result of some form of institu-

tional care. Only the continued high costs of nursing home care can

maintain an individual's eligibility. The costs of home health services

under most circumstances would not be great enough to establish eligibility
for Medicaid. This is not strictly a -bias,- but this effect on the struc-

ture of Medicaid's LTC benefit should be kept in mind.

Improvements could be made in Medicaid eligibility for home health services

by revising the general Medicaid eligibility structure. For example,

Medicaid spend-down provisions could be revised to allow less spend-down,

and thus expand eligibility for and incentives to substitute home health

services. However, such changes are beyond the scope of this study and

would have broad impact on eligibility for and use of-all Medicaid services.

Thus, they are not considered in this report.
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PART IV. PROGRAM MANAGEMENT ISSUES

This section examines the reimbursement methods and practices of the Medicare,
Medicaid and Title XX programs; administrative issues for Medicare such as
the selection of fiscal intermediaries and the process of claims review; and
policies which would inhibit fraudulent and abusive practices.

A. Reimbursement

The specificity of federal requirements for reimbursement of home health
services is greatest for Medicare, minimal for Medicaid, and non-existent for
Title XX. Home health agencies are "providers" under Medicare, as are hospitals
and skilled nursing facilities, and thus are reimbursed on a reasonable cost
basis. Medicare pays for home health services on the basis of the lesser of an
agency's charges or costs incurred which are reasonable and allowable in the
provision of services to Medicare beneficiaries.

The federal Medicaid statute does not require specific payment methods or rates
for home health services except that, for any given home health provider, the
Medicaid rate may not exceed the Medicare payment rate. Twenty-four states
including New York, New Jersey and Massachusetts, use the Medicare method of
reimbursing home health agencies, and another-three -rse -some kind of cost-
related method. Seven states pay for services on the basis of usual and custo-
mary charges, and fourteen base payments on fee schedules, maximum allowances,
contracts, or negotiated rates.

The Title XX program is a closed-end block grant to the states. States provide
and pay for in-home social services in a variety of ways, which include con-
tracts, hourly rates, per visit fees, and cash grants to the individual eligible
for services to purchase care. Title XX reimbursement rates frequently are
below Medicaid rates for similar services.

This range of financing arrangements and of statutory requirements for reimburse-
ment has resulted in different circumstances and problems for the provision of
home health services under each program. Some inefficient and extravagant
providers have received excessive payments under Medicare. Under Medicaid, on
the other hand, restrictive paymenft practices and benefit limitations in some
states have impeded beneficiaries' access to home health services. The 52.5
billion cap on federal Title XX expenditures has forced tradeoffs between the
quantity of in-home services which states can provide and the rates of payment
for these services, often resulting in the provision of services in the least
costly manner with little or no assurance of their quality. Because federal
authority over the management of state Title XX programs is extremely limited,
policies regarding this program will not be treated further in this section,
but will be addressed in the final section on longer range policy issues.
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Although Medicare reimburses home health agencies as providers, like skilled
nursing facilities and hospitals, the services provided by HHAs more closely
resemble those of individual practitioners such as physicians. There is no
room and board component to home health services as there is to institutional
care, and the services of HHAs are provided on a one-to-one basis by individual
health professionals. Although there is widespread dissatisfaction with reason-
able cost reimbursement of home health agencies, there is very little analysis,
either theoretical or empirical, which would permit a recommendation at this
time for a substantially different reimbursement policy.

1. Medicare
There are several problems with Medicare home health reimbursement which
HEW has just recently begun to address. Some are common to providers of
services reimbursed on a reasonable-cost basis, whereas others are peculiar
to home health providers. Because home health services have accounted for
such a small proportion (between one and two percent) of total Medicare
expenditures, the application of reimbursement policies and controls for
providers-of these services was gIve aloer -priority then the development
of such policies for hospital or physician services. The result has been
significant growth in the cost of home health services and opportunities
for providers to abuse the program.

Section 223 of the 1972 Social Security Amendments authorized 'the estab-
lishment of limits on the direct or indIrect-overall incurred costs or
incurred costs of specific items or services or groups of items or services
to be recognized as reasonable based on estimates of the costs necessary
in the efficient delivery of needed health services to individuals...'
Such limits on the costs recognized as reasonable by Medicare for routine
hospital services were established in FY 1975. This authority has not yet
been used to establish similar limits for home health services although
they are now being developed.

Another result of the relatively low priority given to management of the
home health benefit by HEW in the past is the absence of comparable cost
information for HHAs. As discussed below, this problem too is now being
addressed. The third major problem, unique to home health services under
Medicare is the existence of providers which choose to serve only Medicare
ben[fic aue of the attractiveness of Medicare reimbursement.

a. Psi re to cocerol costs

e re bursemen f costs not encour d efiic cy or ec nay
o the p t of prov ra;he e p lems have n exacer ted by
fac that a reasonab cost conc has not be fully a ied to
home alth psviders. HE a current developing th limit on

ae ovea I cos of home hea h providers recognized as reasonable
(a oris b Sec n 223) and amits and guielnes or the allow-
ability and reasonableness o specific as of cost. A major problem
in setting overall limits is whether to differentiate, and if so how,
between hospital-based home health agencies, which report much higher
costs, and 'free-standing" providers. This difference may largely
be due to the allocation of hospital overhead costs to the home health
activity, lt no<t beee equa'Nde aa e
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1| Fscsa intermediaries are responsible for establishing guidelines
treatment of reasonable costs, though few have done so for home

health agencies. The Division of Direct Reimbursement, HCFA, acting
as intermediary for 300 home health agencies, has done so in an
attempt to control the amounts of reimbursement. Its guidelines
are based on a formula which stratifies agencies by size, type of
geographical area, and discipline. This effort is acknowledged to be
a partial solution while more complete data for comparative purposes
are sought.

In efforts to establish better controls over allowable costs, HEW
is taking the following actions:

b Revision of regulations governing allowable costs for th
expenses of related organizations.

e Pu bli cation of additional instructions to fiscal intermeai
aries advising them on how to deal with long-term contra a
between cedicare providers and organizations providing
management and related services and with inappropriated
practices of patient solicitation by home health, agencisav

n Aid to intermediaries, in the form of national data and us
guidelines, in determining and identifying costs which :are|
substantially out-of-lines with those of other providers. 1

o Issuance of rules and guidelines to intermediaries as to r
the treatment of specific expenses, such as travel. f

a Publication of a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking concerning a
Section 223 limits on overall hone health costs by the end

l of 1978 i

b.' Lack of comparability of costs
The lack of uniformity of costs almong home health providers and
their consequent incomparability has imp e d aed in making
changes in the reimbursement system. _ _ : _ _ S

o r~~S fo

tration, consultant services, and supervisory costs are allocated
differently by different providers so that it is impossible to
separate out cost centeurs or distinguish direct service costs
from indirect costs in order to apply tests of reasonableness.

Cost reporting and allocation forms for home health agencies have
not been changed since the inception of Medicare in spite of numerous
changes in the nature of services, providers, and costs. Section 19
of P.L. 95-142 now clearly establishes authority for HEW to require
uniform reporting of costs, both in the aggregate and by 'functional
accounts and subaccounts.' Further, the Secretary may establish a
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uniform chart of accounts as well as uniform definitions, principles,
and reporting of statistics. This uniform reporting requirement was
designed to permit measuring and comparing the efficiency of and
effective use of services in... home health agencies...- Uniform
reporting is mandated by this same section for hospitals and SNFs.

Work is already underway to replace the current four cost reporting
methods for home health agencies with a single one, with explicit
instructions for defining and allocating the various cost elements.
The uniform forms and reporting methods, in addition to permitting
valid comparisons among providers, will facilitate audits and reim-
bursement determinations. Section 19 of P.L. 95-142 requires the
uniform cost reporting system for home health agencies to be in
place not later than October 1979. Since the effort for home health
agency reporting has already been initiated, however, it is expected
that a single cost reporting/cost finding system will be published.
in draft by the end of 1978.

c. Medicare-only providers
Reasonable cost reimbursement for home health services as adminis-
tered over the past ten years, coupled with other policies such as
waiver of liability (which permits payment for a service which the
beneficiary and agency in good faith believed would be covered but
in fact was not), has given home health agencies the opportunity
to receive high levels of reimbursement from the Medicare program.
Some of these issues are discussed further in subsequent sections
on fiscal intermediaries and fraud and abuse.

The extreme case of providers which have taken advantage of generous
Medicare reimbursement is that of the provider which accepts as clients
only Medicare beneficiaries and provides only those services which are
program benefits. This provider prefers to allocate all of the costs
of its operation to services provided to Medicare beneficiaries rather
than accept other sources of payment, including client self payment,
at sometimes lower rates than those of Medicare.

CGW1. yroseacoIiCU _.t ''''-.._,,r lJ a_

this r--t l__lsznu si_ ref "111 piga bnferi
most nntshl, th~e_ ^-~A4,.- N^Al-re beneficiaries are
not well served by providers that terminate them as clfenrs .frFarsd_

when program benefits are exhausted. Finally, other elements of the
community are excluded from access to services.

More stringent review of provider costs and upper limits on Medicare
reimbursement should diminish the attractiveness of Medicare as a
payor relative to other sources of payment. However, more direct
steps addressing this situation should be taken; the Department is
xe~ploring a variety of ways of eliminatinR Medicare-only providers.

t T~etalteivesin >fe but_ not gpEbsarilX ~iteOa y-nt \
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It ertiied a agencies pa i
oth Medicar and Medicaid. aother recommendatin of this

report is tha EiW be given auhority to set stand rds for
edicaid progra reimbursement tes for home healt services.
I this provision cre enacted, v low payments wou be
pro bited, and a r uirement to pa icipate in both pr rams
woul ot be punitive, as it might ot rise be.

nforce ction 501(cfl3) f the IRS Code hich governs non-
ofit Sta s. Medicare-on agencies are most always in

t categor This section the Code requ es non-profit
agen as to se ye the general cmmunity. It is ossible to

const this p vision as a-pro bition against rving in
a single class of ople and thus a a prohibition ainat
serving o Medica beneficiaries.\

. quire a sp fic per tage of patien or charges tob
\ s ted witb urces apayment other tan Medicare.

\ enat Chiles' vernment Affairs Subcomm tee on Federal
pendin Practices a reco nded that at lea 25 percent
f an age y's clienh have a urce of payment her than
edicare. 0 program licy sea a precedent, in hat it
quires lMO to serve entire ommunity within a ecified

its, rather han accep only ose falling in a arti-
\ risk categ y or othe rouping The 1976 HMO am d-

ments equire that t least lercent of the enrollees
of an are not Me care or caid p ients.

Require an that is sentiall dicare nly to act as
government ntity, unde government contrac and with

e\t ns Th5F reW'eVVrlrn thet _

2. Medicaid
Medicaid services are administered by the states within federal guide-
lines; the states must provide home health services as one of the seven
basic services provided to cash assistance recipients. They retain
discretion as to whether to provide services to the medically needy, and
to certain other individuals. In addition, since the states decide what
reimbursement methods to use and at what levels to reimburse, there is
considerable variation. Although 24 states have adopted the Medicare
principles of reimbursement, the rest have established their own rates
and methods. These methods are cost-based or consist of fixed fees,
negotiated rates, or a schedule of maximum allowances (see Table 2).
Most states which do not pay for home health services on a cost basis
pay less for home health than does Medicare. The level of Medicaid
reimbursement may be lower than the cost of providing the services; for
example, in some states the Medicaid rate is less than 50 percent of the
level of Medicare reimbursment for the same services. Under such circum-
stances providers often either refuse to particpate in Medicaid or,
instead of refusing all Medicaid clients, place limits on numbers of
clients or services received, up to a specified amount of available
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TABLE 2
MEDICAID PROGRAM DATA

HOME HEALTH SERVICES 1976-1977

Reimbursement Methods

-Schedule of Contract or Usual or Lower of*
Maximum Negotiated Customary Cost or Fee

Allowance Rate Charges Charges Schedule Cost Based

Alabama D.C. Arkansas Colorado Alaska Connecticut
California Montana (with ceil- Georgia Oregon Indiana
Florida Oklahoma ing of 75th Iowa-. Pennsylvania Maryland*
Kansas Utah percentile) Louisiana Rhode Island Massachusetts*
Minnesota Connecticut Delaware** New Hampshire Michigan*
Ohio (for pro- Idaho Tennessee Minnesota*

prietary Illinois Virginia Mississippi*
agencies Kentucky Wyoming Montana*
only) Maine Nebraska*

Wisconsin New Jersey*
New Mexico*
New York*
North Carolina*
North Dakota*
South Carolina*

-South Dakota*
Texas*
Vermont*

Hawaii and West Virginia have not reported.

* Same payment as Medicare
** Delaware pays 98 percent of charge.

Definitions

Maximum Allowance - maximum amount established by the state for a given product
or service; state pays lower of actual charge or maximum
allowance.

Fee Schedule - state pays a specified amount included in a schedule of
charges for specific goods or services.

Contract - state purchases goods ot services through a contract
mechanism and pays the amounts specified.

Usual and Customary - an amount based on a provider's charge experience for some
period of time; please indicate year or period during which
amount was established, e.g., 1974.

Cost Based - state pays for services based on allowable provider costs,
e.g., annual operating costs.
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charitable or other funds. A second Medicaid reimbursement problem, one
not limited to home health services, is that of lags in payment following
the submission of claims for payment. This has resulted in cash flow
problems for participating home health agencies. However, Section 2 of
P.L. 95-142 now requires that states meet specific standards for claims
payment time.

These re m u acme -orces have frequently resulted in:

* A limited number of providers serving Medicaid clients;

* A quota system whereby only a small percentage of Medicaid
patients are accepted by agencies without assurance of othe
sources of funding; and

* Unavailability of home health services to Medicaid recipients
\_in many gographic areas o

Several states bale'eindicated their awareness of the problems caused by
the low rates but are fearful of expenditure increases inherent in reim-
bursing full costs. Some states have shown an interest in expanded home
health services provided they can-predict and control expenditures, and
provided they can expect this service to reduce institutional care costs.

HCFA's major emphasis since its inception has been to improve the rela-
tionships between Medicare and Medicaid and to promote as much uniformity
as possible between the two programs. Uniform policies in certain areas
would clarify and facilitate operations b roviders d understanding
of the programs by their benef iciaries i ent o1 ne ares

=ht could benefit om such unomi hoe health servi would be
ba anced and their ef ciency improved b-a unified and appro aite set
of a~bursement princi es and methods fo dicare and Medics

The curren edicare method reimbursing cost a not, however,
eacouraged e ciency, agency anning, or cost co rol. The absence
of more effect e system has le to a reluctance b states to encourag\
more oviders or expand coverag to include additin 1 services. In
short, forts to imp ve the Medicai one health benefi are stymied

< due to ju ified concer about potentia escessive reimb assent levels.
,t 9 States have ontrolled th r expenditures home health ser ces by

tting low ra s and restriking benefits, the? the present adicare
tab} 8 coK reimburseme nor an inad ste flat rate r resents a wise r ponse

r to t ose problems. Furthermore, have not colle ed sufficient indrma-
tion on the costs o roducing or t potential demn for hose health
services r do we und stand well en gh the behavior home health
providers response to eimbursement cen ives to es ish a single
reimbursement licy for b rograms athe present time.

Th roposal to ercise fede review and a vroyal authority ithin
certai imits in t near term a to move to g ater uniformitytfer
several y sa has the dvantage of nitting natu 1 experimentation and
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9 di asty/in a lie-studied fiel, It is similar to c ent federal
Medic 'policy regar g reimburseme for nursing home sices, which

requirethat States day op their own thodologies for reas ble cost-
related re bursement sub, ct to HEW app al. Over the next veral

ears HEW wi be experiment with alterna vs reimbursement met dolo-

g more forms as well, th ugh health fins ing demonstrations.
The alternative y include pr pective, cost- ed reimbursement an

capita on payments r all long-te care services simply for non- \
institut nal care. Th experience c ed from such de atrations as

well as fr varied state perience sho equip HEW ult rely to mske

recommendatios to the Congrsa regarding a ngle set of re ursement

p sciples for dicare and Me aid. /

N , ' Or ,.

B. Fiscal Intermediary Issues in Medicare

The Medicare statute requires administration of benefits primarily through
private fiscal agents of two kinds--fiscal intermediaries generally administer
afrt- 'benetfits and carriers adDItIlister Part B benefits. both agents are

responsible for reviewing claims for coverage and reimbursing claims for ser-
vices rendered to individuals. T. l _ r e- C veb__ e.

within the Medicare Surea-nU-11 - -M1f S - n.Ase _ .. (PDR) L4 r

_1tg E Llie sue.: 90L l .J .1. AIdd. usrgaulzauiuua ulu ates
.wl.1 fi i llt -.... l centers, as well as serving as uear y m

_t,..... descent or the home health agencies participating Meicar. All
Medicare home health benefits are administered by intermediaries rather than

carriers, even though the benefit ki split between Parts A and B. Intermediaries

were chosen to administer this split benefit because reimbursement for services

provided under both Parts A and B is based on an agency's reasonable costs.

The provisions of Medicare, Part A, have permitted each provider to nominate

its own fiscal intermediary. 1 - t I .- A o

or a class of providers, but only after first developing and then applying
-standards, criteria, and procedures to evaluate such agency's or organization's
(1) overall performance of claims processing and other related functions.. .and,

(2) performance of such functions with respect to specific providers of services,-

and '...standards and criteria with respect to the efficient and effective

administration of this part.

RIEN esper-oU-Te none .health service bene
system has presented a number of problems. These problems ye been

exacerbated by the lack of adequate national guidelines defining and
interpreting benefits, and of criteria for coverage and cost reimburse-

ment. The result of the current system has been widespread differences in

interpretation of benefits, in reimbursement practices, and in the deter-
mination of the legitimacy of claims.
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, Although efforts have been made in recent years to narrow these differences
among intermediaries, they have persisted, at least in part, for the fol-
lowing reasons:

* i0mo health r Iaims reprov-t lu. volume irem for most
fiscal intermediaries; thus they frequently do not take the time
to develop careful screening or claims review and sampling guide-
lines. Similarly, the staff in charge of these activities often
spend only a small portion of their work time on home health and
thus do not develop the expertise to review claims in a consistent
fashion.

a =_ o h @~ services represent a o-voie =Lwtvly
meanLba"-efflency in tnis r
in tqbigh-prooesslag-cpAL.2er claim reviewed.

e? ca intermediaries exercise considerable treedmithr

_Eder what conditions. Differences in interpretation result from
x-ca~a~fctors including differing corporate philosophies about

home health, ffering procedures for reviewing level of care,
differing staffing patterns for claims review, and differing
requirements for documentation of claims.

* Interpretations of what represents allowable costs have varied
widely without apparent reason.

A 1976 study carried out by the Bureau of Health Insurance (BHI), now
HCFA's Medicare Bureau, examined the extent and types of variations among
fiscal intermediaries regarding claims screening guidelines and interpre-
tation of coverage rules. Its conclusion was that considerable differences
continued to exist in both of these areas but tHat home health services had
not been undulV ry It- hv rh-_dif^r
f frtiries ha enfivre h een adver;^LfetdD~eieute 4icnit^
coverag*,.4eterm in~t4Ans.

2.
_Thetr ~vda re e ~en&Fi s erf

end eimb iciBit. Currenq practices could be improved through increase
ederal policy direction-...... ddl- .b'-d -*11 t hi.v. .1

) _ designation of a limited number of regional intermediaries. We
will pursue both courses of action.

a. Improvements in current practices
Two areas of program administration which could benefit from increased
guidance from HCFA are claims screening and review activities and the
determination of reasonable and allowable costs. HCFA has, over the
past six months, issued several intermediary letters concerned with
the latter issue; work has not yet begun for the former.
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s ~ ~amentlnor oqto, deteŽm
do P}9 of a sam of claims po ayment in or t nt r

< covera would de a efficient rice than the nt S
V review of home hea ervice claim hich intes

The current practice results in Melays in payment o the provider and
represents a high administrative cost. A sample review which is well
designed and to which intermediaries direct sufficient staff resources
could be as effective as and less costly than the complete prepayment
review. On the basis of sample review the intermediaries could identify
and try to change improper provider practices. A case-by-case review
of an individual provider's claims could be used as a last resort if
many denials are made. HCFA will begin to develop criteria for a
policy of postpayment claims review on a sample basis.

7_ :sit''1*1v .*t I

mediaries. Such guidelines, however, cannot be used as absolute limits
on coverage. This would be inappropriately restrictive. RCFA will
review the feasibtty of issuing guidelines regarding screening claims

for appropriate utilization of services.

Intermediaries are currently receiving increased guidance from HCFA as
to the determination of reasonable and allowable costs. These activi-

ties are detailed in the previous section on reimbursement practices.
These increasingly detailed instructions should lend authority to
intermediaries' review and determination of allowable costs as well as
promote uniformity in reimbursement practices among intermediaries.

b. Fiscal intermediary assignment
there is a strong belief that the current system of provider nomination

of an intermediary and the resulting dispersal of home health claims
processing and cost finding among many intermediaries diminish the

efficiency and effectiveness of administration of this benefiast. In
addition to greater federal guidance regarding reimbursement andre
coverage policies, this administrative problem coupld he addressed by
reducing the number of intermediaries handling home health claims.

prcssn-ndcs fnin mngmn in d d Furthermore,

greater consistency and rigor in the determination of reimbursable

costs could be achieved. Comparisons of performance among providers

would be facilitated by such a consolidation. Finally, efficiency

would be improved due to the ability to develop expertise in reviewing

a larger number of claims.
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U We have considered a variety of options with respect to selection of
intermediaries for home health agencies. These options include:

, _ _ _ @ =f..,isl...natoo.Lizk~intn edl
* shath aenlne>. in fatrmeia oord be='th

or a private sector fiscal asent.

-t - --~ tenediwtesqx~s

.tenrel¶ _e~d t erlndzm i

We have decided to pursue the latter approach-selection of a limited
number of regional or areawide intermediaries competent in reviewing
home health claims and agency costs. DDR could be one of the inter-
mediaries selected under such a plan. While several intermediaries
may not be able to achieve the degree of uniformity in implementing
coverage and reimbursement policies which could be achieved by a
single agent, this course permits continued geographic dispersal of
resources and funds and greater opportunity for provider-intermediary
contact. Furthermore, home health services under Medicare have been
growing and continue to grow at such a rapid rate that the work load
of all participating agencies is likely to be too great for a single
intermediary. Policies regarding selection of fiscal intermediaries
for home health services are being developed further in conjunction
with a coapreheasive analysis of intermediary contracting policies
being conducted by HCFA.

C. r a ,, .,.. .................L lbt "--- T Mca

Over-the past few years-, surveys, investigations, and hearings into the status
of home health services have highlighted the existence of major fraud and abuse
problems in this area. Among the major investigative activities were hearings
on Medicare and Medicaid fraud and abuse in 1977; hearings on proprietary home
health agencies in 1975; an investigation by Senator Lawton Chiles' Subcommit-
tee on Federal Spending Practices; and various HEW audit reports, particularly
of agencies in California. A substantial record has beea built of the patterns
of program abuse and fraudulent practices by providers.

The historical reasons for laxness in managing the Medicare home health bene-
fit are documented in the previous section on reimbursement practices. Renewed
efforts by HCFA to standardize and assure rigorous review of allowable provider
costs, in addition to the initiatives authoriozed by P.L. 95-142, address many
of the opportunities to defraud and abuse the Medicare program which have
existed to date. Some of these efforts are reiterated in this section; how-
ever, many courses of action which are recommended primarily for other reasons
such as promulgating more stringent conditions of participation in order to
improve the quality of services would also improve control of fraud and abuse
in Medicare and Medicaid.

Before the advent of Medicare, the limited home health services available were
provided primarily by Visiting Nurses Associations (VNAs), other charitable
organizations, and state and local public health services. As a result of
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the Social Security legislation which instituted federal financing for ser-
vices provided by these programs, several new providers entered the home
health services program. Providers can now be grouped into three general
categories:

* Public agencies - includes all agencies operated by state or
local governmental units.

* Nonprofit agencies - includes nongovernmental organizations exempt
from federal income taxation undere Section 501 of the Internal
Revenue Code, such as Visiting Nurses Associations or agencies
located in hospitals, SNFs, or rehabilitation facilities. This
designation also includes a new breed of provider known as the
private-nonprofit agency which is organized and operated by an
individual, but has achieved and maintains tax exempt status under
the Internal Revenue Code.

* Proprietary agencies - includes all privately owned, profitmaking
agencies.

Most of the problems uncovered in the delivery of home health services have
been encountered in proprietary and individually operated nonprofit agencies.

In 1974 a total of 329,700 persons received Medicare home health services
and about $137,406,000 were reimbursed for such services. The large majority
(about 85 percent) of those persons were served by Visiting Nurses Associa-
tions, governmental agencies, and voluntary agencies. The other 15 percent
were served by proprietary, individually operated nonprofit, and institu-
tionally based agencies. However, this latter group of providers received
21 percent of Medicare reimbursement for home health services. On the average,
this same group of providers made about 30 percent more visits per person
served and had an average visit charge 30 percent higher than those of all
other agencies. Proprietary and individually operated nonprofit home health
agencies are expanding in certain parts of the country; many of these agencies
provide services to Medicare beneficiaries exclusively. Because these agencies
have no other sources of revenue, collection of any overpayment by Medicare
becomes extremely difficult since it could result in the agency's financial
failure and consequently the loss of services to beneficiaries.
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1. Occurrence of Fraud ank AMcuse

re ~iea itbzagnc4g.-nehuadtr^

b oad referred totrhiB.
iney who eire ~ a e (or declined to do so) while 80

(tefraud, 19 abuse) complaints are still in the preliminary investigation
process. By far the most common complaints are allegations of billing for
services not rendered. To date, seven cases have been referred to the U.S.
Attorney for prosecution. Of these seven, one is still pending action by
the U.S. Attorney. In two cases the defendants were found guilty, while
the remaining cases either have been declined by the U.S. Attorney or have
been closed' because out-of-court settlements were reached. With the creation
of HCFA with its Office of Program Integrity, and the earlier creation of
the Office of Investigations and with the enactment of P.L. 95-142, it is
expected that ultimately there will be more effective investigative prose-
cutions of HHAs and a reduction in fraudulent and abusive practices.

2. Contributing Factors in Fraud and Abuse
Several factors have played a role in the occurrence of fraud and abuse;
these will be discussed only briefly here, since most of them are dealt
with in greater detail in other sections of this report.

* : _, ~ * . r''''_ '

fle*a in-east~TnR~e'd!2i'Tgba ve-tm mbu rsed-exceassm~~p is55,
sich..Ltecms esaa~a~arisens ionens-nd-t rtnge-rbenet _ GCuide lines

for administrative and other costs do not currently exist to
control these practices.- r * u .aor[arMs-1ength practices between home nea3tr agencies *rd o

6' .djscharv tgep ing-n..mteave-eenneported-to'be.nrebler. The
most questionable situation of this kind involves the placement of
home health agency personnel in a hospital's discharge planning
unit to facilitate the placement of patients with the lhHA. These
arrangements should be prohibited. However, it is necessary for
hospitals and home health agencies to work together in planning
for patient care. Prohibition of all communication would not be
in the best interests of the patient, for the lack of such joint
planning for patients being discharged from hospitals has long been
identified as a problem. Thus the methods and rates of patient
referral from hospitals to HEAs must be monitored.

Problems have been encountered with the authorization of home
health services by physicians having a financial interest in the
home health agency providing the service.
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3. Solvinz Problems of Fraud and Abuse

The Meaicare-.Mecicaid Anti-Fraud and Abuse Act has provided HEW with a

number of tools for combating fraud and abuse in its programs:

* HEW may assign providers to fiscal intermediaries for the sake of

efficiency and effective administration (Section 14).

* Uniform cost reporting is now required for all-groups of providers

(Section 19).

* Fraud against any part of the program is now a felony carrying

penalties of fines and imprisonment (Section 4).

* All providers must make full disclosure of the identity of each

person with an ownership interest and of subcontractors whose

business transaction with the entity amounts to more than $35,000

(Section 3).

* The federal government has access to all Medicaid providers'

records as it has always had for Medicare providers (Section 9).

'440" a is rz -aes to detb h '''-:-!-d-j4o

) segmnregiona5 or a ..uA 'I A a

(2 --
duL...y tU vdl~r uut-otiine prov-iders.z

i~a lD lty f LLe_. 3siA;n~ f-- ae inr audi tin- g

samples of claims.

Increase field audits of patient records and cost reports by

the intermediary.

Increase departmental auditing activities in order to improve
detection of fraud and abuse where they occur (this is currently

being done in selected areas).

Prohibit Medicare-only providers by requiring a certain percen-
tage of patients to have sources of payment other than Medicare.

Test the.cffectivencss of requiring home health agencies to
submit a duplicate bill to the client, listing services provided

and amounts charged. Clients would be instructed to contact the
intermediary in the event'of a discrepancy.
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PART V. QUALITY STANDARDS AND PROVIDER ISSUES

The legislative history of Section 18 of P.L. 95-142, and subsequent statements
by members of Congress and their staffs, have stressed that a major reason for
the mandated study is a concern for standards in home health services. There
is wide agreement that there should be standards or that standards should be
improved under HEW in-home services programs. There was much less agreement,
however, --s -.w 1B,. .,wr*, either in the Congress or among the
agencies and organizations that had supported the legislation. Standards were
variously defined as meaning that benefits and eligibility for services should
be expanded, that proprietary agencies be allowed in, and that Medicare's con-
ditions of participation be improved. The issues of benefits and eligibility
have been discussed elsewhere in this report; this section addresses conditions
of participation, including the special conditions for proprietary agencies,
accreditation and deemed status, and provider issues under Medicare. Finally,
quality assurance for Title XX in-home services is discussed.

A. Medicare Conditions of Participation

Home health agencies participating in the Medicare and Medicaid programs are
required to meet certain standards of-capacity and performance, the conditions
of participation. The framework for these conditions is established by law,
in Section 1861(0) of the Social Security Act. A home health agency is defined
as being primarily engaged in providing skilled nursing services, providing at
least two specific services, having certain professional policies, maintaining
clinical records, having overall plans and budgets, and meeting 'such other
conditions of participation as the Secretary may find necessary...' Regulations
establishing the conditions of participation cover the following areas:

(1) Definitions

(2) Compliance with federal, state, and local laws

(3) Organization, services, and administration

(4) Procedures for governing and monitoring patient care

(5) Acceptance of patients, plan of treatment and medical supervision

(6) Services - skilled nursing, therapy, medical social, home health
aide

(7) Personnel - training requirements, professional practices

(8) Establishment and maintenance of clinical records

(9) Evaluation of the agency's total program and behavior.

Because of the concern expressed about the Medicare conditions of participation,
HEW staff have consulted with interested groups and individuals regarding these
conditions. On May 18, 1978 a meeting was held with representatives of national
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organizations of home healthlav
t
ncies and other organizations to review specific

aspects of the conditions ofprNticipation. Based on these discussions, as well
as on documents submitted and an internal review, the Department is proposing a
number of revisions.

There appears to be general satisfaction with the existing conditions as a
basic document upon which to build additional assurances of agency capacity
to provide services. The consensus of opinion is that the conditions do not
adequately address the activities which agencies must engage in to assure the
quality and appropriateness of care provided. It should be noted that, although
it is always possible to set standards which are higher than the present ones,
the consequences must he weighed. Setting stringent standards would constrict
the supply of qualified providers. Also, the costs of extremely high standards
may outweigh the benefits; a middle ground is therefore necessary, one that
protects the beneficiary while creating a realistic environment for service
provision.

In this vein, a number of changes are being proposed, and decisions made with
respect to enforcement and monitoring of the conditions of participation.

It is recognized that the changes being proposed here concern structure (the
agency characteristic deemed necessary to provision of service) and 'process'
(such things as staff qualifications, utilization review, etc.) in contrast
with-'outcome' or client-oriented standards. The last is the most desirable,
but our current capacity to measure outcome prohibits us from replacing struc-
tural and process standards at this time. Our ultimate goal is to develop a
system of continuing assessment of the quality of care provided and the impact
of that care on the recipient. Efforts to develop such a system will continue
through the re-evaluation of standards, capability for assessment of quality,
and the search for improved methods of determining desired clint outcome.

1. Areas of Proposed Change-Agency Composition

Services under arrangements
-r i i ~. ~ _ernervicet . It

.. o There must be a written arrangement between the primary
agency and the secondary agency regarding personnel and supervisory policies.

The intent of the current proposal is to assure- that the agency is com-
pletely responsible for and in control of the performance of homemaker/
home health aides working under its auspices. Further, the certified
home health agency is responsible for the overall case, its management
supervision, and development and implementation of the plan of care.
Accountability clearly rests with the certified agency.

The Department considered requiring all home health agencies providing
home health aide services to directly employ the aides, rather than
subcontracting for them through another agency, as is now permitted.
While such a requirement might reduce problems of supervision and
fragmentation of service and aid in assurance of quality, it would
require a radical restructuring of the home health care system, and
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would put a large number of provid'ra of all auspices out of businesa.
In view of the fact that we wish to omote the availability of home
health services we have concluded that this is not the first area on
which to place such stringent controls. We hope that by requiring a
close and official relationship between the primary agency and the
subcontracting agency we can assure quality and adequacy of the service.

Finally, we considered requiring all certified home health agencies to
provide a comprehensive range of services rather than just the present
two services assa further means of achieving continuity of care. This
would also have the effect in current circumstances of severely con-
tricting the availability of the home health benefit. Therefore,

though we recognize comprehensive service to be the desirable goal
all providers, we cannot begin tow require it at this time.

- reuements for home heath aides
..... .. added a

ca~~~~~~~~~~~~
\ I d - X ___~~~~~~~~~~~~>§5K~~ic

raini for home heal aides in their li nsure require at. Even
< ohowe , home healt ~es have the lea ~mount of form training

O \ d spend ~ time providi sdirect patient chd.Uniform tr ning
Ax~~~quirements brall homemaker ~me health aide tovidIng p rsol

a services i the home would sure a basic kno edge level on
\}/ \ _ rich; build ski S.\

We rec e n g training re irement:

eva n _e mp.In

\The Public Stealth Serv a etraining g t program is a acted to help
a ncies to im ova theii training cap sty and abilit Other traini
cost would become part of verall agenc costs.

Appprisr~ttv=

.:i~ _ ~ndependently of one anutire-r.---~4- ,.Eysician
certifying need for care, as~af __~WY~'~rso
facto basis. Further controls on use of service under Medicare are the
limits on number of visits per benefit period and per year for Parts A
and B respectively, the requirement for skilled care, and the require-
ment of prior hospitalization for the Part A benefit. These controls
are crude, at best, and provide little control once a person has begun
receiving services,. A

a d usty and efficacy o services ran ere
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hould be st ssed that we not believe type of Uommittee

ur cp tly used fo nstitutional views is nec sary or appr iate
for ho health agenc a. However, t might be p sible to est ish

some kind quality an ervice appro iateness re w method coo ning

<59$ internal an xternal staf or where vo a is high e ugh, establi

a area-wide re ew group tha would exami all certifi agencies in

that ea.

Either as part of a UR function or as a general utilization gauge, HEW

will work toward the development of utilization norms and patterns which

could be used as guidelines for judging use. Cases falling outside

established norms could be selected for further analysis.

If UR commit s are establis d, they should fit these general

gui b af,

en s witr a

rervic zep .age-a a be hould not n

g eqcy employee. odica ed to

(1) Services are being provided in accordance with the patien

plan of care;

(2) The patient's needs are periodically assessed and appropriate

revisions made in the plan of care;

(3) Services are being used appropriately;

(4) Professional policies are followed in providing services;

(5) Needs of patients served by the agency are being met both

quantitatively and qualitatively taking account of utilization

of other community resources; and

(6) Unmet needs of patients are identified and documented and

made available to the patients, their families, physicians

and responsible social and health services agencies.

The committee's findings and recommendations should be written and

discussed with the agency's director and appropriate staff. The

agency's records should indicate action taken in response to the

utilization review committee's findings and recommendations.

In conclu onI we believe th me means of viewing quali and

eropriatene f home health Se ce is necessa We are att ring'(J) to }!qlop data fo se in determininorms, and are king to dcv
a UR s for home h h that is not a asively cost r cumbersome.
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d. Plan of treatment
Some agencies have separate plans of care for the services provided by
contract therapists. These plans should be integrated into one coor-
dinated plan of care, to be reviewed and updated periodically. All
services to be provided to the patient must be included in this plan.
Each service should be identified, its frequency and duration given,
and the professional person who will provide the care or supervise its
provision identified by name. It should be required that the plan be
reviewed monthly to identify need for revision. At least every two

months the plan of care should be updated. This requires reassessment of

the patient's status and recognizes the fact that the patients' condition
and needs will change sufficiently to require revision in such areas
as treatment goals, and frequency or type of service provided, or a
cessation of service.

The plan of care and its maintenance requirements should be kept as
simple as possible in order to minimize paperwork and maximize time
spent on patient care.

e. Definition of "skilled" nursing
Considerable provider and intermediary dissatisfaction with the current
terminology of Medicare has been expressed. In particular, the term
"skilled" in front of nursing has troubled the home health field,

which has recommended unanimously that the word skilled" be replaced

by "professional." Such a change would require legislation, and it is
not clear what effect it would have on the provision of, or eligibility
for, home health services under Medicare.

"A major argument in favor of such a change, one that indicates it would
be more than "cosmetic" is that the definition of nursing would be
simplified and clarified and its emphasis would shift. Instead of
delineating skilled nursing by means of a relatively complicated and
lengthy set of tasks performed by the individual, it is contended that
their definition could rest on the professional practices and standards
set forth in the Nurse Practice Act.

The Department is analyzing the potential effect of this change, and its
impact on the delivery and use of home health care under Medicare; we are
making no recommendation at this time.

2. Proposals for Changing the Requirement of Licensure for Proprietary HHAs
A special condition on for-profit home health agencies in the Social Security
Act (Medicare) stipulates that they be licensed by the state in which they
operate. ur ' , ,p t

v a n - _ __~.- ients in the remaining states except

tractors to certified agencies. (Table 3 on the following page shows this
information.)

a. Provider experience
Since HEW collects data only for the services for which it pays, little
is known about how non-Medicare certified for-profit home health agencies
operate, how much of the private paying clientele they serve and what kinds
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TABLE 3: STATES WITH LICENSURE LAWS FOR HOME HEALTH AGENCIES

Year Certificate
State of Regulations of Need

Law '. Requirement

Arizona

California

Connecticut

Florida

Hawaii

Idaho

Illinois

Indiana

Louisiana

Kentucky

Maryland

Montana

Nevada

New Jersey

New York (does not license

proprietaries)

North Carolina

Oregon

Tennessee

Wisconsin

1971

1966

1977

1975

1969

1975

1977

1973

1967

1972

1976

1977

1973

1973

1973

1971

1977

1975

1967

1971

Being Revised

Being Developed

Revised 1976

1969

1976

Being Developed

1974

1967

1972

Being Developed

Same as Medicare

1973

Revised 1976

1973

1971

Same as

Revised

1967

Medicare

1976
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Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes
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of services they provide, and how they are organized. It is known
that many providers are simply employee pools and central switchboard-
referral operations, with no provlslnn for slierviso -r gqq-r
and monitoring of client needs In teprivate t it paarst

-JoferT1 glV-4*evr e , forvkLeve o ti he~
;>t / indidual w1i#tap to pay-

b. Arguments about proprietary agencies in Medicare
It should be noted that in 20 of the 21 states which have licensure laws,
proprietary agencies are already allowed to participate in Medicaid
and Medicare. These licensure requirements are not generally higher
than Medicare standards and so do not assure higher quality. The debate
about whether to admit proprietary home health agencies to full Medicare
and Medicaid participation by removing the licensure requirement from
the law has centered on the following points:

(1) Supply issues

* Inclusion of proprietary agencies in Medicare and Medicaid
would fill the need for expanded service capacity, which is
generally agreed to be necessary.

* This need could be filled in other ways, not just through
proprietaries. Service capacity of public health agencies
and voluntary (charitable) agencies could be expanded through
increased third party reimbursement or through capacity-
building grants. The definition of Medicare home health
provider could include comprehensive health service providers
such as HMOs, community health centers, etc., Proprietary agen-
cies tend to locate in areas which promise the most lucrative
business, such as suburban and some urban areas. Inner city
and rural areas are generally left to the public and voluntary
agencies, or continue with no service at all.

(2) Equity

* The current licensure requirement for proprietary agencies is

tractors for Medicare and as providers .under Title XX. The
private not-for-profit agencies, which are allowed to participate
in Medicare and Medicaid without meeting additional requirements,
are subject to even less scrutiny than proprietary agencies,
whose business practices must at least be acceptable to the IRS.
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(3) Competition and serv1'J

* Some feel that competition introduced by proprietaries would
have a beneficial impact on price and services. However,
competition in such areas as Florida has not reduced price or
increased efficiency. Further, the voluntary agencies feel
they should be protecte# from such competition.

* Proprietary agencies can fill a need for 24-hours-a-day, seven-
days-a-week service which public and voluntary agencies have
not filled in the past. (This does not necessarily refer to
round-the-clock service provided to a patient, but to the agency

remaining open at all times to provide services when needed--at
night or on a weekend.)

(4) Quality

* It is argued by some that quality of proprietary services is a

problem. However, there appears to be- little evidence to either
support or refute this argument. There is no evidence available
to indicate services are of lower quality.

c. Further Requirements for Proprietary Providers
The Medicare law, in addition to requiring licensure of proprietary agen-

cies, states that the Secretary of Health, Education,- and Welfare may
prescribe by regulations, additional standards for these agencies. In

the past this has permitted the Department to issue regulations requiring

certified proprietary agencies to provide all their services directly,

rather than Sy contracting for them.

d. Conclusion
Given the current 1 information about the operating characteristics,

s ces, sta n i-ng-, ao itary providers, as well as the

uncertainty about supply responses a la ive changes, we have deferred

making a recommendation on this issue. th g as quest U

/ info on from p ietary prb der , i a appar ly not ailable'

rough u sarch p m we t mpt prove info ion

ecomaenins in a rea.

3. Proposals for Monitoring Performance - Accreditation and Deemed Status

The acknowledged federal role in setting standards for home health care

under Medicare and Medicaid stems from the principle that the public body

purchasing services is obliged to insure a reasonable quality of service

at a reasonable cost. In the instances of Medicare and Medicaid, the Federal

government has assumed the responsibility for setting standards and moni-

toring (as well as paying for) their enforcement. Actual enforcement is

done under contract with the states.
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Criticisms of the federal (Medicare/Medicaid) conditions of participation,
and of enforcement at the state level and monitoring at the federal level,
can be addressed in two ways. The federal government may continue to work
with the states to strengthen enforcement and closely monitor state perfor-
mance, and at the same time work to improve the conditions of participation
themselves (as specified elsewhere in this report). Alternatively, a
national accrediting organization or organizations could be determined to
apply standards which are equal to or better than those of the federal
government. In this case, the accreditation of home health agencies by
the national organization could be 'deemed" to meet the standards for
Medicare and Medicaid. The 'deemed" approach is attractive to some within
the industry and has the advantage of offering a mark of excellence to
some providers. However, there is concern.that in an area where fragmenta-
tion and abuse have been detected, the granting of 'deemed status' would
decrease accountability. Monitoring by the federal government would be
difficult, particularly in the event that -deemed status' was sought by,
and granted to, several organizations.

Further, difficulties are presented by the 'deeming' approach:

* First is the one, already mentioned, that if the Department adopted
high, -ideal' standards, it-would probably exclude all but a small,
elite group of providers.

* Second, home health service providers are not a unified entity on
the national scene; there is no single national organization that
provides leadership. At least five or six organizations represent
various segments of providers. Some have their own standards and
accreditation procedures, but none accredits more than ten percent
of the total Medicare-certified providers. If one organization were
granted deemed status, several others would request it.

* Third, there is a multiplicity of professional and paraprofessional
services involved in home health care, and the groups representing
them could request their own accreditation; if their standards were
comparable to Medicare it would be difficult to refuse to grant
the request, and fragmentation would result.

There is no single national organization with the strength and membershi
necessary to a trul natinal and al accreditation roeram.
/ tinge Ceemed sra tus," i.e. re accr inizati fie
Medicar Medicai -ertificatio requirem. e to one orizational tity
chA des not ahe justi id at this t e. Agencie accredited bThe nation
o nization are smal n number cohred to th certified edicare.

Unti broader roportionf providers ept acere tion, and uil
yv more n ionally resentat a actreditin rganizatioriats, accr di-

ta ndoeb not appe feasible Or home health agencies .
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Group

Medicare (HCFA) - Certified Agencies

National League for Nursing/APHA

Joint Commission on Accreditation
of Hospitals (JCAH)

National Council of Homemaker/Home
Health Aides

National Association of Home Health
Agencies

Agencies Accredited

2,400

84

Accreditation proposal
in draft

129

Accreditation proposal
in draft

4. Recommenkon
e Departmen oes not be ye it is fe ble to giv any organizat author-

it o grant dee status to yone at the esent time If federal st dards
and toring pract es are ins uste, clear the most a ropriate way
correcti the problem for the ral governa as the ent source to

rengthen standards a feasible a appropriate d to impr the assur-
anc of enforc nt and qual of servic

B. Quality Assurance for Title XX In-Home Services

Under Title XX, homemaker and other in-home care services may be provided by a
variety of methods including the private not-for-profit agencies, proprietary
agencies, and single service agencies, often through low-bid contracts, as
well as by the individual provider who often receives no supervision or assur-
ance of wage or benefits. There are no quality controls built into this program.
This raises the question of whether quality and appropriateness of service are
adequate. Other questions focus on whether authority to set such standards
should be provided under Title XX and whether, in the absence of a specific
mandate, the program could set standards or whether legislation is required.

|1. Why ConsieStandards r Title XX Homzes2er Servicers
e major obj tives are t establish crite a by which -home serv 5

ma e provided d to assur that quality ca is receive by the cons er
of th service, to asure the a ropriateness o that care, assure tha
public ode are pro rly expende and to assure at the ndi du l\
service pvider is pr ected as wel as the recipie of service.

ese assuran s could be hieved througthe establis t of basic
xin .£rm standar for in-hom service provi s, regardless f auspices.
Such ic standa would enco ass training, upervision, n ds assess-
ment, an ayment.
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2. Problems of Quality Assurance in Title XX

a. Many localities contract for services through low unit-cost bids
This competitive bidding process for purchase of service contracts has
often resulted in attention to cost factors alone, without consideration
of quality, accountability, needs assessment, or service practices. No
basic criteria have been established for service and appropriateness
evaluation or for fiscal and management practices.

Auct ing off tvdelivery ~human setes to the ;weSt u t cos

go? to >l cos ost states have not estaiea acriteria for
Y * Jurgnz ,,e W st bider, bsed o tota cost, or the relationship

of these costs to the outcome of the patients who receive the services.

b.A,, ar -aue

- t~, absencehat
e Uttered _ ,e~~~~~~~~~g _ren

federal matching ratios and service stanrs etween Titles XIX and
XX encourage states to provide services under one or the other authority
depending on the relation constraints of the two programs, rather than
on individual client needs. hrave bxsnudEgQ

_Xq~& hy"Q_be heanP eSp__sv cefi rovid e d-und erTI~
;,5^,,n ,e tates y..Q be ..igne 4gZ 1staxof_:hJag erlakrchore-s-ervEe-8.

iThe twoeo e e &e__t theo ically Zifff ereot. aature-frowa
one program to another, yet the client is switched from one to the other
depending on the estimated cost and funding limits. The typical question
a state might ask itself in this situation is what is the tradeoff
between (a) Medicaid home health service with higher reimbursement and

ower federal matching rate and more stringent (thus costly) standards
e XX, with a funding ceiling, but higher federal match and

nAo Ft standards?

Audits conducted under the auspices of GAO, and recent HEW audits have
added to the documentation of abuse brought out in Senator Chiles'
hearings in Florida and in joint hearings of the House Ways and Means
and Senate Aging Committees. For the most part state agencies have
not established standards, monitored providers, enforced present laws
and regulations, prosecuted violators, or developed mechanisms to
secure, encourage and retain honest providers of quality services.

as rTtieclesufvtvainin d jo-hotrXtis rnsfhovde- h

stCrmnfet E nth mrceaarec1n p o- 1

c. Self-employed provider practices constitute a major problem in some areas
The growing trend for states to use the individual self-employed provider
to perform in-home services under Title XX has resulted in several problems
such as: failure to obtain Social Security and other benefits for the
provider a ment of less th- the inimum wa no supervision, training

unts i ityof the provider; lack of minimum standards of care and
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protection for vulnerable clients; V.Ippropriate placement of responsi-

bility for monitoring with client; reported incidences of fraud and abuse

in the program.

Prior o Title XX, u er the adul inancial asxs tance proS, atten-

/' dant was included the grant the public sistance re ient.

Jo oS6at consum s were either 00 ill or i irm to propel hire, supe ise,

an> a pay the p! viders. They re also re rant to repo abusers to

t he ste agency. In other situ ions, the ph vider was no roperly

paid, an wreceived\ protection inerms of a imum wage, Dial

~ )CJ ~ scurity be efits and come taxes wi veld. The inividual provider

was ten ass ed taskss h were mnapopriate.

Under Title XX, a state can opt to have individual provider contracts,

with little or no monitoring, where the consumer-client makes the

selection. The result has been a lack of accountability, and a residual

legal question of who is actually the employer: the local or state

government, the Title XX agency, or the recipient? Legal disputes are

in process, and in some areas it appears that the local government

has been determined to be the actual employer, responsible for recruit-

ment, hiring, salary and fringe benefits, training, and monitoring.

d . -OffOltlTeb
-h=ome services under Title XX have a wide range of definitions which

often overlap and are confusing. These services offered under the other

Social Security titles also have different meanings. This situation

causes duplication of services, inappropriate use of the service, inade-

quate or misrepresented reporting, and difficulties in making state-to-

state comparisons. There 4s wide disparity among the states regarding

not only the mix of services provided under Title XX, but also in defini-

tions and key components of each service. For example, one state defines

its chore service as a -hands off ,- heavy task-oriented service including

activities such as wood-chopping; another, one of light housekeeping

duties; and a third specifies such personal care components as feeding

and dressing.

A recent Taxonomy of Title XX Social Services identifies 84 discrete

services which have been written into 37 entries for chore services in

the Comprehensive Annual Services Plans (CASPs) for Fiscal Year 1976.

Thus it is difficult to paint a single picture of service delivery

under Title XX; however, certain broad generalities may be noted and

patterns observed from one state to another.

Title XX precludes the federal government from telling states what

services to provide. Further the statute is silent about permitting

states to define functionally those services that are provided. Recently

published Proposed Regulations covering disclosure of ownership begin to

define health relatedand in-home s _
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sing as ide the bas standards e d by the Na nal C of
< b ak eat tadrds wo over sc a

\ tang d6 p no oe ind home h ad s

IFm-e4m, efficiency and effectiveness would be improved by the development

of professional health and social service supervision to assess individual

needs, order and readjust services, and -m-r r-n -Aninorl cnrvi e d

,wrtnechour such tth of self-e yed provIve~s, at leas or%

__ , ~otherserle p to s such-se the mentIl. disable

shouot be itted.

It should be noted that any or all of the recommendations below may result

in increased unit costs. However, these increases may be offset by lower

case costs.

4. Solutions too the Problems

/ A number of poicy changes would be neces y if abuses and ge ral failure

l to assure quali service provision under Tie XX in-home servi programs

wrtobe dietodesd.\\

a tandards would hav be adopted either natin ly or by a mandate

t states to develop at ards. In either case th standards estab-

lish by the National Co nc of Homemaker/Home Healt Aides provide

a valus e framework. If the sitea are responsible, th ederal

government at have monitoring po a. We believe legisla on is

eded to pe the Department to es ish andards.

b. Sta and local con cting responsibiliti ould have to be clai d

and gu lines provide to prevent low unit (i. ., per hour) bids from

being the nly criteria c sidered in contracting or services. Basic

criteria sho d be outlined HEW for the states to ollow; contracting

agencies would required to aew that they comply wi basic quality

sandards and hay a means of cont unus evaluation of se vice need

in rlder to prevent propriate us fservices.

c. Indivib providers woulbe eliminated e ept where it could b docu-

mented th there are built- safeguards, a that the employee i

still consi ed a public emplo e subject to t rights and responsi

bilities inher t in that fact, is provision wo d retain a degree

program flexib ity while offerin some safeguard to both the

co umer and the pr ider. The provid , for example, uld be subject

to de ctions for Soc Security, and in ame tax withhol 0g. and

orient tin and basic tr ing.\\

Standardize definitions for -home services acoss the nation.Func-

tions would be uniformly applie to service labelssuch as homema

re, etc., th permitting app ation of standards nd collection
of .ta as well aX state compariso of actual service provided.
Final service tit e client needs w ld be matched with ctual tasks
rather tin a general tch-all.

e Require stat to use trai n funds for tr gning of home care aaff.
der Title XX 'taining fund are available b have apparently not

be adequately targeted to in-home service providers.
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PART VI. HOME HEALTH SERVICES - DEVELOPING AND CONTROLLING SUPPLY

It may seem contradictory to propose methods of expanding the availability of
home health services while voicing concern that the development of capacity be
controlled. However, these two concerns are valid with respect to home health
services in the United States. As a result both of reimbursement restrictions
in public programs and of the nature of home care providers, expansion of
service has not occurred rapidly over the past decade in the nation as a whole.
On the other hand, in certain geographic areas where favorable conditions
existed there has been a rapid expansion of services, to the point of over-
saturation.

Thus many believe that both controls and stimuli are needed: controls in areas
of rapid growth in availability of providers, and stimuli in rural areas, low-
income areas, and other areas determined to be in need of services. A further
reason to encourage expanded capacity is to attain the goal of comprehensive
health services at the community level by aiding small and single-service
providers, and by developing new providers of services.

A. Certificate of Need

State certificate of need programs mandated under P.L. 93-641, the National
Health Planning and Resources Development Act of 1974, must ensure that covered
health services, equipment, and facilities must be determined by the states to
be needed, as must expenditures for these purposes. The predecessor to this
program, Section 1122 of the Public Health Service Act, had covered home health
services in its reviews. However, interpretations of Congressional intent in
the planning law led the Department to determine that non-institutional services
were not meant for inclusion, and on March 19, 1976, it published a regulation
deleting home health agencies from coverage under the Section 1122 program and
from certificate of need requirements. Among the other reasons cited for the
exclusion was the belief that the health planning system should concentrate
its efforts on high-cost areas, and that adequate criteria for determining home
health need did not exist.

1. The Purposes and Functions of Certificate of Need
The purposes of the certificate of need (CON) process are to exert control
over supply, availability, accessibility, and adequacy of service, and
control over costs through determination of the impact on the amount of
expenditures for health services as a result of increases or decreases in
the supply of services.

The CON process should be viewed in relation to the other major requirements
of P.L. 93-641: consideration of national priorities in health plans and
review processes, recommended consistency of plans with national guidelines,
and the statutory and regulatory interface of national priorities and health
plans through procedures and criteria for reviews.

In summary, the certificate of need process is a tool to be used in developing
a rational system of health services at the local level by assuring a balance
of types and amounts of services available. However, the very nature of the
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certificate of need process--a prospective review of the need for additional

service capacity--dictates that it be more of a limiter of supply than a gen-

erator of it. The health planning and technical assistance functions are

designed to do the latter.

As a prospective review instrument the CON process opts in many cases to

maintain the status quo (i.e., no more hospital beds), or to encourage

more even geographic distribution (no beds in one part of a county, but

need for some in another). A third function of the CON combined with the

planning process is to encourage better distribution of levels of care

(i.e., the HSA might deny an application for a skilled nursing facility

but state that it would accept a domiciliary care facility as a substitute,

in line with established local needs). It is in these areas--improved

distribution and levels of care--that the CON process has the most rele-

vance for home health services.

The following reasons are given for including home health services in the

certificate of need process:

* Proliferation of home health agencies in certain areas would be stopped.

* Development of home health service capacity would become more rational.

*- The CON prwoess would encourage providers to go into currently under-

served areas.

* The HSA should exercise control over all aspects of health care, not

just institutional care.

* Home health would be given priority and visibility in the planning

process and as part of the health system. HSAs would be stimulated

to develop data and criteria for determining community need for home

health services.

* Existing providers, particularly visiting nursing associations,

believe that they would be protected from an influx of profit-

oriented -businesses.'

* The CON process might be a means of forcing agencies to pledge to

serve the community, including Medicaid recipients, rather than only
Medicare beneficiaries.

Available information shows that 14 states now include home health agencies

under required coverage of their certificate of need programs and others are

expected to do so. These 14 states are:

(1) Alabama (8) New York
(2) Arkansas (stated in Regs) (9) Texas
(3) Connecticut (10) West Virginia

(4) Hawaii (11) Wisconsin
(5) Kansas (12) Wyoming
(6) Kentucky (13) Maryland
(7) New Jersey (14) Virginia
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2. What CON Is Not Intended To Do
Much of the debate over whether home health service providers should be
subject to certificate of need has been based on misunderstandings about
the nature and purpose of CON; much has also been based on a very real
concern that proliferation and overlap of providers in certain localized
areas will have a detrimental impact on clients, quality, and costs.

Many of the proponents of CON for home health services expect it to have a
kind of impact that it was not designed to have. However, most of the
problems CON is believed to be capable of solving must be solved by other
means.

The CON process will not:

* Assure quality of services delivered
* Control fraud and abuse.

Quality assurance and the determination of home health agency capacity to
provide services are the function of survey, certification, and licensure.
If there are weaknesses in these systems they cannot be solved by the CON
process; the systems themselves must be strengthened. This confusion of
purposes has probably been a major stimulus. to the debate over CON.

In the same vein, fraud and abuse will not be dealt with through this
process but rather by the enforcement of existing certification standards,
service review, reimbursement process and the development of additional
necessary safeguards against such practices. Effective administration of
checks on reimbursable costs, effective service audit capacity, and special
screening for fraud and abuse are the appropriate means of dealing with
these problems.

Reasons against inclusion of home health providers in the certificate of
need process include:

* HSAs should direct their efforts at reviewing high cost and high
volume facilities in order to most effectively target cost controls.

* States with special problems of oversupply or maldistribution are
free to establish CON requirements; states without these problems
would be forced to adopt a cumbersome procedure.

* There is a general undersupply of home health services rather than
an oversupply. Efforts to expand services should not be dampened
until a balance is achieved.

* CON will not solve problemsnof underserved areasj they cannot make
the unattractive attractive.

* Keeping new providers out in favor of the status quo of traditional
providers might lessen innovation, efficiency and improvements in
availability of service.
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* Applying CON might not encourage efforts to develop need criteria,
since most states with CON requirements for home health have not
actively sought to develop them.

* The existence of CON will not aid in the development of capacity.

3. HEW Position
The Department intends to continue to exclude home health services from
the certificate of need process as a required activity of local health
planning and systems agencies. However, consideration will be given to
phasing in CON for home health as criteria for determining need are
developed.

Despite the basic decision not to require home health agencies to be within
the CON process, the following actions are under consideration:

(1) Improvement of methodologies for determining need/demand for home
health services through grants, contracts or in-house resources.
Present estimates are that the need for home health-care services
is large; however, greater specification of the need by types of
illnesses, by population, by medical care prognosis, and by cost
are needed for more efficient and effective planning.

(2) Development of additional technical assistance documents for plan-
ning agencies in regard to home health services, e.g., expansion
of Plan Guidelines in relation to home health or development of
guidelines on the review criteria considerations.

(3) Grants or contracts to evaluate the various types of home health
agencies and their impact on quality of care, costs, utilization
of health personnel to assist HSAs and SHPDAs with priority setting.

(4) Establishment of a system (possibly coordinated with a home health
trade or professional association, a health planning association,
and NPNIC) to alert planning agencies of studies or reports done
by the government or the private sector. This would assist them
in keeping abreast of pertinent factors in home health delivery.

(5) Consideration of methods to interface the development of home health
services with the development of HMOs (on the basis of section 1502(7)
priority with HM~s a prijority of section 1502(3)). Fo xap msAUS

XVI XIX and te XX, or r special bsidiza on for e heal
rsse r vcs u drT XI I I h as ben gstd heL s\

< up > tve In Nativ e oa Deve l p notol eaieohmK\
v1 s~v heS~h b 0ds to in emeiate c. s~nd prescriso rQ
no _ rein K see ats In addit plannin aencies my~nieh
V > elatio Shi~p Hih MO as p vding a hXhealt p n

ha n g higer qualifations tha ne which a no such as ciation.
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B. Availability and Distribution of Services

1. Supply Issues
In 1963, not more -than 250 agencies met the definition of a home health

agency as later defined by Medicare. At that time, 1,163 agencies offered

a progrpm of nursing care of the sick at home but only 141 of these nursing

agencies could have met the requirement that at least one other therapeutic

service must also be provided. In addition, less than 100 qualifying

hospital-based programs could be counted. Ninety percent of the agencies

offering in-home services were operated by official health agencies and

visiting nurse associations (VNAs). The official agencies provided educa-

tional and referral services in the home but, in contrast to the services

provided by visiting nurse associations, no direct care. The Medicare

home health benefit became effective on July 1, 1966 and considerable

progress had by then been realized. As of October 1966, 1,275 home health

agencies were certified for participation in the Medicare program.

Data presented in Table 4 reveal that, between 1966 and 1976, the number of

health agencies participating in the Medicare program increased from 1,275 to

2,165. Although the number of agencies certified varied from year to year,

there was a net increase of approximately 910 agencies participating in

the Medicare program by the end of the first decade, a 71 percent increase in

agencies. VNAs, which in 1966 operated 506, or 40 percent, of participating

home health agencies, operated-slightly less than one quarter of the agencies

certified by Medicare in 1976. In 1966, visiting nurse agencies represented

45 percent of participating home health agencies, but operated slightly less

than one quarter of the agencies certified by Medicare in 1976. In 1966,

official agencies represented 45 percent of participating home health agencies

and in 1976 were 53 percent of the total.

Hospitals and other organizations - except combined government and voluntary

agencies - almost quadrupled their participation during the first ten years

of the Medicare program and together operated fully 20 percent of the agencies

certified in 1976. The combination agencies declined by 46 percent.

2. Geographic Distribution
In 1966, slightly over one third of the nation's home health agencies partici-

pating in Medicare were located in the Northeast. Another third were in the

South, and the remaining third was divided between the North Central and

Western regions. By 1975, increases in the number of certified agencies,

particularly in the North Central region and the South, reduced the proportion

of certified home health agencies located in the Northeast to approximately

27 percent of the total. In 1975, 32 percent of the home health agencies

participating in the Medicare program were in the South as compared to 38

percent in 1966 despite an increase of 232 agencies.
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TABLE 4
-Rumber of persona served, number of visit., and amaunt,*of charge. by region, calendar year 197S

(Nhumbers and amounts in thousands)

Persons served VWsits -Total cha.-Bes Visit charges Totls r&Lmburoe=not

Ragion
74.1cr Ter 1,000 Nhumbor Per person Amount Per parson Amount Par visit Amount Per pers00

enrollees served served served.

Total ............. 499.6 20.2 10,805 21.6 4227,001 4454 4211.944 4.20 $215,497

Northeast .............. 175.9 29.2 3,635 20.6, 71,258 403 67,818 19 68,226
vocth Central ............ 101.5 15.2 1,959 19.3 37,315 368 36,012 lB 35.186
South ................ 139.0 17.7 3,319 25.3 81.060 583 72.830 21 76,175
Wet ................. 78.3 19.9 1,495 19.1 . 32,908 420 31,523 21 31,656

Outlying areasly.......... 4.9 18.1 L77 36.0 4.459 905 3,732 21 4,254

3/ Inaludes Puarto Rico, Virgin Zalabds, Guam. other outlying zarse, and residents unknown.

3 47

864
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Table 5 reveals variations in the distribution of certified home health
agencies and the distribution of Medicare beneficiaries by census region
and divisions. In the South and the Northeast, the percent distribution
of certified agencies is higher than these regions' share of the Medicare
population, whereas it is lower than the present Medicare enrollment in
the North Central region and the West. These variations reflect differences
among the census divisions which comprise the regions; for example, except
for the South Atlantic division, the percent distribution of certified
agencies is greater than the percent distribution of the service population.

The uneven geographic development of home health agencies is reflected in
service utilization by Medicare beneficiaries. Regional utilization data
indicate that 175,900 beneficiaries in the Northeast region received home
health visits in 1975 (29.3 per 1,000 enrollees), while in the North Central
region visits were received by 101,500 enrollees (15.2 per 1,000 enrollees).

The data presented in Table 6 on the distribution of certified home health
agencies and the distribution of Medicare beneficiaries suggest that the
availability of services of home health agencies -is related directly to the
percentage of the Medicare enrollment which resides in metropolitan counties.
The rankings of census regions in terms of non-metropolitan coverage is the
same as for metropolitan coverage, but the differences in the percent popula-
tion to whom services are available vary markedly.

In the Northeast, where the greatest percentage of Medicare beneficiaries
live in metropolitan counties, the availability of home health agencies is
nearly universal; services are available to the entire enrollment residing
in metropolitan counties and to 89 percent of those who live in non-metro-
politan areas. In contrast, the operation of home health agencies relative
to beneficiaries' residence is lowest in the North Central region, which
has the smallest proportion of metropolitan enrollment to total Medicare
enrollment.

Except for the Northeast, home health services are available to less than
70 percent of the Medicare beneficiaries who reside in non-metropolitan
counties. For example, services of home health agencies are available to
slightly more than the North Central region's beneficiaries: 93 percent
of its metropolitan enrollment is covered, compared to 55 percent of the
beneficiaries who live in non-metropolitan counties.

3. Service Availability
a ar probljm for al home heath agenciy, wheth9 newly veopedr

y long *Eanding,/has bee their i ility tokxpand the range o their rvi#S
9and their coverage of opulati9 4s at risk ithin t constrplfnts of ediMcze

\ and ~edicai4/eligiblty critera, defin ions of /ervicesland reii ursy ent

j2> po/icies ar4 proceqdre a.tC -t

Table 7 presents data on the number of services offered by agencies parti-
cipating in the Medicare program in 1975 and 1976. The service offered
most frequently after skilled nursing care is physical therapy, followed
in order by the services of home health aides, speech therapists, medical
social workers, and occupational therapists.
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TABLE 5 Number and Percent of Medicare 3eneficilartes and Certified
Rome Health Agencies by Census Region and Division. United
States. 1974.

United States

Medicare Enrollment
Number* Percent**
(millions)

21.9 100

Certified Agencies
Number Percent

2,329 100

Region

Northeast
North Central
South
West

Northeast

New England
Middle Atlantic

1.4
4.1

6
19

343 15
282 12

Nor--.i Central

Sot

We!

East North Central
West North Central

ith

South Atlantic
East South Central
West South Central

3t

Mountain
Pacific

4.0
2.0

3.4
1.4..
2.0

0.8
2.7

18
9

335 14
244 10

16
6
9

4
12

338
298
254

91
144

15
13
UL

4
6

Sources: Medicare: Health Insurance for the Aged, 1972-1974. Section 3:
Participating Providers. Table 3.14: Number of Hona Health
Agencies, Persons, Enrolled, etc. Washington: SocLal Security
Ad4inistration. 1976.

*Number does not add because of rounding.

**Percentage does not add to 100 because of rounding.
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5.5
6.1
6.8
3.5

25
28
31
16

625
579
890
235

27
25
38
10
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TABLE 6 Number of Medicare Beneficiaries and Percent of Enrollment in
Counties with Rome Health Agencies by Census Region and Division
and Metropolitan/Nonmetropolitan Location. United States, 1974.

United States

Regions

Northeast
North Central
South
West

Northeast

'r'w England
Middle Atlantic

North Central

East North Central
West North Central

South

Number of Persons
Enrolled (milions)

Total Metro Nonmetro

21.9 14.9 7.0

5X5
6.0
6.8
3.5

4.5
3.6
3.9
2.7

0.9
2.4
2.9
0.8

Percent of Enrollment in
Counties with Home Health Agencies

All Metro Nonzetro

84 95 61

98
77
78
86

100
92
98
98

89
55
58
56

1.4 1.1 0.3 97 100 88
4.1 3.5 0.6 98 100 90

4.0 2.8 1.2 86 95 66
2.0 0.8 1.2 61 85 45

South Atlantic
East South Central
West South Central

West

Mountain
Pacific

3.4
1.4
2.0

2.2
0.6
1.1

1.2
0.8
0.9

77
86
71

91
95
88

52
79
49

0.8 0.4 0.4 75 97 49
2.7 2.3 0.4 92 98 62

Source: Adapted from Table 3.14: Number of Home Health Agencies, Persons
Enrolled, etc. Medicare: Health Insurance for the Aged, 1972-1974.
Section 3: Partic'pating Providers. Washington: Social Security
Administration. 1976.
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TABLe 7; Number and Parcant of Participating Home Health
. .: " sulacted Sorvlcou; tHarcIh 1967 au4d January 1975

Agenclc4 Offcring
aud 1976.

1967 ~ 1975 197611
FUFUIZRMEr- Percent Prurcenc

Sccvlc . :~umbar of Total E:umbar of Total :;uztbur of Toc.l

Toral 1.753 100.0 2,254 on.n 2,i5 I n.0

lNursin, Care 1,753 100.0 2,254 10.0 n 2,13 100.0

Phys I~al,'Therqpy 120 6a. 5 1,678 74.4 1,656 75.8

Occupational T.arapy 244 13.9 533 23.6 590 27.0

Speech T1berapy 361 20.6 799 35.4 85S 39.3

Itedical Social . . .' -

-Service 400 22.8 558 24.8 599 '27.4

Johna Health. Aides
Servica. 601 34.3 16 171.0 .1,69 73.6

Source; Social Security Administration,

,1. aUnpublishtid.data.for'1976.

Office of Research and Statistics.
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In contrast, comparative figures for 1977 indicate a growth of almost 82,000
paraprofessionals employed by 3,732 service agencies. Fifty percent of the
agencies employed five or fewer aides; 31 percent, 6 to 24 aides; 15 percent,
24 to 99 aides; and 4 percent, 100 or more aides.

4. Service Configurations in European Systems
Trained paraprofessionals have for many years provided one of the major com-
ponents of community health-social agencies in many European countries. The
services are almost entirely funded or subsidized by the government, quality
is assured through government sponsored training, and the services are
usually offered as a part of community-based service networks. Eighty-eight
percent of services are provided to the 65+ group, and the remainder to
families in which there are persons who are handicapped, chronically ill
or in which there are multiple problems. England, which offers the services
to households rather than to individuals, funds the services of nearly
6,000 whole-time and 124,000 part-time "Home Helps- (Homemaker/Home Health
Aides). This means that for a population of 56 million people, England
employs as many paraprofessionals as are employed in the United States
with a population four times as large. The Netherlands employs 68,000
part-time and 17,000 full-time paraprofessionals, the former providing
in-home services exclusively to the aged.

In the ratio of "home helps" to population, the United States ranks midway--
sixth among twelve countries providing these services. Denmark, excluded
from the ranking because comparative data were not available, would proba-
bly rank with Sweden at the top of the list. These services, considered
essential in countries with aging population _ercentages similar to those

house1;_iliesgregaing~~~~~~~~me are
nomecenere an by ar he argst prcetag ofthe personnel

is utilized in services to the populations in the older age range and to
the handicapped.

The difference between the United States and Western European countries
with respect to the development of community based services may be attri-
buted to a variety of factors. The age of the social security system is
an important factor. Countries which established the concept of general
entitlement to insurance against essential risk (unemployment, old age,
sickness) have tended to enlarge or expand the range of services. The
concept of general entitlement discouraged approaches which separated the
poor from the non-poor and encouraged development of services which, while
they were universally accessible, did not involve the development of the
most costly resources.

European cultures also retained a family centered ideology with the home and
community as the central focus of services. The family centered ideology
in the United States placed greater stress upon personal responsibility than
than upon the concept of general entitlement. Culturally, the United States
has emphasized efficiency, and the use of institutions has seemed to offer
more efficient approaches to care compared with dependence upon approaches
utilizing the home and the resources of the community. The presence of a
substantial institutional complex already in place in the United States
tended to discourage the development of community services that are consi-
dered -add-on costs.'
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C. Past and Present Efforts To Expand home Health Ca

/ 1. H'ill-Burton \
In the Hospital Sur and Construction Act ( U-Burton) o 1946, the process

king needed hospita beds available was ap ched in a ndstematic manner.
Th eose yf the act war ifc;- the severa ste were: \

to are the need for consterdion of hospitalsh to dlaekof
e programy ar construction... t org ion aeneral nt hav

b of the Fed m Hospital Council ad adranistrator oplltay g
o wneral regui a prescribe a) the ngober of hospital eneired f

2. Grn de arequao rspital sefor Home Health _ _ _ _din_ _ _ a__
staneo tee Iene a thod or tod e conais such bedss of h
distributce viwe base ya9s, inter gdte poenal rmral are are

whchsional commpi ttachbe agat institui al : -

>0 t~~omplIetei bsence hSpitsl f ties in some area ithi
inade in oyser aea oe er th an conry as wholt, t tw

eviuneven t tharibution are strisi deferrentfo an adequate hospeiet-

srvatio and selth program ... would o iore adeq000 counties in supr
natioy dappe ely 40 Pe t t some 15nt.0,

As/ repeo~~ple are wit h an registered hptlThation' a ack of
a adqae hospitals 6 no -due to lac ffntrs nitiative. It
is csd primarily balack of economcen by hiospitals

\ and hea IF cilities arC ured. \\

Ths 0 comnsa respect to bbitals in 1946 arepplicable~h
b;ltb eries noKthe asence oiesources in s.m~es inaeqacy
of serve in otherth efect ofs lack of resoure onlrepua-
tions w trspect to rdqae health ca;the placemn o^ esoiblty

\ o Satuh expans on.\\

Xestato a respect to Ntitutiona. re res ha encsdrbly
ale by mean Cosistent a continued f de~ fInac IFpo for

\ instisonal cnstr^<ion. Finane incenie beasbenvaSble
\ to help iaeas the nu~ber ofbeds inersn oe.\ilBrt fnv

Wave een a~ableto nocproit organiain an o terest loans have
v be~availableEsom the SmaXBusiness A iStration to Porietary groups.
\ Now,<wever, t appeas thatthe-building ofbds ftpacedh need for them.

2. Grant Programs for Home Health
nerys_ norl, ofee sLar *pr5 certo ree consistent develgorment of hlr

health fnd relate ::mmniyfbaed - _e i Homie MIEaN serv.ce Spp.9-1v-y
heave not been viewed seriously asofering the potential for methods of care
which might appropriately buffer against institutional use and provide for

pouations whose need is prallel in magnitude/ hs difdneerse~p
¢~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~' 9 _ baby relat'<A

(TV\]~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~I .hatn nb tns atincio .5 Home
<>C~~~A~ neare involves service ~developmient rather than construction. It was

Yeviden tly assumed that federal, provision for reimbursement of selected
services for selected populations would provide adequate financial support
for capacity development.
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This_ ~ach. ho Y.,.. and entiFnsistenV' In 1961 the Com-
_21=m it !a /e~~~~~~~Surgeon Ge~neral 'tosmunity Health Services and Facilities Act atoie o ugo eea t

make project grants to public or non-profit private agencies or organizations

for the development of outside-the-hospital health services, particularly for

the chronically ill and aged.- 'Out-of-hospital' services were defined as

services -which prevent, detect, and treat disease and disability and improve

care for persons - particularly the chronically ill and aged who are not

patients in a hospital.' Among the examples of such services were "Home Care,

including nursing care, homemaker services, physiotherapy, occupational '

therapy, nutritional services, social services, etc. for the sick at home.-

The Community Health Services and Facilities Act provided assistance in the

form of time-limited grants which were intended to support studies, experi-

ments, and demonstrations which would 'lead to new or improved community

health services outside the hospital..." and such demonstrations were to

include those directed to coordination to 'ensure comprehensive care of

patients.' In its 1968 report, the review committee reported that 'the pro-

ject grant program as originally conceived was not oriented -to any specific

chronic illness and had a broad base of eligibility in terms- of the type of

applicant and the type of project.- The authority lasted for six years from

fiscal year 1962 to fiscal year 1967. Total funding amounted to $42,319,000.

Of the 295 projects funded, 17 percent were for home care, homemaker services

..and nursing care and related in-home care (about 15 percent of the funds).

All but four of the home care and related services grants were for three

years; the awards were, for that period, adequate for effective service

development. More than twothirds were for the initiation of new programs,

for coordinated multipurpose programs, for the development of homemaker

services, or for the development and incorporation of homemaker services

into existing home eare-programs or visiting nurse services. Seven involved

the coordination of fragmented services or extension of urban services to

rural areas. A small number were for the addition of specialized services

to existing programs. e staff of federal onsultants rep e

vasous prote a volved the delivery o home health serv as working

in a eam approato the comunes in which th demonstrations t k place

g provide in additi ~to project sup t, substantia community educat n

;oncerning e service ograms. Most o the projects thered the end

fed ral suppor .some, how r, did not sur e the comple roblems which
X f surr ded Medics -,Medicaid initions, eligi itycriteria reim-

bursemel procedures.~

When Congress endorsed the concept of home health service in the 1965 Social

Security Amendments creating the Health Insurance Program for the Aged

(Medicare), there was widespread anxiety concerning the availability of home

health services to meet the needs of beneficiaries eligible for benefits

under both Parts A and B. All but a few states developed plans utilizing

federal and/or state, and local funds to expand the services. In September

1965, a supplemental appropriation of $9 million was made available to streng-

then existing home care agencies by adding services and to help establish

new programs that could meet the Medicare conditions of participation.

Another supplemental appropriation of $6.7 million became available for

fiscal year 1967. Within the nine months between September 1965, when the

funds became available, and July 1, 1966, when Medicare became effective,

the number of programs increased as did the range of services offered.
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Between 1968 and 1975 little significant federal investment in home health
services development occurred with the exception of a short term OEO-PHS.
paraprofessional training grant program geared to older women on public
assistance, and some -add-ons home health components to existing community
agencies funded under Title III of the Older Americans Act.

3. Current Activities
In 1975 with the passage of the Health Revenue Sharing and Health Services
Act (P.L. 94-63) the sum of $3 million was appropriated for one-year grants
to existing agencies and 17-month grants to new agencies to -denonstrate the
development and expansion of home health services.- Grants are authorized
for the purposes of (1) meeting the initial costs of establishing home
health agencies, (2Y expanding the services available through existing agen-
cies, and (3) compensating personnel during the period of initial operation
or agency operation.- In extending the grant authorization Senate and House
conferees reported their belief that the future of home health services is
dependent in large measure on a consistent federal approach to the establish-
ment of and payment for these services. Fifty-six grants were awarded to
non-profit home health agencies certified for or meeting conditions of
Medicare-Medicaid participation for home health agencies. Forty grants were
awarded for expansion of existing agencies and sixteen were awarded for the
development of new agencies in areas in which there is a high percentage of
individuals who are elderly, indigent or both. The appropriation was increased
to $6 million in the following erevth similar requi-enis. Th;e antee
h ha become cel Afied Medicr oviders a now operU fz e newi
jevelredhome hes agencies wit deral s es.

D. Manpower Issues

Estimates of manpower needs in home health depend to some extent upon how the
service package is defined. The Medicare program has identified skilled nursing
and physical and speech therapy as the primary services but also reimburses for
occupational therapy, medical social services, home health aides, and supplies
and equipment.

A method of estimating manpower need in home health is one which examines the
services being utilized in current home health programs along with consideration
of geographic problems (urban-rural) and personnel currently available to meet
what have been demonstrated as being the most urgent needs. The two services
which have been most used in existing home health agencies have been nursing
and home health aide services, with physical therapy following.

In 1974 approximately 23,000 persons were employed by agencies participating
in the Medicare program. All home health ag4ncies certified by Medicare provide
nursing services. In 1974 over 90 percent of all home health employees were
nursing personnel, 70 percent were registered nurses, 7 percent practical nurses,
and 19 percent home health aides. Four percent of home health agency person-
nel were physical therapists. Occupational therapy, speech therapy and medical
social services have been offered by fewer agencies. They are relatively less
available in rural and outlying areas. Some agencies also have included through
administrative costs the services of nutritionists and psychologists.
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Whether full-time or part-time, nursing personnel are generally permanent members
of a home jhealth agency staff. In contrast, the principal place of employment
for therapists and medical social workers is another community health service
organization, e.g., hospitals, clinics, rehabilitation centers. They provide
services to patients of the home health agencies under contractual arrangements
with the employing institution or on a fee-for-service basis.

The incremental capacity building approach of adding the services of a therapist
or a medical social worker on a part-time basis has been 'successful in many
urban areas; it has a number of advantages. One is that the services of another
professional discipline can be utilized on a pilot basis to meet the needs of
one or more patients and at the same time acquaint the nursing personnel with
the contribution another discipline can make to the assessment, plan of care, and
treatment of certain patients. A second advantage is that it has permitted the
home health agency to obtain access to other community resources, including in-
service training opportunities, professional meetings, invitations to serve on
utilization review committees, and technical assistance to improve administration
management capabilities.

The development and expansion of home health services in rural areas is parti-
cularly critical. In contrast to agencies located in major population centers,
rural home health agencies frequently experience difficulty in identifying and
hiring personnel qualified to provide the number and type of services appro-
priate. A partial answeflhas- been-the-abtilty -of certain well established home
health agencies to extend services into suburban And/or adjacent rural areas.

Health Departments which are the primary source of home health services in
rural counties should be encouraged to explore the possibilities of sharing
a therapists and medical social worker with the nearest community hospital
or skilled nursing facility. Interesting job possibilities such as the op-
portunity to provide services to patients in the hospital, nursing home and
in their own homes might attract a well qualified person to a rural area.

E. Co lusion

The follo ng issues in ca city and its evelopment are tical in the in-home

service are a:

(1) The distribution of ealth profess onals (generally) nd their
unavail bility in medica ly underserve areas, such as Ial and
inner ci areas for staf ng home healt services.

(2) Lack of a fo us in education settings for eveloping on-got
iograms for t aining and prep ing service oviders in home

h lth care ski s.

\ (3) Need r specialize training for ainistrators, upervisors,
and set ce personnel of home health gencies to in ove and
increase acity to p vtde services.

(4) L ted unde tanding of t potential fo the developie and
ut ration of npower for pme health and absence of innovative
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At the esent time, the Home Heal Service Grant Program uthorized underP.L. 94-66and extended by P.L. 94-4 is attempting to help oral and under-served areas ith large elderly and poopopulations to develop ome healthservices. mishould help to overcome p t of the maldistributi problem.

I ddition, the tr ing needs of paraprofess maIs (homemaker/home lthside will be met in rt through the contract the National CouncilHomema es/Home Health a to develop a model cu culu and training gu esto prepar trainers to ass the responsibility of p aring aides for empl -Cy ' ment in Ned re-Medicaid cert ed Home Health Agencie Grants also will beavailable to t t the validity oa he curriculum content a the training pro-cedures. This sh id provide a muc eeded resource to impr e' the capacity29. of home health agen es to provide hig quality personal care d supportivea ices to its patie a. If the test o the curriculum and tra ng guideplas successful, sat actory dompletton f the basic training c; rae might
become the compliance meas e for approprimte eparation of homemake home
health ades.

Recommenda on

The rrent grant pgram for developme and improvement o apacity todelive n-home -servil a should be contin d and expanded prov ing theevaluatin conclusions ow this to be warr ted. Preliminary I ormationfrom the evu n suppo tis conclusion.
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PART VII. FUTURE DIRECTIONS FOR HOME CARE

It has been sai that the HEW programs providing in-home care defy coot i-
nation. Service are variously defined and unevenly distributed and p vided,
paynent methods aX eligibility criteria differ radically from progra to
program, and stand _ds are varied or nonexistent. Previous sections f this
report have discusse the improvement of coordination and managemen t f home
health and related in hone services, but within the existing struct e of
HEW programs.

Finding ways to improve e coordination of existing services is major step
toward solving problems, b t coordination requires, even assume , the existence
of a comprehensive and acce ible set of services. Without th , there is
nothing to coordinate. The erequisites to coordination do ist in some areas,
but not in others.

Coordination requires these elem ts:

* Comprehensive service capa ty
* Uniform definitions of serv s
* Uniform or aligned benefits
* Clear eligibility criteria th ado not leave jor gaps
* Use of the same providers where osaible, o formal relationships

among them
* A coordinated flexible source of p ent or services

A major problem in achieving coordination, or en in proposing solutions, is
the constraints of existing legislation. Re sng them brings elements of other
programs and services into the picture, so at lutions tend to become quite
global./

A. What Should A Coordinated S stem ?

Ideally, home health services are ructured with the otective of providing
comprehensive coordinated care wh will accelerate a r urn to optimum health
in acute illness and which will store and/or maintain m mum function and
independence in individuals in eed of long term care so t4 t they can remain
at home and in the community r as long as possible. Compi hensive home health
care requires a broad range services, delivered without th impediment of
having to seek multiple f ing sources. Although the full ra ge of services is
not required in every si tion and is rarely needed over exten ed periods, a
comprehensive approach pends upon the availability of these se vices so that
selection in appropri combinations may be made as changes in n ed arise.

1. Components of re
Essential ser ces in the comprehensive range include medical ca e nursing
services, p sical therapy, occupational therapy, speech therapy, he com-
bined serv&es of the homemaker-home health aide, medical social sI vices
and nutr ion services. These may be coordinated with related comm ity
servic such as health oriented day health or day hospital care, ho
deliv ed meals and transportation.
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Home health services which are comprehensive and coordinated are provided
in a seqence which includes outreach, or early identification of need;
professi al assessment of health status, functional potential and the /
goals of t eatmeot; the development of a plan of care and the delivery f
services in ccordance with the care plan; health monitoring and regu r
reassessmento that the plan of care and the services required nay e
changed, adapt , and increased or diminished in frequency and mt sity
as changes in stus and function occur. In this sequence, flexi lity is
essential. Home aIth care is therefore based entirely on the pacity
of the services to espond to individual need. It is rarely ro ne in
the sense that the p n of care remains static although indiv uals who
require long term car may be maintained with relatively sim e combinations
of services for very lo periods of time with utilization increased
services during periods acute illness.

2. Multiple Coordinated Servi y a
This approach requires a high degree of coordination ng the multiple
professional and paraprofessio 1 services which may utilized in diffe-
rent combinations at different mes, and between e home health service
complex and other community resou es. Effectiveess of this care depends
not only on these services, but up tolerable ving conditions, sufficient
income to maintain adequate nutrition and ava bility of medical care when
needed. Consumer participation in car plans, consumer choice and consumer
satisfaction with the services and wit the lan of service delivery are
of primary importance in the selection o one care as the method of care.

3. Personal and Family Supports
When a personal support system is ava able, .e., relatives, neighbors and
friends -- even where such personal esources re minimal -- the service
plan in high quality programs make maximum us of these resources in order
to sustain an environment for th client which as close to the normal
living pattern as possible. mum use of the rsonal support system
does not, however, place demans upon this system the point at which
the pressure becomes imposs e to maintain. Spous , children, relatives
and friends are evaluated alistically in terms of eir capacity to
supplement the care at hbe and are provided with the ceded instruction
and support which makes he sustained effort possible.

For the family that s considered intact-where there are elatives in the
home--working fami members are frequently unable to provie all the essen-
tial supports an care; the availability of home health ser ces can provide
these for acut y or chronically ill family members.

Family memba who are available throughout the day are also assisted by
home heal services to provide skilled services, instruction, a d simple
relief, e latter particularly in long-tere cases. It has been stimated
from e erience that the continuous pressures entailed in caring r sick
and s ereiy disabled family members can be sustained by family me ers only
for elatively brief periods after which personal support systems ted to
b ak down in the-absence of some kind of outside help.
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4. o Can Benefit?
the population in need of long term care, there is a fairly large numb

of %dividuals who live alone; many are without relatives and, in the oldr
popu ation, may be without significant social contacts. Another group n
need a those living with equally elderly or disabled family members About
one-thir of the consumers of long term home health services are in viduals
who live a one who prefer home care to other methods of care. For hese
individuals the service personnel provide a support system which requently
fulfills the ed for care and concern from others. Plans which rovide for
easy access to ervice personnel--telephone reassurance, friend y visiting,
rapid response t emergency situations and the maintenance of n open channel
to medical care pr vided with continuity and consistency--ef ctively support
the choice of care a personal environment. In a recent ngitudinal study
of recipients of home ealth care in an agency which exten a services to long
term consumers, individala who live alone have been mai ained for periods
of years, moving in and t of the service programs wit the assurance that
care will be available whe it is required. The servi as used by this group
were relatively minimal ove extended periods. The m at used service combina-
tion for this group was healt monitoring by a nurse the combined services
of the homemaker/home health ade delivered in an termittent, part time
pattern, and occasional visits b the medical soc 1 worker.

5. Patterns of Service -- Some Case x ples and P pnci les

a. Families would receive assistance needsd in caring for ill or
disabled relatives /

Case: A couple in their 80s lived on e second floor of their working
daughter's home. The wife behaved d aru tively as a result of chronic
brain disease, and also had vision cardi vascular, and gastro-intestinal
problems; she required increasing upervis n and assistance. The husband
could no longer care for his wif and the ho se due to his problems of
heart valve leakage, vision, an hearing prob ms. Both he and the
daughter had emotional stress ecause of the w aes problems.

Services: The service agen evaluated the situa on and arranged for
a home health aide, at first for four hours three is a week, later
for two hours a day, to lp supervise the wife, pre are lunch, and do
light housework. A vis ing nurse made monthly monit ing visits.

Outcome: The family situation was stabilized, stress lieved, and the
wife cared for. Se ral months later, she died, at home ith her
family.

b. People with fluzuating conditions would be monitored and serices
readjusted as eeds changed a

Case: An 8 year old widow lives in her own house with an 80 ye old
friend who ays room and board but does not help with housework o meals.
The widow nearly blind, has trouble cooking and has had fires in hi r
kitchen she also has hypertension and is depressed over her declini g
vision This case is characterized by gradual decline, crisis, r cov ry,
and aability.
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Se vices: The agency arranged for all of the services the women needed
ove several months:

* Meals on wheels, homemaker once a week
* ursing home for six weeks
* e return home
* Dfa y home health aide and meals on wheels, visiting

nur once a week
* Grado 1 reduction in service until client stabilized wit

daily eels, homemaker twice a week, visiting nurse evetwo mon i./

Outcome: The wi ow was able to live in her home and to re rn home after
an acute and conva scent episode. Services were added an subtracted
as necessary, avoidi dependency or inappropriate services

c. People without famil ports wovtd be able to remain t home with
assistance /

Case: A 74 year-old widow ith several chronic co itions resulting in
her inability to go out unas sted or to do house eping, wanted to
remain at home, in her third oor walk-up apart ot. Her daughter
did her shopping.

Services: Health assessment and nitoring, eals on wheels, and house-
keeping services were arranged for, as were hysical safety adaptations
to the bathroom; physical therapy to' teach xercises for maintaining
functional abilities.

Outcome: The widow remains in her hom. and uses her own resources as
much as possible to contribute to the eal, and housekeeping services.

B. Major Approaches to Program Reform

Home health and other in-home services re just a part fa continuum of
institutional and community, health a social services eded to serve the
sick, the aged, and the disabled. is inappropriate to'onsider long term
reforms in just one segment of tha continuum. Overall chaNges in the organ-
ization, delivery, and financing f these services are needed. These changes
can be considered in the framew k of major long term care re orms as well
as in the development of natio 1 health insurance proposals.

The nature of a home care pogram within these larger contexts w uld encompass
the components, enunciate previously, of coordination, comprehen\iveness, and
continuity.

The major features o an in-home service program would be:

* A single ministrative locus at all levels of government for a
home ca program;

* A agle source of funding for services
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* Entitlement, based on criteria other than income; income-related
c t sharing;

* A si le benefit package, flexible in nature but with specific
indivi ual service definitions;

* A single t of provider requirements; and

* A single reim rsement method (based on any principle choinen,
such as capita ion, cost, negotiation, etc.).

The organizational struc re of such a program could consist o using existing
home and other health serv ce providers on the local level to erform assessment,
care planning, and services or all clients in need of healt and support serv-
ices. This could be a requiresd activity of either the serve provider or a
local coordinating and single srvice entry agency such as riage in Connecticut,
anrd other Community Care Organiz tions and models.

Existing home health providers could either be given inc ntives or be required
to coordinate services as part of thecare plan; they w uld be responsible for
contacting other organizations and arranging for servi as. Using existing pro-
viders instead of creating separate entities appears o have the advantages of
being readily instituted, adaptable to moqt communit as, and much less costly
since most of the better and larger agencies do thi now and administrative
overhead would be minimized.

Financing and program loci could follow these orother methods:

* A separate health authority, similar the maternal and child
health or crippled children's progra , with major financing out
of general revenues, to set standar , set fee scales, and pay
for services. Funding would have be sufficient to guarantee
access.

In this event, Title XX service provided in the home would be
eliminated; Medicare and Medic id could continue to provide
acute, short term care.

* Medicare, either as a broaly defined benefit under Part B, or
as a new Part C, could be used as the financing mechanism. The.
current home health ben it under Medicare would be expended to
include a variety of a port services, and eligibility criteria
would be expanded by opping the skilled care requirement. The
deductibles would aply under Part B, and consideration would be
given to establish g coinsurance. The advantages of the Medicare
approach would be he achievement of a comprehensive benefit' for
the aged and di bled of all income levels; a new part C would in
effect create comprehensive long term care program for Medicare
eligibles.
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The Department in recent years has supported demonstration projects to test
var models of service delivery, organization and single sources rein-
bursemen New demonstration projects will build on these past e riences and
develop ma jr w initiatives in this area. They will test new elationships
among community anstitutional services, as well as among deral, state,
and local authorities. hese efforts at coordinating seve disparate funding
sources and programs on boe f of clients are costly in ems of resources
required to accomplish coordin n and to package vices as needed. Past
experiences in this regard have sh the need a single funding source
for services, as well as flexibility in e ovision of services.

A great deal of recent discussion ha nter he need for a single entry
point into the long term care or unity care syst or; the need for
entities to coordinate, pack , and monitor services o half of clients;
and on the need for methof assessing clients' needs. all is said
and done, however, tw asic needs remain from the client's vie nt:
available and ac sible services of sufficient variety to meet ne nd
a source of ent for those who do not have adequate finances to pay for
care.
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Appendix 4

ITEM 1. RESOLUTION INTRODUCED BY

SENATOR WILLIAM S. COHEN

96TH CONGRESS
1ST SESSION S. RES, 169

Relating to the report by the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare with
respect to home health and other inhome services.

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

MAY 22 (legislative day, MAY 21), 1979
Mr. COHEN (for himself, Mr. CHILES, Mrs. KASSEBAUM, Mr. DOMENICI, Mr.

HEINZ, Mr. DOLE, Mr. PERCY, Mr. CHURCH, Mr. BRADLEY, Mr. BURDICK,
Mr. PACKWOOD, Mr. GLENN, Mr. PRYOR, and Mr. MELCHER) submitted the
following resolution; which was referred to the Committee on Finance

RESOLUTION
Relating to the report by the Secretary of Health, Education,

and Welfare with respect to home health and other inhome
services.

Whereas section 18 of the Medicare-Medicaid Anti-Fraud and
Abuse Amendments (Public Law 95-142) directed the Sec-
retary of Health, Education, and Welfare to report to the
Congress within one year of enactment with respect to all
aspects of the delivery of home health and other inhome
services authorized to be provided under titles XVIII, XIX,
and XX of the Social Security Act;

Whereas the Secretary failed to submit such report in a timely
fashion;
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2

Whereas the Secretary failed to include in such report recom-

mendations for legislation with respect to home health and

other inhome services, including the reasons for such recom-
mendations, an analysis of the impact of implementing such

recommendations on the cost of such services and the

demand for such services, and the methods of financing any
recommended increased provision of such services under

such titles, as required by such section; and

Whereas the Senate has expressed its will with regard to the

need for expanded opportunities for receipt of home health
and other inhome services, including the passage of medi-

care amendments to H.R. 5285 in the Ninety-fifth Con-
gress: Now, therefore, be it

1 Resolved, That it is the sense of the Senate that-

2 (1) the report of the Secretary of Health, Educa-

3 tion, and Welfare entitled "Report on Home Health

4 Services Under Titles XV]11, XIX, and XX" is not

5 responsive to the requirements of section 18 of the

6 Medicare-Medicaid Anti-Fraud and Abuse Amendments

7 (Public Law 95-142); and

8 (2) such report be returned to the Secretary with

9 the direction that it be. revised to comply with the re-

10 quirements of such section, including the requirement

11 that recommendations for legislation be submitted, and

12 that such report be returned to the appropriate com-

13 mittees of the Congress not later than September 1,

14 1979.
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ITEM 2. SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE

REPORT ON S. RES. 169

Calendar No. 245
96tT CoNoBEss SENATE RF"Rr

lat Seio I l No 96-233

HEW HOMIE HEALTH REPOIT

JUnE 27 (legislathve day, JUNE 21), 1979.-Ordered to be printed

Mlr. LoN-G, from the Committee on Finance,
submitted the following

REPORT

[To accomphany S. Res. 169]

The Committee on Finance, to which was referred the resolution
(S. lies. 169), relating to the report by the Secretary of Health. Educa-
tion, and Welfare with respect to home health and other in-holole
services, havin.g considered the saCw, reports fa'vorably thereon with-
out amendmient and recomimends that the resolution do pass.

DESCRII'IOliN OF TIHE RESOLUTION

Section IS of Public Law 95-142 required the Secretary of HEW
to submit a report to Congress analyzing, evaluating, and making rec-
omninendations on all aspects of the delivery of home health and other
in-homne services provided under titles XVIII, XIX, and XX of the
Social Security Act. The report was also to include an evaluation of
the cordination of such '(-Viese- munder the dlifferenet titles, along with
reconmmendations for changes in regulations and legislation on the
scope of services provided, eligibilit requirements, standards for pro-
vider ceitification, utilization control' and quality assurance, reimburse-
ment methods, and the prevention of fraud and abuse. As submitted,
the HEW report does not contain the required recommendations for
legislative chlanges.

T~he resolution would return tbe report to the Secretary with the
direction that it be revised to comply with the requirements of Public
Law 95-142, including the requirement that recommendations for leg-
islation be submitted, and that such report be returned to the appro-
priate commimuittees of the Congiess not later than September 1, 1979.

VOTE OF TilE C< )031'71EE

In eunplia-dce with section 133 of the 1eg-islatice heoranllizatioll
Act. of 1946. the following statement is nude relatilve to the %ote bv the
committee to report the resolution. The resolution '.'r ord(lerd
reported by voice vote.

NOTE: S. Res. 169 was passed by the Senate on July
11, 1979. A simailar resolution, H. Res. 357, introduced
in the House by Representatives Waxman, Rangel, and Pep-
per, was passed by the House on August 2, 1979.
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Appendix h
. . . Bor~~hneah line

VOLUME IV ISSUE 4 April, 1979

Here is the final HR 3 report--finally,
eradicating all other news. Quic*ly, USHHAR
will be proposed by the end of Pay; consents
are in on the 223 cost limits; hearings
galore are on the docket.

FINAL H.R. 3 REPORT STRAGGLES TO CONGRESS

On April 17. almost six months late and at a cost of $62,630,HEW Secretary Joseph Califano sent the final H.R. 3 home health reportto Capitol Hill, per mandate of the Medicare and Medicaid Anti-Fraud andAbuse Amendments of 1977 (P L. 95-142).

To give you an idea of the high priority with which this reportwas treated, one of the copies was addressed to a former Chairman ofthe Committee. As promised, the final report has been gutted (see ...hhl,Volume IV, February/March 1979).

Before launching into an analysis of the report, ...home healthline thought new readers might be interested in a brief, recent historyof HEW and Congressional involvement in home health policy:

1965 - Passage of Titles XVIII Medicare and XIX Medicaid, establishing a
limited home health care benefit for the poor and elderly

1969 - Social Security Administration issues policy instructions tightening
the definition of "skilled" nursing to cut down on aide services

1972 - Three-day conference on home health by HEW's Office of Nursing HomeAffai rs
- Social & Rehabilitation Service releases hh Issue Paper #10
- Social Security Amendments of 1972 (P.L. 92-603) deletes 20% co-pay

for Part B hh services, establishes authority to set cost limits
(Section 223), establishes authority to carry on home care
demonstration projects (Section 222)

1973 - Senator Muskie's Aging Connittee hearings on home health care

1974 - First General Accounting Office report on home health care, pushing
the need for HEW to publicize availability of the benefit

- Title XX Social Services (P.L. 93-647) passage

.l.a. cOking. ePOtn. and natiol lsUeS: and 0onetn a key dttelegilation ald regulatiom avilable itwou
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... hore health Iee

- Health Planning Act (P.L. 93-641) passage
- Social Security Administration Option Paper on home health care
- Office of the Assistant Secretary for Planning and Evaluation Option

Paper on home health care
- SRS begins development of Medicaid regulations on home health care

a
1975 - OAS/Planning issues Callender/LaVor comprehensive hh report

- Secretary Weinberger sends Medicare amendments recommendations to the
Hill, asking for inclusion of proprietaries

- SRS proposes Medicaid regulations on August 21 to include proprietaries
and establish a home health aide training program

- House and Senate Aging Committees hold joint hearing on proprietaries
in home health after a flood of mail opposing the SRS regulations

- HEW holds an industry conference on home health to discuss SRS proposal
- SSA issues regulations allowing proprietaries to subcontract with

certified agencies in the wake of a favorable Court decision
- home health training and expansion grant program (P.L. 94-63) passage

1976 - Pepper House Aging Committee hearing on field delivery of hh services
- Office of Assistant Secretary for Health issues memo on hh care
- Senate Federal Spending Subcommittee (Chiles) holds hearings on fraud

and abuse in home health agencies in Florida
- OAS/Planning releases a memo on home health care
- SSA sends Intermediary Letter 76-31 and 76-25 on reimbursement for

"newly established non-hospital-based home health agencies"
- Undersecretary Marjorie Lynch issues a memo on home health care
- Ways & Means Oversight Subcommittee (Vanik) holds hearings on fraud

and abuse in home health care
- Final Medicaid regulations issued in August without proprietaries and

without aide training requirement
- HEW publishes schedule of regional home health hearings to get public

consent on issues raised by original SRS regs before proposing new regs
- HEW regional hearings held in September and October
- HEW issues report on regional home health hearings (Yellow Report)
- HEW prepares discussion paper (Pink Report), rather than an option paper

on regional hearings issues

1977 - Congressional Budget Office issues report on different home care options
and the costs of implementing them (actuarial estimates)

- HEW excludes home health agencies from certificate of need
- Ways & Means Oversight (Vanik) and Health (Rostenkowski) Subcommittees

hold joint hearing with Senate Aging (Church) on fraud and abuse
- Rural Health ClinicsLaw (P.L. 95-210) passage
- Second General Accounting Office report on the need for a national policy
- Medicare and Medicaid Anti-Fraud and Abuse Amendments (P.L. 95-142)

passage, mandating a major HEW home health report with recommendations,
establishing authority to impose uniform reporting and designation
of intermediaries for providers or a class of providers

- Senate Aging (Chiles) hearing on alternative health care delivery
- Senate Aging (Chiles) hearing on HEW home health "focal point"--Derzon
- House Aging (Pepper) hearing on GAO "national policy" report--Califano

1978 - House Aging (Pepper) hearing on progress of GAO recommendations--Derzon

22
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... home health line

- Senate Aging (Domenici) hearing on hh standards
- HEW calls meeting of hh provider groups and Medicare, Medicaid and

Title XX staff to discuss standards
Ways & Means Oversight (Gibbons) holds hearing on GAO fraud and

abuse report
- Division of Direct Reimbursement (Medicare Bureau) issues cost

guidelines for hh agencies for whom it acts as fiscal intermediary
- Medicare Bureau issues Intermediary Letter 78-16, to help fiscal

intermediaries identify "out of line" costs
- HEW calls industry meeting to discuss H.R. 3 report, without

distributing the draft of the paper
- Medicare Bureau issues IL 78-37, cost per visit data on certified hha's
- Medicare Bureau issues IL 78-39, hha management contracts
- Rostenkowski's Medicare Amendments of 1978 (H.R. 13097) with home

health expansion and administrative controls passes the House,
is not considered by the Senate

- Senate hospital cost containment bill (H.R. 5285) passes Senate
with deletion of hh visit limits and prior hospitalization
requirement, is not considered by the House

1979 - HCFA issues proposed Section 223 cost limits for home health care
- HCFA issues proposed regulations on cost to related organizations
- HCFA issues personal care service guidelines for Medicaid
- HCFA issues draft of uniform system for home health agency reporting

for public comment prior to proposal
- HCFA solicits waiver-only demonstrations for hospice-home care
- HCFA proposes Medicare malpractice insurance limits
- HEW sends final home health report to Congress
- House and Senate Planning Amendments bills marked up without CON

for home health
- Senate Finance marks up Talmadge bill, maintaining deletion of hh

visit limits and prior hospitalization requirement

It is obvious from this incomplete catalogue of home health
events in Washington that Congress is getting ready to enact some home
health care legislation, and that HEw has been working on hone health
care issues in detail for five years. The culmination of these efforts
is the final H.R. 3 report.

THE REPORT

"The Department makes no legislative recommendations in this
report primarily because of budget constraints. In addition
serious questions, which are raised in this report, must be
resolved before final recommendations can be made in this area,
including:

What is the best way to ensure types of beneficiaries,
e.g., the aged, low income, the disabled, have adequate
access to in-home services?

How can we design a program for in-home services that

23
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... home health Ie

does not encourage a large shift in financing and
initiative from the private to the public sector?

"In order to analyze these and other questions, the Department
plans to undertake, in FY 1980, a major research effort in the
in-home services."

Under the influence of the cutting spree touched off by the trimsed
down fiscal 1980 Carter budget, there are no legislative recommendations at all
in the report. There are no regulatory recommendations in the report. There
are a few "administrative" changes HEW is implementing or further studying.

The law mandating the report said nothing, however, about basing
recommendations on the availability of funds. The cut and paste job also
involved toning down the report altogether from previous drafts, specifically
the earlier references to HEW policy having had negative results.

Consequently, the singular significance of the final H.R. 3 report
is that it is not responsive to the mandate of P.L. 95-142, which required
HEW to submit (by October 28, 1978) a report "analyzing, evaluating, and
making recommendations on all aspects (including the availability, administration,
provision, reimbursement procedures, and cost) of the delivery of home health
and other in-home services.. .under Titles XVIII, XIX and XX of the Social Security
Act." The report was also to include "recommendations for changes in regulations
and legislation" about scope and definition of services, eligibility to receive
services, standards for provider certification, procedures for utilization and
quality control, methods of reimbursement and fraud and abuse prevention,
including reasons for the recommendations and analysis of the impact of imple-
menting them on home health cost and demand, and how to finance recommended
expansion.

Here is a line-by-line analysis comparing the final report with the
January 1979 draft, which had been signed off by HCFA Administrator Leonard
Schaeffer, whose office had lead responsibility for the report at HEW.

I. IN-HOME SERVICES UNDER MEDICARE, MEDICAID, AND THE SOCIAL SERVICES PROGRAMS

* "Many persons in need of services who wish to stay at home or in other non-
institutional settings have few, if any, benefits covering in-home services
available to assist them."......cur

* references to the inability to receive benefits unless the beneficiary con-
forms to eligibility requirements ...... CUT

* medicaid rates in some state are lower than the costs of service provision
...... CUT

* New York is "mainly responsible" for "huge increases in Medicaid in-home
benefits ". CUT

* reference to availability of home health aide services under Title XX ...... CUT

* reference to reimbursement policies under Title XX being at state discretion
...... CUT
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II. LEGISLATIVE AND ADMINISTRATIVE PROBLEMS IN COORDINATING HOME CARE PROGRAMS

* subtitle previously "Problems Have Emerged" changed to "Programmatic
Di fferences "

a references to fragmentation within HEW ...... cuT

* where regulations governing providers were previously "inconsistent,"
they now "vary from program to program"

* "The programs are directed at specified populations, thus creating
confusion over who is eligible for which programs and leaving some
population groups without access to services" is now written, "The
programs have overlapping constituencies."

* reimbursement methods were charged in the earlier draft with being
"different for each program and are either inequitable or encourage
inefficiency; they are confusing to both providers and clients;" the
reimbursement methods in the final draft are called "different for each
program."

* "The results of these problems have been that services are often in-
accessible, incomplete, inadequate, or absent. At the service delivery
point, providers, health and social service workers, and clients must
search through the complexity of programs and payment sources to
identify and package services ......... cuT

* subhead "Programmatic Shell Games Are Played" now called "Changing
Payment Sources"--subhead "Service Definitions Are a Major Problem" is
now "Service Definitions"--subhead "Gaps and Duplication Both Cause
Problems" is now "Gaps and Duplications"

e an earlier complaint that administrative costs may exceed the cost of
the services themselves ...... cuT

* "In the United States, confusion with respect to definitions, funding,
service provision and integration of the services into coordinated
community non-institutional care systems has substantially reduced the
usefulness of a supportive resource essential to the provision of
coordinated home health care" has been changed to "The system for home
care is not as simple or as clearly identifiable in the U.S. because
home health services are a part of several programs with different
overall purposes."

* "The above discussion points out the inherent system problems and
impediments to achieving coordination of in-home services. Virtually
every aspect of the programs precludes development of a rational,
organized, cost-effective system of home care. The problems are so
basic that they can only be mitigated by improvements in federal (HEW)
operations; a wholesale restructuring of programs, or a completely new
one, would be required to fully address the problems ......... cuT

* verbs such as "should" have been changed to "could"
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III. BENEFITS AND ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA

Medicare--redefine "home health aide" as "homemaker-home health aide" . cu

delete prior hospitalization requirement ...... cur

the Department "is examining" reimbursing evaluation visits as a direct
service and revising the definition of part-time intermittent care

nutrition services still rejected, as is making occupational therapy
a primary service, "in the absence of the need for any other home
health services, defining the need for occupational therapy would be
difficult"

skilled care discussion (too expensive), terminal condition coverage
clarification (has already been done) and homebound clarification
(not needed) remain the same as the January draft

Medicaid--variations among state programs and all coverage changes being studied
in the January draft ...... cur

IV. PROGRAM MANAGEMENT ISSUES

Reimbursement--"The $2.5 billion cap on federal Title XX expenditures has forced
tradeoffs between the quantity of in-home services which states can
provide and the rates of payment for the services..." has been changed
to the cap on XX expenditures "as opposed to the open ended unlimited
financing available under Medicare and Medicaid has forced tradeoffs
between the nature of in-home services" and the rates of payment

content has been changed to reflect recent publication of Section 223
cost limits--subhead "Failure to Control Costs" is now "Cost Control"

all recommendations for changes in Medicare and Medicaid reimbursement
. .cu, including experiments in reimbursement change

HEW's opposition to Medicare-only providers remains, but the options
to eliminate them ...... cur (see fraudiand abu aiusection)

Fiscal Intermediaries--whole section is basically unchanged. Final report says
that regional intermediaries are needed and inserts, "Providers would
no longer nominate their own intermediaries." Increased federal
policy direction is also necessary, it says.

Fraud and Abuse--No changes. Ergo, HEW is planning to assign regional inter-
mediaries, explore using screening guidelines for claims audit, increase
field audits of cost reports and patients' records, prohibit Medicare-
only agencies by requiring that a certain percentage of patients be
non-Medicare, send duplicate bills to patients to find discrepancies.

V. QUALITY STANDARDS AND PROVIDER ISSUES

o same as January draft on aide subcontracting and single service agencies (will
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not prohibit)

o require inclusion of a home health aide pre-service and in-service
train ng program. cur

o utilization review--final report cuts reconmendation to establish it,
but says that HEW will "work toward" developing utilization noms

o skilled nursing--final report says that "many" home health providers
advocate using the term "professional" instead of "skilled," where
the January draft said that the home health field has "unanimously"
recomnended that change. Conclusion is the same, though, no change
without more data.

o proprietaries--almost unchanged, other than deleting a sentence, "It
makes no sense to permit participation in some states and not to permit
such agencies to participate in others." Instead of noting that HEW
has "deferred" making a recommendation (for lack of information), the
final report says, "We will not make" a recommendation.

o deemed status--January position reversed by stating that "although
there are several problems," HEW is exploring the Possibility of granting
an organization's accreditation program certification status.

o Title XX standards--assuring quality care through establishment of basic
uniform standards for in-home service providers regardless of auspice
has been deleted.

"Auctioning off the delivery of human services to the lowest unit cost
bidder without definition has been proven to bear little relationship
to the lowest total cost ......... cur

subhead "Self Employed Provider Practices Constitute a Major Problem..."
now reads "Self Employed Provider Practices" and some of the fiery
language on self-employed providers has been cut, including the earlier
accusation that they were not receiving the minimum wage.

The final report adds that states "may" need federal guidance on setting
standards for Title XX. Further, the January draft statement that
without those standards, the use of self-employed providers "should not
be permitted" has been changed to "may not be desirable."

The final report also states that "HEW could develop such definitions,
but they would have to be voluntarily adopted by each state." Ergo, all
recommendations for solutions to Title XX standards problems ...... cur

VI. HOME HEALTH SERVICES--DEVELOPING AND CONTROLLING SUPPLY

Certificate of Need--maintains January draft's opposition to CON for home
health agencies

Availability and Distribution of Services--"The major problem for all home
health agencies, whether newly developed or long standing, has
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been their inability to expand the range of their services and
their coverage of populations at risk within the constraints of
Medicare and Medicaid eligibility criteria, definitions of services,
and reimbursement policies and procedures ......... cuT

Capacity Building--Hill Burton history deleted. "It has been assumed that
federal provision for reimbursement of selected services for selected
populations would provide adequate financial support for capacity
development." In the January draft, that was "It was evidently assumed"

On the P.L. 94-63 grants, the January draft read, "The grantees have
become certified Medicare providers and are now operating the newly
developed home health agencies without federal subsidies." The final
report excises that sentence and reads instead, "It is the view of
the Administration that since home health agencies do not require a
large initial capital investment and since the growth and supply of
home health services was established without any special federal grants,
the grant programs should be eliminated. Accordingly, the fiscal year
1980 budget provides for phasing out these grants." All conclusions
and recommendations in capacity building ...... cur

VII. FUTURE DIRECTIONS FOR HOME CARE ...... CUT

APPENDIX

The entire 21 pages of the Appendix have been left whole in the final
report. The tables give current and projected data on utilization, expenditures
and statistics on some of the home care demonstrations. The figures have pro-
duced some very interesting characteristics of in-home care users by sex, age,
living arrangement, ability to perform activities of daily living, length of
use of services, staffing patterns of agencies and proportion of visits by staff
categories.

What can be said about this report? Perhaps all we need to say is
that Congress is going to hold hearings specifically on the report.
starting with the Senate Aging Committee (Chiles) on May 7. It
would appear that at least this particular report is not going to
sit on some bureaucratic shelf. Finally, some Members of Congress
are angry.

...home health line has now become an independent organization. The
editor has become its publisher and has established an office at:

home health line
Room 976, National Press Building
Washington, D. C. 20045
(202) 347-5082

Yes, the price will go up, but so will the service, and we'd love
your comments on content and suggested service changes.
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